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American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
INTRODUCTION

The *Accountants' Index* is a standard reference work published as a service to the accounting profession.

This thirty-eighth supplement of the *Accountants' Index* is a continuation of the preceding thirty-seven supplements to the original 1920 volume. The original index, published in 1921, covered the “known English literature on the subject of accounting in print in 1912 and published since that year to and including December 31, 1920.” These volumes cover materials indexed by the AICPA Library Services staff for the period January through December 1989.

KAREN HEGGE NELOMS
Director
AICPA Library Services Division
HOW TO USE THE ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX

The Accountants’ Index is the index to the AICPA Library. All references listed in the Accountants’ Index are retained in the AICPA Library and are available for loan to members of the AICPA and to special libraries. This 38th supplement covers the titles added to the Library’s collection during 1989.

A subject/author index to English language periodicals, the Accountants’ Index also lists books, pamphlets and government documents by author, title and subject. The Library catalogs books and indexes journals in the fields of accounting, auditing, data processing, financial reporting, financial management, investments and securities, management and taxation. Special businesses and industries are also covered.

The Index is arranged in dictionary format and full citations are given with each entry. For the convenience of AICPA Library users and our reference librarians, the Library classification numbers assigned to books and pamphlets appear in square brackets. Journal titles are italicized. Users are referred to the directories in the beginning of volume 1 for addresses of publishers.
ABA Banking Journal, Subscription Dept., P.O. Box 466, Village Sta., New York, NY 10014-9998.
ABA Journal, American Bar Association, 750 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, IL 60611.
Abacus, Springer-Verlag New York Inc., P.O. Box 2485, Secaucus, NJ 07094.
Accountant Ireland, Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland, Chartered Accountants House, 87/89 Pembroke Rd., Dublin 4, Ireland.
Accountancy SA, South African Institute of Chartered Accountants, P.O. Box 964, Johannesburg 2000, South Africa.
Accountant, Lafferty Publications Ltd., 1422 W. Peachtree St., Ste. 800, Atlanta, GA 30309.
Accountant, Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Kenya, P.O. Box 59963, Nairobi, Kenya.
Accountants Digest, Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, Member Services Directorate, P.O. Box 433, Chartered Accountants’ Hall, Moorgate Pl., London EC2P 2BJ, England.
Accountants’ Journal, New Zealand Society of Accountants, P.O. Box 11342, Wellington, New Zealand.
Accountants’ Liability Newsletter, AICPA Professional Liability Insurance Plan Committee, Newsletter Editor, Rollins Burdick Hanter, 123 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL 60606.
Accountant’s Magazine, Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, 27 Queen St., Edinburgh EH2 1LA, Scotland.
Accountants Record, Society of Company and Commercial Accountants, 40 Tyndalls Park Rd., Bristol BS8 1PL, England.
Accounting and Finance, Accounting Association of Australia and New Zealand, Dept. of Commerce, University of Queensland, Queensland 4072, Australia.
Accounting. Auditing and Accountability, Carol Smith, MCB University Press Ltd., P.O. Box 10812, Birmingham, AL 35201.
Accounting Education News. American Accounting Association, 5717 Bessie Dr., Sarasota, FL 34233.
Accounting Educators’ Journal, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Dept. of Accounting, 4505 Maryland Pkwy., Las Vegas, NV 89154-6018.
Accounting Historians Journal, Ashton C. Bishop, Secretary, Academy of Accounting Historians, School of Accounting, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
Accounting Horizons, American Accounting Association, 5717 Bessie Dr., Sarasota, FL 34233.
Accounting, Organizations and Society, Pergamon Press, Headington Hill Hall, Oxford OX3 0BW, England.
Accounting Review, American Accounting Association, 5717 Bessie Dr., Sarasota, FL 34233.
Across the Board, Conference Board, 845 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022.
Administrative Science Quarterly, Malott Hall, Samuel Curtis Johnson Graduate School of Management, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853.
American Academy of Actuaries, 1720 1 St., NW, 7th Fl., Washington, DC 20006.
American Business Law Journal, Brad Reid, Subscription Manager, Abilene Christian University, Box 8335, Abilene, TX 79699.
Annals of the School of Business Administration (Keiei Gakubu), Editorial Committee, Kobe University, Rokko, Kobe, Japan.
API Account, Accountants for the Public Interest, 1012 14th St., NW, Ste. 906, Washington, DC 20005.
Appraisal Journal, American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers, 430 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60611-4088.
Armed Forces Comptroller, American Society of Military Comptrollers, P.O. Box 338, Burgess, VA 22432-0338.
Asset, Missouri Society of Certified Public Accountants, P.O. Box 27342, St. Louis, MO 63141.
Association Management, American Society of Association Executives, 1575 Eye St., NW, Washington, DC 20005.
Auditing, Paul Gerhardt, American Accounting Association, 5717 Bessie Dr., Sarasota, FL 34233.
Auditor’s Report, Auditing Section, American Accounting Association, 5717 Bessie Dr., Sarasota, FL 34233.
Australian Accountant, Australian Society of Certified Practising Accountants, 170 Queen St., Melbourne, Vic. 3000, Australia.
Journal Publishers

Australian Tax Forum, Centre of Policy Studies, Monash University, Clayton, Vic. 3168, Australia.
Bank Administration, see Bank Management.
Bank Management (formerly Magazine of Bank Administration and Bank Administration),
Bank Administration Institute, 60 Gould Center, Rolling Meadow, IL 60008.
Bankers Magazine, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.
Bankers Monthly, 5615 W. Cermak Rd., Cicero, IL 60650-9945.
Farron's, Dow Jones & Co., 200 Burnett Rd., Chicopee, MA 01020.
Baylor Business Review, Baylor University, Box 8009, Waco, TX 76798-8009.
Black Enterprise, P.O. Box 3009, Harlan, IA 51537-4100.
Bowman's Accounting Report, Hudson Sawyer Professional Services Marketing, 950 E. Paces Ferry Rd.,
Ste. 2425, Atlanta, GA 30326-1119.
Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation, International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,
P.O. Box 20237, Sarphatistraat 124, 1000 HE Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Business, College of Business Administration, Georgia State University, University Plaza, Atlanta, GA 30303-3093.
Business and Society Review, P.O. Box 491, Stroudsburg, PA 18360.
Business & Tax Planning Quarterly, Business Tax Planning Board, National Association of Accountants,
10 Paragon Dr., Montvale, NJ 07645-1760.
Business Credit, National Association of Credit Management, 8815 Centre Park Dr., Columbia, MD 21045-2117.
Business Horizons, Graduate School of Business, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405.
Business Lawyer, American Bar Association, 750 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, IL 60611.
Business Month, Subscription Service Dept., P.O. Box 55982, Boulder, CO 80322.
CA Magazine, Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 150 Bloor St. West, Toronto, Ont.,
Canada M5S 2Y2.
California Management Review, University of California, 350 Barrows Hall, Berkeley, CA 94720.
Campbell Law Review, Campbell University, Box 1165, Buies Creek, NC 27506.
Canadian Tax Journal, Canadian Tax Foundation, 130 Adelaide St. West, Ste. 1900, Toronto, Ont.,
Canada M5H 3P5.
Certified Accountant, Chartered Association of Certified Accountants, 29 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London
WC2A 3EE, England.
CFO, P.O. Box 57349, Boulder, CO 80322-7349.
CGA Magazine, Certified General Accountants’ Association of Canada, 740-1176 W. Georgia St.,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6E 4A2.
Charter (formerly Chartered Accountant), Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia, 37 York St.,
Sydney 2000, Australia.
Chartered Accountant, Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, Indraprastha Marg, P.O. Box 7100,
New Delhi-110002, India.
Chartered Accountant, Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka, 30A, Longden Pl., Colombo 7,
Sri Lanka.
Chartered Accountant, see Charter.
Chuo-Gakuen University Review of Economics and Commerce, Faculty of Commerce, Chuo-Gakuen
University, Abiko, Chiba, Japan.
Club Management, Finan Publishing Co., 8730 Big Bend Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63119.
CMA, Society of Management Accountants of Canada, 154 Main St. East, MPO Box 176, Hamilton, Ont.,
Canada L8N 3C3.
Columbia Business Law Review, Columbia University School of Law, Box B-26, 435 W. 116th St.,
New York, NY 10027.
Columbia Journal of World Business, Columbia Business School, Columbia University, 315 Uris Hall,
New York, NY 10027.
Journal Publishers


Financial Analysts Journal, Association for Investment Management and Research, P.O. Box 3668, Charlottesville, VA 22903.

Financial & Accounting Systems (formerly Journal of Accounting and EDP), Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.


Financial Management, Financial Management Association, College of Business Administration, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620.

Financial Manager, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.

Financial Planning, P.O. Box 3060-C, Southeastern, PA 19398.


Florida CPA Today, Florida Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Communications Dept., P.O. Box 5437, 325 W. College Ave., Tallahassee, FL 32314.

Forbes, 60 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10011.

Fortune, Time Inc., Magazine Co., P.O. Box 60001, Tampa, FL 33660–0001.


Georgia Journal of Accounting, J.M. Tull School of Accounting, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602.

Georgia State Bar Journal, State Bar of Georgia, 800 The Hurt Bldg., Atlanta, GA 30303.

Golden Gate University Law Review, Golden Gate University, School of Law, 556 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 94105.


High Technology Business, P.O. Box 53981, Boulder, CO 80322.

Highlights of Financial Reporting Issues, Financial Accounting Standards Board, 401 Merritt 7, P.O. Box 516, Norwalk, CT 06855–5161.

Hong Kong Accountant, Hong Kong Society of Accountants, 17/F Belgian House, 77–79 Gloucester Rd., Wanchai, Hong Kong.

Hospital & Health Services Administration, Foundation of the American College of Healthcare Executives, Order Processing Center, 1951 Cornell Ave., Melrose Park, IL 60160.

Hospitals, American Hospital Publishing, 211 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago, IL 60611.

Hotel & Motel Management, Edgell Communications, 1 E. First St., Duluth, MN 55802.


In Our Opinion, Auditing Standards Division, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036–8775.

INC, P.O. Box 54129, Boulder, CO 80322-4129.

Incubator Times, Office of Private Sector Initiatives, U.S. Small Business Administration, 1441 L. St., NW, Rm. 720A, Washington, DC 20416.

Indiana Law Journal, Indiana University School of Law, Law Bldg., Rm. 009, Bloomington, IN 47405.

Industrial Accountant, Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of Pakistan, Soldier Bazar, P.O. Box 7284, Karachi–74400, Pakistan.

Information Executive, Macmillan Professional Journals, 1640 Fifth St., Santa Monica, CA 90401.


Internal Auditing, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.

Internal Auditor, Institute of Internal Auditors, 249 Maitland Ave., Altamonte Springs, FL 32701–4201.

International Accountant, Association of International Accountants and Association of Certified International Accountants, AIA 2–10 St. John’s St., Bedford MK42 0DW, England.

International Accounting Bulletin, Lafferty Publications Ltd., 1422 W. Peachtree St., Ste. 800, Atlanta, GA 30309.


X
Journal Publishers

Michigan CPA, Michigan Association of Certified Public Accountants, 28116 Orchard Lake Rd.,
PO. Box 9054, Farmington Hills, MI 48333.
Michigan Law Review, University of Michigan Law School, Hutchins Hall, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1215.
Mid-Atlantic Journal of Business, Div. of Research, W. Paul Stillman School of Business,
Seton Hall University, South Orange, NJ 07079.
Mini-Micro Systems, see Systems Integration.
Missouri Law Review, University of Missouri-Columbia Law School, Tate Hall, Editorial Offices,
School of Law, Columbia, MO 65211.
Modern Healthcare, Crain Communications Inc., 740 Rush St., Chicago, IL 60611.
Money, PO. Box 61790, Tampa, FL 33661-1790.
Mortgage Banking, Mortgage Bankers Association of America, Dept. 0021, Washington, DC 20073-0021.
Motor Freight Controller, National Accounting and Finance Council, American Trucking Associations,
2200 Mill Rd., Alexandria, VA 22314.
National Public Accountant, National Society of Public Accountants, 1010 N. Fairfax St., Alexandria,
VA 22314.
National Tax Journal, National Tax Association-Tax Institute of America, 5310 E. Main St., Columbus,
OH 43213.
New Accountant, 36 Railroad Ave., Glen Head, NY 11545.
Newspaper Financial Executive Journal, International Newspaper Financial Executives, PO. Box 17573,
Dulles International Airport, Washington, DC 20041.
Nigerian Accountant, Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria, Idoiwu Taylor St., Victoria Island,
PO. Box 1580, Lagos, Nigeria.
Northern Illinois University Law Review, Northern Illinois University, College of Law, DeKalb, IL 60115.
Nursing Homes, see Nursing Homes and Senior Citizen Care.
Nursing Homes and Senior Citizen Care (formerly Nursing Homes), 5615 W. Cermak, Cicero, IL 60650.
Ohio CPA Journal, Ohio Society of Certified Public Accountants, PO. Box 1810, 535 Metro Pl. South,
Dublin, OH 43017-7810.
Oil & Gas Finance and Accounting (formerly Journal of Oil and Gas Accountancy), Langham Publishing,
Oklahoma Law Review, College of Law, University of Oklahoma, 300 Timberdell Rd., Norman, OK 73019.
Optometric Management, Vision Care Group, Circulation Dept., 1515 Broadway, Rm. 3201,
New York, NY 10036.
Outlook, California Society of Certified Public Accountants, 275 Shoreline Dr., Redwood City, CA 94065.
Pacific Accounting Review, New Zealand Society of Accountants, Box 11342, Wellington, New Zealand.
Pennsylvania CPA Journal, Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1608 Walnut St.,
3rd Fl., Philadelphia, PA 19103.
Pension World, Communication Channels, 6255 Barfield Rd., Atlanta, GA 30328.
Personal Financial Planning, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.
Petroleum Accounting and Financial Management Journal, Institute of Petroleum Accounting,
PO. Box 13677, University of North Texas, Denton, TX 76203-3677.
Physician's Management, Edgell Communications, 1 E. First St., Duluth, MN 55802.
Planner, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
NY 10036-8775.
Practical Accountant, Warren, Gorham & Lambont, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.
Practical Financial Planning, Matthew Bender, 11 Penn Plaza, New York, NY 10001.
Practical Lawyer, American Law Institute—American Bar Association Committee on Continuing
Professional Education, 4025 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19104.
Practical Tax Lawyer, American Law Institute—American Bar Association Committee on Continuing
Professional Education, 4025 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19104.
Practice Development—Insights for Growth, Ridgefield Consulting Group, 501 Fifth Ave., Ste. 1607,
New York, NY 10017.
Practicing CPA, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1211 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10036-8775.
Probate and Property, American Bar Association, 750 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, IL 60611.

xiii
Journal Publishers

Production and Inventory Management, see Production and Inventory Management Journal.
Production and Inventory Management Journal (formerly Production and Inventory Management), American Production and Inventory Control Society, 500 W. Annandale Rd., Falls Church, VA 22046–4274.


Public Opinion Quarterly, Journals Fulfillment Dept., University of Chicago Press, P.O. Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637.


Public Relations Quarterly, P.O. Box 311, Rhinebeck, NY 12572.


Quarterly Review of Economics and Business, Midwest Economics Association, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, 428 Commerce West, 1206 S. Sixth St., Champaign, IL 61820.

Rand Journal of Economics, P.O. Box 328, Mount Morris, IL 61054.

Real Estate Accounting & Taxation, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.

Real Estate Journal, see Tax Management Real Estate Journal.

Real Estate Review, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.

Real Property, Probate and Trust Journal, American Bar Association, Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law, 750 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, IL 60611.


Research Bulletin of the Institute of Cost and Works Accountants of India, 12 Sudder St., Calcutta–700 016, India.

Restaurant Hospitality, 1100 Superior Ave., Cleveland, OH 44114.

Retail Control, Financial Executives Division, National Retail Federation, 100 W. 31st St., New York, NY 10001.

Review of Business and Economic Research, Division of Business and Economic Research, College of Business Administration, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 70148.

Review of Taxation of Individuals, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.


Sales and Marketing Management, Subscription Service Dept., P.O. Box 1024, South Eastern, PA 19398–9974.

SAM Advanced Management Journal, Society for Advancement of Management, Fulfillment Dept., P.O. Box 889, Vinton, VA 24179.


Savings Institutions, United States League of Savings Institutions, 111 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL 60601.

SEC Accounting Report, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.


Selections, Graduate Management Admission Council, 11601 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 760, Los Angeles, CA 90025.

SGV Group Journal, Publications Director, SGV Group Journal Marketing Support Group,

SGV Development Center, 105 De la Rosa St., Legaspi Village, Makati, 1200 Metro Manila, Philippines.


Small Business Taxation, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.

Southern Business & Economic Journal, Auburn University at Montgomery, School of Business, 7300 University Dr., Montgomery, AL 36117–3596.

Southern Collegiate Accountant, Savannah State College, School of Business, P.O. Box 20359, Savannah, GA 31404.


xiv
Journal Publishers

St. John's Law Review, St. John's University, School of Law, Fromkes Hall, Grand Central and Utopia Pkwy., Jamaica, NY 11439.
Stanger's Investment Adviser, Stanger's Investment Advisor.
Stanger's Investment Register, see Stanger's Investment Advisor.
Status Register, Financial Accounting Standards Board, P.O. Box 5156, Norwalk, CT 06856-5156.
Systems Integration (formerly Mini-Micro Systems), Cahners-Ziff Publishing Associates,
275 Washington St., Newton, MA 02158-1630.
Tax Adviser, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-8775.
Tax Executive, Tax Executives Institute, P.O. Box 96129, Washington, DC 20090-6129.
Tax Lawyer, American Bar Association, Section of Taxation, 750 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, IL 60611.
Tax Management Estates, Gifts and Trusts Journal (formerly Estates, Gifts and Trusts Journal),
Tax Management Inc., 1231 25th St., NW, Washington, DC 20037.
1231 25th St., NW, Washington, DC 20037.
Tax Management Real Estate Journal (formerly Real Estate Journal), Tax Management Inc., 1231 25th St.,
NW, Washington, DC 20037.
Taxation for Accountants, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.
Taxation for Lawyers, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.
Taxation in Australia, Taxation Institute of Australia, 271-272 Lane Cove Rd., North Ryde, NSW 2113, Australia.
Taxes—the Tax Magazine, Commerce Clearing House, 4025 W. Peterson Ave., Chicago, IL 60646.
Today's CPA, Texas Society of Certified Public Accountants, 1421 W. Mockingbird Lane, Ste. 100,
Dallas, TX 75247-4957.
Trusts & Estates, Communication Channels, 6255 Barfield Rd., Atlanta, GA 30328.
UMKC Law Review, University of Missouri, Kansas City, School of Law, 5100 Rockhill Rd., Kansas City,
MO 64110.
University of Miami Law Review, University of Miami School of Law, 460 Law Library, Coral Gables, FL 33124.
Valuation, American Society of Appraisers, P.O. Box 17265, Washington, DC 20041.
Vanderbilt Law Review, Vanderbilt University School of Law, Nashville, TN 37240.
Veterinary Economics, Veterinary Medicine Publishing Co., 9073 Lenexa Dr., Lenexa, KS 66215.
Video Store, Edgell Communications, 1 E. First St., Duluth, MN 55802.
Virginia Law Review, Virginia Law Review Association, University of Virginia, School of Law,
Charlottesville, VA 22901.
Wall Street Journal Reports, 99 Wall St., New York, NY 10005.
Washington Law Review, 1100 N.E. Campus Pkwy., University of Washington, Condon Hall, JB-20,
Seattle, WA 98105.
Wisconsin CPA, Wisconsin Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 180 N. Executive Dr.,
Brookfield, WI 53005.
Woman CPA, Circulation Dept., P.O. Box 39295, Cincinnati, OH 45239.
World, KPMG Peat Marwick, 345 Park Ave., New York, NY 10154.
World Accounting Report, F.T. Business Information Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St.,
Book Publishers

Abbott, Langer & Associates, 548 First St., Crete, IL 60417.
Academic Information Service, P.O. Box 1718, College Park, MD 20740.
Academy of Accounting Historians, P.O. Box 658, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30303.
Accountants for the Public Interest, 1625 I St., NW, Ste. 717, Washington, DC 20005.
Accounting History Association, Faculty of Business, Osaka City University, 3-138, Sugimoto 3-chome, Sumiyoshi-ku, Osaka 558, Japan.
Actuarial Standards Board, 1720 I St., NW, 7th Fl., Washington, DC 20006.
ADAPSO, the Computer Software & Services Industry, 1300 N. 17th St., Ste. 300, Arlington, VA 22209.
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1 Jacob Way, Reading, MA 01867.
AMACOM, Trudeau Rd., Fulfillment Dept., Saranac Lake, NY 12983.
American Academy of Actuaries, 1720 I St., NW, 7th Fl., Washington, DC 20006.
American Accounting Association, 5717 Bessie Dr., Sarasota, FL 34233.
American Association of Equipment Lessors, 1300 N. 17th St., Ste. 1010, Arlington, VA 22209.
American Association of Homes for the Aging, 1129 20th St., NW, Ste. 400, Washington, DC 20036-3489.
American Association of Law Libraries, 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, IL 60604.
American Banker, American-Banker Bond Buyer, 1 State St. Plaza, New York, NY 10004.
American Bar Association, 750 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, IL 60611.
American College, 270 Bryn Mawr Ave., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.
American Demographics, P.O. Box 68, Ithaca, NY 14851.
American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, 1150 17th St., NW, Washington, DC 20036.
American Group of CPA Firms, 1910 S. Highland Ave., Ste. 210, Lombard, IL 60148.
American Group Practice Association, 1422 Duke St., Alexandria, VA 22314.
American Horse Council, 1700 K St., NW, Ste. 300, Washington, DC 20006.
American Hospital Association, AHA Services, P.O. Box 99376, Chicago, IL 60693.
American Hospital Publishing, subs. of American Hospital Association, AHA Services, P.O. Box 99376, Chicago, IL 60693.
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Order Dept., P.O. Box 1003, New York, NY 10108-1003.
American Law Institute, 4025 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19104.
American Library Institute, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611.
American Management Association, 135 W. 50th St., New York, NY 10020.
American Meat Institute, 1700 N. Moore St., Arlington, VA 22209.
American Medical Association, P.O. Box 10946, Chicago, IL 60610-0946.
American Society of Appraisers, P.O. Box 17265, Washington, DC 20041.
American Society of Association Executives, 1575 I St., NW, Washington, DC 20005.
American Taxation Association, 5717 Bessie Dr., Sarasota, FL 33585
American Woman's Society of Certified Public Accountants, 111 E. Wacker Dr., Ste. 600, Chicago, IL 60601.
Andersen McLean, 5 Town & Country Village, Ste. 508, San Jose, CA 95128.
Andersen Publishing Co., 10 E. 23rd St., New York, NY 10010.
Arizona Society of Certified Public Accountants, 426 N. 44th St., Ste. 250, Phoenix, AZ 85008-6501.
Arkansas Society of Certified Public Accountants, 415 N. McKinley, Ste. 970, Little Rock, AR 72205-3022.
Arno Press, see Ayer Company Publishers.
Arthur Andersen & Co., 69 W. Washington St., Chicago, IL 60602.
Arthur D. Little, 25 Acorn Park, Cambridge, MA 02140.
Arthur Young, see Ernst & Young.
Arthur Young International, see Ernst & Young.
Asociacion Interamericana de Contabilidad, Apartado Postal 1467, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.
Assets Protection Publishing, P.O. Box 5323, Madison, WI 53705.
Association of American Railroads, 50 F St., NW, Washington, DC 20001.
Atlantic Council of the United States, 1616 H St., NW, Washington, DC 20006.
Auerbach Publishers, 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111.
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Taming the liability monster, by Jerome E. Bogutz and others. Laventhal & Horwath perspective, v. 15, no. 1, 1989, p. 36-40.

Engagements

See also Working papers


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Audit and accounting manual: nonauthoritative practice aids, as of June 1, 1988, edited by Linda J. Huntley. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House for the AICPA, c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [250 Acc]

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Audit and accounting manual: nonauthoritative practice aids, as of June 1, 1988, edited by Linda J. Huntley. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House for the AICPA, c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [250 Acc]


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Compilation and review, by Margaret Monaghan. New York, c1989. 60 p. (Technical information for practitioners series, no. 4) [250 Acc]


Chovancak, Michael J. Tax engagement claims: frequency and severity continue to increase, by Mike Chovancak and Ken Mackunis. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), no. 20, Dec. 1989, p. 2. [*106.1 A]


Faber, Don. Building your practice: how to develop your personal selling skills. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (Accountant's workbooks series, v. 17) [250 Acc]


International


New Zealand


Fees

See Wages, fees, salaries — Accountants' fees

Finance


Financial management


Form of organization

See Accountants' office — Organization and procedure


CPA Services, Inc. CPA's complete billing and collection handbook. Brookfield, Wis., c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Acc]

Goodall, Ronald. Professional engagement manual forms. (Toronto, Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 1989. 127 p. [250 Acc]


Fringe benefits


Goodwill

See Accountants' office — Valuation and goodwill

Hong Kong

Hong Kong Society of Accountants. Membership list, 1989. Wanchai, Hong Kong, 1989. 182 p. [*106.9 H]

Hours of labor

See Hours of labor — Accountants

Incentives


Insurance

See also Insurance, Accountants' group Insurance, Accountants' liability


Nieman, Kyle. Establishing adequate professional liability insurance limits. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), v. 17, Aug./Sept. 1989, p. 3. [*106.1 A]

Parker, Robert M. AICPA accountants professional liability plan: premium surcharges — why they exist and how they affect your premium, by Robert M. Parker and Michael J. Chevancek. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), v. 17, Aug./Sept. 1989, p. 1. [*106.1 A]


Internal control


Internship

See also Accountants' office — Staff training

Developing minority talent: INROADS program helps guide students to careers. E&W people (Ernst & Whinney), Spring 1989, p. 5-7.

ACCOUNTANTS' OFFICE—Internship (Continued)


Large firms

Layout

Letter writing
See also Accountants' office—Engagement letters
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Audit and accounting manual: nonauthoritative practice aids, as of June 1, 1988, edited by Linda J. Huntley. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House for the AICPA, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [250 Acc]

Libraries
See Libraries

Management

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1989

CPA Services, Inc. Digest 87 awards: what makes a winning CPA firm. Brookfield, Wis., c1988. 75 p. [250 Acc]
How the behavior of supervisors can boost the performance of staff. CPA personnel report, v. 7, Feb. 1989, p. 4-5.
Serotta, Abram J. Staff meetings — staff progress: fostering communication and education. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, July 1989, p. 5-6.
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Manuals
Practice Development Institute. CPA firm personnel handbook. Chicago, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [*250 Acc]

Marketing


Boress, Allan S. Why most sales training doesn’t work for accounting firms, by Allan S. Boress and Michael G. Cummings. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, June 1989, p. 3-5.


Hudson Sawyer Professional Services Marketing. Pointers: managing and marketing. Atlanta, c1989. 1 v. ( [*250 Acc]


Marcus, Bruce W. And now there are... (Marcus on marketing) New accountant, v. 5, Sept. 1989, p. 15-16.


Marcus, Bruce W. Researching your markets. (Marcus on marketing) New accountant, v. 4, April 1989, p. 32-3.


Shenkmann, Martin M. Building your practice: how to market your firm’s client services. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (Accountant’s workbook series, v. 16) [*250 Acc]


Trepeck, Judith R. How to produce an effective firm newsletter. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, April 1989, p. 5-6.


--- Australia

ACCOUNTANTS’ OFFICE—Marketing Great Britain

Great Britain

Carroll, Adrian. Ways to use the media. (Business) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, June 1989, p. 131-2.


South Africa


Marketing, part 3. Accountancy Sd (South Africa), v. 6, June 1989, p. 163-4.


Porter, Michael E. Marketing, part 1. Accountancy Sd (South Africa), v. 6, April 1989, p. 104-5.

Memo writing


Mergers


Merger of the mighty will reshape Big Eight. Public accounting report, v. 12, June 1, 1989, p. 1, 3.


Motivation

See Accountants’ office – Incentives

On-the-job training

See Education – On-the-job training

Organization and procedure
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CPA Services, Inc. Digest 87 awards: what makes a winning CPA firm. Brookfield, Wis., c1988. 75 p. [*250 Acc]


Fowler, Larry. Creating a profitable PFP practice from tax season. Planner (AICPA), v. 4, Oct./Nov. 1989, p. 3. [*106 A]


Owens, David G. Use these office strategies to build a competitive edge and increase profits. International accounting bulletin (USA), v. 43, Nov./Dec. 1989, p. 7-9.


Practice Development Institute. CPA firm personnel handbook. Chicago, c1989. 1 v. (Various pages) [250 Acc]

Russell, Ronald C. Shrinking the black hole that work falls into. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, Nov. 1989, p. 5-6.


Great Britain

Partnerships


Foster, Thea. Calculated move. (Practice) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, April 1989, p. 45.


Hughes, John M. Partner/shareholder compensation – one firm’s case study. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, July 1989, p. 4-5.


Stewart, David O. Pro bono, sex and partnership. (Supreme Court report) ABAnet journal, v. 75, July 1989, p. 44, 46, 48, 50.


Webster, George D. Court sets new discrimination standard. (Legal) Association management, v. 41, July 1989, p. 84-5.


Missouri

Personnel
See also Accountancy profession – Selection of personnel
Accountants – Employment
Employee turnover
Paraprofessionals
Recruitment
Referrals


CPA Services, Inc. Complete training handbook for CPA firms. Brookfield, Wis., c1989. 1 v. (various pages) [250 Acc]


How the behavior of supervisors can boost the performance of staff. CPA personnel report, v. 7, Feb. 1989, p. 4-5.


Practice Development Institute. CPA firm personnel handbook. Chicago, c1989. 1 v. (various pages) [250 Acc]


___Australia


___Florida

Board of Accountancy rules on employee leasing. (Capital report Florida CPA today, v. 5, April 1989, p. 8.

Practice development

See Accountants' office — Organization and procedure

Professiona l corporations


Public relations


Purchase and sale

See Accountants' office — Valuation and goodwill

Records

See also Accountants' office — Clients' records


Referrals

See Referrals

Salaries

See Wages, fees, salaries — Accountants' salaries

Services

See also Management advisory services


Cherkas, Byron S. Change: more CPAs are providing consulting services. (MAS notes) Florida CPA today, v. 5, June 1989, p. 44-5.


Client service — your number one priority. Practice development — insights for growth, no. 9, Fall 1989, p. 2-3.


CPA Communications Council. Guide to understanding and using CPA services, prepared by the CPA Communications Council in cooperation with the Communications Division, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, New York, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1989. folder (7 p.) [250 Acc]


Dalton, Martha S. Working with specialists in PFP engagements. Planner (AICPA), v. 3, Dec./Jan., 1989, p. 5-6. [1106.1 A]
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ACCOUNTANTS’ OFFICE—Services


Ernst & Whinney. Personal financial planning for our individual tax clients. n.p., c1988. (8) p. [*250 Acc]

Ernst & Whinney. Serving the oil and gas industry. n.p., c1987. (12) p. [*250 Acc]

Fowler, Larry. Creating a profitable PFP practice from tax season. Planner (AICPA), v. 4, Oct./Nov. 1989, p. 3. (*106.1 A)


Ground zero: building a PFP practice from the bottom up. Planner (AICPA), v. 4, Aug./Sept. 1989, p. 3-4. (*106.1 A)


Heling, Bruce R. Coping with a new breed. Wisconsin CPA, no. 153, Spring 1989, p. 6-8, 16.


Kuttner, Monroe S. Putting all your staff’s professional skills to work. (Management advisory services) Journal of accountancy, v. 167, March 1989, p. 105-6, 108.

Kuttner, Monroe S. Trouble with MAS. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, June 1989, p. 6.


Major, Robert. Accountants face the competition. New accountant, v. 4, March 1989, p. 4, 6, 8, 10-11.


New practice aids for division members. Planner (AICPA), v. 3, Dec./Dec., 1989, p. 2-3. (*106.1 A)


PFP only – how to make it happen. Planner (AICPA), v. 4, June/July 1989, p. 2-3. (*106.1 A)


Post, Linda Currey. Litigation support: certified public accountants take their accounting expertise to the stands. Outlook (California Society of CPAs), v. 57, Spring 1989, p. 24-5, 27.


Shenkman, Martin M. Building your practice: how to market your firm's client's services. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (Accountant's workbook series, v. 16) [250 Acc]


Sheshunoff Information Services Inc. Bank CPA costs and performance evaluation, 1988: audit, tax and consulting. Austin, Tex., c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [250 Acc]


Solving successfully as a financial planner. Planner (AICPA), v. 3, Feb./March 1989, p. 3. (*106.1 A)
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South Africa


Size

See also Accountants’ office – Large firms

Accountants’ office – Small practitioners


Small practitioners


CPA Services, Inc. Digest 87 awards: what makes a winning CPA firm. Brookfield, Wis., c1989. 75 p. [250 Acc]


Solo practitioners are making more on less, says IRS. Bowman’s accounting report, v. 3, Dec. 1989, p. 12.


Specialization

See Accountants – Specialization

Staff training

See also Accountants’ office – Internship


CPA Services, Inc. Complete training handbook for CPA firms. Brookfield, Wis., c1989. 1 v. (various paging) [250 Acc]


Great Britain


Hunt, David M. If you think training is expensive try ignorance. Accountants record (Eng.), no. 92, Oct. 1989, p. 31-2.

Japan


Staff utilization


Starting a practice

See Accountants’ office – Organization and procedure

Statistics
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Solie practitioners are making more on less, says IRS. Bowman's accounting report, v. 3, Dec., 1989, p. 12.


France


Supervision and review

AICPA Council endorses ballot on SEC Practice Section membership. Aser (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, June 30, 1989, p. 4.


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. CPA Firms Division. Private Companies Practice Section. AICPA Consulting Review Program: helping you to prepare for peer review or quality review. New York, (1989). folder (4 p.) [*250 Acc]


Briemeier, Donald E. Board officially backs AICPA's SECPs efforts; 150-hour issue will be focus of member forum. Aser (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Oct., 1989, p. 1.


Highlights of recent pronouncements. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, Nov. 1989, p. 3-4.
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Wilson, Ronald W. More quality review: how QR differs from peer review. *Asset* (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, June 30, 1989, p. 11.

--- Australia


--- California


Walters, Ralph. Confused by reviews? (Operation highroad) *Outlook* (California Society of CPAs), v. 57, Fall 1989, p. 62.

--- Florida


--- Great Britain


--- Missouri

Mersmann, Mark E. Quality review and the MSCPA. *Asset* (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, June 30, 1989, p. 10.

--- Ohio


--- Singapore


--- Texas

Wisconsin


Surveys


Canada


Great Britain

O'Donohoe, Stephanie. Advertising: have accountants figured it out? By Stephanie O'Donohoe, Adamantios Diaemantopoulos and Jacqueline Lane. (Practice) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, April 1989, p. 120, 122-3.

Michigan


Tax departments

See Tax departments — Accountants' office

Tax problems

See Taxation, United States — Accountants' office

Time budgets

See also Accountants' office — Budgeting


Russell, Ronald C. Shrinking the black hole that work falls into. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, Nov. 1989, p. 5-6.

Timekeeping

See Accountants' office — Accounting and timekeeping

Valuation and goodwill
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ACCOUNTANTS' REPORTS

See Reports, Accountants'


ACCOUNTANTS' roles in industrial organizations and access to information. Newman, Michael. Accountants' roles in industrial organizations and access to information, by Michael Newman, Carolyn Smart and Ilan Vertinsky with the collaboration of Vinay Kanetkar. Vancouver, B.C., Canadian Certified Accountants, 1989. 69 p. (Research monograph, no. 4) [*103.1 N]

ACCOUNTANTS' SALARIES

See 'Wages, fees, salaries — Accountants' salaries

ACCOUNTANTS' services on prospective financial statements for internal use only and partial presentations.


ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1989

Nineteen eighty-nine Accounting Hall of Fame induction:


Australia
Australia's accounting bodies can't agree. International accounting bulletin (Ireland), no. 69, Nov. 1989, p. 5.


Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia. Future Directions Committee. Charting a dynamic future...Chairman: Alan Batley. Sydney, 1985. 46 p. *[106.9 A]

Canada

Caribbean

Europe

France

Great Britain
Gandy, Lisa A. ICAEW will consider merger with CIPFA. Accountant (Eng.), no. 5829, Sept. 1989, p. 5-6.

Hong Kong
Hong Kong Society of Accountants. Introduction for prospective students. Hong Kong, 1987. brochure (5 p.) (Information sheet, April 1987) [*106.9 H]

International

Israel

ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES—Israel
ACCOUNTANTS' SOCIETIES—Italy

Italy

Jamaica

Japan

Latin America

Lesotho

Malaysia

Marketing

Mergers

Great Britain

Middle East

Netherlands

New Zealand

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1989

New Zealand Society of Accountants. Pathways to a career in accountancy. Wellington, c1988. 22 p. [*106.9 N]
New Zealand Society of Accountants. What is your professional organisation offers you. Wellington, 1988?. (11) p. [*106.9 N]

Nigeria

Pakistan

Reports and statements

Canada

Great Britain

Hong Kong

International

Jamaica

Latin America

Malaysia

Middle East
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1989

New Zealand

Spain

Statistics

Trinidad and Tobago

ACCOUNTANTS’ SOCIETIES, CPA


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. CPA Firms Division. Private Companies Practice Section. Firm-on-firm review directory, April 1989. New York, c1989. 76 p. (A directory of firms that have expressed an interest in conducting peer reviews and quality reviews.) [*106.1 A (1989)]


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Planning and Research Division. AICPA CPA opinion poll, prepared for the Communications Division. New York, 1988. Information. 11 p. [*933.1 U]


Arizona

Arkansas

Budgeting

California


Iowa

Kansas

Maine
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**ACCOUNTANTS’ SOCIETIES, CPA—Nebraska**

**Nebraska**


**Reports and statements**


**Services**


**Singapore**


**Statistics**

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Sources and occupations of AICPA membership. (New York, 1989. 1) p. [*106.1 A (1989)]


Membership retention high; dues hold for third straight year. Florida CPA today, v. 5, Nov. 1989, p. 16.

**Texas**

Texas Society of Certified Public Accountants. TSCPA bylaws. n.p., (1988). 13 p. (Includes: Article on ethics revisions; Bylaws; Code of professional ethics; Rules of professional conduct; TSCPA CPE Foundation bylaws; Education Foundation of TSCPA bylaws.) [*106.2 T]*

**ACCOUNTANTS’ TESTIMONY**

* See Accountants — As expert witnesses

**ACCOUNTENFMS.**

Fifty-two good ideas on hiring, firing and more. n.p., c1986. 16 p. [*207.3 A]

**ACCOUNTING**

* See also Bookkeeping

Cost accounting

Management accounting

Social accounting


Ernst & Young. Como se hacen negocios en los Estados Unidos. Mexico City, Mexico, Ernst & Young, c1989. 92 p. [*720.1 E]


Miller, John O. Constraints to the acceptance and achievement of the need for accounting and accountability. Kara-chi, Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of Pakistan, 1987?: 32 p. (Seventh Shoaita Memorial Lecture) [*117 M]


Africa


Algeria


Argentina


Asia


Australia


Bahrain


Bases

See Accounting methods

Belgium


Bermuda


Brunei


Bulgaria

Jaruga, Alicia A. International comparative accounting: emphasis on the centrally-planned countries. Tokyo, Japan University, 1988. 69 p. (Commercial science accounting study; research paper no. 6. Text in English and Japanese.) [*117 P]

Canada

Ernst & Whinney. Doing business in Canada. New York, c1987. 120 p. [*759.1 C]


China
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Shanghai University of Finance and Economics. Accounting and reporting in the People’s Republic of China: a review of its practices. Shanghai: an addendum, a joint research study by Shanghai University of Finance and Economics and the Center for International Accounting Development, University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Tex., University of Texas at Dallas, c1989. 28 p. [*117 C]

— Colombia —


— Concepts —

See also Conceptual framework project

Statements of financial accounting concepts


— Australia —


— Canada —


— Great Britain —


— International —


— Nigeria —


— South Africa —


— Czechoslovakia —


— Data processing —

Accounting software isn’t what it used to be. Public accounting report, v. 12, Nov. 1, 1989, p. 4-5.


ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1989

ACCOUNTING—Data processing


Coopers & Lybrand. CONSCO application support services. New York, c1988. brochure (5 p.) [*250 Acc]


Strom, Bruce. Automate data entry and editing with this 1-2-3 template. Computers in accounting, v. 5, April/May 1989, p. 74-82, 84, 86, 89.


Yu, John W. Wise as Solomon. (Micromation) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, Nov. 1989, p. 16-17.

Australia


Belgium


Europe


Great Britain


Keeling, Dennis. Too many boring and costly packages. Certified accountant (Eng.), April 1989, p. 36-7, 39.


New Zealand


Developing countries


Heron, A. World Bank's role in financial management and accounting development in developing countries. n.p., n.d. 7 p. [*117 D]

Heron, Al. Bank that lends a helping hand. (Speaker's platform) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, May 1989, p. 54-5.


Eastern Europe


Ecuador

Encyclopedias and dictionaries

Far East
Recent accounting and economic developments in the Far East. n.p., Center for International Education and Research in Accounting, c1988. 234 p. [*117 F]

Fiji

For lawyers

For non-accountants
See also Accounting – For lawyers

France

Germany (Democratic Republic)

Germany (Federal Republic)


Great Britain
Preston, Alistair M. Taxman comet: some observations on the interrelationship between accounting and Inland Revenue practice. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 5/6, 1989, p. 389-413.

Greece

Handbooks and manuals
Murphy, Michael A. Handbook of EDP auditing, by Michael A. Murphy and Xenia Ley Parker. 2nd ed. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [*170 M]

History
See also Accountancy profession – History
Auditing – History
Cost accounting – History
Management accounting – History


Scorgie, Michael E. Role of negative numbers in the development of double entry bookkeeping: a comment. (Capsules and comments) *Journal of accounting research*, v. 27, Autumn 1989, p. 316-18. [K33] [106.8 W]


World Congress of Accounting Historians, 5th. *University of Sydney, 1988. Collected papers*. edited by A.T. Craswell. n.p., Accounting and Finance Foundation within the University of Sydney, c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [106.8 W]


**Australia**


**Canada**


**China**


**Eastern Europe**


**Germany**


**Great Britain**

*Belcher, Alan.* Bookkeeping's Armada link. *Certified accountant (Eng.)*, April 1989, p. 35.


**Italy**

Japan

Spain

Sweden

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Hong Kong
Ernst & Whinney. Doing business in Hong Kong. New York, n.d. 69 p. [*759.1 H]

Hungary

International

Handbook of international management, edited by Ingo Walter and Tracy Murray, New York, John Wiley, c1988. 1 v. (various pagination) [1983.3 H]

Ireland

Isle of Man
Ernst & Whinney. Doing business in the Isle of Man. New York, c1987. 82 p. [*759.1 I]

Israel
Luboshitz, Kasiier & Co. Israel business and taxation: guide to conducting business in Israel. Tel Aviv, 1988. 48 p. [*759.1 I]

Italy

Japan

Korea (Republic)

53
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Kuwait

Law and regulation
See also Accountancy law and legislation
Accounting series releases
Financial reporting releases (SEC)
Law and accounting
Committee, Bruce E. Independence of accountants and legislative intent. Montvale, N.J., Peat Marwick Foundation; distributed by Research Opportunities in Auditing Distribution Service, 1988. (65) p. (Paper, no. 88-49) [103.4 C]

Australia

Belgium

Canada

Europe

Great Britain
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International

Sweden

Luxembourg

Middle East

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Pakistan

Papua New Guinea

Philippines

Poland
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Principles and standards
See also Accounting - Uniform methods

Accounting principles board opinions
Accounting research bulletins
Auditing - Principles and standards
Cost accounting - Principles and standards

Financial Accounting Standards Board statements
Management accounting - Principles and standards
Statements of standard accounting practice
Statements on auditing procedure
Statements on auditing standards
Statements on standards for accounting and review services

Afterman, Allan B. GAAP practice manual, by Allan B. Afterman and Bruce N. Willis, Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [111.1 A]
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Index to accounting and auditing technical pronouncements, as of July 1, 1988, edited by Margaret Monaghan, Bernadette Hind and Lois Wolfteich. New York, c1989. 711 p. [111.1 A]

Committee to Review Structure for Governmental Accounting Standards. Structure for establishing governmental accounting standards. Norwalk, Conn., Governmental Accounting Standards Advisory Council, 1989. 61 p. (GASB/ GASAC study program.) [110.3 G]
Doupch, Nicholas. Discussion of Proof that in an efficient market, event studies can provide no systematic guidance for revision of accounting standards and disclosure policy for the purpose of maximizing shareholder wealth. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 5, Spring 1989, p. 46-71.
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Miller, Mark A. Mile of comprehensive GAAP guide, 1990: a comprehensive restatement of all current promulgated generally accepted accounting principles. San Diego, Miller Accounting Pubs., c1989. 1 v. (various pagination) [*111.1 M]

Miller, Paul B. W. FASB: the people, the process, and the politics, by Paul B. Miller and Rodney J. Rodden. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1988. 160 p. [*106.3 F]


Sommer, A. A. Where are the fig newtons? (Commentary) Accounting horizons, v. 3, June 1989, p. 92-5.

Sunder, Shyam. Proof that in an efficient market, event studies can provide no systematic guidance for revision of accounting standards and disclosure policy for the purpose of maximizing shareholder wealth. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 5, Spring 1989, p. 468-71.


Wendell, Paul J. FASB puts most issues on hold until PRPO is resolved. SEC accounting report, v. 15, June 1989, p. 3-5.

What's new in 1988 financial statements, by Lee J. Seidler and others. Accounting issues (Bear Sterns), March 1, 1989, p. 3-6. (Reprint file, "A")


ACCOUNTANTS—Principles and standards—(Continued)


Australia


ASRB and AARF issue Invitation to comment: interim approval of professional accounting standards. Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Feb. 1989, p. 78.


Reilly, Keith. Accounting for intangibles. (Technical) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Nov. 1989, p. 50-1, 54.


Canada


Gibbins, Michael. Professional judgment in financial reporting, by Michael Gibbins and Alister K. Mason, (Toronto), Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, c1988. 204 p. (Research study) [*111.1 G]


Developing countries


Europe


European Communities


European Economic Community
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Great Britain
Accounting Standards Committee. Accounting for goodwill. (London, ICAEW, 1989. ICAEW Accounting standards, no. 3.)


Hughes, Angela. Not so complex comments on TR 677. (Accounting issues) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, April 1989, p. 32-3.


Ward, Graham. When is a standard not a standard? (Accounting issues) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, June 1989, p. 27.


India


Institute of Chartered Accountants of India. Accounting Standards Board. Accounting for the effects of changes in foreign exchange rates. Chartered accountant (India), v. 37, June 1989, p. 1094-7. (Accounting standard, no. 11)


ACCOUNTING—Principles and standards-India
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IASC—E32. Accountancy SA (South Africa), v. 6, April 1989, p. 92, 94.


IASC publishes new proposals for accounting for taxes on income. (IASC news) Industrial accountant (Pakistan), v. 29, April-June 1989, p. 3-4.
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International Accounting Standards Committee. Towards the international harmonisation of financial statements: an invitation to comment on an exposure draft on the comparability of financial statements. London, (1988). 5 p. [*111.1 I]


Malaysian Association of Certified Public Accountants. Members’ handbook. n.p., 1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [111.1 M]


Most, Kenneth S. Comparability of financial statements: comment in the International Accounting Standards Committee’s exposure draft 32. Miami, Florida International University, School of Accounting, 1989. 9 p. (Working paper, no. 89-8) [*111.1 M]


ACCOUNTING—Principles and standards-International


ACCOUNTING—Principles and standardsInternational-
(Continued)


Ireland


Kenya

Accounting for the effects of changes in foreign exchange rates. Accountant (Kenya), v. 9, Jan./March 1989, p. 23-7. (Kenyan accounting standard 9)


Korea (Republic)


Malaysia


Malta


Netherlands


New Zealand


Nigeria


Singapore
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South Africa

Accounting and reporting practices of short term insurers – ED 76. (On the technical side) *Accountancy SA* (South Africa), v. 6, Sept. 1989, p. 257.


Steele, Margo D. F. Time to change the Companies act? *De ratiore* (South Africa), v. 3, Summer 1989, p. 17-21.

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Gandy, Lisa A. Soviets begin to westernize accounting standards with East-West joint ventures. (Russia) *Corporate accounting international* (Ireland), Nov. 1989, p. 6-7.

Problems


Relation to business and management

See also Accountancy profession – Relation to business and management

Management accounting


Australia

ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1989

Switzerland
Price Waterhouse. Information guide: doing business in Switzer-

System design and installation
See also Cost accounting – System design and installation
Management accounting – System design and installation

Taiwan

Teaching
See also Accounting courses
Audio-visual aids
Education
Visual aids
Computer integration into the accounting curriculum: case studies, edited by Robert W. Ingram. Sarasota, Fla., Amer-
ican Accounting Association, c1988. 248 p. (Accounting education series, no. 8) [*107.9 C]
Craig, Thomas R. Useful visual and memory aids in teaching compound interest concepts and methods. Accounting edu-
cators’ journal, v. 1, Fall 1988, p. 126-33.
Crockett, James R. Approach to teaching the audit risk para-

Etherington, Lois Deane. Toward a model of accounting ped-
Fuglister, Jayne. Instructional case: the qualitative character-
istics of accounting information and SFAS no. 96, by Jayne Fuglister, David Meeting and Eizman Rozen. (Instruc-
Helleloid, Richard T. Providing answers to self-study ques-
Hoff, Katharine T. Practical accounting/English collabora-
tion to improve student writing skills: the use of informal journals and the diagnostic reading technique, by Katha-
Horngren, Charles T. Cost and management accounting: yes-
Keeling, Kermit O. Integrating the new passive loss rules into the undergraduate tax course: an update concerning mate-
Kiekk, Russell C. Intelligent computer-assisted instruction and its potential to enhance accounting education, by Rus-
Kinney, William R. Relation of accounting research to teach-
Klein, Lawrence A. Microcomputers in the accounting cur-
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ACCOUNTING—Theory

Canada

Scott, Peter. Have you considered an academic career? CMA (Can.), v. 63, April 1989, p. 28-30.

Great Britain


India


South Africa


Theory
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Williams, Paul F. Logic of positive accounting research. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 5/6, 1989, p. 455-58.


Uniform methods

See also Interfirm comparisons


Developing countries


Great Britain


International


Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Ernst & Whinney. Doing business in the USSR. New York, c1986. 67 p. [*759.1 U]


USSR is counting cost of perestroika. World accounting report (Eng.), April 1989, p. 4-6.

Uruguay

ACCOUNTING and auditing developments, 1989.

ACCOUNTING and auditing in Germany.

ACCOUNTING and auditing in the People's Republic of China.
Shanghai University of Finance and Economics. Accounting and auditing in the People's Republic of China: a review of its practices, systems, education and developments – an addendum, a joint research study by Shanghai University of Finance and Economics and the Center for International Accounting Development, University of Texas at Dallas. Richardson, Tex., University of Texas at Dallas, c1989. 28 p. [*117 C]

ACCOUNTING and auditing research: a practical guide.


ACCOUNTING AND ECONOMICS
See Economics and accounting

ACCOUNTING and financial reporting: a guide for United Ways and not-for-profit human service organizations.

ACCOUNTING and financial reporting by junior mining companies.
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. Accounting and financial reporting by junior mining companies. (Toronto), c1988. 63 p. (Research study) [*280.1 C]

ACCOUNTING and financial reporting for risk financing and related insurance issues.


ACCOUNTING changes and error analysis.

ACCOUNTING AND LAW
See Law and accounting

ACCOUNTING and reporting by continuing-care retirement communities for fees...


ACCOUNTING AS A CAREER
See Accountancy profession – As a career

ACCOUNTING as a mature industry.

Proceedings. n.p., 1988. 2 v. (various pagings) [102 A]

ACCOUNTING by lessees following SSAP 21.

ACCOUNTING by lessors following SSAP 21.

ACCOUNTING CHANGES
See also Consistency Statements, Financial – Disclosure of accounting policies
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World Congress of Accounting Historians, 5th, University of Sydney, 1988. Collected papers, edited by A.T. Craswell, n.p., Accounting and Finance Foundation within the University of Sydney, c1988. i v. (various pagings) [*106.8 W]


ACCOUNTING COURSES

See also Accounting – Teaching

Doctoral programs in accounting education

Master of accountancy programs

Online accounting courses


Bouley, Judith N. Analysis and comparison of opinions solicited from accounting practitioners regarding five-year professional schools of accounting, and a proposed five-year curriculum design based upon the attitudes of certified public accountants, n.p., 1979. 183 typewritten pages. (Thesis (M.B.A.) [107 B]
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Kreischer, John L. It's more than a job, it's a career. Pennsylvania CPA journal, v. 60, Fall 1989, p. 6-10.


Pustorino, Anthony R. CPAs need better communications skills. (News and views) CPA journal, v. 59, May 1989, p. 6, 10.


Reinstein, Alan. One hundred and fifty-hour educational requirement - will it make or break the CPA of the future? By Alan Reinstein and Susan DeLiso Garr. Michigan CPA, v. 41, Fall 1989, p. 8, 10-12.


International


Middle East


New Zealand


ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENTS

See also Schools and colleges, Accounting departments


Data processing

**ACCOUNTING**


**ACCOUNTING EDUCATION**

See Education


ACCOUNTING EDUCATION CHANGE COMMISSION


ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES


ACCOUNTING FIRM ASSOCIATIONS


CPA Associates. Goals for '88. n.p., n.d. brochure (6 p.) [*992 C]

International


Statistics


ACCOUNTING FIRMS


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. CPA Firms Division. Private Companies Practice Section.
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Firm-on-firm review directory, April 1989. New York, c1989. 76 p. (A directory of firms that have expressed an interest in conducting peer reviews and quality reviews.) [P106.1 A (1989)]


Civil RICO poses serious threat to small firms and sole practitioners. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, June 30, 1989, p. 7.


Ernst & Whinney. Personal financial planning for our individual tax clients. n.p., c1988. (8 p.) [*250 Acc]


Ernst & Whinney. Serving the oil and gas industry. n.p., 1987. (12 p.) [*250 Acc]


Stewart, David O. Pro bono, sex and partnership. (Supreme Court report) *ABA journal*, v. 75, July 1989, p. 44, 46, 48, 50.
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Clients

Data processing

Eastern Europe

Europe
Barrington, Kathleen. Europe crucial to Ernst & Young. International accounting bulletin (Ireland), no. 65, June 1989, p. 9-10.


Finance
Australia

Foreign operations


USSR is counting cost of perestroika. World accounting report (Eng.), April 1989, p. 4-6.

Germany (Federal Republic)


Great Britain
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History


International


Ireland


Italy


Japan


Latin America


Luxembourg


Management


India


Marketing

Firms spend 2.1% of net revenue on marketing. Bowman's accounting report, v. 3, May 1989, p. 4-5.


Mergers


Barrington, Kathleen. Europe crucial to Ernst & Young. International accounting bulletin (Ireland), no. 65, June 1989, p. 9-10.
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Ernst & Young will take top spot, but AA and Peat aren't shaken. Bowman's accounting report, v. 3, June 1989, p. 5-7.


Walters, Robert. Recruitment - will accounting firms continue to attract new recruits after the mergers? accountant (Eng.), no. 5828, Aug. 1989, p. 11.

Austria


Belgium


Canada


Europe


France


Germany (Federal Republic)


Great Britain


International


Netherlands


New Zealand


Nebraska


Netherlands


New Zealand


Pakistan

ACCOUNTING FIRMS—Personnel

Personnel

Arthur Andersen led Big Eight in staff; Coopers & Lybrand added most partners in 1988. CPA personnel report, v. 7, June 1989, p. 3-6.


PORTUGAL


Services


Coopers & Lybrand. Actuarial consulting services for life and health companies. New York, c1987. folder (1 p.) [*250 Acc]

Coopers & Lybrand. Audit Universe Manager. n.p., c1989. folder (3 p.) [*250 Acc]


Coopers & Lybrand. Benefactor: an integrated benefits information system. n.p., c1989. folder (1 p.), plus insert. [*250 Acc]


Coopers & Lybrand. CONSCO application support services. New York, c1988. brochure (5 p.) [*250 Acc]

Coopers & Lybrand. Controlling benefit costs with a claims audit. New York, c1988. brochure (7 p.) [*250 Acc]


Coopers & Lybrand. Getting the information to manage and compete in the property/casualty insurance industry. n.p., c1989. folder (4 p.) [*250 Acc]


Coopers & Lybrand. Human resource information systems: the challenge of change. n.p., c1989. folder (3 p.) [*250 Acc]


Coopers & Lybrand. Internal audit services: our commitment to the profession. n.p., c1989. folder (3 p.), plus inserts. [*250 Acc]

Coopers & Lybrand. Litigation and claims services. New York, c1987. folder (3 p.) [*250 Acc]

Coopers & Lybrand. Mergers and acquisitions services. New York, c1987. folder (3 p.) plus inserts. [*250 Acc]

Coopers & Lybrand. Our commitment to the retail industry. New York, c1987. folder (3 p.) [*250 Acc]
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Coopers & Lybrand. Person to person: effective benefits communications. n.p., c1988. brochure (4 p.) [*250 Acc]


Coopers & Lybrand. Road map to the new Europe. n.p., c1989. folder (5 p.) [*250 Acc]

Coopers & Lybrand. Services for not-for-profit organizations. New York, c1988. folder (5 p.) [*250 Acc]


Coopers & Lybrand. Serving the telecommunications industry. n.p., c1989. folder (3 p.) [*250 Acc]

Coopers & Lybrand. Software Intelligence Unit. n.p., c1988. folder (5 p.) [*250 Acc]

Coopers & Lybrand. Solving the flexible compensation puzzle. n.p., c1988. brochure (4 p.), plus inserts. [*250 Acc]


Coopers & Lybrand. SUMMIT: a business approach to information technology. n.p., c1988. brochure (5 p.) [*250 Acc]

Coopers & Lybrand. Taxes and trading in global markets. n.p., c1988. brochure (3 p.) plus insert. [*250 Acc]


Coopers & Lybrand. Valuation services. n.p., c1988. brochure (3 p.), plus inserts. [*250 Acc]


Peat Marwick Main & Co. International trade and customs services. n.p., c1989, 14 p. [*250 Acc]

Peat Marwick McLintock. Management consultancy services. n.p., c1987, 16 p., plus insert. [*250 Acc]


Tomczyk, Stephen. Direct measurement of supplier concentrations in the market for audit services, by Stephen Tomczyk and William J. Read. (Research note) *Auditing*, v. 9, Fall 1989, p. 98-106.

Eastern Europe


Europe


France


Great Britain
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**International**


**Italy**


**Japan**


**Spain**


**Singapore**


**Southeast Asia**


**Spain**


**Statistics**


Arthur Andersen led Big Eight in staff; Coopers & Lybrand added most partners in 1988. CPA personnel report, v. 7, June 1989, p. 3-6.


Ernst & Young will take top spot, but AA and Peat aren’t shaken. Bowman’s accounting report, v. 3, June 1989, p. 5-7.

Firms spend 2.1% of net revenue on marketing. Bowman’s accounting report, v. 3, May 1989, p. 4-5.


**Australia**


**Belgium**


**Canada**


Growth beats inflation. (News) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, June 1989, p. 11.


**Europe**

Barrington, Kathleen. Europe crucial to Ernst & Young. International accounting bulletin (Ireland), no. 65, June 1989, p. 9-10.


UK practices dominate European groups. Accountant (Eng.), no. 5823, March 1989, p. 17. (European accountant)


**France**


---

**ACCOUNTING FIRMS—Statistics—Germany (Federal Republic)**


---

**Great Britain**


UK practices dominate European groups. *Accountant (Eng.)*, no. 5823, March 1989, p. 17. (European accountant)


---

**International**


---

**Ireland**


---

**Japan**


---

**Netherlands**


---

**Singapore**


---

**Spain**


---

**Sweden**


---
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**Surveys**


**Canada**


**Great Britain**


**Sweden**


**Union of Soviet Socialist Republics**


**ACCOUNTING firms and NYSE listed clients: a history of growth in Big Eight dominance.**


**ACCOUNTING first in responsiveness to small business.**


**ACCOUNTING for and by East-West joint ventures in centrally planned economies.**


ACCOUNTING for continuing care retirement communities. 
Valorz, John V. Accounting for continuing care retirement communities, by John V. Valorz and Maribeth Miller. 

ACCOUNTING for contributed services: survey of preparers and users of financial statements of not-for-profit organizations. 
Norwalk, Conn., c1989. 55 p. (Special report) [*111.1 F]

ACCOUNTING for data processing costs. 
McGee, Robert W. Accounting for data processing costs. 

ACCOUNTING for employee pension obligations in government financial statements. 


ACCOUNTING for fees and costs of loans and leases. 


ACCOUNTING for foreign pensions. 
Arthur Young. Accounting for foreign pensions: the application of FASB statement 87 to foreign pension plans. 
New York, c1987. 32 p. (Jointly published with William M. Mercer-Meading-Hansen.) [*111.1 A]

ACCOUNTING for goodwill. 

ACCOUNTING for goodwill, by A. Russell and others. 

ACCOUNTING for goodwill: a commentary on SSAP 22. 
London, 1985. 82 p. [*117 G]

ACCOUNTING for government contracts: Federal Acquisition Regulation, edited by Lane K. Anderson. 
New York, Matthew Bender, 1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [830 A]


ACCOUNTING for identifiable intangible assets. (Technical) 
Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Oct. 1989, p. 52.

ACCOUNTING for income taxes - deferral of the effective date of FASB statement no. 96. 


ACCOUNTING for income taxes: FASB statement no. 96 - a brief guide. 
Ernst & Whitney. Accounting for income taxes: FASB statement no. 96 - a brief guide. n.p., c1988. 41 p. (Financial reporting developments) [*111.1 E]

ACCOUNTING for income taxes: focusing in on FASB statement 96. 

ACCOUNTING for income taxes: SFAS 96. 

ACCOUNTING for inflation - the working capital problem. 

ACCOUNTING for inflation and changing prices and market and historical values of assets and liabilities. 

ACCOUNTING for interest rate futures: an explanation of FASB statement no. 80. 
Arthur Andersen & Co. Accounting for interest rate futures: an explanation of FASB statement no. 80. Chicago, c1985. 23 p. [*111.1 A]

ACCOUNTING for investments in associates. 

ACCOUNTING for lawyers. 


ACCOUNTING for leases.


ACCOUNTING for the effects of changes in foreign exchange rates. Accountant (Kenya), v. 9, Jan./March 1989, p. 23-7. (Kenyan accounting standard 9)

ACCOUNTING for the general insurance industry. Lamble, P. J. Accounting for the general insurance industry, by P.J. Lamble and L.P. Minehan. Caulfield, Australian Accounting Research Foundation, c1987. 247 p. (Discussion paper, no. 11) [8401 L]


ACCOUNTING for the joint costs of direct mailings containing both a fund-raising appeal and a program message. Financial Accounting Standards Board. FASB proposed technical bulletin no. 84-e: Accounting for the joint costs of direct mailings containing both a fund-raising appeal and a program message. Norwalk, Conn., 1985. 406 p. (Public record) [811.1 F]


Beaver to receive literature award. Hospitals, v. 63, June 20, 1989, p. 3.
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Lee, Geoffrey A. Manuscript additions to the Edinburgh University copy of Luca Pacioli’s Summa de arithmetica. (In World Congress of Accounting Historians, 5th, University of Sydney, 1988. Collected papers. n.p., c1988. paper no. 309.) [*106.8 W]  
Great Britain  
International  
ACCOUNTING METHODS
See also Taxation, United States – Accounting methods  
Arthur Young. Employers’ accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions. n.p., 1989. 10 p. [*111.1 A]  
Deakin, Edward B. Survey of accounting practices in the oil and gas industry. Denton, Tex., Institute of Petroleum Accounting, c1989. 112 p. (Survey was prepared as a joint effort of the Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies and the Institute of Petroleum Accounting.) [*250 Oil 2]  
Milburn, J. Flexible. Incorporating the time value of money within financial accounting. Toronto, Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, c1988. 349 p. (Research study) [*143.3 M]  
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ACCOUNTING methods and periods, edited by Thomas J. Purcell. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1987. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [CCH tax transactions library] [751.35 A]

ACCOUNTING PERSONNEL
See Accountancy profession—Selection of personnel

Accountants—Employment

Accountants' office—Personnel

ACCOUNTING PRACTICE
See Accountants' office

ACCOUNTING practices for savings institutions.


ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
See Accounting—Principles and standards

ACCOUNTING principles.


ACCOUNTING principles and reporting practices for churches and church-related organizations.


ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES BOARD OPINIONS


Opinion 9


Opinion 10


Opinion 11


Arthur Young. FASB statement on accounting for income taxes: management implementation choices and opportunities. New York, c1988. 24 p. [*111.1 A]


Ernst & Whiny. Accounting for income taxes: FASB statement no. 96 — a brief guide, n.p., c1988. 41 p. (Financial reporting developments) [*111.1 E]


Opinion 15


Opinion 16


Opinion 28

Opinion 29

ACCOUNTING profession in Argentina.

ACCOUNTING profession in the Philippines.

ACCOUNTING regulation and elite structures: forces in the development of accounting policy.

ACCOUNTING RESEARCH
See also Accounting - Principles and standards Accounting Principles Board opinions Auditing - Principles and standards Cost accounting - Principles and standards Financial Accounting Standards Board statements Statements of standard accounting practice Statements on auditing procedure Statements on auditing standards
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Index to accounting and auditing technical pronouncements, as of
July 1, 1988, edited by Margaret Monaghan, Bernadette Hind and Lois Wolfleisch. New York, c1989. 711 p. [111.1 A]
Boland, Richard J. Beyond the objectivist and the subjectivist: learning to read accounting as text. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 5/6, 1989, p. 591-604.


Stewart, Ross E. Methodology of accounting history and archival research. (In *World Congress of Accounting Historians, 5th, University of Sydney, 1988*. Collected papers. n.p., c1988. paper no. 310) [*106.8 W]
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Williams, Paul F. Logic of positive accounting research. Accounting organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 5/6, 1989, p. 455-68.


Canada

Pesando, James E. Economic models of the labour market: their implications for pension accounting, by James E. Pesando and Carol K. Clarke. n.p., n.d. 58 p. (Studies in Canadian accounting research) [*208.9 P]


Data processing


Great Britain


International
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ACCOUNTING RESEARCH BULLETINS


Bulletin 43


Bulletin 51


ACCOUNTING RESEARCH STUDIES
ARS 2


ACCOUNTING SCHOOLS
See Schools and colleges, Accounting schools

ACCOUNTING SERIES RELEASES
ASR 250
Gwilliam, David R. Legitimate off-shoot or conflict of interest? (Accounting issues) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, May 1989, p. 31-2.

ACCOUNTING software guide: a directory of microcomputer accounting software products for specific industries.


ACCOUNTING software isn’t what it used to be. Public accounting report, v. 12, Nov. 1, 1989, p. 4-5.

ACCOUNTING STANDARDS COMMITTEE.


Barber, P. J. Grasping the branding iron, by P.J. Barber, M.J.M. Keddie and J.M. Murphy. Certified accountant (Eng.), Nov. 1989, p. 16-17.

Boyle, Paul. Related party transactions: numbers are not enough. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 93, June 1989, p. 27-8.


Comparability of financial statements. (Institute) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, March 1989, p. 179-82. (ASC foreword to IASC E32)


Ward, Graham. When is a standard not a standard? (Accounting issues) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, June 1989, p. 27.


ACCOUNTING standards for business enterprises throughout the world.


ACCOUNTING standards in evolution.


ACCOUNTING STANDARDS REVIEW COMMITTEE.


ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

See Accounting – Data processing

ACCOUNTING – System design and installation

ACCOUNTING: systems and procedures

Segmental reporting.
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ACCOUNTING systems: efforts to improve Crow Tribe's accounting system.

United States. General Accounting Office. Accounting sys-
tems: efforts to improve Crow Tribe's accounting system. Wash-
ns, U.S. Senate.)*[311 U]

ACCOUNTING TERMINOLOGY
See Taxation, United States — Terminology

Terminology

ACCOUNTING TEXTBOOKS
Accounting: systems and procedures, by David W. Weaver
(McGraw-Hill accounting 10/12 series) *[110 A]

Cherrington, J. Owen. Cost accounting: a managerial
approach, by J. Owen Cherrington, E. Dee Hubbard and
c1988. 1036 p. (Previous edition under title, Cost and
managerial accounting) *[110 C]

Clute, Ronald C. Choice bias in multiple choice questions
from principles of accounting text books, by Ronald C.
Clute, George McGrail and Alfred V. Robinson. Ac-
counting educators' journal, v. 1, Fall 1988, p. 92-6.

Engler, Calvin. Advanced accounting, by Calvin Engler and
Leopold A. Bernstein. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin,
1989. 967 p. (Previous edition by Leopold A. Bernstein
and Calvin Engler) *[110 E]

Engler, Calvin. Managerial accounting. 2nd ed. Homewood,
Ill., Irwin, c1990. 956 p. *[110 E]

Fess, Philip E. Accounting principles, by Philip E. Fess and
Carl S. Warren. 16th ed. Cincinnati, South-Western Pub.
Co., c1990. 1128 p. *[110 F]

Hauser, Rex C. Learning a relevant cost flow assumption for
process costing, by Rex C. Hauser, Frank R. Urbanic
and Donald E. Edwards. Cost and management
(Bangladesh), v. 17, March-April 1989, p. 8-12.

Helmkamp, John G. Principles of accounting, by John G.
Helmkamp, Leroy F. Imdieke and Ralph Smith. 3rd ed.

Henke, Emerson O. Introduction to nonprofit organization
670 p. [250 Non]

Hermanson, Roger H. Accounting principles, by Roger H.

Hermanson, Roger H. Auditing theory and practice, by
Roger H. Hermanson, Jerry R. Strawser and Robert H.

Hornsgen, Charles T. Accounting, by Charles T. Hornsgen
Hall, c1989. 1164 p. *[110 H]

Howard, Leslie R. Advanced accounting practice. Berkshire,
Eng., Van Nostrand Reinhold, c1983. 294 p. *[110 H]

Internal auditing: principles and techniques, by Richard L.
Ratiff and others. Altamonte Springs, Fla., Institute of
Internal Auditors, c1988. 951 p. *[175 I]

Jensen, Daniel L. Advanced accounting, by Daniel L. Jensen,
Edward N. Coffman and Thomas J. Burns. 2nd ed. New
accounting and the rule-making agencies.) *[110 J]

Kell, Walter G. Modern auditing, by Walter G. Kell, William
C. Boynton and Richard E. Ziegler. 4th ed. New

Kemp, Patrick S. Advanced accounting, by Patrick S. Kemp
1115 p. *[110 K]

Kieso, Donald E. Intermediate accounting, by Donald E.
Kieso and Jerry J. Weygandt. 6th ed. New York, John
Wiley, c1989. 1336 p. *[110 K]

Kornfath, Larry F. Auditing concepts and applications: a risk-
608 p. *[170 K]
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Loeh, Stephen E. Publishers' test banks and accounting edu-
cation. (Accounting education and training department)
57-9.

McClure, Malcolm McKenzie. Teaching accounting for ex-
changes of nonmonetary assets. Accounting educators'
journal, v. 1, Fall 1988, p. 75-3.

Mepham, M. J. Scottish accounting in the eighteenth cen-
tury. (In World Congress of Accounting Historians, 5th, Un-
no. 313.) *[106.8 W]

Usry, Milton F. Cost accounting: planning and control, by
Milton F. Usry, Lawrence H. Hammer and Adolph Matz.
*[160 U]

Vasarhelyi, Miklos A. Advanced auditing: fundamentals of
EDP and statistical audit technology. Reading, Mass.,
Addison-Wesley, c1989. 628 p. [170 V]

Wallace, Wanda A. Financial accounting. Cincinnati, South-

Welsch, Glenn A. Intermediate accounting, by Glenn A.
Welsch and Charles T. Zlatkovich. 8th ed. Homewood, Ill.,
Irwin, 1989. 1406 p. *[110 W]

Williams, Jan R. Intermediate accounting, by Jan R. Wil-
lams, Keith G. Stanga and William W. Holder. 3rd ed. San

Zeff, Stephen A. Recent trends in accounting education and
research in the USA: some implications for UK academics.
British accounting review, v. 21, June 1989, p. 159-76.

ACCOUNTING THEORY
See Accounting — Theory

ACCOUNTING TODAY (MAGAZINE).
Lebar-Friedman Research. Computerization of accounting,
a research study presented by Lebar-Friedman Research

ACCOUNTING treatment of software.
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.
Working Group on Accounting Standards. Accounting
document, n. 1, Dec. 1986) *[203.9 O]

ACCOUNTING trends and techniques.
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
Accounting trends and techniques: forty-third annual
cumulative survey of the accounting aspects of the annual
reports of 600 industrial and merchandising corpora-
tions... edited by Jack Shoheit and Richard Rikert. 43rd ed.
New York, 1989. 476 p. (The reports analyzed are those with
fiscal years ended not later than Feb. 2, 1989.) *[174 A]

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
See also Collection of accounts

Receivables

Asset accounting. (In Intermediate accounting, by Jan R.
Williams, Keith G. Stanga and William W. Holder. 3rd ed.
San Diego, c1989. p. 281-67.) *[110 W]

Cash and receivables. (In Intermediate accounting, by D. E.
286-343.) *[110 K]

Cash and receivables. (In Intermediate accounting, by Glenn
A. Welsch and Charles T. Zlatkovich. 8th ed. Homewood,
Ill., c1989. p. 255-306.) *[110 W]

1989, p. 34-8, 53.

National Association of Accountants. Library. Accounts
receivable. Montvale, N.J., 1989. 8 p. (Bibliography)
*[142.3 N]

Post, David B. Improving collection practices at a troubled
company, by David B. Post and Steven I. Hochberg.
(Focus on industry) Journal of accountancy, v. 168, Sept.

Riordan, Timothy H. Stepped-up collection of accounts
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Auditing

Canada

Confirmation


Financing
See also Factoring

Management

ACCOUNTS receivable management.

ACCREDITATION

ACME INC. – THE ASSOCIATION OF MANAGEMENT CONSULTING FIRMS.
Walters, Ralph. Invest in excellence. (Operation highroad) Outlook (California Society of CPAs), v. 57, Spring 1989, p. 64.

ACCREDITED personal financial specialist candidates handbook.

ACCREDITED PERSONAL FINANCIAL SPECIALISTS

ACCRIAL BASIS ACCOUNTING
See Accounting methods
Taxation, United States – Accrual basis


ACCUMULATION OF EARNINGS OR PROFITS
See Taxation, United States – Undistributed profits

ACE, MERLE E.

ACHARYA, SANKARSHAN.

ACHIEVING financial security for your retirement years.
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Communications Division. Achieving financial security for your retirement years: a speech for CPAs to deliver to general audiences. New York, 1989. 14 p. [*250 Per]

ACKERMAN, ROBIN S.

ACKLEY, R. JON.

ACME INC. – THE ASSOCIATION OF MANAGEMENT CONSULTING FIRMS.
Association of Management Consulting Firms. New York, n.d. 12 p. [*060 A]
Association of Management Consulting Firms. New York, c1989, 12 p. [*060 A]
ACQUARO, ERNIE.


ACQUAVELLA, JOSEPH P.

ACQUIRED finished inventory was part of LIPO pool with other assets of acquired business. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 22, Oct. 1989, p. 12.


ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME


Kirchner, Russell J. Call to consciousness, by Russell J. Kirchner and Edward W. Scheider. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Sept. 1989, p. 32, 34, 146.
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Statistics


ACQUISITIONS
See also Buying and selling a business Combinations Consecrations and mergers Taxation, United States – Acquisitions Taxation, United States – Consolidations and mergers Taxation, United States – Purchases and sales


Brode, George. Tax planning for corporate acquisitions. New York, Prentice Hall/Rosenfeld Launer Pubns, c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [230 i B]


Coopers & Lybrand. Mergers and acquisitions services. New York, c1987. folder (3 p.) plus inserts. [*250 Acc]


Doorley, Thomas L. Riding the wave. Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 8, July 1989, p. 10-12.


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1989


Muntan, Mark A. Asset acquisitions. Greenvane, N.Y., Panel, c1988. 76 p. (Business transactions portfolio series, no. 1) [*230 M]


Accounting


Great Britain


Ebling, Paul. Time to focus on fair value determination. Singapore accountant, v. 5, June 1989, p. 32-3. (From Accountancy; (ICAEW), March 1988.)


Australia

Whitaker, Andrew. Byron tactic - the jury is out. Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 11, Nov. 1989, p. 3-5.
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Canada

Costs

Europe

Finance

Financial management

France
France’s Caisse des Depot expands consultancy work. (France) Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 8, July 1989, p. 9, 15.

Great Britain

International


Law and regulation

Management
Webster, James G. Assisting the acquirers. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, May 1989, p. 20-4.

Management accounting
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ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

Pricing

Statistics

Valuation
Muntean, Mark A. Asset acquisitions. Greenvile, N.Y., Panel, c1988. 76 p. (Business transactions portfolio series, no. 1) [230 M]


ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING

Great Britain

ACTON, DANIEL D.

ACTUARIAL compliance guideline for Statement of financial accounting standards no. 88.

ACTUARIAL compliance guidelines for Financial accounting standards no. 88 (FAS 88).

ACTUARIAL METHODS
See also Taxation, United States – Actuarial methods

Scott, Elaine A. Simple defined benefit plans: methods of actuarial funding. Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin, c1989. 148 p. [208.9 S]

ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

ACTUARIAL SCIENCE
Actuarial Standards Board. Casualty Committee. Subcommittee on Ratemaking. Documentation and disclosure in property and casualty insurance ratemaking and loss reserving, by the Subcommittee on Ratemaking and Subcommittee on Reserving of the Casualty Committee of the ASB. Washington, 1988. 4 p., plus appendices. (FAS 88) [230 A]

Actuarial Standards Board. Casualty Committee. Subcommittee on Reserving. Documentation and disclosure in property and casualty insurance ratemaking and loss reserving, by the Subcommittee on Ratemaking and Subcommittee on Reserving of the Casualty Committee of the ASB. Washington, 1988. 4 p., plus appendices. (FAS 88) [230 A]

ACTUARIAL SCIENCE


Actuarial Standards Board. Life Committee. Methods and assumptions for use in stock life insurance company financial statements prepared in accordance with GAAP. Washington, 1989. 6 p. (FAS 88) [230 A]

ACTUARIAL SCIENCE
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ACTUARIAL STANDARD OF PRACTICE


Coopers & Lybrand. Actuarial consulting services for life and health companies. New York, c1987. folder (1 p.) [*250 Acc]


Interim Actuarial Standards Board. Health Operating Committee. Recommendations and interpretations concerning incurred health claim liabilities. Washington, American...
**ACTUARIAL TABLES**


**ACTUARIAL STANDARDS BOARD.**


---

**Casualty Committee.**


---

**Casualty Committee. Subcommittee on Ratemaking.**


---

**Casualty Committee. Subcommittee on Reserving.**


---

**Health Committee.**


---

**Life Committee.**


---

**Pension Committee.**


---

**Retiree Health Care Committee.**


---

**Risk Classification Committee.**


---

**ACTUARIAL TABLES.**
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ACTUARIES


Actuaries may have to register as adviser for giving clients investment assistance. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, May 30, 1989, p. 227-8.


Great Britain


Qualifications


ACTUARY may have to register as adviser for giving clients investment assistance. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, May 30, 1989, p. 227-8.

ACTUARY'S guide to compliance with Statement of financial accounting standards no. 87.


ADAIR-HEELEY, CHARLENE B.

Automation can hinder progress with JIT. (JIT: methods & practices) Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, April 1989, p. 32, 35.

Development of effective facilitators is key to JIT success. (JIT: methods & practices) Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, Aug. 1989, p. 28, 34, 35.


Helping teams be the best they can be. (JIT: methods & practices) Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, July 1989, p. 22, 25.


ADAMS, DAVID.


ADAMS, JAMES RING.


ADAMS, JANE B.


ADAMS, PAUL A.


ADAMS, ROGER.


ADAMS, ROSCOE H.

Management, analysis and planning for skill development... in the 90's. SAM advanced management journal, v. 54, Autumn 1989, p. 34-40.

ADAMS, ROY M.
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ADAMS-CHAU, LYNDA LEE.
Professionals' guide to fund raising, corporate giving, and philanthropy: people give to people. New York, Quorum Books, c1988. 175 p. [250 Non]

ADAMS-ADDEPALLI, ADDENDUM
ADAMS, JOHN.

ADAPSO - THE COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND SERVICES INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION.


ADDED VALUE
See Value added

ADDEPALLI, RAJENDRA P.


ADELMAN, SEYMOUR A.

ADELMAN, SAUL W.


ADERHOLDT, JOHN M.

ADES, LESLIE J.


ADJUSTMENTS can be sent to unnamed tax matters partner. Taxation for accountants, v. 42, March 1989, p. 169-70.

ADJUSTMENTS can be sent to unnamed tax matters partner. Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, May/June 1989, p. 372.

ADKINS, JOHN.

ADKINS, ROY.

ADLAKHA, VEENA G.

ADLER, CHRISTOPHER C.
Many home builders still are not required to use the percentage of completion method. Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Sept. 1989, p. 146-51.

ADLER, DONNA.

ADLER, MICHAEL.

ADLINGTON, PETER.
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ADVANCED accounting practice.

ADVANCED auditing: fundamentals of EDP and statistical audit technology.


ADVERTISING
See also Accountants' office - Advertising
Accounting firms - Advertising
Advertising, Classified
Direct mail advertising
Professional ethics - Advertising
Professional people - Advertising
Kapp, Sue. Warning to advertisers: beware of unaudited books. (Media beat) Business marketing, v. 74, Oct. 1989, p. 44.

**Budgeting**

**Costs**

**Data processing**
Shao, Maria. Following floppy is brought to you by... (Marketing) *Business week*, Dec. 4, 1989, p. 64-5.

**History**

**Law and regulation**

**Statistics**

**Surveys**

**ADVERTISING AGENCIES**

**Accounting**
Great Britain

**Evaluation**

**Great Britain**

**Marketing**

**Reports and statements**
Great Britain

**ADVERTISING and you.**

**ADVERTISING, CLASSIFIED**

**ADVERTISING expenditure and the reform of business taxation.**

**ADVERTISING industry: a survey of published accounts.**

**ADVERTISING, publicity and solicitation. (Institute) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, March 1989, p. 61.

**ADVERTISING rates and policies: discounting, contracts, short rates, and rebates. (Information exchange)**


**ADVISER** may establish broker-dealer to execute orders in omnibus account. (Recent developments) *Financial planning journal*, v. 5, March 7, 1989, p. 105-6.


**ADVISING clients on Treadway audit committee recommendations.**

**ADVISING small businesses.**
Alberty, Steven C. Advising small businesses. Deerfield, Ill., Callaghan, c1989. 3 v. (loose-leaf) [209.5 A]

**ADVISORY COMMITTEES**
See Committees, Advisory
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AFFLECK-GRAVES, JOHN.

AFIFI, SEDDIK MOIFF.


AFTERMAN, ALLAN B.

AFUDC
See Allowance for funds used during construction

AGABABIAN, HAIG K.

AGAMI, ABDEL M.

AGE DISCRIMINATION
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1989

AGGARWAL, RAJ.


AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT ACT OF 1967


AGENT AND PRINCIPAL
See also Taxation, United States – Agent and principal

Tsetsekos, George. Managerial decisions, the internal organization structure, and agency considerations. Journal of applied business research, v. 4, Fall 1988, p. 66-73.
Wolf, Sidney M. Accountant's guide to corporation, partnership, and agency law, New York, Quorum Books, 1989. 228 p. [820 W]

AGGARWAL, A.

AGGARWAL, ARUN.

AGGARWAL, RAJ.
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Statistics


AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES

Moore, Schuyler M. Filmed entertainment industry. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCH tax transactions library) [250 Mov]
Shenson, Howard L. Complete guide to consulting success. Wilmington, Del., Enterprise Pub., c1987. 1 v. (various pagings) [281 S]

Law and regulation

— Canada

AGRIBUSINESS

AGRICULTURAL COMPANIES

Statistics

AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES

See also Agriculture Dairy farms Livestock Poultry farms Ranches

Finance

Law and regulation

Management

Mergers

Reports and statements

Statistics

Surveys

Taxation
See Taxation, United States - Agricultural cooperatives

AGRICULTURAL FOREIGN INVESTMENT DISCLOSURE ACT OF 1978

AGRICULTURAL work force of 1985.

AGRICULTURE
See also Agribusiness
Agricultural cooperatives
Dairy farms
Livestock
Poultry farms
Ranches


Accounting

New Zealand

Costs

Credit

Developing countries

Data processing
Australia

Developing countries
European Communities


Finance

Gramling, Steve. Cash flow analysis for crop production lending. (Credit analysis) Commercial lending review, v. 4, Fall 1989, p. 74-84.


New Zealand


Financial management


Australia


Law and regulation


Management


Pricing


Reports and statements


Statistics


Taxation

See Taxation, United States - Farmers

Valuation


AGUIRRE, CARLOS A.


AHARONI, A.


AHMAD, YUSUF J.


AHMAD, MOHAMMAD.


AHMED, MESBAH U.

AHMED, NAZIM U.

AHMED, NAZIM U.


AHN, CHANG MO.

AHO, KAYE L.


AICPA Council endorses ballot on SEC Practice Section membership. *Asset* (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, June 30, 1989, p. 4.


AIDINOFF, M. BERNARD.

AIDMAN, B. TERRY.

AIDS
See Acquired immune deficiency syndrome


AIKEN, WILLIAM.
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AININA, M. FALL.

AINO, KOICHIRO.

AIOSA, FRANK J.
Marriage of sales and technology. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, May 1989, p. 46-8, 111.

AIR CARRIERS
See Aircraft
Airlines

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
See Pollution, Air
Pollution control

AIR RIGHTS
See also Leases, Air rights

Law and regulation

AIR TRANSPORTATION
See Airlines

AIRCRAFT

AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURERS
See Aerospace industry

AIRICH, WALTER.

AIRLINES
See also Airports


Accounting


Billing

Costs

Data processing

Finance

Law and regulation


Liability

Pricing


Reports and statements

Statistics

AIRPLANE INDUSTRY
See Aerospace industry

AIRPORTS

Dunkin, Amy. Airport shopping gets an upgrade to first class, by Amy Dunkin and Scott Ticer. (Marketing) Business week, March 6, 1989, p. 54-5.

AITCHISON, ALAN.
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ALBAN, EDWARD.

ALBAUM, GERALD.


ALBERT, LAWRENCE V.

ALBERT, MICHAEL.
Developing a service-oriented health care culture. Hospital & health services administration, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 167-83.

ALBERT, RORY JUDD.


ALBERTA, WILLIAM.

ALBERTS, WILLIAM A.

ALBERTY, STEVEN C.
Advising small businesses, Deerfield, Ill., Callaghan, c1989. 3 v. (loose-leaf) [209.5 A]

ALBO, WAYNE P.

ALBRECHT, LAWRENCE W.

ALBRECHT, W. STEVE.
Evaluating the effectiveness of internal audit departments, by W. Steve Albrecht and others. Altamonte Springs, Fla., Institute of Internal Auditors Research Foundation, c1988. 161 p. [475.5 E]


How successful internal audit departments are evaluated, by W. Steve Albrecht and others. (Management strategy) Financial executive, v. 5, May/June 1989, p. 39-42.


AICHISON, ALAN.-(Continued)

Default if you dare. Accountant’s magazine (Scott.), v. 93, May 1989, p. 20-1.

AJINKYA, BIPIN B.

AKAAH, ISHMAEL P.

AKAN, HABIBUR RAHMAN.

AKASHI, TOMOKO.

AKASON, BRADLEY.

AKEL, ANTHONY.


AKGIRAY, VEDAT.

AKINS, DONALD S.

AKRESH, ABRAHAM D.

AKRESH, MURRAY S.


AKST, DANIEL.

AKWERA, STEVE.
Management information systems. Accountant (Kenya), v. 9, Jan./March 1989, p. 20-2.

ALAM, A. K. M. SAHABUB.

ALICO, JOHN.


ALIENS

See also Taxation. United States – Aliens

Law and regulation

AL-KAFAJI, YASS A.

ALKIRE, ALLISON.


ALL-Pakistan CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS CONFERENCES, KARACHI, 1984.
(Papers). Karachi, Institute of Chartered Accountants of Pakistan, n.d. 144 p. (Pakistan accountant, conference number) [*102 A]

ALLAN, J. NELSON.

ALLAN, PAT.

ALLAN, ROY.

ALLARD, GAIL.

ALLBURY, JOHN L.
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ALLCOCK, JAMES F.

ALLCORN, SETH.

ALLEN, DAN.
Bringing MRP II up to speed. Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, May 1989, p. 32-3.

ALLEN, DAVID.
Accounting for changing price levels – a growing realisation. Management accounting (Eng.), v. 67, Dec. 1989, p. 44.
Accounting for changing price levels – it’s all relative. Management accounting (Eng.), v. 67, May 1989, p. 34, 5.
Accounting for changing price levels – money is the root of all evil. Management accounting (Eng.), v. 67, July/Aug. 1989, p. 44-5.
Accounting for changing price levels – problem or opportunity? Management accounting (Eng.), v. 67, April 1989, p. 36-7.

ALLEN, DAVID S.

ALLEN, DEREK.

ALLEN, GEORGE F.

ALLEN, HOWARD P.

ALLEN, LINDA.

ALLEN, MICHAEL G.
Competitive confrontation in consumer services. Planning review, v. 17, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 4-9, 46.

ALLEN, MIKE.

ALLEN, PAT.
Astute marketers promote profitability. Savings institutions, v. 110, Oct. 1989, p. 5-6 – 7. (Special marketing supplement)
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Reg Z changes could spur improved home equity loan pricing. (Operations) Savings institutions; v. 110, Nov. 1989, p. 89, 91.
Top 100 marketers. Savings institutions, v. 110, Oct. 1989, p. S-41 - 5. (Special marketing supplement)

ALLEN, PAUL R.

ALLEN, PETER.

ALLEN, ROBERT J.

ALLEN, STEVEN.

ALLEN, WILLIAM F.

ALLERDICE, ROBERT.

ALLEY, LEE R.

ALLIED-SIGNAL, INC.

ALLIO, ROBERT J.

ALLISON, G. BURGESS.

ALLISON, TERRY E.

ALMANAC of business and industrial financial ratios.

ALMON, MICHAEL B.

ALLOCATION
See also Asset allocation

ALLOCATION, INTRAPERIOD
See Statements, Financial – Interim


ALLOCATION OF TAXES
See Taxes – Accounting

ALLOWANCE FOR FUNDS USED DURING CONSTRUCTION

ALLUM, GREG.

ALMANAC of business and industrial financial ratios.
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ALPERT, MARK.

ALPERT, SHELLY R.
How much is your list worth? (The direct marketing clinic) Business marketing, v. 74, Jan. 1989, p. 8, 10.
Your list's worth: adding it up. (The direct marketing clinic) Business marketing, v. 74, Feb. 1989, p. 6, 8, 12, 14.

ALSTER, NORM.

ALSTON, JON P.

ALSUP, ROGER.

ALTENBURGER, PETER R.
Swiss taxation of interest on U.S. debt instruments. Tax planning international review ([Eng.]), v. 16, Nov. 1989, p. 3-7.

ALTEPETER, TERRY.
Take steps toward a more productive personal financial planning practice. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, June 30, 1989, p. 8-9.

ALTER, JEANNE.

ALTER, MURRAY.


ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
See also Arbitration and award Mediation
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1989


ALTERNATIVE minimum tax.

ALTERNATIVE work schedules and the woman CPA.

ALTERNATIVE work schedules for women CPAs. CPA personnel report, v. 8, Nov. 1989, p. 5.

ALTHOFF, JOHN M.
FASB may require employers to establish accounting procedures for reporting postretirement benefits other than pensions. (Accounting & auditing alerts) Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, April 30, 1989, p. 2, 5.

ALTIERI, MARK P.

ALTISER, JEANNE A.
Missouri tax forms simplified. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, Dec. 31, 1988, p. 11.

ALTMAN, EDWARD I.

ALTMAN, MARY ANN.
Practice administrators: are they a trend? Legal economics, v. 15, May/June 1989, p. 32-4, 36.

ALTMAN, PAUL M.

ALTMAN, STUART H.

ALTSHULER, ROSANNE.

ALVYN, GERALD.

ALVIS, CHARLES E.

ALVIS, JOHN M.
Questionnaire used as part of long-range planning study may be helpful, by John Alvis, Marilyn M. Helms and Greg M. Thibadoux. (Management of an accounting practice) CPA journal, v. 59, Oct. 1989, p. 70, 72-4.


AMAN, ALFRED C.

AMAN, JACQUELYN P.

AMANTE, LIZ.

AMAO, GARY P.

AMBACHTSHEER, KEITH P.
Employee benefits as corporate debt: what investment professionals should know. (From the board) Financial analysts journal, v. 45, March/April 1989, p. 5-6.

AMBANPOLA, E. M. K. B.
Corporate fraud and the auditor – to be or not to be a detective? Singapore accountant, v. 5, May 1989, p. 12-17.

AMBLE, JOAN LORDI.

AMBROSE, JAMES R.
Time for some new thinking, an interview with James R. Ambrose by Charles A. Bowsher. GAO journal, no. 7, Fall 1989, p. 16-21.

AMBULATORY CARE CENTERS
See also Surgical centers
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**Committee on Qualifications.**

**Task Force on Continuing Education.**

AMERICAN ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION.
Accounting Education Change Commission meets. Accounting education news, Oct. 1989, p. 4-5. [*106.3 A]
Beaver to receive literary award. Hospitals, v. 63, June 20, 1989, p. 3.
Nineteen eighty-nine outstanding accounting educator award. Accounting education news, Nov. 1989, p. 1, 3. [*106.3 A]

--- Auditing Section. ---
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Committee on the Future Structure, Content and Scope of Accounting Education.

International Accounting Section.

Management Accounting Section.

AMERICAN APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES.

AMERICAN ASSEMBLY OF COLLEGIATE SCHOOLS OF BUSINESS.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ATTORNEY-CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF EQUIPMENT LESSORS.
Role of MIS in a leasing organization. Journal of equipment lease financing, v. 7, Spring 1989, p. 44-8. (Summary of results of survey on CEO perceptions of management information systems, conducted by the AAELe LEASE Operations Conference planning committee.)

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION.—Section of Business Law. Committee on Developments in Business Financing.

Industry Future Council.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF HOMES FOR THE AGING.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF INDIVIDUAL INVESTORS.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF LAW LIBRARIES.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS.

AMERICAN BANKER (MAGAZINE).
Voice of the consumer. New York, c1989. 60 p. (Sixth annual survey 1989.) [*603 A]

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION.

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION.—Division of Professional Education.

House of Delegates.

Section of Business Law. Committee on Corporate Laws.

Section of Business Law. Committee on Developments in Business Financing.


AMERICAN ECONOMICS LAW ASSOCIATION.—Section of Taxation. Planning Committee. Report on exercise by the Treasury Department and the Internal Revenue Service of the authority granted by Internal revenue code section 7205(b) to prescribe the extent to which tax rulings or regulations shall be applied without retroactive effect. Tax lawyer, v. 42, Spring 1989, p. 621-704.

AMERICAN ECONOMICS LAW ASSOCIATION.—Section of Taxation. Task Force of the Committee on U.S. Activities of Foreigners and Tax Treaties. ABA (Section of Taxation) comments on proposed IRC sections 899 and 1447. Tax management international journal, v. 18, Nov. 10, 1989, p. 467-71, 484.
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ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX 1989 — Task Force on PALS. Abbin, Byrle M. To be (active) or not to be (passive): that is the question confronting fiduciaries and beneficiaries trying to apply the passive activity loss (PAL) rules. (In Philip E. Heckerling Institute on Estate Planning, 23rd, University of Miami Law Center, 1989.. Proceedings. New York, c1989. p. 3-1 – 3-97.) [750.2 P]
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AMERICAN GROUP OF CPA FIRMS.

AMERICAN GROUP PRACTICE ASSOCIATION.

AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION.
Estimated useful lives of depreciable hospital assets. 1983 ed. Chicago, American Hospital Pub., c1983. 5 p. [*250 Ins]
Hospital statistics. 1988 ed. Chicago, c1988. 245 p. (Data from the American Hospital Association 1988 survey.) [*250 Ins]
Management audit of the credit office. Chicago, n.d. 28 p. [*250 Ins]

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.
Accounting trends and techniques: thirty-four annual cumulative survey of the accounting aspects of the annual reports of 600 industrial and merchandising corporations. ... edited by Jack Shohet and Richard Rikert. 43rd ed. New York, 1989. 476 p. (The reports analyzed are those with fiscal years ended not later than Feb. 2, 1989.) [*174 A]

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.
Compliance and review, by Margaret Monaghan. New York, c1989. 60 p. (Technical information for practitioners series, no. 3) [*250 Acc]
Cunningham, Billie M. Historical analysis of selected aspects of antitrust legislation as it pertains to the accounting profession. Richmond, Va., Academy of Accounting Historians, 1989. 19 p. (Working paper, no. 79, April 1989) [*100.8 C]
Fees battle coming to an end. (United States) World accounting report (Eng.), May, 1989, p. 11.


Index to accounting and auditing technical pronouncements, as of July 1, 1988, edited by Margaret Monaghan, Bernadette Hinds and Lois Wofleitc. New York, c1989, 711 p. [*111.1 A]


Local governmental accounting trends and techniques, 1989: annual survey of accounting practices followed by 500 local governmental units, edited by Susan Cornwall; special update and analysis sections by Cornelius E. Tierney, Philip T. Calder and Deborah A. Koebele. 2nd ed. New York, C. J. Hunt (various pagings) (The reports analyzed were prepared by the governmental units throughout the period July 1, 1986 through June 30, 1987.) [*344 A 1 A]


Sources and occupations of AICPA membership. (New York, 1989.) 1 p. [*106.1 A (1989)]


Opsata, Margaret. By any other name. Financial planning, v. 18, April 1989, p. 96, 98.


Parker, Robert M. AICPA accountants professional liability plan: premium surcharges – why they exist and how they affect your premium, by Robert M. Parker and Michael J. Chovanack. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), v. 17, Aug./Sept. 1989, p. 1. (*106.1 A)


Retirement planning: achieving financial security for your future. New York, (folder (4 p.) [*250 Per]


Sources and occupations of AICPA membership. (New York, 1989.) 1 p. [*106.1 A (1989)]
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Statement of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants before the Finance Committee of the United States Senate, hearing on the rules applicable to employer-provided fringe benefits (Section 89), May 9, 1989. Washington, 1989. 11 p. [*754.4 A]


Walters, Ralph. Invest in excellence. (Operation highroad) Outlook (California Society of CPAs), v. 57, Spring 1989, p. 64.


Wilson, Ronald W. More quality review: how QR differs from peer review. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, June 30, 1989, p. 11.


---

**Accountants’ Legal Liability Task Force.**

AICPA tort reform handbook for state societies. New York, 1988. 1 v. (various pages) [*103.1 A]

Alternative dispute resolution. (New York), 1988. 4 p. [*103.1 A]

**Accounting and Review Services Committee.**


Codification of Statements on standards for accounting and review services, numbers 1 to 6, as of January 1, 1989. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House for the AICPA, c1989. 87 p. (Reprinted from AICPA Professional standards: accounting and review services part, as of Jan. 1, 1989.) [*111.1 A]

---

**AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.—Auditing Standards Board.**

Codification of Statements on standards for attestation engagements, as of January 1, 1989, issued by the Accounting and Review Services Committee, Auditing Standards Board, and Management Advisory Services Executive Committee. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House for the AICPA, c1989. 110 p. (Reprinted from AICPA Professional standards: attestation engagements part, as of Jan. 1, 1989.) [*170 A]

Harden, Stuart. Plain paper services revisited. (Auditing and auditing alert) Outlook (California Society of CPAs), v. 57, Fall 1989, p. 66.

---

**Accounting Standards Board.**


**Accounting Standards Division.**


---

**Accounting Standards Executive Committee.**


---

**Accounting Standards Executive Committee. Not-for-Profit Organizations Task Force.**

Display in the financial statements of not-for-profit organizations. (New York, 1988. 164 p. [*250 Non]


---

**Accounting Standards Executive Committee. Quasi-reorganizations Task Force.**


---

**Auditing Procedure Committee.**


---

**Auditing Standards Board.**


Compliance auditing applicable to governmental entities and other recipients of governmental financial assistance. New York, 1989. 73 p. (Statement on auditing standards, no. 63, April 1989) [*170 A]


**Auditing Standards Board. Planning Committee.**

Beasley, Mark S. New AICPA Planning Committee. In our opinion (AICPA), v. 5, July 1989, p. 1-2. (*106.1 A)

**Auditing Standards Board. Stockbrokerage Auditing Subcommittee.**


**Auditing Standards Division.**


**Auditing Standards Division. Control Risk Audit Guide Task Force.**


**Auditing Standards Division. Forecasts and Projections Audit Issues Task Force.**

Accountants' services on prospective financial statements for internal use only and partial presentations. New York, 1989, 17 p. (Exposure draft, April 25, 1989. Proposed statement of position) [*170 A]


**Auditing Standards Executive Committee.**


**Banking Committee.**


**Board of Directors.**


**Board of Examiners.**


**Communications Division.**

Achieving financial security for your retirement years: a speech for CPA's to deliver to general audiences. New York, 1989. 14 p. [*250 Per]

CPA Communications Council. Guide to understanding and using CPA services, prepared by the CPA Communications Division and cooperation with the Communications Division, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. New York, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1989. folder (7 p.) [*250 Acc]

CPA's guide to tax preparation: a talk for CPAs to deliver to a general audience. New York, 1989, 17 p. [*751.3 A]
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Estate planning tips for individuals: a speech for CPAs to deliver to general audiences. New York, 1988, 13 p. [§241.5 A]


Home equity loans: is it right for you? (New York), 1989, 10 p. [§722 A]

Planning and saving for your child's college years: a speech for CPAs to deliver to general audiences. New York, 1989, 15 p. [§250 Per]

Shaping your future with personal financial planning: a speech for CPAs to deliver to general audiences. New York, 1989, 9 p. [§250 Per]


Continuing Professional Education Division.

Divorce and related tax planning. New York, 1989, 1 v. (various pagings) (Cover title: AICPA national conference on divorce and related tax planning, Conference held in Las Vegas, June 1989.) [754.13 A]

Council.

AICPA Council endorses ballot on SEC Practice Section membership. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, June 30, 1989, p. 4.


CPA Firms Division.


Isaelloff, Robert L. Membership doubles in Division for CPA Firms. (News and views) CPA journal, v. 59, June 1989, p. 12.


Quality review or peer review – what's the difference? (News and views) CPA journal, v. 59, Nov. 1989, p. 6, 8.


CPA Firms Division. Private Companies Practice Section.

AICPA Consulting Review Program: helping you to prepare for peer review or quality review. New York, (1989), folder (4 p.) [§250 Acc]

Firm-on-firm review directory. April 1989. New York, c1989, 76 p. (A directory of firms that have expressed an interest in conducting peer reviews and quality reviews.) [§106.1 A (1989)]


Wilson, Ronald W. More quality review: how QR differs from peer review. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, June 30, 1989, p. 11.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.—Federal Taxation Executive Committee.

CPA Firms Division. SEC Practice Section.

AICPA Council endorses ballot on SEC Practice Section membership. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, June 30, 1989, p. 4.


Breimier, Donald E. Board officially backs AICPA’s SECPs efforts; 150-hour issue will be focus of member forum. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Oct. 31, 1989, p. 1.


Employee Benefit Plans and ERISA Special Committee.


Federal Government Division. Quality of Audits of Governmental Units Task Force.


Federal Government Executive Committee. Civil Aeronautics Subcommittee.

Audits of airlines. 2nd ed. New York, c1988, 101 p. (Industry audit guide, including Statement of position issued by the Accounting Standards Division.) [§593.2 A]


Federal Taxation Division.


Federal Taxation Executive Committee.
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Federal Taxation Executive Committee. Taxation of Distributions from Qualified Plans Task Force.
Section 4980A grandfather election. Washington, 1989, (26 p. [*754.4 A]

Government Accounting and Auditing Committee.

Health Care Committee.

Implementation Monitoring Committee.
Report on the implementation of the recommendations of the Task Force on the Quality of Audits of Governmental Units. New York, 1989, 24 p. [*342 A]

Investment Companies Committee.

Library Services Division.

Management Advisory Services Executive Committee.


Management Advisory Services Executive Committee. Computer Applications Subcommittee.

Management Advisory Services Executive Committee. MAS Small Business Consulting Practices Subcommittee.

Management of an Accounting Practice Committee.

Minority Recruitment and Equal Opportunity Committee.

Personal Financial Planning Division.

Planning and Research Division.
AICPA CPA opinion poll, prepared for the Communications Division. New York, 1988. 11 p. [*933.1 U]

Professional Ethics Executive Committee.


Professional Liability Insurance Plan Committee.


Public Oversight Board.


Public Service Committee.

Quality Control Standards Committee.

Quality Review Executive Committee.
Standards for performing and reporting on quality reviews. New York, c1989. 44 p. [*250 A]

Relations with Educators Division.
List of recommended published materials re 150-hour education requirement. (New York), 1989?; 10 p. (Draft) [*107 A]

Savings and Loan Associations Committee.

Small and Medium Sized Firms Special Committee.

State Society Relations Division.

Stockbrokerage and Investment Banking Committee.


Strategic Planning Committee.

Tax Division.

Tax Division. Income Taxation of Estates and Trusts Subcommittee.
Abbin, Byrle M. To be (active) or not to be (passive): that is the question confronting fiduciaries and beneficiaries trying to apply the passive activity loss (PAL) rules. (In Philip E. Heckerling Institute on Estate Planning, 23rd, University of Miami Law Center, 1989.. Proceedings. New York, c1989, p. 3-1 - 3-97.) [750.2 P]

Technical Information Division.
Audit program for local governmental units. (New York), 1989. 111 p. [*342 A]

Technical Information Service.

Upward Mobility of Women Special Committee.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, AMICUS CURIAE.

AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE.
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION.


AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE.


AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.


Dept. of Practice Development Resources.

AMERICAN OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION.

Buying or selling an optometric practice, compiled by the International Library, Archives and Museum of Optometry and the American Optometric Association. St. Louis, International Library, Archives and Museum of Optometry, n.d. 1 v. (various pagings) (Practice administrative series, no. 203) [2250 Opt 2]

AMERICAN RED CROSS.


AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION.


AMERICAN SOCIETY OF APPRAISERS.


College of Fellows.

Machinery and Equipment Textbook Committee.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVES.
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Membership attitude surveys. Washington, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) (Information background kit) [2250 Soc 2]

Foundation.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CLU AND CHFC.


AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MAGAZINE PHOTOGRAPHERS.


AMERICAN TAXATION ASSOCIATION.


Committee on Doctoral Program Curricula in Taxation.

Tax Planning for Educators Committee.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.


AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS.

National Accounting and Finance Council.

AMERICAN WOMAN’S SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
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Alternative work schedules for women CPAs. *CPA personnel report*, v. 8, Nov. 1989, p. 5.


AMERKHAIl, VALERIE.


AMERNIC, JOEL H.


AMESHI, AMIN H.


On the demand for historical events recording and maintenance of audit trails, by Amin H. Amershi and Peter Cheng. *Contemporary accounting research (Can.)*, v. 6, Fall 1989, p. 72-90.

AMYER, M. I.


AMES, B. CHARLES.


AMES, JOANNE.


AMICO, JOSEPH C.


AMIHUD, YAKOV.


AMIRZAFARI, JAMILEH.


AMIT, RAPHAEL.


AMOROSO, VINCENT.


AMORTIZATION

See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence


AMORTIZATION of discounts on certain acquired loans.
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AMOS, ORLEY M.


AMT trap in the tax code. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 204.

ANABTAWI, IMAN.

ANALYSIS and application of the passive activity loss rules and regulations.

ANALYSIS and comparison of opinions solicited from accounting practitioners regarding five-year professional schools of accounting...
Bouley, Judith N. Analysis and comparison of opinions solicited from accounting practitioners regarding five-year professional schools of accounting, and a proposed five-year curriculum design based upon the attitudes of certified public accountants. n.p., 1979, 183 typewritten pages. (Thesis (M.B.A.)) [107 B]


ANALYSIS, design, and implementation of data dictionaries. Brathwaite, Kenneth S. Analysis, design, and implementation of data dictionaries. New York, McGraw-Hill, c1988. 214 p. [203.9 B]

ANALYSIS for financial management.
Higgins, Robert C. Analysis for financial management. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin, c1989. 337 p. [224 H]

ANALYSIS of the new financial institutions.


ANALYZING costs in the courts.

ANAND, MANOJ.

ANAND, PAUL.

ANAND, V.

ANANIA, JOSEPH J.


ANDERSEN, ANKER V.

ANDERSEN, ROGER W.

ANDERSEN, RUTH E.

ANDERSEN, THEODORE E.
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ANDERSON, JOHN.  Audit evidence and the brides in the bath. (Mainly for students) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, Jan. 1989, p. 84-5.


Reorganization plan, the collateral, and third-party guarantors. Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy law review, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 18-26.


Heavy hitters – who are they? Dental economics, v. 79, Oct. 1989, p. 64.

Holding the line on rising costs. Dental economics, v. 79, Oct. 1989, p. 45-64, passim.


ANDERSON, STEPHEN J.  Closely held corporation tax workbook. Greenvale, N.Y., Panel, c1988. 328 p. [754.2 A]
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ANEJA, YASH P.

ANGELINI, JAMES P.


ANGELL, ROBERT J.

ANGLYN, WILLIAM T.

ANGUITERA, MARTA ALFONSO.

ANNUAL conference on employee benefits and executive compensation.


ANNUAL meetings: questions from shareholders 1989.

ANNUAL register of practitioners of accountancy December 1988.


ANNUAL report and accounts, 80th, for the year ended 30 June 1988.

ANNUAL REPORTS
See Reports – To stockholders

ANNUAL statement studies '89.

ANDERSON, URTON.- (Continued)

Internal audit planning in an interactive environment, by Urton Anderson and Richard A. Young. Auditing, v. 8, Fall 1988, p. 23-42.

ANDERSON, WILLIAM J.

ANDRE, GREGORY R.

ANDREASEN, ALAN R.
Getting the most from what you have. Sales & marketing management, v. 141, July 1989, p. 52-6, 58.

ANDREW, B. H.


ANDREW, MICHAEL J.

ANDREWS, FREDERICK.

ANDREWS, GARY.

ANDREWS, JEAN P.


ANDREWS, KENNETH R.


ANDREWS, R. DAVID.

ANDREWS, SIMON.

ANDREWS, T. COLEMAN.

ANDRUS, DAVID.

ANNUITIES

See also Taxation, United States – Annuities
Craig, Thomas R. Useful visual and memory aids in teaching compound interest concepts and methods. Accounting educators' journal, v. 1, Fall 1988, p. 126-33.
How to make a living with conservative investments. Stanger register, v. 8, April 1989, p. 33, 35-6, 39.
Institute of Financial Education. Annuities, mutual funds and life insurance as investment products. Chicago, c1988. 196 p. [720 I]

Accounting

Law and regulation

Statistics
SPDA comparison study. (Statistical studies) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 102-7.

ANNUITIES, mutual funds and life insurance as investment products.
Institute of Financial Education. Annuities, mutual funds and life insurance as investment products. Chicago, c1988. 196 p. [720 I]

ANNUITIES, VARIABLE

ANRIG, GREG.

ANANSI, A.

ANSLOW, BOB.

ANTELYES, JACOB.

ANTHONY, JEFFREY A.

ANTHONY, JOSEPH H.

ANTHONY, RICHARD.

ANTHONY, ROBERT N.
Nineteen eighty-nine outstanding accounting educator award. Accounting education news, Nov. 1989, p. 1, 3, (*106.1 A)

ANTIDISCRIMINATION

ANTIDUMPING
See Export and import trade – Law and regulation

ANTIL, FREDERICK H.

ANTINOZZI, JOSEPH R.

ANTIQUES

See also Collectors
Burger, Jeff. Can you have this much fun and make money too? Medical economics, v. 66, March 6, 1989, p. 82-6, 89, 92-4.
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ANTITRUST and competition: shifting dimensions.


ANTLE, RICK.


ANTOGNINI, WALTER G.


ANTOKOL, NORMAN.


ANTON, HECTOR R.


ANTONOVITZ, FRANCES.


ANYWILL, J. BRADFORD.


ANYANSI-ARCHIBONG, CHI.


APARTMENT HOUSES

See also Housing

Real estate management

Burger, Jeff. Yes, Virginia, you can still make money as a landlord. Medical economics, v. 66, April 3, 1989, p. 174-8, 180, 185, 188.

District Court finds limited partnership units were securities. (Recent developments) Financial planning journal, v. 5, March 7, 1989, p. 99-100.


Data processing

Finance

Law and regulation

Management

Valuation

APARTMENT HOUSES, COOPERATIVE

Accounting

Law and regulation

Conversion

Taxation
See Taxation, United States – Cooperative apartments


APFEL, KENNETH S.

APFEL, ROBERT C.

APPFELROTH, SANFORD.

APOSTOLOU, BARBARA.


APOSTOLOU, NICHOLAS G.


APPEL, ALLAN F.


APPEL, KENNETH G.

APPEL, PETER A.
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**Data processing**

**Law and regulation**

**Qualifications**


**Surveys**

**APPRASING machinery and equipment.**

**APPROPRIATE measures to give effect to the work of the Group.**

**APPROXIMATING deductible expenses not allowed when records could have been produced.** (Tax update) *Tax management financial planning journal*, v. 5, July 25, 1989, p. 325.

**APTITUDE and EMPLOYMENT TESTS**


Stewart, David O. Slouching toward Orwell. (Supreme Court report) ABA journal, v. 75, June 1989, p. 44, 46, 48, 50.


AQUACULTURE
See also Fish farming

Accounting

Malaysia

Finance

AQUILA, AUGUST J.


AQUILANO, NICHOLAS J.

AQUINO, THOMAS G.

ARAB SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED ACCOUNTANTS.


ARAKI, KAZUO.

ARATO, RONA.

ARBITMAN, DEBORAH B.

ARBITRAGE


ARBITRATION AND AWARD
See also Accountancy profession - Relation to arbitration

Alternative dispute resolution
Contracts, Labor
Mediation


Arbitrators' failure to explain does not require award to be vacated. (Arbitration items) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, May 30, 1989, p. 244-5.


Brokerage cannot compel arbitration; pre-McMahon clause given plain reading. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, April 4, 1989, p. 143-4.

Court says clause does not require arbitration of '33, '34 act claims. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, April 4, 1989, p. 143.


McNamara, Brian M. Supreme Court rules that Securities act claims are arbitrable, by Brian M. McNamara and Robert A. Barron. (Quarterly survey of SEC rulemaking and major appellate decisions) Securities regulation law journal, v. 17, Fall 1989, p. 324-5.


Law and regulation


Lanau, Jeffrey M. Successorship doctrine, the courts and arbitrators: common sense or dollars and cents? (Comments) University of Miami law review, v. 44, Nov. 1989, p. 403-41.


Silverman, Steven J. Differing nature of the Weingarten right to union representation in the NLRB and arbitral forums. (Comments) University of Miami law review, v. 44, Nov. 1989, p. 467-88.

Statistics


ARBITRATORS' failure to explain does not require award to be vacated. (Arbitration items) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, May 30, 1989, p. 244-5.


ARCARI, VIRGINIA A.


ARCELUS, FRANCISCO.


ARCHIBALD, DALE.

Know your PC. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, May 1989, p. 5-6.


ARCHITECTS
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ARCHIVES
See also Records

Financial management

Management

ARDIS, PATRICK M.


ARE personal costs paid by father's company a dividend? (How would you rule?) Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, March/April 1989, p. 312.


ARE you sitting pretty or headed for a fall? Veterinary economics, Jan. 1989, p. 28-30, 32-4.

ARENS, ALVIN A.

ARGENTINA.


Audit Office of the Nation.

ARIF, A. R.

ARISS, SONNY S.

ARIZONA SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.

ARKANSAS SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.
Long Range Planning Committee.
Strategic planning survey: survey results analysis. n.p., 1988. 5 p. [*106.2 A]

ARKISON, PETER G.

ARLINGHAUS, BARRY P.


ARMACOST, ROBERT L.

ARMED SERVICES—Personnel

See also Military procurement

National defense

Accounting


Cost accounting


Costs

Financial management

Management

Personnel
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ARNIS, MICHAEL.

ARNOLD, ANTHONY J.

ARNOLD, BRIAN J.

ARNOLD, DANNY R.

ARNOLD, JACK R.

ARNOLD, JASPER H.

ARNOLD, JERRY L.

ARNOLD, JOHN.

ARNOLD, THOMAS K.

ARNOLD, TONY.
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Shaheen, George. George Shaheen talks. Management consul- tant international (Ireland), no. 5, April 1989, p. 4-5.


ARTHUR Andersen led Big Eight in staff; Coopers & Lybrand added most partners in 1988. CPA personnel report, v. 7, June 1989, p. 3-6.


ARTHUR D. LITTLE, INC.

LaVine, Bob. This is our company now, says new president. Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 2, Jan. 1989, p. 8-9.


Questions at annual meetings of shareholders. New York, c1989. 47 p. [*223.4 A]

**Entrepreneurial Services Group.**


**High Technology Group.**


**Information Technology Group.**


**Oil and Gas Group.**


**ARTHUR Young guide to raising venture capital.**


**ARTHUR Young International.**

Finnish enterprise in the U.S.A. New York, c1987. 43 p. (Survey of Finnish investors with operations in the U.S., jointly published with Kansallis-Osake-Pankki and Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam & Roberts.) [*720.1 A]


**ARTHUR Young international business guide.**


**ARTHUR Young practical guide to information engineering.**


**ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE.**

See also Knowledge engineering

Natural language processing systems

Neural networks


Harris, Larry R. ISM interviews...Larry R. Harris on AI and expert systems. *Journal of information systems management*, v. 6, Spring 1989, p. 93-6.


Karkosak, James F. IS and managed care: a dynamic duo. *Best's review (Life/health)*, v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 36-8, 42, 44.


National Association of Accountants. Library. Artificial intelligence and expert systems. Montvale, N.J., 1989. 11 p. (Bibliography) [203.9 N]


Auditing


Design and installation


Artificial intelligence: the search for the perfect machine.


See also Taxation, United States – Artists


ASHER, MUKUL G.

ARTNEWS guide to tax benefits for collectors, dealers and investors.

Pursky, Robert S. ARTNews guide to tax benefits for collectors, dealers and investors. n.p., ARTNews Books; Consultant Press, c1987. 1 v. (various pagings) [250 Col 4]

ARVAN, ALICE.


ARVANITES, DEBRA A.


ARVEY, RICHARD.


ASARE, STEPHEN KWAKU.

Auditor's going concern opinion decision: interaction of task variables and the sequential processing of evidence. n.p., 1989. 477 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) – University of Arizona.) [224.9 A]


ASCHMIE, DANIEL P. S.


ASH, MARK S.


ASH, NEVILLE.


ASH, ROBERT I.


ASHER, JOSEPH.

Warning signals for LBOs? ABA banking journal, v. 81, March 1989, p. 31-3.

ASHER, MUKUL G.


ASHFORD, KEN.

ASHFORTH, BLAKE E.

ASHLEY, ELIZABETH.

ASHLEY, FRANK M.

ASHTON, D. J.

ASHTON, JAMES E.

ASHTON, R. K.

ASHTON, ROBERT H.

ASHTON, ROBERT H.

ASHWELL, ANDREW.

ASHWORTH, D. NEIL.

ASIA.
Katayama, Frederick H. How to act once you get there. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 87-8.

Pac Rim 150. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 125-6, 128, 130, 132.

Strategic guide to the Rim. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 72-84, passim.


Worthy, Ford S. Your banker in Asia. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 68.

ASIMOW, MICHAEL.
Assault on tax-free divorce: carryover basis and assignment of income. Tax law review, v. 44, Fall 1988, p. 65-112.

ASKIN, FRANK.

ASOCIACION INTERAMERICANA DE CONTABILIDAD.


ASOFSKY, PAUL H.


ASPEN, PATRICK.

ASPINWALL, MARLA J.

ASPLUND, GISELE.

ASQUITH, NANCY.


ASQUITH, PAUL.


ASSAEL, HENRY.

ASSAR, HAMID.

ASSENDER, MICHAEL.


ASSESSMENT
See Real estate — Valuation
Taxation, United States — Property


ASSET acquisitions.
Munten, Mark A. Asset acquisitions. Greenvile, N.Y., Panel, c1988. 76 p. (Business transactions portfolio series, no. 1) [P230 M]

ASSET ALLOCATION


Pare, Terence P. Allocating your assets by life's seasons. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 125-42, passim.


Data processing


ASSET allocation options for CPA-planners.

ASSET BASED FINANCING
See Secured transactions

ASSET financing.
ASSET-LIABILITY MANAGEMENT


Data processing

ASSET MANAGEMENT

ASSET REPLACEMENTS
See Replacements

ASSET DEPRECIATION
See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence
Property Valuation


Accounting
Fried, DoV. Impairments and writeoffs of long-lived assets, by DoV Fried, Michael Schiff and Ashwinpaul C. Sondhi. Montvale, N.J., National Association of Accountants, c1989. 112 p. (A research project sponsored by the National Association of Accountants.)[*143 F]


Great Britain

Management


Reports and statements

Valuation
Fried, DoV. Impairments and writeoffs of long-lived assets, by DoV Fried, Michael Schiff and Ashwinpaul C. Sondhi. Montvale, N.J., National Association of Accountants, c1989. 112 p. (A research project sponsored by the National Association of Accountants.)[*143 F]


Miller, John A. Valuing the assets in a Chapter 11 reorganization. (Bankruptcy accounting alert) Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy law review, v. 3, Spring 1989, p. 54-5.


ASSETS, CURRENT

Accounting
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1989

ASSETS, FIXED


ACCOUNTING


Great Britain

New Zealand


DATA PROCESSING


Finance

Valuation


Canada


ASSETS, INTANGIBLE
See also Goodwill
Patents and copyrights
Royalties
Trade-marks and trade-names
Battle raging over intellectual property, by Paula Dwyer and others. (Legal affairs) Business week, May 22, 1989, p. 78-9, 82, 86, 89.


Accounting


Australia
Accounting for identifiable intangible assets. (Technical) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Oct. 1989, p. 52.

ED49: Accounting for identifiable intangible assets. (AARF) Australian accountant, v. 59, Nov. 1989, p. 82.
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Kenya


ASSOCIATION FOR UNIVERSITY BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH.

ASSOCIATION MANAGEMENT (MAGAZINE).

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS.

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS.
Office of Information and Public Affairs.

ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH FACTORS.

ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTANTS.

ASSOCIATION of Management Consulting Firms.
ACME Inc. – the Association of Management Consulting Firms. Association of Management Consulting Firms. New York, c1989. 12 p. [*060 A]

ASSOCIATION OF RESERVE CITY BANKERS.

ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
Committee on Futures Regulation.

ASSOCIATIONS
See Accounting firm associations
Clubs
Societies and associations
Trade associations


ASTRACHAN, ANTHONY.

How dangerous can mortgage investments be? Ask these doctors. Medical economics, v. 66, March 6, 1989, p. 27-8, 30-2, 34-5.

ATCISON, SANDRA D.
Gift for the dying — or sheer ghouliness? (Finance) Business week, June 19, 1989, p. 79.

Head 'em up, move 'em out — to Japan. (Industries) Business week, Aug. 21, 1989, p. 52.


ATCISON, SANDRA D.
Gift for the dying — or sheer ghouliness? (Finance) Business week, June 19, 1989, p. 79.

Head 'em up, move 'em out — to Japan. (Industries) Business week, Aug. 21, 1989, p. 52.


ATCISON, SANDRA D.
Gift for the dying — or sheer ghouliness? (Finance) Business week, June 19, 1989, p. 79.

Head 'em up, move 'em out — to Japan. (Industries) Business week, Aug. 21, 1989, p. 52.


ATCISON, SANDRA D.
Gift for the dying — or sheer ghouliness? (Finance) Business week, June 19, 1989, p. 79.

Head 'em up, move 'em out — to Japan. (Industries) Business week, Aug. 21, 1989, p. 52.


ATCISON, SANDRA D.
Gift for the dying — or sheer ghouliness? (Finance) Business week, June 19, 1989, p. 79.

Head 'em up, move 'em out — to Japan. (Industries) Business week, Aug. 21, 1989, p. 52.

ATTALLA, ABDELHAMID I.

Williamson, Donald T. Establishing a CFC to avoid the separate foreign tax credit basket for noncontrolled Section 902 corporations, by Donald T. Williamson and Abdelhamid I. Attalla. Tax management international journal, v. 18, Aug. 11, 1989, p. 328-34, 342.

ATTANASIO, VICTOR.


ATTARAN, MOHSEN.


ATTAWAY, FRED J.


ATTEST FUNCTION

See Certificate or opinion

ATTMORE, ROBERT H.


ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE

See Privileged communications

Taxation, United States - Privileged communications

ATTORNEY-CPAS

See Law and accounting - Joint practice

ATTORNEY working for firm was an independent contractor. Taxation for accountants, v. 42, May 1989, p. 308-9.

ATTORNEY working for firm was an independent contractor. Taxation for lawyers, v. 18, July/Aug. 1989, p. 24-5.

ATTORNEYS

See Lawyers

ATTORNEYS' fees denied. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, March 1989, p. 50.


ATTRIBUTED stock only counts once for PHC status. Taxation for accountants, v. 42, April 1989, p. 218.


ATTWOOD, TOM.


AUCTIONS and AUCTIONEERS


AUCUTT, RONALD D.


AUD, ERNEST F.


AUDIO TAPES AND TAPE RECORDINGS


AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS

See also Visual aids


AUDIO-VISUAL INDUSTRY
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AUDIT and accounting manual: nonauthoritative practice aids, as of June 1, 1988.

AUDIT and accounting manual: nonauthoritative practice aids, as of June 1, 1989.

AUDIT approach to computers.

AUDIT committee: a broader mandate.

AUDIT committee charter: Rx for fraud prevention.

AUDIT committee guide.

AUDIT committee update, 1989.

AUDIT committees - a perspective for directors.

AUDIT COMMITTEES


Oversight of the financial reporting process, part 1, by James S. Gerson and others. CPA journal, v. 59, July 1989, p. 22, 24, 26, 28. (Adapted from Audit committee guide, Coopers & Lybrand.)


Pomeranz, Felix. Coping with the expanded duties of the audit committee, part 1. Miami, Florida International University, School of Accounting, 1988. 26 p. (Working paper series, no. 88-9) [P223.3 P]


Australia

Canada


India

New Zealand
AICPA GUIDE—Nigeria

Nigeria


Relation to certified public accountants


Pomeranz, Felix. Coping with the expanded duties of the audit committee, part 1. Miami, Florida International University, School of Accounting, 1988. 26 p. (Working paper series, no. 88-9) [*223.3 P]


Relation to internal auditors


Tiessen, P. Organizational support for internal audit, by P. Tiessen and Michael J. Barrett. Internal auditing, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 39-53.

Singapore


AUDIT committees for state and local government.


AUDIT EVIDENCE

See Evidence

AUDIT FAILURES


AUDIT guide for use by independent public accountants for audit of mortgagors having HUD-insured or Secretary-held multifamily mortgages.


AUDIT guide for use by independent public accountants in audits of HUD-approved nonsupervised mortgages, loan correspondents, and coinsuring mortgagees.


AUDIT GUIDES

See Industry audit and accounting guide

Industry audit guides

AUDIT INTERVIEWS


AUDIT JUDGMENT

See Certificate or opinion

Decision making – Auditors

AUDIT management and supervision.


AUDIT management handbook.


AUDIT MODELS


Lovata, Linda M. Utilization of generalized audit software. (Practice note) *Auditing*, v. 8, Fall 1988, p. 72-86.


**AUDIT of a small business.**

Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. Audit of a small business. (Toronto), c1988. 73 p. (Audit technique study) [*209.5 C]*

**AUDIT of real estate operations.**

Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. Audit of real estate operations. Toronto, c1988. 100 p. (Audit technique study) [*250 Rea]*

**AUDIT PLANNING**


Bedard, Jean C. Archival investigation of audit program planning. *Auditing*, v. 9, Fall 1989, p. 57-71.


Institute of Chartered Accountants of India. Auditing Practices Committee. Audit planning. *Chartered accountant* (India), v. 37, April 1989, p. 931-3. (Statement on standard auditing practices, no. 8)


**AUDIT planning.**

AUDIT RISK


Colbert, Janet L. When it's double or nothing in assessing audit risk. Woman CPA, v. 31, April 1989, p. 24-9.


Mock, Theodore J. Risk assessment in auditing and accounting: a research report, by Theodore J. Mock and Ilan Ver-


AUDITING


Carty, James. Check those after date credit notes! Certified accountant (Eng.), Feb. 1989, p. 42.


Michael, Tina. What is that is real to understanding auditing? User (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Sept. 30, 1989, p. 5.
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Analytical


Knechel, W. Robert. Effectiveness of nonstatistical analytical review procedures used as substantive audit tests. (Research note) *Auditing*, v. 8, Fall 1988, p. 87-107.


Wilson, Arlette C. How regression analysis may be used as an analytical procedure. *Practical accountant*, v. 22, April 1989, p. 16-22, 24.


International


South Africa


Argentina


Auditing


Bedard, Jean C. Archival investigation of audit program planning. *Auditing*, v. 9, Fall 1989, p. 57-71.


AUDITING—Barbados

Barbados

Canada

Goodall, Ronald. Professional engagement manual forms. (Toronto, Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 1989) 127 p. [250 Acc]


China
Shanghai University of Finance and Economics. Accounting and auditing in the People's Republic of China: a review of its practices, systems, education and developments - an addendum, a joint research study by Shanghai University of Finance and Economics and the Center for International Accounting Development, University of Texas at Dallas. Richardson, Tex., University of Texas at Dallas, c1989. 28 p. [*117 C]

Colombia

Compliance audits


Environmental audits, edited by Lawrence B. Cahill and Raymond W. Kane. 6th ed. Rockville, Md., Government Institutes, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [201.7 E]


Australia

Compliance testing
See Testing and sampling

Comprehensive audits

Continuous audits

Costs


Data processing
See EDP auditing

Europe

Far East
Recent accounting and economic developments in the Far East. n.p., Center for International Education and Research in Accounting, c1988. 234 p. [*117 F]

First audits

France


Germany (Federal Republic)

Great Britain
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Greece

History
See also Accounting – History


Great Britain


International


Ireland

Law and regulation

Great Britain


India

Sweden

Philippines


Principles and standards
See also Accounting – Principles and standards

Accounting research

Accounting series releases

Statements on auditing procedure

Statements on auditing standards


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Index to auditing and auditing technical pronouncements, as of July 1, 1988, edited by Margaret Monaghan, Bernadette Hood and Lois Wolfeich. New York, c1989. 711 p. [*111.1 A]


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Auditing Standards Board. Compliance auditing applicable to governmental entities and other recipients of governmental financial assistance. New York, 1989. 73 p. (Statement on auditing standards, no. 63, April 1989) [*170 A]


Beasley, Mark S. New ASB Planning Committee. In our opinion (AICPA), v. 5, July 1989, p. 1-2. [106.1 A]


Brown, Ken W. Government auditing standards now require certain practitioners to complete annual CPE requirements. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, April 30, 1989, p. 6-7.


Farbo, John L. Taking the mystique out of the dreaded audit. Armed forces comptroller, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 13-16.
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International Federation of Accountants. International Auditing Practices Committee. Summary of international guidelines on auditing and related services. New York, 1989? . 32 p. (Contains a brief overview of each guideline issued to date followed by summaries of the basic principles and essential procedures extracted from IAGs 1-26 and IAG/RS 1-2, being all guidelines issued to Dec. 31, 1988.) [*170.7 I]


Kenya

Flaming, Accountant (Kenya), v. 9, Oct./Dec. 1989, p. 26-8. (Kenyan auditing guideline—operational)

Malaysia


New Zealand


South Africa


Trinidad and Tobago


Single audits

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Local governmental accounting trends and techniques, 1989: annual survey of accounting practices followed by 500 local governmental units, edited by Susan Cornwall; special update and analysis sections by Cornelius E. Tierney, Philip T. Calder and Deborah A. Koebele. 2nd ed. New York, 1989. c1989. 1 v. (various pagers) (The reports analyzed were prepared by the governmental units throughout the period July 1, 1986 through June 30, 1987.) [*344.1 A]


Bodziorzy, Dennis J. GAO's revised government auditing standards, by Dennis J. Bodziorzy and Deborah A. Koebele. (Governmental services) Ohio CPA journal, v. 48, Summer 1989, p. 41-3.


Marshall Islands


South Africa


Spain


Standards

See Auditing – Principles and standards

Statistical methods

See Testing and sampling

Sweden


Switzerland


Teaching

See Accounting – Teaching

AUDITING PRACTICES COMMITTEE.

Testing and sampling

See Testing and sampling

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics


Uruguay


AUDITING: an integrated approach.


AUDITING and the control of illicit trading in speculative capital markets.


AUDITING computer security: a manual with case studies.


AUDITING concepts and applications: a risk-analysis approach.


AUDITING construction costs.


AUDITING COSTS

See Auditing – Costs

AUDITING COURSES

See Accounting courses

AUDITING in a computer environment.


AUDITING of EDP systems.


AUDITING PRACTICES COMMITTEE.


AUDITING PRACTICES COMMITTEE.—(Continued)


AUDITING PROCEDURE STUDIES
Mancino, Jane M. Internal control in a computer environment. In our opinion (AICPA), v. 5, Oct. 1989, p. 2. [*106.1 A]


AUDITING theory and practice.


AUDITOR change to be disclosed. (United States) World accounting report (Eng.), April 1989, p. 7.

AUDITOR CHANGES
See Change of auditors or accountants


AUDITOR RECORD
See Auditing – Continuous audits

AUDITORS
See also Accountants
Audit teams
EDP auditors
Internal auditors
Reliance on other auditors

Kaplan, Steven E. Examination of information search during initial audit planning, by Steven E. Kaplan and Philip M.J. Reckers. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 5/6, 1989, p. 539-50.
Luckett, Peter F. Impact of feedback on inter-rater agreement and self insight in performance evaluation decisions, by Peter F. Luckett and Mark K. Hirst. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 5/6, 1989, p. 379-87.

Appointment
See Auditors – Selection

Australia

Belgium

Canada
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Cyprus

Displacement
See Change of auditors or accountants

Duties and responsibilities
See also Accountants – Duties and responsibilities


Farbo, John L. Taking the mystique out of the dreaded audit. Armed forces comptroller, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 13-16.


GAO report on audit quality and financial reporting. (News and views) CPA journal, v. 59, Aug. 1989, p. 13, 15. (Reprint from DH&SS review (Deloitte Haskins & Sells), March standards.)


Kelly, Anne S. Bankers’ and investors’ perceptions of the auditor’s role in financial statement reporting: the impact of SAS no. 58, by Anne S. Kelly and Lawrence C. Mohrweiss. (Practice note) Auditing, v. 9, Fall 1989, p. 87-97.

Kennett, Danny L. Mum’s the word! Or is it? A potential conflict in auditing and legal standards, by Danny L. Kennett and William J. Radijg. Woman CPA, v. 51, April 1989, p. 12-16.


Touché Ross & Co. Performance expectations... for the audit professional. n.p., c1989. 12 p. [992 T]


__Australia__


__Canada__


__Great Britain__


__India__


John, D'Souza Dolphy. Secured and unsecured loans — reporting under MAOCAO. (Students) Management accountant (India), v. 24, June 1989, p. 381-3.


__Japan__


__Singapore__


__South Africa__


__Taiwan__


__Europe__


__Government__

Brown, Ken W. Government auditing standards now require certain practitioners to complete annual CPE requirements. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, April 30, 1989, p. 6-7.


Great Britain


Independence

See also Accountants — Independence

Internal auditors — Independence


Canada


Great Britain


India


International


New Zealand


India


International


Liability

See also Accountants — Liability


Canada


Germany (Federal Republic)


Great Britain


Singapore


New Zealand


Qualifications


Great Britain


International


Rotation

See Change of auditors or accountants

Selection

See also Accountancy profession – Selection of personnel

Accountants – Selection

Accountants' office – Personnel

Change of auditors or accountants

Referrals

Author is advising companies on choosing auditors among the Big Eight. Public accounting report, v. 12, July 1, 1989, p. 4.


Korea (Republic)


Singapore


Spain


Surveys


Kelly, Anne S. Bankers' and investors' perceptions of the auditor's role in financial statement reporting: the impact of SAS no. 58, by Anne S. Kelly and Lawrence C. Mohrweiss. (Practice note) Auditing, v. 9, Fall 1989, p. 87-97.

Lindsay, Daryl. Financial statement users' perceptions of factors affecting the ability of auditors to resist client pressure in a conflict situation. Accounting and finance (Australia), v. 29, Nov. 1989, p. 1-18.


Taiwan


AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE

See Certificate or opinion

AUDITORS' dilemma: advocacy vs accountability.


AUDITORS' going concern opinion decision: interaction of task variables and the sequential processing of evidence.


AUDITORS OF THE COURT

See Court masters

AUDITORS' OPINION

See Certificate or opinion


AUDITORS' report on financial statements.


AUDITORS' REPORTS

See Certificate or opinion

Reports, Accountants'

AUDITORS' reports in audits of state and local governmental units.


AUDITORS' WORKING PAPERS

See Working papers

AUDITS of airlines.


AUDITS of brokers and dealers in securities.


AUDITS of employee benefit plans.


AUDITS of international commercial banks.


AUERBACH, ALAN J.


AUERBACH PUBLISHERS.

Information management: strategy, systems, and technologies, prepared by the editorial staff of Auerbach Publishers. Boston, Auerbach, c1989. 2 v. (variable paging) (Previous edition under title, Data processing management.) [203.95 I]

AUFDERHEIDE, PAT.


AUGHENBAUGH, RICHARD A.


AUGUST, JERALD DAVID.
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AUSTIN, JERALD DAVID. (Continued)


AUSTIN, JERALD DAVID.


AUGUSTYN, FRANCENE M.


AURAY, ROBERT R.


AUSTER, ROLF.


Personal financial planning: the adviser's guide. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1989. 562 p. [250 Per]


Tax planning for securities and options transactions. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1988. 229 p. [*733 A]

Tax strategies: making the right decision. 2nd ed. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1987. 304 p. [753 A]


AUSTERMANN, DONALD.


AUSTIN, CAROL J.


AUSTIN, CHARLES J.


AUSTIN, DOUGLAS V.


AUSTIN, LEONARD B.


AUSTIN, LLOYD.


AUSTIN, PRISCILLA M.


AUSTRALIA.


Accounting Standards Review Board.


ASRB and AARF issue Invitation to comment: interim approval of professional accounting standards. Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Feb. 1989, p. 78.


Administrative Appeals Tribunal.


Audit Office.


Financial Management Improvement Program.


Insurance and Superannuation Commission.


National Companies and Securities Commission.

Office of the Auditor General.


Taxation Office.


McKenny, Jenny. PR or propaganda, an interview with Jenny McKenny by Peter Sekuless. Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Feb. 1989, p. 12.


AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTING RESEARCH FOUNDATION.

ASRB and AARF issue Invitation to comment: interim approval of professional accounting standards. Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Feb. 1989, p. 78.


Leo, K. J. Consolidated financial statements. Caulfield, Australian Accounting Research Foundation, 1987. 190 p. (Discussion paper, no. 10) [*231 L1]


Accounting Standards Board.


AUSTRALIAN CASH ASSOCIATION.


AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS.

Advertising and you. Melbourne, n.d. (6) p. [*250 Acc]

Another society body can’t agree. International accounting bulletin (Ireland), no. 69, Nov. 1989, p. 5.


AUSTRIA.


AUSTRIAN, SARAH G.


AUTEN, GERALD E.


AUTHOR is advising companies on choosing auditors among the Big Eight. Public accounting report, v. 12, July 1, 1989, p. 4.

AUTHORITIES

See Public authorities.

AUTHORS


AUTOBIOGRAPHY

See Biography.

AUTOMATED CLEARING HOUSE (ACH)

See Banks and banking – Payment plans

See Banks and banking – Transfer systems
AUTOMATED inventory management for retailers.


AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES

Banks reveal deposit policies. ABA banking journal, v. 81, May 1989, p. 79, 81.


Brantley, R. Lamar. ATMs play a key role in many retail banking strategies. (Retail funds) Savings institutions, v. 110, Nov. 1989, p. 107.


Hall, Daniel. ATM security under scrutiny. ABA banking journal, v. 81, Nov. 1989, p. 70, 72.


Japan


AUTOMATING global financial management.


AUTOMATION

See also Computer integrated manufacturing

Computers

Data processing

Flexible manufacturing systems

Office automation

Robots and robotics


Ortmann, Richard. Supplementing cost accounting courses in response to the changing business environment, by Rich-
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Indonesia

Japan

Management


Personnel

Statistics


AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES MANUFACTURERS

AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES RETAILERS
Statisties

AUTOMOBILE RENTAL
See Automobile leasing

AUTOMOBILE SERVICE STATIONS
Finance

Statistics

AUTOMOBILES

Valuation

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES MANUFACTURERS

AVAILABILITY of financial statements.

AVELLAR, JOSEPH W.

AVERAGE area purchase price safe harbor limitations for mortgage bonds and credit certificates are provided. (Recent developments) Real estate journal, v. 5, March 1, 1989, p. 62.


AVERAGE automobile insurance premiums by state. (On-line reports) Best’s review (Property/casualty), v. 89, March 1989, p. 14-16.


AVERY JONES, JOHN F.

Treatment of trusts under the OECD model convention, part 1, by John F. Avery Jones and others. British tax review, no. 2, 1989, p. 41-61.


AVIATION FIXED BASE OPERATIONS
Watson, Richard H. Lending to the general aviation fixed base operator. (In Lending to different industries. vol. 1, Philadelphia, c1983. p. 139-59.) [670 L]

Finance
Watson, Richard H. Lending to the general aviation fixed base operator. (In Lending to different industries. vol. 1, Philadelphia, c1983. p. 139-59.) [670 L]

AVIGNON, JUDEX.

AVISHAL BERNARD.

AVLONITIS, GEORGE J.

AVOIDING the estate freeze tax traps when passing on the family business.

AWALT, DEBORAH A.
AWARDS, PRIZES AND CONTESTS

See also: Arbitration and award

Taxation, United States - Awards and prizes

Taxation, United States - Damages


Beaver to receive literature award. Hospitals, v. 63, June 20, 1989, p. 3.


Nineteen eighty-nine outstanding accounting educator award. Accounting education news, Nov. 1989, p. 1, 3. [*106.3 A]


AXEL, HELEN.


AXELRAD, NORMAN D.


AXELRAD, LAWRENCE M.
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AXELROD, MICHAEL E.

Amount and type of taxable gain on real estate foreclosures can be controlled by the parties, by Michael E. Axelrod and Steven A. Fetter. Taxation for lawyers, v. 18, Nov./Dec. 1989, p. 146-50.


AXILROD, PETER J.


AXLINE, LARRY.


AYCOCK, RUSSELL.


AYELLA, ALBERT J.


AYKAC, A.


AYRES, FRANCES L.


AZARMSA, REZA.


AZID, ALI N.


AZIZ, ABDUL.


AZZI, JOHN.

B

BABAD, YAIR M.

BABBLE, DAVID F.

BABCOCK, WALTER E.

BABER, JUDY.

BABICKY, JACQUELINE.

BABIRAK, MILTON E.

BACHAR, JOSEPH.
Auditing quality, signaling, and underwriting contracts. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 6, Fall 1989, p. 216-41.


BACHEMIN, TINA.

BACHER, JEFFREY P.

BACHMAN, KEN.

BACK, PHILIPPA L.


BACON, JEREMY.


BAD DEBTS
See also Collection of accounts
Taxation, United States -- Bad debts
Carty, James. Check those after date credit notes! Certified accountant (Eng.), Feb. 1989, p. 42.


Accounting

BAD debts from promoting businesses fully deductible. Taxation for accountants, v. 43, July 1989, p. 29.


BADAVAS, ROBERT.

BADER, ALLAN H.

BADER, EDWARD F.

BADER, WILLIAM.
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BAHN, KENNETH D.

BAHRAM, Homer.

BAILEY, ANDREW D.

BAILEY, CHARLES D.

BAILEY, CINDY.

BAILEY, DEREK.

BAILEY, EARL L.

BAILEY, HAROLD A.
To stage or store. Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, March 1989, p. 40-1.

BAILEY, JAMES M.

BAILEY, JOEL P.

BAILEY, JOHN.
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BAILEY, KEITH.

BAILEY, LARRY D.

BAILEY, LARRY P.


BAILEY, PATRICK.

BAILEY, ROBERT A.
Insurer solvency: the missing notes. Best’s review (Property/ casualty), v. 90, April 1989, p. 46-8.

BAILEY, RONALD.

BAILEY, WARREN.


BALLINE, RICHARD W.

BAILLIE, RICHARD T.

BAIMAN, STANLEY.

BAIN, CRAIG E.


BAIRD, BYRON.


BAIRD, PATRICIA A.

BAJAJ, D. C.
Cost management in govt. & service sector in India. (Management accountability) Management accountant (India), v. 24, April 1989, p. 231-3.


BAKER, DENNIS K.

BAKER, DOUGLAS D.

BAKER, H. KENT.


BAKER, JACK D.

BAKER, JOHN H.
BAKER, RICHARD M.

BAKER, RICHARD M. 

BAKER, WILLIAM GARY. 

BAKER TILLY. 

BALACHANDRAN, BALA V. 

BALAFAS, DINO M. 

BALAKRISHNAN, RAMJI. 

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 


BALANCE SHEETS 
Iselin, Errol R. Effects of format on the extraction of information from accounting statements. Accounting and finance (Australia), v. 29, May 1989, p. 73-94. 

Analysis 
See Statements, Financial -- Analysis

Consolidated 
See Statements, Financial -- Consolidated

Disclosure 
See Statements, Financial -- Disclosure

Great Britain 

BALASUBRAMANIAN, S. 
Investment criteria by present value or internal rate of return? (Students' section) Chartered accountant (India), v. 38, July 1989, p. 82-3, 85.

BALASUBRAMANIAN, V. 

BALAT, JEAN-CHARLES. 

BALCERZAK, STEPHANIE E. 
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BALLEN, BARBARA.

BALD, BARBARA.

BALD, RICHARD.

BALDWIN, ROBERT E.

BALDWIN, TREvor.

BALDWIN, WILLIAM.

BALES, WILLIAM J.

BALIGA, WAYNE J.

BALL, ANNETTE E.

BALL, S. TIMOTHY.

BALL CLUBS
See Baseball

BALLAM, DEBORAH A.

BALLANTINE, JOHN W.
Life was simpler then. Mortgage banking, v. 49, June 1989, p. 56-7, 59-60, 62-3.

BALL, ANNE.

BALLEN, DEBRA T.
Wrong yardstick. Best’s review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Sept. 1989, p. 34, 36, 38.
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BANASZAK, KAREN A.

BANERJEE, BHABATOSHI.

BANHAM, RICHARD L.

BANK ACCOUNTS
Get your act together!!! Money, v. 18, Feb. 1989, p. 66-72, 74, 77-8, 86-9. (Special report: Five small financial moves to make now)
Mortland, Jean A. Names added to bank account were joint tenants. (New fiduciary decisions) Estate planning, v. 16, May/June 1989, p. 189.

Freezing


BANK CARDS
See Credit cards
Debit cards
Smart cards

BANK CONFIRMATIONS

BANK CPA costs and performance evaluation, 1988: audit, tax and consulting.
Sheshunoff Information Services Inc. Bank CPA costs and performance evaluation, 1988: audit, tax and consulting. Austin, Tex., c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [250 Acc]

BANK CREDIT CARDS
See Credit cards

BANK DEBIT CARDS
See Debit cards

BANERJEE, BHABATOSHI.

BANHAM, RICHARD L.

BANK ACCOUNTS
Get your act together!!! Money, v. 18, Feb. 1989, p. 66-72, 74, 77-8, 86-9. (Special report: Five small financial moves to make now)
Mortland, Jean A. Names added to bank account were joint tenants. (New fiduciary decisions) Estate planning, v. 16, May/June 1989, p. 189.

Freezing


BANK CARDS
See Credit cards
Debit cards
Smart cards

BANK CONFIRMATIONS

BANK CPA costs and performance evaluation, 1988: audit, tax and consulting.
Sheshunoff Information Services Inc. Bank CPA costs and performance evaluation, 1988: audit, tax and consulting. Austin, Tex., c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [250 Acc]

BANK CREDIT CARDS
See Credit cards

BANK DEBIT CARDS
See Debit cards

BANERJEE, BHABATOSHI.

BANHAM, RICHARD L.

BANK ACCOUNTS
Get your act together!!! Money, v. 18, Feb. 1989, p. 66-72, 74, 77-8, 86-9. (Special report: Five small financial moves to make now)
Mortland, Jean A. Names added to bank account were joint tenants. (New fiduciary decisions) Estate planning, v. 16, May/June 1989, p. 189.

Freezing


BANK CARDS
See Credit cards
Debit cards
Smart cards

BANK CONFIRMATIONS

BANK CPA costs and performance evaluation, 1988: audit, tax and consulting.
Sheshunoff Information Services Inc. Bank CPA costs and performance evaluation, 1988: audit, tax and consulting. Austin, Tex., c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [250 Acc]

BANK CREDIT CARDS
See Credit cards

BANK DEBIT CARDS
See Debit cards
BANK DEPOSITS
See Banks and banking – Deposits
Taxation, United States – Bank deposits

BANK DIRECTORS
See Directors

BANK failure: an evaluation of the factors contributing to the failure of national banks.

BANK failure: independent audits needed to strengthen internal control and bank management.


BANK HOLDING COMPANIES
See Banks and banking, Group

BANK HOLDING COMPANY ACT

BANK internal auditing manual.

BANK MERGER ACT OF 1966

BANK OF AMERICA.
Business financing. San Francisco, c1988. 47 p. (Small business reporter) [*209.5 B]

BANK OF ENGLAND.

BANK RECONCILIATIONS
See Reconciliations

BANK RECORDS
See Banks and banking – Records


BANK SECRECY
See also Banks and banking – Records
Abrams, Stuart E. Doe v. United States: has the veil of foreign bank secrecy been lifted? Taxes – the tax magazine, v. 67, April 1989, p. 238-42.

BANK SECRECY ACT


BANK/CORPORATE relationships.

BANKAMERICA CORP.

BANKER, RAJIV D.

BANKERS AND CREDIT PEOPLE
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Qualifications
Ultimate banking skill, by W. Ashley Whitehurst and others.

Selection

Social responsibility
See Banks and banking – Social responsibility

Surveys

Terminology

BANKING ACT OF 1933
See Glass-Steagall act

BANKING and finance in Italy.

BANKING and finance in the Cayman Islands.

BANKING in Belgium.

BANKING in the United Kingdom.

BANKING in the United States.

BANKING industry.
Blassi, Ronald W. Banking industry. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCH tax transactions library) [605 B]

BANKING LAW
See Banks and banking – Law and regulation


BANKMAN, JOSEPH.

BANKERS AND CREDIT PEOPLE-(Continued)


Cooperation with
See also Reports – For credit purposes
Yardley, James A. Lenders’ and CPAs’ perceptions of the assurance provided by prescribed procedures. Auditing, v. 9, Fall 1989, p. 41-56.

Disclosure of credit information

Duties and responsibilities

Liability
Bahls, Steven C. Avoiding liability: how to protect your company from lender liability lawsuits, by Steven C. Bahls and Jane Easter Bahls. (Credit career) Business credit, v. 91, June 1989, p. 31-2, 48.
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BANKRUPTCY

See also Business failures

InvoluntaryLiquidations and receiverships


Guo, Miin H. Going concern and time series of accounting earnings. (P. Lauderdale, Fla.), Florida International University, School of Accounting, (1989). 29 p. (Working paper, no. 89-17) [242 G]


Scoll, David A. Bankruptcy Court, the ultimate consumer law forum? Business lawyer, v. 44, May 1989, p. 935-40. (Annual survey of consumer financial services law)


Terrell, A. Dennis. How to deal with environmentally contaminated property in the bankruptcy estate. Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy law review, v. 1, Summer 1989, p. 14-17, 34.


Accounting


Miller, John A. Reducing and the black - determining insolvency for avoidance of a transfer. (Bankruptcy accounting alert) Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy law review, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 56-7.


Auditing


Australia


Chapter X1 proceedings

Data processing
Brown, Charles E. Specialty software's Chapter 7, 11, 12 bankruptcy program streamlines paperwork. (Bankruptcy software) Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy law review, v. 1, Summer 1989, p. 59-64.

Fees

Individual
Cross, Robert W. Will your retirement nest egg be protected in case of bankruptcy? (Personal financial planning) CPA journal, v. 59, April 1989, p. 56.


Law and regulation


Morris, Jeffrey W. Should criminal penalties be discharged in Chapter 13? Chapter 13 update Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy law review, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 44-6, 60.


Murphy, Patrick. Interview: a practitioner's view of bankruptcy law in the 1990s, by Patrick Murphy as conducted by Robert J. Murdoch. Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy law review, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 12-17.
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BANKRUPTCY: annotated forms.

BANKRUPTCY CODE
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tual property bankruptcy protection act: text of Senate
report no. 100-505 on S. 1626, as reported...: Municipal
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Senate report, no. 100-505.) [242 U]
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Bankruptcy Court allowed to allocate tax payments.
Bienenstock, Martin J. Bankruptcy reorganization. New
Cartoon, Richard. Chapter 11: the American approach to
bankruptcy. Management accounting (Eng.), v. 67, April
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Hyatt Clark experience. Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy
law review, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 27-30.
Sykes, David T. Lender liability claims in Chapter 11 cases.
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United States. House of Representatives. Committee on the
Judiciary. Subcommittee on Monopolies and Commercial
Law. Retiree benefits protection act of 1987: hearing... One
hundredth Congress, first session, on H.R. 2969, Septem-
p. (Serial no. 68) [208.9 U]

Chapter 12
Jacobs, Robert A. Post-TAMRA Chapter 11 corporate tax
survival kit. (In Institute on Federal Taxation, 41st, Uni-
versity of Southern California Law Center, 1989. Major
tax planning for 1989, New York, 1989. Part 1, p. 7-1 -
7-113.) [750.2 S]
Judicial Conference of the United States. Advisory Commit-
tee on Bankruptcy Rules. Interim rules and forms for
Chapter 12 cases. New York, Matthew Bender, c1987. 56
p. (Supplement to Collier on bankruptcy, 15th ed., Collier
bankruptcy practice guide, Collier bankruptcy manual, 3rd
dept.) [242 J]

Chapter 13
Morris, Jeffrey W. Should criminal penalties be discharged in
Chapter 13? (Chapter 13 update) Faulkner & Gray's Bank-
ruptcy law review, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 44-8, 60.

BANKRUPTCY CODE.
United States. Laws, statutes, etc. Bankruptcy code including
text and legislative history of the Bankruptcy reform act of
1978, as amended with accompanying practice aids,
explanatory comments by Asa S. Herzog and Lawrence P.
plus index. (Collier pamphlet edition, part 1) [242 U]

BANKRUPTCY Court allowed to allocate tax payments.

BANKRUPTCY Court allowed to allocate tax payments.

BANKRUPTCY explained: a guide for businesses.
Summers, Mark Steven. Bankruptcy explained: a guide for

BANKRUPTCY REFORM ACT OF 1978
Lawrie, Henry deVos. Includability of qualified plan interests
in bankruptcy, by Henry deVos Lawrie, Jamie L. Emmer
and Maxine G. Bonn. Journal of pension planning and
United States. Laws, statutes, etc. Bankruptcy code including
text and legislative history of the Bankruptcy reform act of
1978, as amended with accompanying practice aids,
explanatory comments by Asa S. Herzog and Lawrence P.
plus index. (Collier pamphlet edition, part 1) [242 U]

BANKRUPTCY Act allowed to allocate tax payments.
United States. Laws, statutes, etc. Bankruptcy rules, includ-
ing rules of bankruptcy procedure and forms, as amended
to September 1, 1989, with explanatory comments by Law-
rence P. King. 1990 ed. New York, Matthew Bender,
c1989. 411 p. plus index. (Collier pamphlet edition, part 2)
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BANKRUPTCY reorganization.
Bienenstock, Martin J. Bankruptcy reorganization. New

BANKRUPTCY rules.
United States. Laws, statutes, etc. Bankruptcy rules, includ-
ing rules of bankruptcy procedure and forms, as amended
to September 1, 1989, with explanatory comments by Law-
rence P. King. 1990 ed. New York, Matthew Bender,
c1989. 411 p. plus index. (Collier pamphlet edition, part 2)
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BANKRUPTCY TAX ACT OF 1980
See Taxation, United States - Bankruptcy tax act of
1980

BANKRUPTCY: text, statutes, rules.
Ginsberg, Robert E. Bankruptcy: text, statutes, rules. 2nd ed.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice Hall Law & Business,
c1989. 2 v. (loose-leaf) [242.8 G]
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BANKS— a new role?
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BANKS, PHILIP F.

BANKS, WARREN E.

BANKS AND BANKING
See also Bankers and credit people
Home banking
Blasi, Ronald W. Banking industry. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCH tax transactions library) [605 B]
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Worthy, Ford S. Your banker in Asia. *Fortune*, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 68.
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Cayman Islands
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BANKS AND BANKING—Data processing
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Cost accounting
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Cayman Islands

Costs


Data processing
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Correspondent relationships

Cost accounting


Canada


Cayman Islands
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Data processing


BANKS AND BANKING—Data processing—(Continued)


Zinn, Laura. Electronic banking may have to log off. (Finance) *Business week*, April 10, 1989, p. 75.
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---Deposits---

Deposits

*ABA banking journal*, v. 81, May 1989, p. 79, 81.


IRS is researching direct deposit of refunds. (Inside the IRS) *Practical accountant*, v. 22, June 1989, p. 92, 96.
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Developing countries
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See Directors
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Examination


Finance

Bentzen,凝 Vig Now and save. Separating the depositary institutions: past policies and current options, by George J. Bentzen and George G. Kaufman. New York, Salomon Brothers Center for the Study of Financial Institutions, c1988. 89 p. (Monograph series in finance and economics) [*608.2 B]


Ernst & Young. Risk-based capital: developing a strategy and implementation plan. n.p., c1989. 53 p. [*604 E]


Fox, David D. How large corporations react to banks' financial condition, by David D. Fox, Peter B. Garrison and Allan F. Munro. (Market profile) Commercial lending review, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 93-5.
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Fox, David D. How large corporations react to banks' financial condition, by David D. Fox, Peter B. Garrison and Allan F. Munro. (Market profile) Commercial lending review, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 93-5.


Financial management


Handbook of financial management for banks, by D. Larry Crumbley, Nicholas G. Apostolou and George B. Simon.


Forms


France


Fraud and defalcation

See also Banks and banking – Internal audit and control.
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Ernst & Young's risk-based capital: developing a strategy and implementation plan. n.p., c1989. 53 p. [*604 E]


Janvey, Ralph S. Fortify your Chinese wall. ABA banking journal, v. 81, Sept. 1989, p. 96, 98.


Meyerowitz, Steven A. Credit reports are not always credible. (Legal issues) Business marketing, v. 74, Oct. 1989, p. 22.
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BANKS AND BANKING—Liability
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Cayman Islands


Developing countries


Great Britain


India


Italy


New York


Oklahoma


South Africa

South African exchange control regulations. (Exchange control Accountancy S/A (South Africa), v. 6, March 1989, p. 80-1.

Texas


Layout


Liability


Malaysia

Management
Summers, A. Brent. Second stage: recharging a stalled sales program may be as simple as reaffirming its basic principles. Magazine of bank administration, v. 65, May 1989, p. 24, 26-8.

Wesselingh, Eileen S. Standards of care: directors and officers are being held personally liable for faulty contingency planning. Magazine of bank administration, v. 65, April 1989, p. 20, 22, 25.


Management accounting

Marketing
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Mergers


Middle East

Non-banking services
See Banks and banking - Services

BANKS AND BANKING-Personnel

Payment plans


Hall, Daniel. Electronic payments ready to take off. ABA banking journal, v. 81, May 1989, p. 55, 57.


Personal banking services


Personnel
Dinkin, E. N. Winning the battle for top management talent. Bankers magazine, v. 172, March/April 1989, p. 57-60.


Janvey, Ralph S. Fortify your Chinese wall. ABA banking journal, v. 81, Sept. 1989, p. 96, 98.


Summers, A. Brent. Second stage: recharging a stalled sales program may be as simple as reaffirming its basic principles. Magazine of bank administration, v. 65, May 1989, p. 24, 26-8.


_Netherlands


BANKS AND BANKING—Services


Pons, Ted. Bank will still give you a better deal — if you ask. (Getting down to basics) *Medical economics*, v. 66, April 17, 1989, p. 105-7.

Ross, Derek. Your banks, and how to choose them. (Finance) *Accountancy* (Eng.), v. 104, Nov. 1989, p. 130, 132.
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___Great Britain___

Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. Cash management. n.p., c1988. 51 p. (Guidance to good practice) [*142.1 I*]

___Social responsibility___


___Sri Lanka___


___Staff training___


___Statistics___


___Asia___
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**New Zealand**


**Taxation**

See Taxation, United States — Banks

**Transfer systems**

See also Automated teller machines


IRS is researching direct deposit of refunds. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 22, June 1989, p. 92, 96.


Zinn, Laura. Electronic banking may have to log off. (Finance) Business week, April 10, 1989, p. 75.

**Australia**


**Great Britain**


Union of Soviet Socialist Republics


**Valuation**


**BANKS AND BANKING, BRANCHES—Management**


**BANKS AND BANKING, BRANCHES**


**Costs**


**Data processing**


**Finance**


**Internal audit and control**


**Layout**


**Management**

Nadler, Paul S. Are the branch manager's days as a lender ending? (Lending strategies) Commercial lending review, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 85-8.
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**Marketing**


Metzger, Robert O. Serving all the people all the time. (Bank marketing strategy) *Bankers monthly*, v. 106, May 1989, p. 83.

**Reports and statements**


**Services**


**Statistics**


**Surveys**


**Valuation**


**BANKS AND BANKING, CENTRAL BANKS**


**BANKS AND BANKING, COMMERCIAL BANKS**
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**Accounting**


**Auditing**

____ International


**Certificates of deposit**

See Certificates of deposit

**Costs**


**Data processing**


**Deposits**

See Banks and banking – Deposits

**Failures**

See Banks and banking – Failures

**Finance**


Jacobe, Dennis. Commercial banks should help pay for the FSILIC crisis. (Money market) *Savings institutions*, v. 110, April 1989, p. 25, 27.


**Financial management**
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Investments
MacRae, Desmond. Commercial banks invest more in MBS based on yield, capital requirements. *Bank administration*, v. 65, Dec. 1989, p. 54, 56, 58.

Law and regulation


Management


Pricing

Reports and statements


International


Services


BANKS AND BANKING, COMMUNITY BANKS—Law and regulation


Ranikin, John. David versus Goliath: the community bank's weapons are not limited to a slingshot. *Commercial lending review*, v. 4, Fall 1989, p. 57-67.


Sri Lanka

Statistics


Transfer systems

BANKS AND BANKING, COMMUNITY BANKS


Accounting

Business planning

Financial management


Internal auditing
Stevenson, T. Herbert. Internal auditing for the community bank: how to establish and manage an effective program. *Rolling Meadows, Ill., Bank Administration Institute, c1989* 245 p. [602 S]

Law and regulation
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BANKS AND BANKING, GROUP


BANKS AND BANKING, COOPERATIVE

See Agriculture — Credit Credit unions Savings and loan associations

BANKS AND BANKING, CREDIT DEPARTMENTS

See Banks and banking, Loan and credit departments

BANKS AND BANKING, FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM


BANKS AND BANKING, FOREIGN OPERATIONS


Global banking. Corporate finance, v. 3, April 1989, p. 77-82, 84-103, 105-7. (Special report: Foreign banks try to break out of the mold, by Phillip L. Zweig; directories compiled by Andrew Bird.)


Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler. Banking in Belgium. 2nd ed. ed. p. [692 K]


**Services**


**Statistics**


**BANKS AND BANKING, INTERNATIONAL**


Global banking. *Corporate finance*, v. 3, April 1989, p. 77-82, 84-103, 105-7. (Special report: Foreign banks try to break out of the mold, by Phillip L. Zweig; directories compiled by Andrew Bird.)


**Accounting**
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**Data processing**


**Finance**


**Law and regulation**


**Reports and statements**


**Services**

Ross, Derek. Your banks, and how to choose them. (Finance) *Accountancy* (Eng.), v. 104, Nov. 1989, p. 130, 132.

**Statistics**


One hundred biggest banks outside the U.S. Fortune, v. 120, July 31, 1989, p. 320-4.


**BANKS AND BANKING, INTERSTATE**


**Law and regulation**


**Statistics**


**BANKS AND BANKING, LOAN AND CREDIT DEPARTMENTS**

See also Finance companies

*Loan companies*

*Loans*

*Savings and loan associations*


Dicker, Herbert M. How to temper the risks of loans to apparel companies. Commercial lending review, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 3-14.


Lending to different industries, vol. 1. Philadelphia, Robert Morris Associates, c1983. 417 p. (Practical articles on making loans to selected industries and businesses... a collection taken from Journal of commercial bank lending.) [670 L]

Lending to different industries, vol. 2. Philadelphia, Robert Morris Associates, c1983. (328 p.) (Practical articles on making loans to selected industries and businesses... a collection taken from Journal of commercial bank lending.) [670 L]
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Accounting
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Costs


Data processing


Financial management


Law and regulation

Barefoot, Jo Ann S. It's time for home (equity loan) improvements. (Compliance clinic) ABA banking journal, v. 81, July 1989, p. 25, 27, 29.

Liability

Bahls, Steven C. Avoiding liability: how to protect your company from lender liability lawsuits, by Steven C. Bahls and Jan Barefoot Bahls. (Credit career) Business credit, v. 91, June 1989, p. 31-2, 48.
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Management


Nadler, Paul S. Are the branch manager’s days as a lender ending? (Lending strategies) Commercial lending review, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 85-8.


Marketing


Personnel


Pricing


Reports and statements


Services


Staff training


Banks and Banking, Savings Banks—Deposits

Statistics


Banks and Banking, Nonbank Banks


Banks and Banking, Offshore Banks

See Banks and banking, Foreign operations

Banks and Banking, Savings Banks

See also Savings and loan associations


Accounting


Smith, Brian P. If it’s not one rule, it’s another. (Current trends) Savings institutions, v. 110, July/Aug. 1989, p. 76-7.

Smith, Brian P. Questions arise on how to recognize servicing assets. (Current trends) Savings institutions, v. 110, May 1989, p. 84-5.


Advertising


Certificates of deposit

See Certificates of deposit

Data processing


Deposits

See Banks and banking – Deposits
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Finance
Linnen, James. How will Uncle Sam ring up REO sales? Savings institutions, v. 60, June 1989, p. 36-40.
Smith, Brian P. Capital standards are a moving target: reporting for consolidated operations can cost more. (Current trends) Savings institutions, v. 110, April 1989, p. 68-9.

Financial management
Smith, Brian P. If it's not one rule, it's another. (Current trends) Savings institutions, v. 110, July/Aug. 1989, p. 76-7.

Insurance

Investments
Smith, Brian P. If it's not one rule, it's another. (Current trends) Savings institutions, v. 110, July/Aug. 1989, p. 76-7.

Law and regulation

SCHINDLER, MARDA. Travel programs bank on consumer wanderlust. (Marketing) Savings institutions, v. 110, April 1989, p. 54-5.


PERSONNEL


PRICING


PUBLIC RELATIONS

BRANTLEY, R. LAMAR. Customer reactions to financial crises are unpredictable. (Retail funds) Savings institutions, v. 110, April 1989, p. 62-3.

SCHINDLER, MARDA. Deft PR steps maintain a balanced image. Savings institutions, v. 110, Nov. 1989, p. 72-5.


REPORTS AND STATEMENTS


SMITH, Brian P. Capital standards are a moving target: reporting for consolidated operations can cost more. (Current trends) Savings institutions, v. 110, April 1989, p. 68-9.

SERVICE

BRANTLEY, R. LAMAR. Customer contact is a key to better service quality. (Retail funds) Savings institutions, v. 110, Sept. 1989, p. 101.


STAFF TRAINING


STATISTICS

ALLEN, PAT. Top 100 marketers. Savings institutions, v. 110, Oct. 1989, p. 5-41 Ð 5. (Special marketing supplement)


BRANTLEY, R. LAMAR. Data processing measures up to operational demands. Savings institutions, v. 110, April 1989, p. 36-9.


SURVEYS


BRANTLEY, R. LAMAR. Data processing measures up to operational demands. Savings institutions, v. 110, April 1989, p. S-12 Ð 17.


VALUATION


WORK MEASUREMENT


BANKS AND BANKING, TRUST DEPARTMENTS

See Trust companies and departments

BANKS reveal deposit policies. ABA banking journal, v. 81, May 1989, p. 79, 81.


BANOFF, SHELDON I.—(Continued)


BANTHIN, JOANNA.


BAO, BEN-HSIEN.


BAO, DA-HSIEN.


BAPTISTE, LAURENT.


BAR CODES

See also Optical character recognition


Moore, Bert. When doing-it-yourself won't do or, off-site printing. (Data collection) Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, Nov. 1989, p. 26, 29.


Sklarow, Ralph. Death of a keyboard. (Technology today and tomorrow) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 89, Feb. 1989, p. 68, 70.
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How, when to tell employees they don't have a job for life. Pension world, v. 25, Oct. 1989, p. 33-4.
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Forecasting the performance of a company's common stock with a model based on the sales/price ratio. Spectrum (NABA), Fall 1989, p. 45-9.
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See Taxation, United States - Bardahl Manufacturing Corp. case
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Internal auditing in a just-in-time manufacturing environment, by Russell M. Barefield and S. Mark Young. Almonte Springs, Fla., Institute of Internal Auditors Research Foundation, c1988. 93 p. [204.3 B]
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Auditing compliance with requirements. Internal auditing, v. 5, Fall 1989, p 60-7.
Relationships to reliance; the very long step. (Current developments) Internal auditing, v. 4, Winter 1989, p 66-72.
Tiessen, P. Organizational support for internal audit, by P. Tiessen and Michael J. Barrett. Internal auditing, v. 5, Fall 1989, p 39-53.
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McNamara, Brian M. Commission proposes changes to beneficial ownership rules, by Brian M. McNamara and Robert A. Barron. (Quarterly survey of SEC rulemaking and major appellate decisions) Securities regulation law journal, v. 17, Summer 1989, p 204-7.

McNamara, Brian M. Commission proposes disclosure of substantial equity participants in control transactions, by Brian M. McNamara and Robert A. Barron. (Quarterly survey of SEC rulemaking and major appellate decisions) Securities regulation law journal, v. 17, Summer 1989, p 207-8.

McNamara, Brian M. Government securities brokers and dealers are now included in SEC's lost and stolen securities program, by Brian M. McNamara and Robert A. Barron. (Quarterly survey of SEC rulemaking and major appellate decisions) Securities regulation law journal, v. 16, Winter 1989, p 432-3.

McNamara, Brian M. New law provides increased sanctions against insider trading, by Brian M. McNamara and Robert A. Barron. (Quarterly survey of SEC rulemaking and major appellate decisions) Securities regulation law journal, v. 17, Spring 1989, p 86-8.
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Federal income taxation of individuals, by Boris I. Bittker and Martin J. McMahon, with the assistance of Beverly I. Moran. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [754.1 B]

BIVINS, THOMAS H.

BIXLER, THOMAS W.

BIZER, DAVID S.

BJORK, DAVID A.

BJORK, Sheryl A.

BJORKLUND, GAIL.
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BLACK, BERNARD S.

BLACK, DAVID W.

BLACK, FISCHER.
Should you use stocks to hedge your pension liability? (From the board) Financial analysts journal, v. 45, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 10-12.

BLACK, GEORGE.

BLACK, J. DAVID.

BLACK, JEREMY J.

BLACK, ROBERT L.

BLACK, THOMAS G.

BLACK ACCOUNTANTS
See Accountants – Minorities

BLACK CAPITALISM
See also Minority enterprise

BLACK EXECUTIVES
See Executives – Minorities

BLACK-KEEFER, SHARON.
Hold the phone – the future is calling. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, May 1989, p. 52, 54, 56, 58.

BLACKADAR, C. GORDON.

BLACKBURN, GALE E.
BLATTMACHR, JONATHAN G.

Adventures in generation-skipping, or how we learned to love the damned tax trap, by Jonathan G. Blattmachr and Jeffrey N. Pencill. Real property, probate and trust journal, v. 24, Spring 1989, p. 75-94.


BLAU, LUCIE R.


BLAU, RICHARD D.


BLAUSTEIN, MARTIN I.


BLAYDON, COLIN C.


BLAYLOCK, JAMES R.


BLEASE, ROGER.

Annual renewable term policy comparison, by Roger Blease and Gary Pallay. (Marketing facts and ideas) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, June 1989, p. 77-9.


BLEEKE, JOEL.

World is your oyster, by Joel Bleeke and Andrew C. Power. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, June 1989, p. 38, 40, 42, 44.

BLEES, GREG.


BLEND, STANLEY L.


BLENDON, ROBERT J.


BLESNSLY, DOUGLAS L.


BLOSSINGTON, MARK.


BLEVINS, DALLAS R.


BLEVINS, TERESA F.

BLUM, ROBERT.

Blockbuster Entertainment Corp.: Blockbuster: the accountants earn their pay, by Lee J. Seidler and others. Accounting issues (Bear Stearns), May 8, 1989, p. 2-7. (Reprint file, *A)

Engardio, Pete. Will this video chain stay on fast-forward? By Pete Engardio and Antonio N. Fins. (The corporation) Business week, June 12, 1989, p. 72, 75.

BLOCKBUSTER: the accountants earn their pay, by Lee J. Seidler and others. Accounting issues (Bear Stearns), May 8, 1989, p. 2-7. (Reprint file, *A)

BLOCKED CURRENCY

See: Foreign exchange

Taxation, United States -- Foreign exchange

BLOOM, ALAN.


BLOOM, GILBERT D.


Letter of intent does not create an ownership change under the option attribution provisions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 20, June 1989, p. 413-4.


When must control be established under Section 368(a)(2) (D)? (Private letter rulings) Journal of corporate taxation, v. 16, Spring 1989, p. 88-90.

BLOOM, LAWRENCE B.


BLOOM, ROBERT.


Gilman's contributions to accounting thought: a golden anniversa...


Fass, Peter M. Blue sky practice for public and private limited offerings, by Peter M. Fass and Derek A. Wittner. 1990 ed. New York, Clark Boardman, c1989. 1 v. (various pages) [228.1 F]
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BLUE sky practice for public and private limited offerings. Fass, Peter M. Blue sky practice for public and private limited offerings, by Peter M. Fass and Derek A. Wittner. 1990 ed. New York, Clark Boardman, c1989. 1 v. (various pages) [228.1 F]


BLUEPRINT for reform of tax appeals system. Certified accountant (Eng.), April 1989, p. 29.
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BLUMENTHAL, LIONEL.

BLUMSTEIN, JAMES F.

BLUNDELL, I. STEVEN.
Software tools for audit planning and supervision. CPA journal, v. 59, Nov. 1989, p. 34-5, 38, 40, 42, 44.


BOARD, J. L. G.

BOARD games: the changing shape of corporate power.


BOARD OF DIRECTORS
See Directors

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM.


BOARDS OF ACCOUNTANCY
See State boards of accountancy

BOAT BUILDING
See Shipbuilding

BOATS

Finance

Valuation

BOBROW, DANIEL G.

BOBROW, RICHARD S.

BOCK, BETTY.

BOCK, DOUGLAS B.

BOCK, HARVEY N.

BOCUTT, GEOFF.
Role of support services. Public finance and accountancy (Eng.), Dec. 8, 1989, p. 11-12.

BODAH, MICHAEL J.

BODENGER, GEORGE.

BODENSTAR, CHARLES J.
Directional signals: why your company should have an annual business plan. (Management) INC., v. 11, March 1989, p. 139, 141.

BODURTHA, JAMES N.

BODZIONY, DENNIS J.
GAO’s revised government auditing standards, by Dennis J. Bodziony and Deborah A. Koebel. (Governmental services) Ohio CPA journal, v. 48, Summer 1989, p. 41-3.
BOEHM, JOHN R.


BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES CO.


BOER, GERMAIN.


BOES, RICHARD.


BODANSKI, JOHN A.


BOGUTZ, JEROME E.

Taming the liability monster, by Jerome E. Bogutz and others. Laventhal & Horwath perspective, v. 15, no. 1, 1989, p. 36-40.

BOHLANDER, GEORGE W.


BOHILN, RON.


BOHMAN, JOAN.


BOHMAN, M. K.


BOIDMAN, NATHAN.

BOLINGER, ROXANNE.
Medicare reimbursement: pursue your appeal rights. 

BOLIVIA.

BOLLAND, ERIC J.
Advertising vs. public relations. *Public relations quarterly*, v. 34, Fall 1989, p. 10-12.

BOLLERSLEV, TIM.

BOLLING, RODGER A.

BOLOGNA, JACK.

BOLSON, JEFFREY.

BOLSTER, PAUL J.

BOLTON, PHILIP.

BOLTON, RAYMOND N.

BOLTON, SUE.
Professional touch is key to travel management. *Certified accountant* (Eng.), June 1989, p. 36-8.

BOLTON, WILLIAM D.

BOMYE, ANNETTE.

BOND, CATHERINE.

BOND, ELIZABETH.

BOND, JAMES G.

BOND, MICHAEL T.

BOND OPTIONS
See Interest rate options

BOND RATING


BONDHOLDERS are mad as hell – and they’re not going to take it anymore, by Christopher Farrell and others. (Finance) Business week, Feb. 6, 1989, p 82-3.

BONDS
Bondholders are mad as hell – and they’re not going to take it anymore, by Christopher Farrell and others. (Finance) Business week, Fed. 6, 1989, p 82-3.
Bonds expected to outperform stocks; U.S. stocks to surpass foreign issues. (News and views) CPA journal, v. 59, Sept. 1989, p 12, 14. (Adapted from Executive newsletter (KPMG Peat Marwick), May 1989.)
Knowlton, Jill. Surviving a bear attack. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p 65, 68, 72, 76.
Nineteen eighty-eight life/health bond holdings. Best’s review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p 12, 120.
Thordikke, David. Thordikke encyclopedia of banking and financial tables, 1990 yearbook, prepared by David Thordikke and Donald S. Benton. 3rd ed. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1990. 1 v. (various pagings) [197 T]

Accounting

Great Britain
Hughes, Angela. Not so complex comments on TR 677. (Accounting issues) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, April 1989, p 32-3.

Calleable

Canada

Convertible

Accounting

Coupon
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BONDS—Municipal

Default


Hall, Phil. Bond trustees reexamine role. ABA banking journal, v. 81, Aug. 1989, p. 42, 45, 47.


Zinn, Laura. Munis are evolving into more dangerous animals. (Personal business) Business week, June 19, 1989, p. 106.

Government
See also Treasury bonds


Canada

Industrial development

International

Junk


Management

Mortgage-backed


Municipal
See also Taxation, United States – Municipalities

Buying a boatload of munis for less than the price of one. (Investing basics) Money, v. 18, Nov. 1989, p. 201-3.
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Zinn, Laura. Munis are evolving into more dangerous animals. (Personal business) Business week, June 19, 1989, p. 106.

Law and regulation


McNamara, Brian M. SEC adopts new rule on municipal securities disclosure, by Brian M. McNamara and Robert A. Barron. (Quarterly survey of SEC rulemaking and major appellate decisions) Securities regulation law journal, v. 17, Fall 1989, p. 323-4.


Wendell, Paul J. Underwriters will have to provide municipal bond disclosures. SEC accounting report, v. 15, August 1989, p. 5-6.

New issues


Pricing


Refunding
See Refunding

Revenue
See also Bonds – Municipal

Taxation, United States – Revenue bonds

United States. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Intellectual property: Sury bankruptcy protection act: text of Senate report no. 100-505 on S. 1626, as reported... Municipal bankruptcy amendments: text of Senate report no. 100-506 on S. 1863, as reported... Chicago Commercial Clearing House, 1988. 33 p. (Bankruptcy law reports, no. 238, Sept. 29, 1988, pt. 2. CCH special 1. 100th Congress, 2d session, Senate report, no. 100-505.) [2942 U]


Statistics


Surety
See also Contracts – Surety bonds

Taxation, United States – Surety bonds

Valuation


Zero-coupon


Pons, Ted. These zeros can add up to big returns. *Medical economics*, v. 66, Aug. 21, 1989, p. 113-15, 119.


**BONOMA, THOMAS V.**


**BONOVITZ, SHELDON M.**


**BONSAK, ROBERT A.**


**BONSIGNORE, FRANCIS N.**


**BONUS**

See also Employee benefits

Incentives

Motivation

Wages, fees, salaries – Executives


**BONUSES increase for corporate lawyers. Law office economics and management, v. 29, no. 4 1989, p. 472-4.**

**BOOCKHOLDT, J. L.**


**BOOK entry is not enough to get reallocation relief. Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Oct. 1989, p. 212.**

**BOOK ENTRY SECURITIES**

*See Securities – Book entry*

**BOOK PAPER INDUSTRY**

*See Paper and cardboard manufacturers*

**BOOK PUBLISHERS**

*See Publishers*

**BOOK VALUE**

BOOK VALUE-(Continued)


BOOKER, JON A.


BOOKEEPING


Data processing

See Accounting - Data processing

Double entry


History

See Accounting - History

BOOKMAN, HARVEY.


BOOKEEPS AND RECORDS AS EVIDENCE

See Evidence
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BOOKS OF ACCOUNT

See also Journals
Ledgers
Records


BOOKS OF BUSINESS ANECDOTES


BOOKSTABER, RICHARD M.


BOONE, CHRISTOPHE.


BOONE, LOUIS E.


BOOTH, ANTHONY.


BOOTH, DAVID E.


BOOTH, PATRICIA.


BOOTH, RICHARD A.


BOOTHE, WILLIAM A.


BOOZ, ALLEN & HAMILTON INC.


BORDEN, DAVID A.
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BORDEN, JAMES P.

BORDEN, INC.
Farrell, Christopher. First it was poison pills — now it's people pills. Business week, Jan. 16, 1989, p. 33-4.

BORENSTEIN, SEVERIN.

BORDEN, WENDELL J.

BORON, ANTHONY.
Accounting on Macs. (Micromation) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, May 1989, p. 16-17.

BOROKVA, HARRY.
Healthy profits through safety planning. Risk management, v. 36, April 1989, p. 36-8, 42, 44.

BORMAN, AMY.

BORTHICK, A. FAYE.

BOSSCH, HENRY.

BOSCO, PHILIP R.

BOSE, A.

BOSE, RATHINDRA NATH.

BOSMA, A. ROGER.

BOSOLD, PATRICK E.

BOSS, AMELIA H.

BOSS, RICHARD W.

BOSSEN, WENDELL J.
BOSSIO, RONALD J.

BOSSIO, RONALD J.

BOSTOCK, PAUL.

BOSTON, TONY.

BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP.

BOSTWICK, WILLIAM J.

BOWORS, BARRY.

BOTTIGG, SUSAN.

BOTTIGLIERI, THOMAS J.

BOTTUM, MacKENZIE S.

BOTW, BRUCE S.

BOUCHER, KAREN J.


BOUCHER, THOMAS O.

BOUCHER, TREvor.


BOUCHET, MICHEL HENRI.

BOUGEN, PHILIP D.

BOULEY, JUDITH N.
Analysis and comparison of opinions solicited from accounting practitioners regarding five-year professional schools of accounting, and a proposed five-year curriculum design based upon the attitudes of certified public accountants. n.p., 1979. 183 typewritten pages. (Thesis (M.B.A)) [107 B]

BOUMA, HERMAN S.

BOUND, JOHN.

BOURGOIS, KATHERINE.

BOURKE, PHILIP.

BOURN, JOHN.

BOURNE, NICHOLAS.

BOURNE, TOM.

BOURQUE, ROBERT.

BOUSQUET, THOMAS G.

BOUZEOS, DARYC L.
How to make the most of celebrity appearances. Public relations quarterly, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 25-6.

BOVE, RICHARD.

BOVENBERG, A. LANS.
BOVITZ, ROBERT L.
Public service: how CPAs make a difference. Journal of

BOWDITCH, JAMES L.
Buono, Anthony F. Paradoxes in acquisition and merger con-
sulting: thoughts and recommendations, by Anthony F.
Buono, Joseph W. Weiss and James L. Bowditch.
Consultation: an international journal, v. 8, Fall 1989, p.
145-59.

BOWEN, EZRA.
Ethics asset: finding value in values, a roundtable discussion
with Ezra Bowen and others. Directors & boards, v. 14, Fall

BOWEN, ROBERT M.
Informational efficiency and the information content of
earnings during the market crash of October 1987, by
Robert M. Bowen, Marilyn F. Johnson and Terry Shevlin.
Journal of accounting and economics (Netherlands), v. 11,

Noreen, Eric W. Tax incentives and the decision to capitalize
or expense manufacturing overhead, by Eric W. Noreen
and Robert M. Bowen. Accounting horizons, v. 3, March
1989, p. 29-42.

Year-end LIFO purchase decision: the case of Farmer Brothers
Company, by Robert M. Bowen and Glenn M. Pfeiffer.
(Small sample studies) Accounting review, v. 64, Jan. 1989,
p. 152-71.

BOWER, DARWIN.
Marvin Bower speaks out, an interview by Meryl Comer.
10-14.

BOWLING, NANCY L.
Firm value and the choice of offering method in initial public

BOWARD, WARD.
Rethinking law firm organization – the new pyramid. ABA
journal, v. 75, April 1989, p. 90-2, 94.

BOWES, MOLLIE.
What do employers see as the benefits of assistance pro-
grams? By Mollie Bowers and others. Risk management,

BOWERS, WILLIAM C.
Building up an S shareholder’s basis through loans and acquisi-
tions. Journal of taxation of S corporations, v. 2, Fall

Operating an S corporation. Practical tax lawyer, v. 3, Spring

BOWKERS' Law books and serials in print, 1989: a
3 v. (1265; 2172; 3266 p.) [800 B]

BOWLIN, WILLIAM F.
Efficiency-based budgeting, by William F. Bowlin, Jay R.
Wallace and Richard L. Murphy. Journal of cost analysis,
v. 8, Fall 1989, p. 33-54.

BOWLING ALLEYS
Finance
Bailey, Keith. Lending to bowling centers, by Keith Bailey
and Dev Strischek. (In Lending to different industries, vol.

Statistics
Bailey, Keith. Lending to bowling centers, by Keith Bailey
and Dev Strischek. (In Lending to different industries, vol.

BOYD, ROBERT.
42-4, 46-8, 50, 52.

BOYDEN, STEVE.
GST – some basic concepts. (Taxes) CMA (Can.), v. 63, Nov.
1989, p. 20.

Leasing rules – tax simplification? (Taxes) CMA (Can.), v. 63,

U.S. estate taxes: are you prepared? (Taxes) CMA (Can.),
v. 63, March 1989, p. 16.

BOYD’S ACCOUNTING REPORT.

BOWERS, CHARLES A.
Ambrose, James R. Time for some new thinking, an inter-
view with James R. Ambrose by Charles A. Bowsher. GAO
journal, no. 7, Fall 1989, p. 16-21.

United States. General Accounting Office. Federal financial
management reform. (Washington), 1988. 19 p. (Statement
of Charles A. Bowsher, Comptroller General of the United
States, before the Subcommittee on Legislation and
National Security, Committee on Government Operations,
House of Representatives.) [*314 U]

Volcker, Paul. Not-so-quiet crisis, a discussion with Paul
Volcker by Charles A. Bowsher. GAO Journal, no. 5, Spring
1989, p. 4-8.

BOYALL, JAMES A.
Acid rain battle opens in House as electric utility industry
launches counteroffensive. (Washington and the utilities)

Bushnell, Mary B. Interview with Illinois Commerce Com-
mission chairman Mary B. Bushnell, by James A. Boxall.

FRC transmission task force report released. (Washington
and the utilities) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 124, Nov.
23, 1989, p. 31-3.

PUHCA reform measure offered in Senate. (Washington and
the utilities) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 124, Aug. 17,
1989, p. 32-3.

PUHCA reform: the electric utility industry debates its
future. (Washington and the utilities) Public utilities

Transmission access hot potato returns. (Washington and
the utilities) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 123, June 22, 1989,
p. 29-31.

BOYADJIAN, HAIG J.
Scent of failure and the use of risk analysis. Journal of com-

BOYARIS, KAREN.
Unitary business groups in Illinois – partnerships. (State and

BOYARSKY, ISAAC S.
Irrevocable life insurance trusts and the generation skipping
transfer tax. (Estate planning) CPA Journal, v. 59, June
1989, p. 79.

BOYCE, ROGER.
Preventative medicine. Management accounting (Eng.), v.

BOYCOTT PARTICIPATION
See also Taxation, United States – Boycott participation

Brandon, George. Antiboycott trap in letter-of-credit transac-
tions, by George Brandon and Stanley J. Marcus. Bankers

BOYADJIAN, HAIG J.
Scent of failure and the use of risk analysis. Journal of com-
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BOYD, HARPER W.


BOYD, JAMES H. How to integrate allocations subject to the ceiling rule with the Section 704(b) regs, by James H. Boyd and Michael A. O'Dell. *Journal of partnership taxation*, v. 5, Winter 1989, p. 338-55.
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BRADDOCK COMMUNICATIONS.

BRADEN, JOHN R.

BRADFIELD, D. J.

BRADFORD, HAZEL.

BRADFORD, PATRICIA C.

BRADLEY, DAVID M.

BRADLEY, DON B.

BRADLEY, MARTIN.

BRADLEY, MICHAEL.

BRADLEY, MICHAEL D.

BRADLEY, MICHAEL P.

BRADLOW, DAVID A.

BRADY, NICHOLAS F.

BRADY, PHILIP L.


BRADY, ROBERT E.

BRADY, ROSE.

BRADY, SHAWN M.

BRAGA, FRANCESCO S.

BRAGG, ARTHUR.
Is a mentor program in your future? Sales & marketing management, v. 141, Sept. 1989, p. 54-6, 58, 60, 63.

BRAINTSFORD, TIM.

BRAN, DAVID H.

BRAIOTTA, LOUIS.

BRAMHANKAR, ALKA J.

BRAMLETT, ROBERT W.

BRAMSON, HOWELL.


BRANCHES
See also Banks and banking, Branches

Accounting

BRANCHES—Management

Management

Reports and statements

BRANCHES, FOREIGN
See also Foreign operations
Holding companies and subsidiaries, Foreign subsidiaries

Accounting

Reports and statements

Taxation
See Taxation, United States – Foreign branches

BRAND, HORST.

BRAND NAMES
See Trade-marks and trade-names


BRANDEAU, MARGARET L.

BRANDENBERG, MARY.

BRANDenburg, DAN S.

BRANDES, CHARLES H.

BRANDON, GEORGE.

BRANDON, KIRK A.

BRANDS, HENK J.
Interplay between Sections 547(b) and 550 of the Bankruptcy code. (Notes) Columbia law review, v. 89, April 1989, p. 530-49.
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BRANDT, DIANE S.

BRANDT, JOEL B.
Wrap-up insurance programs that grant control. Risk management, v. 36, June 1989, p. 30-2, 34.

BRANDT, LLOYD.

BRANDT, RICHARD.
Personal computer finds its computer link, by Richard Brandt and others. (Software report) Business week, June 5, 1989, p. 120-3, 126, 130-1.

BRANDT, STEVEN C.

BRANDZEL, JACOB R.
It's not what you do, it's the way that you do it. Practical accountant, v. 22, May 1989, p. 76.

BRANNING, GARY.

BRANSON, DOUGLAS M.

BRANSTAD, MARTHA A.

BRANTLEY, R. LAMAR.
ATMs play a key role in many retail banking strategies. (Retail funds) Savings institutions, v. 110, Nov, 1989, p. 107.
Banking on a new name demands careful planning. (Retail funds) Savings institutions, v. 110, Dec, 1989, p. 70-1.
Business pressure may reverse future branch expansion. (Retail funds) Savings institutions, v. 110, Feb, 1989, p. 100-1.
Customer contact is a key to better service quality. (Retail funds) Savings institutions, v. 110, Sept. 1989, p. 101.
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Customer reactions to financial crises are unpredictable. (Retail funds) Savings institutions, v. 110, April 1989, p. 62-3.

Data processing measures up to operational demands. Savings institutions, v. 110, April 1989, p. S-12 - 17.


BRANTON, NOEL.


BRASSEAU, J. HERMAN.


BRASWELL, MICHAEL K.

BRATBY, W. H.

BRATHWAITE, DAN GARNET.

BRATHWAITE, KENNETH S.
Analysis, design, and implementation of data dictionaries. New York, McGraw-Hill, c1988. 214 p. [203.9 B]


BRAUER, MARY A.

BRAUTL, REJEAN.

Value added, by Rejean Brault and Anne Fortin. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, April 1989, p. 48-56.

BRAUN, BRADLEY M.

BRAUND, STEVEN.

BRAVENEC, LORENCE L.

BREAKTHROUGH strategy: using short-term successes to build the high performance organization.

Federal taxation of S corporations and shareholders. 2nd ed. New York, Practising Law Institute, c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) (Previous title, Taxation of Subchapter S corporations and shareholders.) [754.2 B]

Notice 89-35. (Recent cases and rulings) Journal of S corporation taxation, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 146-50.


BRAVOCO, RALPH R.

BRAYSHAW, R. E.

BRAZELTON, JULIA K.

BRAZIL.

BREAK-AWAY thinking: how to challenge your business assumptions (and why you should).


BREAK-EVEN POINT


Sinclair, Kenneth P. Using breakeven analysis when cost behavior is unknown, by Kenneth P. Sinclair and James A. Talbott. Cost and management (Bangladesh), v. 16, May-June 1988, p. 20-3.


BREAKFIELD, ROBERT H.

BREAKING the bank: the decline of BankAmerica.

BREAKTHROUGH strategy: using short-term successes to build the high performance organization.

BREALEY, RICHARD A.


BREALEY, RICHARD A.


BREAUX, ARLENE P.


BRECHT, H. DAVID.


BRECKENRIDGE, CHARLES W.


BREEDEN, DOUGLAS T.


BREEDEN, RICHARD C.


BREEN, WILLIAM.


BREMEIER, DONALD E.

Board officially backs AICPA's SECPs efforts; 150-hour issue will be focus of member forum. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Oct. 31, 1989, p. 1.

BREITBARD, STANLEY H.


BRENNER, BRIAN.


BREMWER, WAYNE G.


BRENNAN, DAVID R.


BRENNAN, JAMES E.


BRENNAN, LAWRENCE.


BRENNAN, MICHAEL J.


BRENNER, RONALD D.


BRENT, PHILIP D.

U.S. Supreme Court cases on lawyer advertising and conflicting state interpretations. Attorney-CPA, v. 25, May/June 1989, p. 6-7, 14.

BRESCHI, JACK E.


BRESCE, CHRISTOPHER J.


BRESLER, KEN.


BRESNICK, TERRY A.


BRESSAND, ALBERT.


BRETZ, ROBERT D.


BREWER, ANDREW W.
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BRIMSON, JAMES A.


BRIELMAIER, BEVERLEY B.


BRIER, BONNIE S.


BRIGGS, VIRGINIA L.


BRIGHTMAN, HARVEY J.


BRIGNALL, T. J.


BRILL, ROBERT J.


BRILLOFF, ABRAHAM J.

Accountancy on the Titanic: a profession racing towards irrelevance. n.p., 1989. 28 p. (Second George R. Husband address before Wayne State University, Detroit, April 18, 1989.) [*100 B]


LBOS and MBOs in the takeover alphabet soup: some questions for lawyers, answers from an accountant. n.p., 1989, 36 p. (Address before the New York County Lawyers' Association Luncheon Forum, New York City, April 12, 1989.) [*100 B]


BRILLOFF, LEONORE A.


BRIMELOW, PETER.


BRIMSON, JAMES A.


BRONSTON, CARL.


BREWER, EARL C.


BRETON, CHARLES.

Build business by matching guests' needs to your hotel. (Business strategies) Hotel & motel management, v. 204, Feb. 6, 1989, p. 34-5.


BREWER, DON E.


Worthy, Ford S. When somebody wants a payoff. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 117-18, 120, 122.

BREWER, E. C.


BRICKER, ROBERT.


BRICKMAN, DEBORAH.


BRICKMAN, RAVELLE.

Don't get mad... get even: how to respond to the media when the news is bad. Public relations quarterly, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 5-7.

BRIDEN, GEORGE E.


BRIDGE, G. MICHAEL.


BRIDGE, JOHN.


BRIEF, RICHARD P.
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BROADHURST, DAVID G.

BROADUS, W. A.

BROCATO, JOE.


BROCCOLO, BERNADETTE M.
Health care industry, edited by Michael W. Peregrine and Bernadette M. Broccolo. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCCH tax transactions library) [250 Ins]

BROURCHES


Mills, Millard K. How a patient handbook can build and streamline your practice. (Getting down to basics) Medical economics, v. 66, April 3, 1989, p. 84-5, 89, 92, 95.


Shenkman, Martin M. Building your practice: how to market your firm’s client services. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (Accountant’s workbook series, v. 16) [250 Aeo]


BROCK, TERRY.

BROCKARDT, JAMES W.

BROCKMANN, R. JOHN.
Writing better computer documentation: from paper to online. New York, John Wiley, c1986. 289 p. [203.5 B]

BRODE, GEORGE.
Tax planning for corporate acquisitions. New York, Prentice Hall/Rosenfeld Launer Pubns., c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [230.1 B]

BRODEN, BARRY C.


BRODER, STUART L.
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BRODERICK, KATHRYN P.

BRODERICK, PAUL E.

BRODERICK, SHAUN P.

BRODSKY, JEFFREY H.

BRODY, E. W.

BRODY, EVELYN.

BRODY, LAWRENCE.

BROGAN, KERRY.

BROKAW, LESLIE.
Year in start-ups, by Leslie Brokaw, Jay Finegan and Joshua Hyatt. *INC*, v. 11, Nov. 1989, p. 57-9, 63, 66-8, 70-1, 74-5.

BROKAW, ROBERTS WYCKOFF.

BROKER-DEALER regulation.
Lipton, David A. Broker-dealer regulation. New York, Clark Boardman, c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (Securities law series, v. 15) [250 Bro 2]

BROOKING, CARL G.


BROKERAGE cannot compel arbitration; pre-McMahon clause given plain reading. (Recent developments) *Tax management financial planning journal*, v. 5, April 4, 1989, p. 143-4.

BROKERS
See Commodity brokers
Insurance brokers
Investment companies
Real estate brokers
Securities brokers


BROKER'S poor advice is not necessarily a fraud. (Recent developments) *Financial planning journal*, v. 5, March 7, 1989, p. 98.

BROM, SUSAN.

BROMAN, AMY J.

BROMBERG, ALAN R.
Bromberg and Ribstein on partnership, by Alan R. Bromberg and Larry E. Ribstein. Boston, Little, Brown, c1988. 2 v. (various pagings) (Successor to Crane and Bromberg on partnership) [210 B]

BROMBERG and Ribstein on partnership.
Bromberg, Alan R. Bromberg and Ribstein on partnership, by Alan R. Bromberg and Larry E. Ribstein. Boston, Little, Brown, c1988. 2 v. (various pagings) (Successor to Crane and Bromberg on partnership) [210 B]

BROMWICH, MICHAEL.

BRONNER, KEVIN M.

BRONSTEIN, HOWARD.

BROOKING, CARL G.
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BROOKS, JULIE K.
How to write a successful business plan, by Julie K. Brooks and Barry A. Stevens. New York, AMACOM, c1987. 231 p. [200.81 B]

BROOKS, LEONARD J.

BROOKS, MICHAEL J.

BROOKS, NIGEL A. L.

BROOKS, ROBERT.

BROOM, LOWELL.

BROOME, O. WHITFIELD.

BROSEN, B. WADE.

BROUSSARD, DAVID L.

BROWER, RICHARD L.

BROWN, ALAN.

BROWN, ASHLEY C.
State power over transmission access and pricing: the giant will not sleep forever. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 124, Nov. 9, 1989, p. 21-3.

BROWN, BARBARA WILLS.

BROWER, JUINO.
How to write a successful business plan, by Julie K. Brooks and Barry A. Stevens. New York, AMACOM, c1987. 231 p. [200.81 B]

BROOKS, LEONARD J.

BROOKS, MICHAEL J.

BROOKS, NIGEL A. L.

BROOKS, ROBERT.

BROOM, LOWELL.

BROOME, O. WHITFIELD.
BROWN, BETTY.


BROWN, CAROL.

BROWN, CHARLES E.


S corporations offer wide array of estate and financial planning opportunities to shareholders. (Financial planning) *Journal of taxation of S corporations*, v. 1, Fall 1988, p. 57-9.

Specialty software's Chapter 7, 11, 12 bankruptcy program streamlines paperwork. (Bankruptcy software) *Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy law review*, v. 1, Summer 1989, p. 59-64.

BROWN, CHARLES L.

BROWN, CLAIR.

BROWN, COLIN.

BROWN, DONALD.

BROWN, GRAHAM S.

BROWN, HARMON.


BROWN, HELEN L.

BROWN, HERBERT E.

BROWN, HOBSON.

BROWN, JAMES K.

BROWN, JAMES N.

BROWN, JAMES R.


BROWN, JANET.


BROWN, JOHN R.

BROWN, JOHNINE J.


BROWN, JOSEPH R.
Are you ready for the GST? (Perspective) *CMA* (Can.), v. 63, June 1989, p. 22.

BROWN, KATHLEEN C.

BROWN, KATHLEEN DOWLING.

BROWN, KEITH C.

BROWN, KEN.
Don't say the C word. (State taxes) *Outlook* (California Society of CPAs), v. 57, Spring 1989, p. 56.

Tax advisors beware! (State taxes) *Outlook* (California Society of CPAs), v. 57, Summer 1989, p. 70.
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BROWN, ROBERT D.

BROWN, ROBERT M.

BROWN, ROBERT M. C.

BROWN, ROYCE D.

BROWN, RUSSELL W.

BROWN, RYAN K.

BROWN, STEPHEN.
BRUNER, STEPHEN J.

BROWN, STEPHEN W.

BROWNLEE, WILLIAM F.

BROWNLEE, WILLIAM M.

BROWN-MARTIN, GRAHAM.

BROWN-FORMAN CORP.

BROWN-MARTIN, GRAHAM.

BROWNNE, TERRY M.

BROWNING, EDGAR K.

BROWNLEE, E. RICHARD.

BROYLE, DIANE.

BROZEN, VALE.

BRUCE, CHARLES M.
Qualified plan distributions to nonresident aliens treated as effectively connected income, by Charles M. Bruce and Martin A. Culhane. Tax management international journal, v. 18, Aug. 11, 1989, p. 335-42.

BRUCKER, ALEX M.

BRUDNEY, VICTOR.

BRUEGGEMAN, WILLIAM B.

BRUEN, ALEXANDER JAY.

BRUGER, M. JOHN.
Assess client life insurance needs with care. (Personal financial planning forum) Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, Jan. 1989, p. 10.

BRULE, JAMES F.

BRULL, HAROLD P.
Meeting the meeting challenge. Arm ed forces comptroller, v. 34, Fall 1989, p. 35-6. (Reprinted from the Aug. 1986 issue of Manage.)

BRUMBAUGH, MARK B.

BRUMBAUGH, R. DAN.

BRUNEAU, WILLIAM H.
Prologue to CIM: where you are in relation to where you want to be. Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, July 1989, p. 36-8.

BRUNEI.

BRUNER, ROBERT F.
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BRYANT, JAMES A.

BRYANT, KELLY.

BRYANT, M. KEVIN.

BRYANT, MURRAY J.

’Tis the season to start sampling. (Auditing) CA magazine (Can.), v. 122, Nov. 1989, p. 55-7.

BRYANT, NIGEL.

BRYANT, ROGER.

BRYANT, SUSAN.

BRYANT, TIM.
Private accounting? CPA helps IRS gain evidence against client. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, July 31, 1989, p. 5. (Reprinted from St. Louis post-dispatch, June 12, 1989.)

BRYANT-McILHENNY, JANET.

BRYCE CURRY SEMINAR, 3RD, NEW YORK, 1989.

BST and the dairy industry.

BUBLITZ, BRUCE.

BUBNYS, EDWARD.

BRUNETTI, FRANK L.

BRUNIE, CHUCK.

BRUNNER, PAUL.

BRUNS, RICHARD.

BRUSH, CANDIDA G.

BRUSTAD, ORIN D.

BRYANT, JAY B.

BRYANT, JOY MARLENE.

BRYANT, MARVIN.

BRYANT, ROBERT M.

BRYANT, CHARLES A.

BRYANT, GREGORY T.
BUCHANAN, BRUCE.

BUCHANAN, BRUCE.

BUCHANAN, JOHN.

BUCHANAN, JULIE K.

BUCHERT, STEPHEN L.

BUCHHOLZ, DAVID.

BUCHI, MARK K.

BUCHMAN, CAROL.

BUCK, DAVID N.
Will you be asking where were the auditors? By David N. Buck and J. Walter Smith. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 124, July 6, 1989, p. 25-9.

BUCK, GURDON H.

BUCK, PETER C.

BUCHKOLD, J. W.

BUCKLAND, R.

BUCKLES, KENT P.

BUCKLEY, ELIZABETH.

BUCKLEY, JOHN E.

BUCKNER, GARY D.

BUDDEN, MICHAEL C.

BUDGET of the United States government, fiscal year 1990.

BUDGET of the United States government, fiscal year 1990: appendix.


BUDGETING and profit planning manual.

BUDGETS, BUSINESS
Campbell, Ian J. Budgeting: is it a technical or behavioural process? Cost and management (Bangladesh), v. 16, March-April 1989, p. 5-10, 21.
Engler, Calvin. Managerial accounting. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, c1990. 966 p. [110 E]
Goldstein, Harvey A. Up your cash flow: an easy-to-use business guide to immediately increase your profits and cash flow – self-teaching manual. Los Angeles, Granville Pubns, c1986. 1 v. (various pagings) [*142.1 G]
Imossi, Olumhense A. Role of budget data in the evaluation of managerial performance. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 4, 1989, p. 325-35.
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Advertising

See Advertising

Capital


Singh, Fulbag. Treatment of interest in capital budgeting. (Students’ section) Chartered accountant (India), v. 38, July 1989, p. 84-5.


Weaver, Samuel C. Capital budgeting, a panel discussion with Samuel C. Weaver and others moderated by Donald Peters. Financial management, v. 18, Spring 1989, p. 10-17.
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Cash

Data processing

Flexible

Management
Great Britain

Surveys

Variable
See Budgets, Business – Flexible

Zero-base

BUDGETS, COUNTY
Great Britain

BUDGETS, MILITARY
Bereguert, David E. Evolution of PPBS in the Department of Defense: only the name is the same. Armed forces comptroller, v. 34, Winter 1989, p. 24-8.

BUDGETS, MUNICIPAL


Great Britain

Norway
Two worlds of management control, by Sverre Hogheim and others. Financial accountability and management (Eng.), v. 5, Autumn 1989, p. 163-78.

BUDGETS, NATIONAL

Australia

Program

Barbados

Canada
ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1989

New Zealand

Nigeria

Singapore

South Africa

Swaziland

Sweden

Tax expenditure

United States

BUDGETS, NATIONAL—Developing countries-Data processing

Developing countries

Europe

European Communities

Great Britain

Hong Kong

India

Malaysia
Zimbabwe

BUDGETS, STATE

BUDNITZ, EMIL A.

BUEHLER, JANET.

BUEHLMANN, DAVID.

BUFFINGTON, GEORGE N.

BUGHER, MARK D.
Governor's budget includes more than property tax relief. (Wisconsin taxation) Wisconsin CPA, no. 154, Summer 1989, p. 23-6.

BUHR, ROBERT.

BUJINK, WILLEM.

BUILDER BONDS
See Securities – Mortgage-backed

BUILDING a better America.

BUILDING an international investment accord.
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Law and regulation

Statistics

BUILDING your practice: how to develop your personal selling skills.
Faber, Don. Building your practice: how to develop your personal selling skills. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (Accountant's workbook series, v. 17) [250 Acc]

BUILDING your practice: how to market your firm's client services.
Shenkman, Martin M. Building your practice: how to market your firm's client services. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (Accountant's workbook series, v. 16) [250 Acc]

BUILDINGS
See also Apartment houses
Office buildings
Real estate
Real estate management

Management

BIUS, MARTIN.

BUKER, DAVID W.
Ribar, Thomas F. Ten steps to inventory record accuracy, by Thomas F. Ribar and David W. Boker. Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, April 1989, p. 38.

BUKŁAD, B. A.


BUKŁAD, BARBARA ANN.

BULL, IVAN.

BULLARD, RUTH H.

BURCHMAN, SEYMOUR J.

BURCK, CHARLES G.

BURCK, E. JAMES.

BURCKEL, DARYL V.


BURDEN, RICKY D.

BURDEN
See Overhead

BURDG, HENRY B.

BUREAU D'ETUDES JURIDIQUES ET FISCALES FRANCIS LEFEBVRE.

BURFORD, ROBERT R.

BURGE, MARIANNE.


BURGER, JEFF.
Can you have this much fun and make money too? Medical economics, v. 66, March 6, 1989, p. 82-6, 89, 92-4.


Simple retirement plan that really is. Medical economics, v. 66, Aug. 7, 1989, p. 79-80, 82, 84-5.

This gift to charity is a gift to yourself. Medical economics, v. 66, Dec. 18, 1989, p. 89, 92-4.


Yes, Virginia, you can still make money as a landlord. Medical economics, v. 66, April 3, 1989, p. 174-8, 180, 185, 188.

BURGESS, ANDREW.

BURGESS, PAUL.

BURGSTAHLER, DAVID.

BURK, CORNELIUS F.

BURKE, C. A.

BURKE, D. BARLOW.

BURKE, GEORGE C.
Understanding the dynamic role of the hospital executive: the view is better from the top. Hospital & health services administration, v. 34, Spring 1989, p. 99-112.

BURKE, J. MARTIN.


BURKE, JAMES E.

BURKE, ROBERT W.

BURKE, T. ROBERT.

BURKHARD, DONALD L.

BURKHARDT, DANIEL A.


**BURKHART, LORI A.**


**BURY, LOUISE BOYER.**


**BURLEIGH, NINA.**


**BURMAN, LEONARD E.**


**BURNETT, JOHN J.**


**BURNHAM, JOHN M.**


**BURNIE, DAVID A.**


**BURNS, DAVID C.**


Perspective of internal auditors during the tender offer process, by David C. Burns, James W. Greenspan and Susan Lightle. *Internal auditing*, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 3-11.

**BURNS, DIANE.**


**BURNS, J. BARRY.**


**BURNS, JANE O.**


Corporate partnership, estate and gift taxation, edited by James W. Pratt, Jane O. Burns and William N. Kulrjud. 1990 ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin Taxation Series, c1989. 1 v. (Various pagings) [751 C]


Individual taxation, edited by James W. Pratt, Jane O. Burns and William N. Kulrjud. 1990 ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin Taxation Series, c1989. 1 v. (Various pagings) [754.1 F]


**BURNS, LAWTON R.**


**BURNS, LEE.**


**BURNS, ROY.**


**BURNS, THOMAS J.**


**BURNS, W. PETER.**


**BURRILL, G. STEVEN.**


High-tech guru Steven Burrill on high-tech start-ups, an interview with G. Steven Burrill by Mel Mandell. *High technology business*, v. 9, Nov./Dec. 1989, p. 20-3.

**BURROWS, RONNIE J.**


**BURSON, HAROLD.**

BURSTEIN, MICHAEL.


BURTLESS, GARY.


BURTON, DAN.


BURTON, E JAMES.


BURTON, JOHN C.


BURTON, JOHN R.


BURUD, SANDRA.


BURWELL, HELEN P.


BUSACKER, DALE.


USES

See Motor buses

BUSCH, ALAN J.


BUSCH, DAVID.


BUSCH, JOHN N.


BUSCH, RONALD F.
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BUSCH, VANESSA.


BUSBY, W.


BUSHMAN, ROBERT.


BUSHNELL, MARY B.


BUSHNELL, WILLET R.


BUSINESS

See also Buying and selling a business

Starting a business


Data processing


Effect of taxation
See Taxation, United States — Effect on business

Finance


Financial management


Form of organization
See also Corporations

Partnerships
Proprietorships
Small business — Form of organization
Taxation, United States — Business form

Alberty, Steven C. Advising small businesses. Deerfield, Ill., Callaghan, c1989. 3 v. (loose-leaf) [209.5 A]


Ernst & Young. Como se hacen negocios en los Estados Unidos. New York, c1989. 92 p. [720.1 E]


Manning, Elliott. Choosing the business entity, by Elliott Manning and Stanley A. Koppelman. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCH tax transactions library) [206.6 M]


Argentina

Australia

Bahrain

Barbados

Belgium


Bermuda

British Virgin Islands

Brunei

Canada

Cayman Islands
Peat Marwick Main & Co. Investment in the Cayman Islands, by KPMG Peat Marwick. Cayman Islands, KPMG Peat Marwick; New York, Peat Marwick Main & Co., c1988, 33 p. [759.1 C]

China

Colombia

Delaware

Denmark

Ecuador

Europe

Fiji

Finland

Florida

France

Germany (Federal Republic)

Great Britain

Greece

Hong Kong
American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong. Doing business in today's Hong Kong. Hong Kong, Oxford University Press, 1988, 287 p. [759.1 H]
Ernst & Whinney. Doing business in Hong Kong. New York, n.d. 69 p. [759.1 H]
Peat Marwick Main & Co. Investment in Hong Kong, by Peat Marwick, Peat Marwick; New York, Peat Marwick Main & Co., c1988, 33 p. [759.1 H]

International

Ireland

Isle of Man

Israel
Kesselman & Kesselman. Foreign investor service bulletin. Tel-Aviv, 1989. 23 p. [759.1 J]
Luboshitz, Kastier & Co. Israel business and taxation: guide to conducting business in Israel. Tel Aviv, 1988. 48 p. [759.1 I]

Italy

Japan

---

**Korea (Republic)**


---

**Kuwait**


---

**Macau**


---

**Malta**


---

**Netherlands**


---

**New Zealand**


---

**Nigeria**


---

**Norway**


---

**Papua New Guinea**


---

**Philippines**


---

**Saudi Arabia**


---

**Singapore**


---

**Spain**


---

**Switzerland**


---

**Taiwan**


---

**Union of Soviet Socialist Republics**


---

**Government ownership**

See Government ownership of business and industry

History

Bicksilver, Jack. CLIO and counting house: approaches to research in enterprise and entrepreneurial history. (In Academy of Accounting Historians. *Dedication of the Accounting History Research Center: proceedings*, n.p., 1988, p. 3-20.) [*709 A]*


---

**Large scale**

See Combinations
Consolidations and mergers
Corporations - Large-scale
Holding companies and subsidiaries

---

**Law and regulation**

See Government regulation of business and industry

Labor - Law and regulation
Public utilities - Law and regulation

---

**Relation to educators**


---

**Relation to government**

See also Small business - Relation to government


--- _China_ ---


--- _Japan_ ---


Social responsibility

*See also* Corporations — Social responsibility

Small business — Social responsibility


Law, business, and society, by Tony McAdams and others. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1989. 891 p. [200 L]


--- _India_ ---


--- _South Africa_ ---


Statistics


Forbes 500s. *Forbes*, v. 143, May 1, 1989, p. 173-396, passim. (Includes rankings according to sales, profits, assets, and market values.)

Manufacturing USA: industry analyses, statistics, and leading companies, edited by Arsen J. Darney, Detroit, Gale Research, c1989. 1755 p. [200 M]


BUSINESS academic as social activist.


BUSINESS ACCOUNTING V. TAX ACCOUNTING

See Tax accounting v. business accounting

BUSINESS acquisitions and leveraged buyouts.


BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW HAMPSHIRE


BUSINESS AUDIT

See Management audit

BUSINESS BUDGETS

See Budgets, Business

BUSINESS CARS

See Company cars

BUSINESS COMBINATIONS

See Combinations


BUSINESS CONSULTANTS

See Management consultants

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

See Accountants' office — Continuing a practice

Continuing a business

BUSINESS CYCLES


**BUSINESS entretainment expenses. (Tax talk) National public accountant**, v. 34, July 1989, p. 56.

**BUSINESS entities.**


**BUSINESS ETHICS**

See also Whistleblowing.


Do good ethics ensure good profits? *Business and society review*, no. 70, Summer 1989, p. 4-10.
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Treaday roundtable, a panel discussion with John Richie and others moderated by William Ilianfeldt. Management accounting (NAA), v. 70, March 1989, p. 22-6.


Asia

Worthy, Ford S. When somebody wants a payoff. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 117-18, 120, 122.

Canada


Europe


European Communities


Middle East


Singapore


Surveys


Taiwan


Teaching


BUSINESS ethics: where profits meet value systems.


BUSINESS failure record.
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BUSINESS FAILURES

See also Bankruptcy
Business recoveries Insolvencies Liquidations and receiverships


New Zealand


BUSINESS financing.


BUSINESS FORECASTING

See also Budgets, Business

Business planning Sales forecasting Statements, Financial - Forecasts and projections
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Whitney, John O. Cash projections: the past is not prologue. (Forum) CFO, v. 5, April 1989, p. 8, 10.


Australia

Data processing


European Economic Community

Great Britain

New Zealand

BUSINESS FORMS
See Accountants' office – Organization and procedure

BUSINESS GAMES
See also Simulation
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BUSINESS GROWTH
See Growth

BUSINESS INCOME
See Income

BUSINESS INCUBATORS
Small business incubators: state & local initiatives. Incubator times, Fall 1985, folder (6 p.)

BUSINESS INDICATORS
See Economic indicators

BUSINESS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION.

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION INSURANCE
See Insurance, Business interruption

BUSINESS JUDGMENT RULE

BUSINESS LAW
See Commercial law

BUSINESS law and the regulatory environment: concepts and cases, by Michael B. Metzger and others. 7th ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1989. 1563 p. (Lusk series) [820 B]

BUSINESS leadership: the third wave of education reform.

BUSINESS LEAVES
See Trade associations

BUSINESS LETTERS
See Letters

BUSINESS libraries in New York State: a brief guide for business, professional and research users.

BUSINESS loans for the SBA.

BUSINESS LOCATION
See Office location
Plant location

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
See Management

BUSINESS online: the professional's guide to electronic information sources.
Scanlan, Jean M. Business online: the professional's guide to electronic information sources, by Jean M. Scanlan, Ulla de Stricker and Anne Conway Fernald. New York, John Wiley, c1989. 368 p. [203.9 S]

BUSINESS PAPER PUBLISHERS
See Magazine publishers

BUSINESS PAPERS
See Magazine publishers
Negotiable instruments

BUSINESS PLANNING
See also Business forecasting
Estate planning
Financial planning
Strategy
Value-based planning
Bodenstab, Charles J. Directional signals: why your company should have an annual business plan. (Management) INC., v. 11, March 1989, p. 139-141.
Brandt, Steven C. Entrepreneurizing the ten commandments for building a growth company. New York, New American Library, c1982. 195 p. [ *200.81 B]
Brooks, Julie K. How to write a successful business plan, by Julie K. Brooks and Barry A. Stevens. New York, AMACOM, c1987. 231 p. [ *200.81 B]


Luther, William M. How to develop a business plan in fifteen days. New York, AMACOM, c1987. 241 p. [200.81 L]


Pavri, Yezdi. Working wonders. CA magazine (Can.), v. 122, Aug. 1989, p. 32-7, 39


Sturberg, Peter A. One-day business planning and everyday follow-up. Radnor, Pa., Chilton, c1988. 167 p. [200.81 S]


Data processing


Great Britain


Japan


Marketing

Great Britain


BUSINESS plans that win venture capital.


BUSINESS practices and taxation in Japan.


BUSINESS PURCHASE AGREEMENTS

See Purchase agreements


BUSINESS rankings annual, 1989.


BUSINESS RECOVERIES


Williams, Kathy. What it takes to be a turnaround manager. Management accounting (NAA), v. 70, March 1989, p. 35.

BUSINESS RELocation
See Office location
Plant location

BUSINESS RESEARCH
See also Business sources

Competitive intelligence


BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE.

BUSINESS SCHOOLS
See Schools and colleges, Business


BUSINESS SEPARATIONS
See also Downsizing
Spin-offs, split-offs, and split-ups


Taxation
See Taxation, United States – Business separations

BUSINESS SOURCES
DiMattia, Susan S. Published information sources of value to financial analysts. (In Levine, Sumner M. Financial analysts' handbook, 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., c1988. 1717-41.) [720 F]

Insider's guide to demographic know-how, edited by Penelope Wickham. Ithaca, N.Y., American Demographics Press, c1988. 246 p. [317 I]

Levy, Richard C. Inventing and patenting sourcebook: how to sell and protect your ideas. Detroit, Gale Research, c1990. 922 p. [143,63 L]
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BUTLER, CHARLES W.


BUTLER, HENRY N.

BUTLER, JEFF.

BUTLER, JIM.

BUTLER, WILLIAM J.

BUTT, JANE L.

BUTTERWORTH, P.


BUTWILL, DONALD W.


Revenue procedure issued allowing the election of a 60-month useful life for package design costs. (Taxfax) Cooperative accountant, v. 42, Summer 1989, p. 50-1.

BUY-AND-SELL AGREEMENTS
See Purchase agreements
Taxation, United States – Purchase agreements

BUY OR LEASE
See Lease or purchase

BUY OR MAKE
See Make or buy

BUYBACKS
See Stock repurchase

BUTLER, BOB.

BUTLER, CLINTON J.

BUTLER, JAMES L.
Butler, James L. The house of cards: how to avoid the trap. Accounting, auditing and accountability journal (Eng.), v. 5, no. 3, Fall 1989, p. 169-90.

BUTLER, JENNIFER A.

BUTLER, JIM.

BUTLER, LINDA H.

BUTLER, RICHARD E.

BUTLER, RICHARD T.

BUTLER, STEVEN K.
Dorfman, Paul M. Drafting a code of lender conduct: guidelines and suggestions, by Paul M. Dorfman and Steven K. Butler. Journal of commercial bank lending, v. 71, July 1989, p. 4-12. (Includes a sample Model code of conduct.)
BUYOUTS

BUYOUTS—Great Britain


Law and regulation

Valuation
Baron, Paul B. When you buy or sell a company: how to price, how to negotiate. Meriden, Conn., Center for Business Information, 1986. 1 v. (various pagings) [230 B]


BUYING GROUPS
See Purchasing groups

BUYING or building a broadcast station.
Krasnow, Erwin G. Buying or building a broadcast station: everything you want - and need - to know, but didn't know who to ask, by Erwin G. Krasnow, J. Geoffrey Bentley and Robin B. Martin. 2nd ed. Washington, National Association of Broadcasters, c1988. 129 p. [230 Rad 5]

BUYING or selling an optometric practice, compiled by the International Library, Archives and Museum of Optometry and the American Optometric Association. St. Louis, International Library, Archives and Museum of Optometry, n.d. 1 v. (various pagings) (Practice administrative series. no. 203) [230 Opat 2]

BUYOUTS

See also Leveraged buyouts


McGoldrick, Beth. When it's no longer in the family. (Finance) CFO, v. 5, Nov. 1989, p. 66, 68.


Australia


Great Britain
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BYATT, I. C. R.

BYGRAVE, WILLIAM D.

BYINGTON, J. RALPH.
Importance of internal audit department characteristics, by J. Ralph Byington and Paul Munter. Internal auditing, v. 5, Summer 1989, p. 3-11.

BYRD, STEPHEN T.

BYRES, MARSHALL.

BYRNE, BRENDAH.

BYRNE, JOHN A.
Is your company too big? Business week, March 27, 1989, p. 84-8, 90, 92, 94.

BYRON HOLDINGS.
Whittaker, Andrew. Byron tactic – the jury is out. Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 11, Nov. 1989, p. 3-5.

BYWATERS, DAVID R.

CABALLERO, ALBERTO.

CABALLERO, MARJORIE J.


CABLE TELEVISION COMPANIES
See Community antenna television companies

CAD
See Computer-aided design

CAD/CAM handbook, edited by Eric Telcholz. New York, McGraw-Hill, c1985. 1 v. (various pagings) [204.9 C]

CADDY, FRANCIS F.

CAFETERIA PLANS
See Employee benefits – Flexible

CAFLISCH, J. STEPHEN.

CAGGIANO, JOE.

CAGIANUT, GAYLE L.


CAGNEY, J. KENNETH.
How to design and conduct retirement planning programs: including model retirement program and workbook. Madison, Conn., Business & Legal Reports, c1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Per]

CAHILL, DAVE T.

CAHILL, EDWARD F.
How to complete IRS and Labor Department reporting forms for pension, profit sharing, and other employee benefits Group, 1989. 411 p. (For plan years beginning Jan. 1, 1988 through Dec. 31, 1988.) [*208.9 C]

CAHILL, LAWRENCE B.

Environmental audits, edited by Lawrence B. Cahill and Raymond W. Kane. 6th ed. Rockville, Md., Government Institutes, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [201.7 E]

CAI
See Computer-assisted instruction

CAIN, ANN.

CAIRD, RICHARD.

CAIRNS, DAVID.


CAISSE DES DEPOTS ET DES CONSIGNATIONS.
France’s Caisse des Depots expands consultancy work. (France) Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 8, July 1989, p. 9, 15.

CALAMOS, JOHN P.


CALCULATORS
CALVIN, JAMES N.


IRS considers alternatives to comfort ruling policy. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Nov. 1989, p. 343.


IRS task force recommends linking preparers to taxpayer penalties. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 42, April 1989, p. 254-6.

K-1 preparer penalized on partner’s return. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, July 1989, p. 62.

K-1 preparer penalized on partner’s return. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 18, Sept./Oct. 1989, cover 3.

Late of limitations period bars beneficiary liability. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Oct. 1989, p. 279.


More guidance on what is last known address. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Nov. 1989, p. 342-3.

No automatic extensions for April 15 travellers. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 42, April 1989, p. 256.

Notification requirements for earned income credit. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Nov. 1989, p. 199.

Payments of tax directly to IRS may result in penalty. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Aug. 1989, p. 128.

Postal receipt alone does not prove notice was mailed. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, July 1989, p. 62.


Required language modified for reorganization requests. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Nov. 1989, p. 344.

Revenue ruling standards restated. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 42, April 1989, p. 256.

Self-employed’s use of maiden name causes problems. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 42, April 1989, p. 256.
Service center to accept faxed power of attorney. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Aug. 1989, p. 127.


Single status on IRS-filed form no bar to joint filing. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, July 1989, p. 61.


Timely mailed return presumed received by IRS. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Aug. 1989, p. 127-8.

Timely mailed return presumed received by IRS. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 18, Nov./Dec. 1989, p. 191.


Unclear issues required for issuing private rulings. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, July 1989, p. 60.


When penalties may be abated due to erroneous IRS advice. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, July 1989, p. 61-2.

Withheld taxes are a credit for understatement penalty. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 42, April 1989, p. 236.

CAM

See Computer-aided manufacturing

CAMERON, KIM S.

CAMERON, RANDOLPH W.

CAMEVALE, DAVID G.

CAMM, JEFF.

CAMPIGNA, DONALD J.
Leveraged ESOPs: an idea whose time has come. (PFP notes) Florida CPA today, v. 5, Nov. 1989, p. 43-5.

CAMPAIGN EXPENSES
See Political campaigns

CAMPAIGN finance law 88.


CAMPANELLI, MELISSA.

CAMPBELL, ALAN.

CAMPBELL, IAN J.
Budgeting: is it a technical or behavioural process? Cost and management (Bangladesh), v. 16, March-April 1989, p. 5-10, 21.

CAMPBELL, LESLIE G.

CAMPBELL, NIGEL.


CAMPBELL, PAUL.

CAMPBELL, ROBERT J.

CAMPBELL, RONALD L.

CAMPBELL, SALLY.

CAMPBELL, TERRY L.


CAMPBELL, THOMAS J.

CANADA.


Dept. of Finance.


Technical notes: phase one of tax reform; draft legislation; preferred shares, April 21, 1988. Don Mills, Ont., CCH Canadian Limited, c1988. 505 p. (Special report) [*759.1 C*]


House of Commons.

Bill C-64, as passed by the House of Commons, December 11, 1987. Don Mills, Ont., CCH Canadian Limited, c1987. 55 p. (Special report) [*759.1 C*]

House of Commons, Standing Committee on Finance.


CANADA.


CAMPBELL, TIM S.


CAMPBELL, WALLACE H.


CAMPFIELD, WILLIAM L.


Management response to internal audit recommendations – selected cases of implementation vs. non-implementation. n.p., Florida International University, School of Accounting, 1987. 16 p. (Working paper series, WP 88-8. This paper was truncated and published under the title, "A look at responses to audit findings," *Internal auditor*, Oct. 1983.) [*715 C*]


When the CPA works for a non-CPA organization: reconciling role conflicts. n.p., Florida International University, School of Accounting, (1988). 13 p. (Working paper, no. 88-1) [*103.4 C*]

CAMPI, JOHN P.


CAN a will provision prevail over state law? (How would you rule?) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 43, Sept. 1989, p. 194.


CAN income from gift be attributed to donor? (How would you rule?) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 42, April 1989, p. 231.

CAN income from gift be attributed to donor? (How would you rule?) *Taxation for lawyers*, v. 17, May/June 1989, p. 365.

CAN MANUFACTURERS


CAN share price index futures predict returns for the All Ordinaries Index?
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CANADIAN DIRECTORSHIP PRACTICES: COMPENSATION OF BOARDS OF DIRECTORS.


CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS.

Accounting and financial reporting by junior mining companies. (Toronto), c1988. 63 p. (Research study) [*280.1 C]


Audit of a small business. (Toronto), c1988. 73 p. (Audit technique study) [*209.5 C]

Audit of real estate operations. Toronto, c1988. 100 p. (Audit technique study) [*250 Rem]


Gibbins, Michael. Professional judgment in financial reporting, by Michael Gibbins and Alister K. Mason. (Toronto), Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, c1988. 204 p. (Research study) [*111.1 G]


Joint Committee on Taxation of the Canadian Bar Association and the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. Tax reform cleanup: identification of significant deficiencies in phase one of the government's tax reform, May 1989. Don Mills, Ont., CCH Canadian Limited, 1989. 73 p. (Canadian tax reports, special report no. 899, extra ed.) [*759.1 C]
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Canright, J. Alex. Incorporating the time value of money within financial accounting. Toronto, Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, c1988. 349 p. (Research study) [*143.3 M]


Public Sector Accounting and Auditing Committee.


CANADIAN master tax guide.

CANADIAN outlook.

CANADIAN outlook update.

CANADIAN TAX FOUNDATION.
Corporate management tax conference, 1988: income tax enforcement, compliance, and administration. Toronto, c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [*750.2 C]
Culver, A. J. Health care expenditures in Canada: myth and reality; past and future. Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, c1988. 110 p. (Canadian tax paper, no. 82) [*250 Ins]
Oil and gas in Canada: the effects of domestic policies and world events, by John F. Helliwell and others. Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, c1989. 340 p. (Canadian tax paper, no. 83) [*250 Oil 2]
Perry, J. Harvey. Fiscal history of Canada – the postwar years, Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, c1989. 1058 p. (Canadian tax paper, no. 85) [*759.1 C]
Provincial and municipal finances 1987. Toronto, c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [*759.1 C]


CANADIAN trade and investment guide, 1989.


CANDIDATES guide to the Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA) exam.

CANDRILL, ALFRED J.

CANE, LEON.

CANELLOS, PETER C.

CANGEMI, MICHAEL P.

CANLAR, MEHMET.

CANNING and PRESERVING
Valuation

CANRIGHT, COLLIN.
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CAPE VERDE.

CAPETTINI, ROBERT.

CAPITAL.
See also Expenditures, Capital
Ernst & Young. Risk-based capital: developing a strategy and implementation plan. n.p., c1989. 53 p. [*604 E]
Smith, Brian P. Capital standards are a moving target: reporting for consolidated operations can cost more. (Current trends) Savings institutions, v. 110, April 1989, p. 68-9.

Contributed

Costs
Biorn, E. Taxation, technology and the user cost of capital. Amsterdam, North-Holland, 1989. 325 p. [205.1 B]
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Study finds indexation of capital gains could increase cost of capital. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, Nov. 14, 1989, p. 492.


National


Working

See also Funds - Working capital


Great Britain


CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

See also Taxation, United States - Capital accounts, Partnership


CAPITAL ASSET PRICING MODEL


CAPITAL ASSETS
See Accounts, Fixed

CAPITAL BUDGETS
See Budgets, Business - Capital

CAPITAL controls and the real exchange rate.

CAPITAL EXCHANGE FUNDS
See Funds - Mutual Investment companies


CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
See Expenditures, Capital

CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES
See also Taxation, United States - Capital gains and losses


CAPITAL GAINS TAX
See Taxation, United States - Capital gains and losses

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
See Expenditures, Capital

CAPITAL, labor and the state in the internationalization of high-tech industry: the case of Singapore.

CAPITAL reporting.
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CARBARY, WILLIAM M.

GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC)

INDIA


CAPITANI, JOSEPH.


CAPITANI, PERRY.

CAPLES, S. C.

CAPONE, CHARLES A.

CAPPOZZOLI, LIZA.

CAPPELLI, WILLIAM S.

CAPPUCCIO, FRANK M.

CAPTIVE FINANCE COMPANIES
See Finance companies, Captive


CARAVELLA, ROBERT T.

CARRBBY, WILLIAM M.

CAPITALIZATION
Sheffield, Jeffrey T. Organizing the corporate venture, by Jeffrey T. Sheffield and Christian E. Kimbalm. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1987. i v. (loose-leaf) (CCCH tax transactions library) [754.2 s]

CARRBARY, WILLIAM M.

CARBARY, WILLIAM M.

CARBARY, WILLIAM M.

CARBARY, WILLIAM M.
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Pratt, Cornelius B. Female and minority PR educators: where is the hope for career advancement? Public relations quarterly, v. 34, Fall 1989, p. 29-31.


CAREY, ANTHONY.


CAREY, C. J.


CAREY, DENNIS C.


CAREY, J. M.


CAREY, JAMES F.


CAREY, JANA HOWARD.


CAREY, JOHN.


CAREY, THOMAS A.


CARFANG, ANTHONY J.


CARHILL, KEVIN M.


CARLETTI, SILVANO.

CARNEY, WILLIAM T.


CARMICHAEL, DOUGLAS R.


CARMDY, JUDITH G.

CARNAHAN, JOHN M.


CARNAHAN, RON.


CARNALL, WAYNE E.

CARNEGIE, DEAKIN.
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CARNEGIE, GARRY D.


CARNEGIE, CHARLES N.


CARNEGIE, GARY N.


CARNEY, FRANK G.


CARNEY, WILLIAM J.


CARNIGLIA, S. DAVIS.

Allocating cost to land and building in real estate purchases, by S. Davis Carniglia and E. James Burck. Real estate accounting & taxation, v. 4, Summer 1989, p. 4-12.

Allocating the cost of real estate to maximize depreciation deductions, by S. Davis Carniglia and E. James Burck. Taxation for accountants, v. 43, July 1989, p. 6-11.

CARON, PAUL F.

Overcoming reluctance to change in implementing audit recommendations, by Paul F. Caron and Stanley J. Haddock. Managerial auditing journal (Eng.), v. 3, no. 2, 1988, p. 24-7.

CARON, PAUL L.


CAROPRESO, FRANK.


CAROSELLA, PETER.


CARPE, RICHARD H.


CARR, DIANA DEANE.

CARR, HOUSTON H.

CARR, JANICE.

CARR, RICHARD P.

CARRARA, ACCOUNTANTS

CARRUTH, PAUL.

CARRY-BACK AND CARRY-OVER
See Taxation, United States - Carry-back and carry-over

CARS: deductions, fringe benefits, record-keeping.

CARSON, CAROL S.

CARSON, DAVID.

CARSON, JERRY D.

CARSON, WILLIAM M.

CARTE, NORMAN E.
Bars to obtaining patents: actions that can prevent issuance of patents. (Law) *High technology business*, v. 9, April 1989, p. 16.

CARTELS

CARTER, COLIN A.

CARTER, JACK L.

CARTER, JOHN D.

CARTER, JOSEPH R.

CARTER, LEONARD H.

CARTER, ROY.
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Case studies in tax planning: closely held corporations, by Linda Ketter and others. Fort Worth, Tex., Practitioners Pub. Co., 1988. 2 v. (various pagings) [754 B C]
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Mamorsky, Jeffrey D. Welfare benefits compliance: a guide to the nondiscrimination rules under IRC section 89. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) (Special report) [*754.4 M]
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Canada


CASE studies in tax planning: closely held corporations, by Linda Ketter and others. Fort Worth, Tex., Practitioners Pub. Co., 1988. 2 v. (various pagings) [754.2 C]

CASE studies in tax planning: partnerships.


CASES in financial accounting.

CASEY, WARREN J.

CASEY, WILLIAM.

CASH, DAVID W.

CASH, L. STEPHEN.

CASH
See also Coins and coinage

Money


Accounting


CASH BALANCE PENSION PLANS
See Pensions – Cash balance plans

CASH BASIS ACCOUNTING
See Accounting methods

Statements, Financial – Cash basis

Taxation, United States – Cash basis
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CASH FLOW


Gramling, Steve. Cash flow analysis for crop production lending. (Credit analysis) Commercial lending review, v. 4, Fall 1989, p. 74-84.


Pappe, Isabel M. Getting cash to flow is key to disaster survival. Risk management, v. 36, March 1989, p. 28-30, 34.


Management

Get your act together!!! Money, v. 18, Feb. 1989, p. 66-72, 74, 77-8, 86-9. (Special report: Five smart financial moves to make now)


CASH flow statement amended.


CASH-FLOW STATEMENTS

See Statements, Financial – Cash flows Statements, Financial – Funds

CASH flow/cash management.


CASH FORECASTING

See Budgets, Business – Cash


CASH MANAGEMENT


New Zealand Society of Accountants. Help with cash management. Wellington, n.d. folder (3 p.) (Chartered accountant services) [*250 Acc]


Auditing


Belgium


Data processing


Great Britain

Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. Cash management. n.p., c1988. 51 p. (Guidance to good practice) [*142.1 I]


India


Netherlands


CASH of deferred arrangements.
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CASH TENDER OFFERS
See Take-over bids

CASHELL, JAMES D.


CASHION, TINDALL.
First seventy five years. n.p., California Society of Public Accountants, c1984. 59 p. [*109.1 C]

CASINO accounting and financial management.

CASINOS Accounting

Finance

Financial management

Liability

Statistics

Taxation
See Taxation, United States – Casinos

CASPAR, FREDERICK J.


CASSIDY, JUDITH H.

CASSIDY, MICHAEL.

CASSELL, ARTHUR D.

CASSON, LIONEL.
Think that taxes take a big bite today? (Wide world of accountancy) CPA journal, v. 59, Aug. 1989, p. 76-8. (Reprint from Smithsonian, March 1989.)

CASTAGNA, A. D.

CASTALDI, RICHARD M.


CASTANIAS, TERESA H.

CASTELANE, KAREN.

CASTELLANI, EDWARD J.

CASTELLANO, JOSEPH F.

CASTINGS
See Foundries

CASTLE, DOUGLAS E.


CASTLE, GROVER R.

CASTLEBERRY, STEPHEN B.

CASTLEBERRY, STEPHEN B.

CASTRO, BARRY.

CASUALTY INSURANCE
See Insurance, Casualty

CASUALTY LOSSES
See also Taxation, United States – Casualty losses

Accounting


CATALOG of federal domestic assistance, 1989.

CATALOGUES
See Bibliographies, indexes, catalogues

CATCHPOLE, TOM.

CATERING BUSINESS

CATES, DAVID C.

CATES, FENTON G.

CATHCART, JIM.
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CATHER, DAVID A.

CATLETT, LOWELL B.

CATO, SID.
Candor and creatives count. *Savings institutions*, v. 110, Oct. 1989, p. 5-20 – 4. (Special marketing supplement)

CATTLE
See Livestock Ranches

CAULFIELD, STEPHEN C.

CAUSEY, DENZIL.


CAVANAGH, GERALD F.

CAVANO, KURT E.

CAVE, DOUGLAS G.


CAVELL, JUDITH.

CAVEN, FREDERICK T.

CAVUGIL, S. TAMER.
CAYMAN ISLANDS.
Peat Marwick Main & Co. Investment in the Cayman Islands, by KPMG Peat Marwick. Cayman Islands, KPMG Peat Marwick; New York, Peat Marwick Main & Co., c1988. 33 p. [*759.1 C]

CCH CANADIAN LIMITED.
Canada-U.S. free trade agreement: final text and analysis, commentary prepared by John D. Richard and Richard G. Dearden. Don Mills, Ont., c1988. 413 p. [*938 C]

CCH tax calendar, 1989.

CD-ROM
See Optical disks
Optical publishing

CD ROM handbook.

CD-ROMS in print, 1990: an international guide.

CDS
See Certificates of deposit

CEDERBLOM, JERRY.

CEDERHOLM, LARS.


CELLULAR RADIOTELEPHONE

Finance

Law and regulation

CENSUS


CENTENARY 1880-1980 — yesterday, today and tomorrow: list of participants.

CENTENARY 1880-1980 — yesterday, today and tomorrow: programme.

CENTENARY 1880-1980 — yesterday, today and tomorrow: special interest sessions.

CENTENNIAL FUNDS
See Funds — Mutual Investment companies

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH.
User's manual to the International Annual Reports Collection, fiscal year 1986, Princeton, N.J., c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [*117 C]
User's manual to the international annual reports collection, fiscal year 1987, Princeton, N.J., c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [*117 C]

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC.
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CENTRALIZATION AND DECENTRALIZATION


CERNIE, FRANK.


Hospitals lag in human resources spending. (Human resources) Hospitals, v. 63, Feb. 20, 1989, p. 46.

CERNIE, MICHAEL M.


CERNY, MILTON.


CERTIFICATE IN DATA PROCESSING


CERTIFICATE IN MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING


CERTIFICATE OR OPINION


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Local governmental accounting trends and techniques, 1989: annual survey of accounting practices followed by 500 local governmental units, edited by Susan Cornwall; special update and analysis sections by Cornelius E. Tierney, Philip T. Calder and Deborah A. Koebele. 2nd ed. New York, c1989. v. (various pagings) Reports analyzed were prepared by the governmental units throughout the period July 1, 1986 through June 30, 1987. [*344.1 A]


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting and Review Services Committee. Codification of Statements on standards for attestation engagements, as of January 1, 1989, issued by the Accounting and Review Services Committee, Auditing Standards Board, and Management Advisory Services Executive Committee. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House for the AICPA, c1989. 110 (Reprinted from AICPA, Professional standards, attestation engagements part, as of Jan. 1, 1989.) [*170 A]


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Auditing Standards Board. Compliance auditing applicable to governmental entities and other recipients of governmental financial assistance. New York, 1989. 73 p. (Statement on auditing standards, no. 63, April 1989) [*170 A]


Caron, Paul F. Overcoming reluctance to change in implementing audit recommendations, by Paul F. Caron and Stanley J. Haddock. Managerial auditing journal (Eng.), v. 3, no. 2, 1988, p. 24-7.


Fernando, W. K. B. J. A. Audit opinion. (Mainly for students) Chartered accountant (Sri Lanka), v. 23, March 1989, p. 46. 40.


Kelly, Anne S. Bankers' and investors' perceptions of the auditor's role in financial statement reporting: the impact of SAS no. 58, by Anne S. Kelly and Lawrence C. Mohrweiser. Prac. & the Auditing, v. 9, Fall 1989, p. 87-97.


Touche Ross & Co. We have audited... an analysis of the new auditor's report. New York, 1988. 18 p. [*173 T]


Adverse

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Auditing Standards Board. Compliance auditing applicable to governmental entities and other recipients of governmental financial assistance. New York, 1989. 73 p. (Statement on auditing standards, no. 63, April 1989) [*170 A]

Bangladesh


Disclaimers

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Auditing Standards Board. Compliance auditing applicable to governmental entities and other recipients of governmental financial assistance. New York, 1989. 73 p. (Statement on auditing standards, no. 63, April 1989) [*170 A]


Great Britain


International


New Zealand

Qualified
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Auditing Standards Board. Compliance auditing applicable to governmental entities and other recipients of governmental financial assistance. New York, 1989. 73 p. (Statement on auditing standards. no. 63. April 1989) [*170 A]
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__Great Britain__

__International__

__South Africa__

CERTIFICATES, CIA

CERTIFICATES, CPA
Strawser, Jerry R. Use of an all-objective CPA examination in the certification and licensure of accountants. Accounting educators' journal, v. 1, Fall 1988, p. 119-25.

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
Pond, Jonathan D. Getting the most from CDs. (Managing your money) Management accounting (NAA), v. 70, March 1989, p. 10.
Speerer, Alan. Benefits of buying CDs through an investment firm. Planner (AICPA), v. 4, June/July 1989, p. 6-7. (*106.1 A*)

CERTIFICATION
New York's certification procedure: was it worth the wait? (Note) St. John's law review, v. 63, Spring 1989, p. 539-55.
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CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERS

See Financial planners

CERTIFIED GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION OF CANADA.

Nineteen eighty-eight FCGAs: recognized for exemplary service. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, Jan. 1989, p. 22-5.


Task Force on the Future Structure and Needs of the Canadian Accounting Profession.

Accounting profession in Canada within a globalized economy: a strategic planning discussion paper. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, Sept. 1989, p. 30-5.


CERTIFIED INFORMATION SYSTEMS AUDITOR FOUNDATION - sample test.


CERTIFIED INFORMATION SYSTEMS AUDITORS


CERTIFIED INTERNAL AUDITOR EXAMINATION, MAY 1989.


CERTIFIED INTERNAL AUDITOR EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 1988.


CERTIFIED INTERNAL AUDITOR PROGRAM.


CERTIFIED PUBLIC TAX ACCOUNTANT LAW.


CERULLO, MICHAEL J.


CESPEDES, FRANK V.


CFO (MAGAZINE).


CGL.


CGL. See Insurance, Comprehensive general liability

CHABOTAR, KENT JOHN.


CHADDERTON, TREVOR B.


CHAFFIN, ROYCE E.


CHAFIN, KENNETH.

CHAGANTI, RADHA.


CHAGANTI, RAJESWARARAO.


CHAIKEN, ROBERT.


CHAIN STORES


Saportino, Bill. Retailing's winners & losers. *Fortune*, v. 120, Dec. 18, 1989, p. 69, 72, 74, 76, 78.

Statistics


CHAIT, RICHARD P.


CHAKRABORTY, DIPTI KUMAR.


CHAKRAVARTY, SUBRATA N.


CHALK, RAYMOND.


CHALKER, ANTHONY.


CHALLENGER, JAMES E.


CHALLENGES of hedge accounting.
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CHALLENGES to the cooperative board of directors, edited by Dave Gutknecht. Athens, Ohio, Cooperative Grocer; Washington, National Cooperative Business Association, c1988. 24 p. [*264 C]*

CHALLONER, NEVILLE.


CHALMERS, LESLIE S.

How much security is enough? (Data security and control) *Journal of accounting and EDP*, v. 5, Spring 1989, p. 57-60.


CHALOS, PETER.


CHALOUECKY, KURT E.


CHAMBERLAIN, TREVOR W.


CHAMBERLIN, DOROTHY L.


CHAMBERS, ANDREW D.


CHAMBERS, R. J.


CHAMBERS, ROBERT G.


CHAMBLISS, CAROLINE A.

CHAMNESS, ROBERT P.

CHAMOLI, P. C.
Accounting for social responsibility. (Students) Management accountant (India), v. 24, Jan. 1989, p. 28, 30.

CHAMPION, DANIEL.
What more can be done to reduce costs? Journal of oil and gas accountancy (Eng.), v. 4, Summer 1989, p. 131-46.
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P&Ls working with the passive activity loss rules. Chicago, 1989. 94 p. (Federal tax guide reports, v. 72, no. 38, June 23, 1989, pt. 2) [*754.3 C]


Responsibilities of corporate officers and directors under federal securities laws. 3rd ed. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1988. 164 p. (Federal securities law reports, no. 1291, June 22, 1988, pt. 2) [*223.3 C]

Revenue reconciliation act of 1989: law and explanation, as passed by Congress on November 22, 1989, Chicago, 1989. 533 p. (Standard federal tax reports, v. 76, no. 50, Nov. 27, 1989, 2nd ed. CCH special 7.) [*751.5 C]


Social security benefits including Medicare, Chicago, 1989. 48 p. [*480.7 C]


Understanding IRS communications. Chicago, 1989. 120 p. (Federal tax guide reports, v. 72, no. 20, Feb. 21, 1989, extra ed.) [*751 C]


COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE

See Letters

COMMERCIAL CREDIT

See Credit

COMMERCIAL CRIME

See also Accountants -- Liability

Computer crime: Counterfeiting
Defalcations
Embezzlement
Forgery
Fraud
Negligence


Scott, Jack. Don't let white-collar con artists victimize your hotel. (Executive forum) Hotel & motel management, v. 204, Sept. 4, 1989, p. 32, 34.


COMMERCIAL CRIME-(Continued)


Canada

Great Britain

COMMERCIAL FINANCING
See Accounts receivable – Financing Factoring Loan companies

COMMERCIAL FISH FARMS
See Fish farming

COMMERCIAL FISHING
See Fisheries

COMMERCIAL LAW
Alces, Peter A. Law of fraudulent transactions. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [861 A]
Business law and the regulatory environment: concepts and cases, by Michael B. Metzger and others. 7th ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1989. 1563 p. (Lusk series) [820 B]

Canada

China

International

Spain

COMMERCIAL PAPER
See Negotiable instruments
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COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
See also Office buildings
Light, Larry. From backwater to blockbuster, by Larry Light and David Zigas. (Finance) Business week, Sept. 11, 1989, p. 96-7.
Lowell, David T. Landlord’s recourse when a commercial tenant files bankruptcy. (Creditor’s corner) Faulkner & Gray’s Bankruptcy law review, v. 1, Summer 1989, p. 45-7.

Accounting

Australia

Finance

Marketing

COMMERCIAL RECEIVABLE COMPANIES
See Factoring
Finance companies


COMMISSION MERCHANTS
See Factoring
COMMITTEES, ADVISORY

COMMITTEE ON BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES AND EDUCATION.

COMMISSION reports on progress towards the single market. Accountant (Eng.), no. 5830, Oct. 1989, p. 15-18. (European accountant)

COMMISSION TO STUDY THE PUBLIC'S EXPECTATIONS OF AUDITS.
Gunning, Kenneth S. Completely at sea. CA magazine (Can.), v. 122, April 1989, p. 24-6, 30-4, 36-7.


COMMISSIONS
See Executors and trustees – Fees and commissions
Professional ethics – Commissions and fee-splitting
Taxation, United States – Commissions
Wages, fees, salaries – Commissions

COMMISSION'S programme for 1989.

COMMOTO, THOMAS F.

COMMITTEE, BRUCE E.

COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
Battling America's budget deficits. New York, 1989. 44 p. [*514.3 C]

COMMITTEE ON BANKING REGULATIONS AND SUPERVISORY PRACTICES.

COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.

COMMITTEE TO REVIEW STRUCTURE FOR FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS.

COMMITTEE TO REVIEW STRUCTURE FOR GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS.
Structure for establishing governmental accounting standards. Norwalk, Conn., Financial Accounting Foundation; Norwalk, Conn., Governmental Accounting Standards Advisory Council, 1989. 61 p. (GASB/GASAC study program.) [*106.3 G]

COMMITTEES
See also Audit committees

COMMITTEES, ADVISORY


**COMMODITY BROKERS**


Accounting

**Accounting Services.** Commodity compliance and accounting manual. Wilmette, Ill., c1982. 2 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Fut 2]


**Law and regulation**


**COMMODITY compliance and accounting manual.**


**COMMODITY EDUCATIONAL SERVICES.**

Commodity compliance and accounting manual. Wilmette, Ill., c1982. 2 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Fut 2]


**COMMODITY EXCHANGE ACT**


**COMMODITY EXCHANGES**


International


**ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1989**

**Law and regulation**

Life in the pits will never be the same, by Kathleen A. Behof and others. *Business week*, Feb. 6, 1989, p. 32-4.


Membership


**COMMODITY FUNDS**

See Funds - Commodity

**COMMODITY FUTURES**

See Futures

**COMMODITY FUTURES IMPROVEMENTS ACT OF 1989.**


**COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION.**


**COMMODITY OPTIONS**


**COMMODITY trading partnerships.** *Stanger register*, v. 8, Nov. 1989, p. 34-6.

**COMMON BODY OF KNOWLEDGE**


**COMMON BUSINESS-ORIENTED LANGUAGE**

See COBOL

**COMMON INTEREST REALTY ASSOCIATIONS**

See Apartment houses, Cooperative Condominiums
COMMUNICATION

COMMON standards for enterprises.

COMMUNICATION
See also Accountants' office - Communication

COMMUNICATION
See also Communication

COMMUNICATION
See also Stock - Common

COMMUNICATION
See Funds - Trust

COMMONWEALTH Financial Management Improvement Program.

COMMUNICATION
See also Accountants' office - Communication

CommUNICATION
Employee communication

Public speaking

Reports - Writing and preparation

Reports, Accountants' - Writing and preparation

Writing


Bean, Virginia L. Investigation into the importance of communication skills, by Virginia L. Bean and Judith E. Watanabe. Journal of applied business research, v. 4, Fall 1988, p. 1-6, 32.


Franz, Lori S. Integrating analysis and communication skills into the decision science curriculum. (Education) Decision sciences, v. 20, Fall 1989, p. 830-43.
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Finance

International

Law and regulation

Statistics

COMMUNITY association accounting and tax guide.

COMMUNITY PROPERTIES
See also Taxation, United States - Community property

California

Louisiana

Texas
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Valuation

Wisconsin


COMMUNITY property can be separated without gain. Taxation for lawyers, v. 18, Nov./Dec. 1989, p. 182.


COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT ACT OF 1977
Barefoot, Jo Ann S. Two CRA developments have major impact. (Compliance clinic) ABA banking journal, v. 81, May 1989, p. 18, 23, 25, 27, 29.

COMMUNITY TELEVISION ANTENNA COMPANIES
See Community antenna television companies

COMMUNITY TRUSTS
See Trusts – Community

COMPACT DISCS
See Optical disks

COMPACT discs.

CQPAGNIE NATIONALE DES COMMISSAIRES AUX COMPTES.

COMPANIES ACT (GREAT BRITAIN)
See Corporations – Law and regulation – Great Britain

COMPANIES ACT (INDIA)
See Corporations – Law and regulation – India

COMPANIES opt to give more information. (Reports & accounts) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 104, Dec. 1989, p. 36.


COMPANY auditing.

COMPANY CARS
Kelley, Bill. Are you getting the most from your company cars? Sales & marketing management, v. 141, Oct. 1989, p. 72-4, 76.

Costs

Finance


COMPANY ownership of policy keeps it out of estate. Taxation for lawyers, v. 18, July/Aug. 1989, p. 44.


COMPANY treasurer was not responsible person under Section 6672. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 22, Dec. 1989, p. 8, 10.

COMPARABILITY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
See Accounting – Uniform methods Interfirm comparisons


COMPARABILITY of financial statements: comment in the International Accounting Standards Committee’s exposure draft 32.
Most, Kenneth S. Comparability of financial statements: comment in the International Accounting Standards Committee’s exposure draft 32. Miami, Florida International University, School of Accounting. 1989. 9 p. (Working paper, no. 89-8) [*111.1 M]

COMPARABLE WORTH
See Wages, fees, salaries – Equal pay
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Cunningham, Billie M. Historical analysis of selected aspects of antitrust legislation as it pertains to the accounting profession. Richmond, Va., Academy of Accounting Historians, 1989. 19 p. (Working paper, no. 79, April 1989) [P*100.8 C]


Downs, Susan Rae. Strategic use of information systems: implications for communication and internal control, n.p., 1988. 279 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) – University of Utah.) [P*218 D]


Louches, Vernon R. Five steps to reclaiming America's economic leadership (Economists can triumph). Fortune, v. 120, Dec. 18, 1989, p. 52-4, 58, 62, 64, 66.


Louches, Vernon R. Five steps to reclaiming America's economic leadership (Economists can triumph). Fortune, v. 120, Dec. 18, 1989, p. 52-4, 58, 62, 64, 66.


Saporito, Bill. Retailing's winners & losers. Fortune, v. 120, Dec. 18, 1989, p. 69, 72, 74, 76, 78.


Webster, Wade J. How to cope with the current profit squeeze. Personal financial planning, v. 1, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 4-8.


Australia


Canada


China


Europe


International


Japan


New Zealand


COMPETITIVE assessment of the U.S. sports equipment industry.


COMPETITIVE BIDDING

See Bidding Contractors – Competitive bidding Estimating Professional ethics – Bidding


COMPETITIVE burden: tax treatment of U.S. multinationals.


COMPETITIVE EQUALITY BANKING ACT OF 1987


COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE


Englade, Kenneth F. Competitor intelligence comes in from the cold. Across the board, v. 26, April 1989, p. 18-25

Fahey, Liam. Mis-intelligence. Across the board, v. 26, April 1989, p. 26-7, 30-1


Hutton, Jay J. Tales from the intelligence front. Business marketing, v. 74, Nov. 1989, p. 48, 50


COMPILATION AND REVIEW

See also Statements, Financial – Unaudited Statements on standards for accounting and review services


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Compilation and review, by Margaret Monaghan. New York, c1989. 60 p. (Technical information for practitioners series, no. 3) [*225 Acc]


Opsatta, Margaret. By any other name. Financial planning, v. 18, April 1989, p. 96, 98.
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COMPLIANCE auditing applicable to governmental entities and other recipients of governmental financial assistance.
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Auditing Standards Board. Compliance auditing applicable to governmental entities and other recipients of governmental financial assistance. New York, 1989, 73 p. (Statement on auditing standards. no. 63, April 1989) [*170 A]

COMPLIANCE AUDITS

See Auditing – Compliance audits

COMPLIANCE LETTERS

See Reports – To Securities and Exchange Commission

COMPREHENSIVE auditing in Canada: theory and practice.

COMPREHENSIVE AUDITS

See Auditing – Comprehensive audits

COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION AND LIABILITY ACT

Tom, Rosln. Interpreting the meaning of lender management participation under Section 101(20)(A) of CERCLA. Yale law journal, v. 98, March 1989, p. 925-44.

COMPLETION and REVIEW -(Continued)

New Zealand


COMPLETE guide to consulting success.
Shenson, Howard L. Complete guide to consulting success. Wilmington, Del., Enterprise Pub., c1987. 1 v. (various pages) [200.8 I]

COMPLETE guide to customer service.

COMPLETE guide to tested telephone collection techniques.

COMPLETE training handbook for CPA firms.
CPA Services, Inc. Complete training handbook for CPA firms. Brookfield, Wis., c1989. 1 v. (various pages) [250 Acc]

COMPLETED-CONTRACT METHOD

See Contractors – Completed-contract method
Taxation, United States – Completed-contract method
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Australia

Great Britain

Statistics

Great Britain

Surveys


COMPUTER data centers: disaster planning.

COMPUTER INDUSTRY
See also Computer software industry
Semiconductor industry
It’s a PC, it’s a TV – it’s multimedia, by Maria Shao and others. *Business week*, Oct. 9, 1989, p. 152-5, 158, 162, 166.
Schlender, Brenton R. Couch potatoes! Now it’s smart TV. *Fortune*, v. 120, Nov. 20, 1989, p. 111-12, 114, 116-17.

Bulgaria

China

Czechoslovakia

Europe

Finance
Depke, Deidre A. Computer makers are blue – but not IBM. (Information processing) *Business week*, July 24, 1989, p. 76.

Germany (Democratic Republic)

Hungary

India

International

Japan

Law and regulation

Australia

Liability

Marketing

Poland

Romania

Standards
COMPUTER INDUSTRY—Standards—(Continued)


Statistics
Depke, Deidre A. Computer makers are blue – but not IBM. (Information processing) Business week, July 24, 1989, p. 76.

Surveys
Kelly, Joseph. Datamation 100. Datamation, v. 35, June 15, 1989, p. 6-162, passim. (Statistics on the 100 leading world-wide IS companies.)

Taiwan

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING
Bruneau, William H. Prologue to CIM: where you are in relation to where you want to be. Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, July 1989, p. 36-8.
Greene, Alice H. Will the real systems integrator please stand up. (Plant-wide systems) Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, April 1989, p. 30.
Swann, Don. What is CIM, and why does it cost $40 million? Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, July 1989, p. 34-5, 50.
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Cost accounting


COMPUTER LEASING
See also Taxation, United States – Computer leasing

COMPUTER NETWORKS
See also Local area networks
Gladek, Leszek. UNIX as an alternative to networking, by Leszek Gladek, Fredric Goldrich and Andrew Sadowski. CPA journal, v. 59, Nov. 1989, p. 24, 26, 28, 30, 32.
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Personal computer finds its missing link, by Richard Brandt and others. (Software report) Business week, June 5, 1989, p. 120-3, 126-1, 139-1.


Auditing


Security measures


COMPUTER PERSONNEL

See Computer programmers

Data processing installations – Personnel Systems analysts

COMPUTER PRINTOUTS


COMPUTER PROGRAM LIBRARIES


COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS


COMPUTER PROGRAMMING


COMPUTER PROGRAMMING—Study and teaching


Evaluation


Languages

See also COBOL

FORTRAN


Surveys


Libraries

See Computer program libraries

Study and teaching

See Data processing courses
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Carr, Christopher D. Trust software: matching the system to the operation's needs. Magazine of bank administration, v. 65, Sept. 1989, p. 47-8, 50, 52.


Coopers & Lybrand. Audit Universe Manager. n.p., c1989. folder (3 p.) [*250 Acc]


Coopers & Lybrand. CONSCO application support services. New York, c1989. brochure (5 p.) [*250 Acc]


Coopers & Lybrand. Implementing MSA applications software. New York, c1987. brochure (3 p.) [*250 Acc]


Cox, Michael A. Online processing software: idea processing, presentation, and organizing power for the accounting educator. (Users' corner) Kent/Bentley journal of accounting and computers, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 131-43.
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ACCOUNTING

Accounting

International


Auditing


Costs


Evaluation
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Brown, Charles E. Specialty software’s Chapter 7, 11, 12 bankruptcy program streamlines paperwork. (Bankruptcy software) Audiotel’s "MyBnkruptcy law review," v. 1, Summer 1989, p. 59-64.


Coetzer, Bennigay. Your flexible friend - the spreadsheet. (Tech talk) Accountancy SA (South Africa), v. 6, April 1989, p. 100-3.


Coopers & Lybrand. Software Intelligence Unit. n.p., c1988. folder (5 p.) [*250 Acc]


CPA Services, Inc. CPA’s complete billing and collection handbook. Brookfield, Wis., c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Acc]


Hay, David C. How can you tell if a manufacturing software package is right for your company? Production and inven-
Heberg, Augustine. What the new and affordable desktop publishing tool can do to help you. (Home office) Money,
How to use AICPA software in your practice. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, July 1989, p. 3.
Huxford, David. Word processing and desktop publishing. (Technology) Journal of financial planning, v. 2, July 1989,
p. 108.
Jackson, Rick. Programs that help minimize frustrating interruptions. (EDP technology) Asser (Missouri Society of
Jacobs, Vernon K. Tips on evaluating computer software. (Software trend) Personal financial planning, v. 1, July/
August 1989, p. 38-42.
Kaufman, Felix. New kind of software organizes information. (Computer corner) Journal of management consulting,
Kelley, Donald H. Estate and gift tax planning program designed for ease in operation. (Micros in estate planning)
Lamkin, Selma H. Computer basics: first steps toward automation. National public accountant, v. 34, May 1989,
p. 20-2.
Leahy, Alan K. Public relations software, by Alan K. Leahy and Steven Andrew Cap. Public relations quarterly,
v. 34, Spring 1989, p. 16-18.
32.
Magid, Lawrence J. CFO buyer's guide to desktop publishing software: mightier than the pen. CFO, v. 5, July 1989,
p. 20-3, 26-7.
Management by numbers. Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Nov. 1989, p. 20, 22.
Manfredi, Michael J. Legal issues critical in software license agreements, by Michael J. Manfredi and Dan M. Peterson.
Manfredi, Michael J. Software: a team approach to investigating the options, by Michael J. Manfredi and Dan M.
Martin, James R. Capital budgeting analysis with curvilinear cost and revenue functions: a microcomputer application.
McCurely, Karen. Guidelines for selecting a partnership tax package, by Karen McCurely and Shirley Harris. Practical
Miller, Marc S. HRES: a report from the workplace, part 3. (Personnel software reviews) Personnel, v. 66, Nov. 1989,
24.
Mullins, Barbara F. The Financial Publisher. Management accounting (NAA), v. 70, April 1989, p. 52-3.
p. 141-9.) [110 A]
c.1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [116 N]
Training Services, 1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [116 N]
Training Services, c.1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [116 N]
Training Services, c.1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [250 Con]
Training Services, 1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [250 Con]
1 v. (various pagings) [209.5 N]
Nelles, Steven J. Automation — decision support software, by Steven J. Nelles and Robert E. Bennett. (Research


Perry, John E. Standard for testing application software, 1989. Boston, Auerbach, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [2039 P]
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Umbach, Paul C. Tuned to a fine pitch. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 54, 56.


Wortman, Leon A. Faster than a speeding microcomputer. (Marketing software review) Business marketing, v. 74, April 1989, p. 17-18.

Wortman, Leon A. Follow-up without follow through. (Marketing software review) Business marketing, v. 74, Nov. 1989, p. 14, 16.

Wortman, Leon A. It pays to look closely. (Marketing software review) Business marketing, v. 74, May 1989, p. 16-17.


Yu, John W. Wise as Solomon. (Micromation) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, Nov. 1989, p. 16-17.

Great Britain


Keeling, Denis. Too many boring and costly packages. Certified accountant (Eng.), April 1989, p. 36-7, 39.

Internal audit and control

See Computer systems – Internal audit and control

International


Law and regulation


New York


Maintenance


Marketing


Great Britain

Pricing

Surveys
Haddock, Joyce. Which lot-sizing techniques are used in material requirements planning? By Joyce Haddock and Donald E. Hubicki. Production and inventory management journal, v. 30, Third quarter 1989, p. 53-62.

User training
See Computer systems – Users and user training
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International

Law and regulations

Services

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

See also Data base management systems
Data processing installations
Decision support systems
Distributed data processing
Information systems

Mazursky, Alan D. Closed-architecture systems. (Data center operations) Journal of information systems management, v. 6, Summer 1989, p. 73-6.


Plumley, Donald J. All right, how much will it cost? Sales & marketing management, v. 141, Dec. 1989, p. 50-5.


Design and installation See also Computer systems - Users and user training

Aiosa, Frank J. Marriage of sales and technology. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, May 1989, p. 46-8, 111.


Coopers & Lybrand. CONSCO application support services. New York, c1988. brochure (5 p.) [*250 Acc]


Coopers Lybrand. Implementing MSA applications software. New York, c1987. brochure (5 p.) [*250 Acc]


Ernst & Whinney. Mastering the micro to mainframe connection, n.p., c1987. 18 p. [*203.9 E]


Keyses, Jessica. Systems design with the user in mind. Datamation, v. 35, April 1, 1989, p. 48-50, 55-6. (Technology forum)


Rothfeder, Jeffrey. Using the law to rein in computer runaways. (Information processing) Business week, April 3, 1989, p. 70, 73, 76.
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Sobol, Marion G. Which systems analysts are more likely to prototype? Marion G. Sobol and Albert Kagan. Journal of information systems management, v. 6, Summer 1989, p. 36-43.


Whitten, Jeffrey L. Systems analysis and design methods, by Jeffrey L. Whitten, Lonnie D. Bentley and Victor M. Barlow. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1989. 797 p. [203.9 W]

DOCUMENTATION

See also Computer program libraries

Computer programming


EVALUATION


Blalock, Richard W. OS/2: its features are well-done, but software is rare. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, June 30, 1989, p. 5.


Wierden, Todd C. Oh say can you (PC)? Retail control, v. 57, April 1989, p. 7-14.


FLOW CHARTS


INTERNAL AUDIT AND CONTROL


Landry, Raymond M. Examination of consensus between external and internal auditors, by Raymond M. Landry, William C. Letzkus and Timothy P. Crouan. EDP auditor journal, v. 8, no. 6, p. 33-5, 37-63.


COMPENSATION—Internal audit and control
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Mancino, Jane M. Internal controls in a computer environment. In our opinion (AICPA), v. 5, Oct. 1989, p. 2. [106.1 A]


Great Britain

Management


Operating systems

Blauck, Richard W. OS/2: its features are well-done, but software is rare. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, June 30, 1989, p. 5.


Gladek, Leshek. UNIX as an alternative to networking, by Leshek Gladek, Fredric Goldrich and Andrew Sadowski. CPA journal, v. 59, Nov. 1989, p. 24, 26, 28, 30, 32.

Honan, Patrick. OS/2: the important question is – yes or no? (On line) Australian accountant, v. 59, June 1989, p. 87-90.


Security measures
See also Computer viruses


Doost, Roger K. How to improve client's access control over programs and files. (The practitioner and the computer) CPA journal, v. 59, March 1989, p. 44-6.
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Herman, Chris. Clean up your electricity supply and protect your computers. Management accounting (Eng.), v. 67, May 1989, p. 30-1.


COMPUTER SYSTEMS—Security measures—Great Britain


Australia


Great Britain


Spaul, Barry J. Protect and survive. (Technology) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, April 1989, p. 146-7. 375
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Keyes, Jessica. Systems design with the user in mind. Datamation, v. 35, April 1, 1989, p. 48-50, 55-6. (Technology forum)


Users and user training

See also Computer user groups


Coetzer, Jenniay. Keyboard skills - a must for the information revolution. (Computer talk) Accountancy S4 (South Africa), v. 6, July 1989, p. 189-90.

Data training buyer's guide, 1990. Boston, Data Training, c1989. 60 p. [*203.9 D]
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COMPUTER USER GROUPS
Overmyer, Mac. Sixth annual buyer’s guide to office computers. Physician’s management, v. 29, May 1989, p. 105-6, 113-17.

International


COMPUTER VirUSES


COMPUTER viruses.

COMPUTERIZATION of accounting.

COMPUTERS
CMAs are computer savvy. CMA (Can.), v. 63, Oct. 1989, p. 30-2.
Conlan, Nancy M. Opening doors for the disabled, by Nancy M. Conlan and Ethan A. Loney. (Technology today and tomorrow) Best’s review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Sept. 1989, p. 67-9, 71.
Conlan, Nancy M. Opening doors for the disabled, by Nancy M. Conlan and Ethan A. Loney. (Technology today and tomorrow) Best’s review (Life/health), v. 90, Oct. 1989, p. 100-1, 103-4.

Evaluation
King, Alan. Waiting for a mainframe on your desktop. CMA (Can.), v. 63, June 1989, p. 34-36.
Overmyer, Mac. Sixth annual buyer’s guide to office computers. Physician’s management, v. 29, May 1989, p. 105-6, 113-17.
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Microcomputers


Baskin, Bruce. Why your disk is full. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, April 1989, p. 4.


Ernst & Whinney. Mastering the micro to mainframe connection. n.p., c1987. 18 p. [*203.9 E]


Honan, Patrick. OS/2: the important question is - yes or no? (On line) Australian accountant, v. 59, June 1989, p. 87-90.


---

**Costs**


---

**Europe**


---

**Evaluation**


Coetzer, Jenney. What’s new in the dinky laptop world. (Computer talk) *Accountancy S4 (South Africa)*, v. 6, June 1989, p. 159-60.


Segal, Hillel. How to select your small computer... without frustration, by Hillel Segal and Jesse Berst. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, c1983. 200 p. (Computer fitness series, v. 1) [203.9 S]
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__Portable__


Coetzer, Jennigay. What’s new in the dinky laptop world. (Computer talk) Accountancy SA (South Africa), v. 6, June 1989, p. 159-60.


Moore, Bert. (Data) management by wandering around or portable terminal options. (Data collection) Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, Oct. 1989, p. 30, 32.


__Security measures__


__Surveys__


__Minicomputers__


__Surveys__


__Programming__

See Computer programming

__Storage devices__

See also Records - Off-site storage

Baskin, Bruce. Why your disk is full. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, April 1989, p. 4.
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Miller, Paul B. W. FASB: the people, the process, and the politics. by Paul B.W. Miller and Rodney J. Redding. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1988. 160 p. [106.3 F]


CONDEMATION See also Expropriations

Taxation, United States – Condemnation

Taxation, United States – Expropriations

Taxation, United States – Involuntary conversions


Supercomputers


Surveys


User training

See Computer systems – Users and user training


CONANT, JOHN L.


CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK PROJECT See also Accounting – Concepts Statements of financial accounting concepts
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CONDEMNATION award may have several elements. Taxation for accountants, v. 42, March 1989, p. 170-1.

CONDEMNATION award may have several elements. Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, May/June 1989, p. 364-5.


CONDOMINIUM HOTELS
See Hotels, Condominium
Taxation, United States - Hotels, Condominium

CONDOMINIUMS

Accounting

Conversion

Finance

Law and regulation

Reports and statements

Time-sharing
Fins, Antonio N. Condo time-sharing tries to live down its past. (Finance) Business week, June 19, 1989, p. 80.

Valuation


CONFEDERATION OF ASIAN AND PACIFIC ACCOUNTANTS.

CONFERENCE BOARD.
Pay equity, a symposium on the issues…, edited by Dana E. Friedman. New York, c1988. 34 p. (Research bulletin, no. 219) [208 F]
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CONFERENCE BOARD OF CANADA.


Compensation Research Centre.


CONFERENCE ON ACCOUNTING RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, 1989.


CONFERENCES

See also Accounting conferences

Conventions

Meetings

Retreats

Tax conferences and institutes

Teleconferencing
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CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS

See Privileged communications

Professional ethics – Confidential communications

Taxation, United States – Privileged communications

CONFIRMATIONS

See also Accounts receivable

Bank confirmations

Inventories

Notes payable

Receivables


CPA Services, Inc. Correspondence desk book for CPAs. Brookfield, Wis., c1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Acc]


CONFLICT OF INTEREST

See also Accountants – Independence

Professional ethics – Financial interest


Gunning, Kenneth S. Completely at sea. CA magazine (Can.), v. 122, April 1989, p. 24-6, 30-4, 36-7.

Gwillem, David R. Auditor independence and auditor judgements: an historical perspective. (In World Congress of Accounting Historians, 5th, University of Sydney, 1988. Collected papers, n.p., c1988, paper no. 316.) [*106.6 W]


Niehaus, Gregory R. Ownership structure and inventory method choice. Accounting review, v. 64, April 1989, p. 269-84.


Wolff, Samuel. Review of the SEC’s proposal. (Trust inden


CONFORMITY LETTERS

See Reports – To Securities and Exchange Commission

CONGER, SHERRY L.


CONGLEREMATES

See Diversified companies

CONGRESS, JEROME M.


CONGRESS ready to grant SEC greater powers to control markets in light of October ’89 crash. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, Dec. 12, 1989, p. 534-5.

CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY.


CONINE, THOMAS E.


CONJOINT ANALYSIS


Safizadeh, M. Hosseinp. Internal validity of the trade-off method of conjoint analysis. (Concepts, theory, and tech

CONLAN, NANCY M.

Opening doors for the disabled, by Nancy M. Conlan and Ethan A. Loney. (Technology today and tomorrow) Best’s review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Sept. 1989, p. 67-9, 71.
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Conley, James B.


Conley, William M.
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Connell, John R.


Connelly, Michael J.
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Conner, Richard D.


Connole, Robert C.


Connelly, Robert A.


Connor, James E.


Connors, John J.
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On the observability of ownership retention by entrepreneurs with private information in the market for new issues, by Robert Conroy and John S. Hughes. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 6, Fall 1989, p. 159-76.

CONRY, EDWARD J.


CONSENT order on commissions tentatively approved. Planner (AICPA), v. 4, April/May 1989, p. l. (*106.1 A)

CONSERVATORS


CONSIDERATION of the internal control structure in a financial statement audit.


CONDINE, JOHN J.


CONSISTENCY

See also Accounting changes


CONSOLIDATED financial statements.

Leo, K. J. Consolidated financial statements. Caulfield, Australian Accounting Research Foundation, 1987. 190 p. (Discussion paper, no. 10) [*231 L]


CONSOLIDATED financial statements and accounting for investments in subsidiaries.


CONSOLIATION OF MAJORITY-OWNED SUBSIDIARIES...


CONSOLIDATION OF ALL MAJORITY-OWNED SUBSIDIARIES... understanding and implementing FASB statement no. 94.

Ernst & Whinney. Consolidation of all majority-owned subsidiaries... understanding and implementing FASB statement no. 94. n.p., c1988. 33 p. [*111.1 E]


CONSOLIDATIONS AND Mergers

See also Acquisitions

Combinations

Holding companies and subsidiaries

Monopolies

Reorganizations

Statements, Financial - Consolidated


CONSOLES AND MERSGERS


CONSOLIDATED OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1985

See also Single-employer pension plan amendments act of 1986


CONSOLIDATED TAX RETURNS

See Tax returns - Consolidated
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Schuler, Larry. Group welfare-benefit considerations in
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Wolfson, Nicholas. Efficient markets, hubris, chaos, legal
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Accounting

Acquisitions of stock and date-of-acquisition consolidation.
(In Advanced accounting, by Daniel L. Jensen, Edward N.
Coffman and Thomas J. Burns. 2nd ed. New York, c1988,
p. 501-10) [110 L]

Chandler, Clark. Mergers and acquisitions: accounting and
regulatory considerations, by Clark Chandler and J.
Christopher Jenkins. Bank accounting & finance, v. 3, Fall 1989,
p. 3-4, 6-8.
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Journal of bank accounting and auditing, v. 2, Winter
1989, p. 31-3.


Finnicam, Mark. Merger and acquisition accounting issues.
Interpreter, v. 48, April 1989, p. 22-5.
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Advanced accounting, by Patrick S. Kemp and Mary Ellen

National Association of Accountants. Library. Consolidations,
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Nemes, Judith. Advanced planning can prevent problems
in the business office after hospitals merge. (Financing health-
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Great Britain


Law and regulation


Nostramo, Robert F. Re-opening the door to antitrust standing: R.C. Bigelow, Inc. v. Unilever N.V. (Comments) St. John’s law review, v. 64, Fall 1989, p. 166-80.


Canada


European Communities


Great Britain


Japan

Qucek, Joyce. New consolidation law may cause fall in PERs. (Japan) Corporate accounting international (Ireland), Nov. 1989, p. 1-3.

Management


Webster, James G. Assisting the acquirers. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, May 1989, p. 20-4.
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Canada


Costs


Europe
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Finance


Financial management


CONSOLIDATIONS AND Mergers—Reports and statements

Reports and statements

Statistics

Taxation
See Taxation, United States—Consolidations and mergers

Valuation

CONSORTIUMS

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
BOA appeals solicitation, competitive bidding ruling. (Capi
Law, business, and society, by Tony McAdams and others. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1989. 891 p. [200 L]

CONSTRAINTS TO the acceptance and achievement of the need for accounting and accountability
Miller, John O. Constraints to the acceptance and achievement of the need for accounting and accountability. Karachi, Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of Pakistan, 1985?. 32 p. (Seventh Shaqib Memorial Lecture) [*101 M]
CONSUMERISM

Data processing
Erickson, Craig M. Automating a construction company. (Software) CMA (Can.), v. 63, June 1989, p. 41.

Finance

Loans

Purchasing

Reports and statements

Statistics

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
See also Building construction

CONSTRUCTION FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION.
Financial management and accounting for the construction industry. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Con]

CONSTRUCTION-TYPE CONTRACTS
See Contractors - Construction-type contracts

CONSULTANTS
See also Data processing consultants
Management consultants


CONSULTANTS reference guide.

CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE OF ACCOUNTANCY BODIES.

CONSULTING income reallocated to corporation's president.

CONSULTING income reallocated to corporation's president.

CONSULTING income reallocated to corporation's president.

CONSULTING skills for information professionals.

CONSUMER CREDIT
See Credit Installments Loans

CONSUMER demand for dairy products.

CONSUMER FINANCE COMPANIES
See Finance companies Loan companies

CONSUMER guide to financial independence.

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
See Price indexes

CONSUMERISM


Canada


Law and regulation


India


CONSUMERS endorse living benefits concept. (Gallup/Best’s review survey) Best’s review (Life/health), v. 90, Oct. 1989, p. 12.

CONSUMERS say manufacturers not responsible when product warnings are ignored. Best’s review (Property/casualty), v. 90, July 1989, p. 14.

CONSUMERS split on cost-effectiveness of no-fault auto insurance. (Gallup/Best’s review survey) Best’s review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 18.


CONTE, MARIA C.


CONTEMPORARY ACCOUNTING RESEARCH (MAGAZINE).


CONTEMPORARY issues in business ethics.


CONTEST allows deduction for nonqualifying transfer. Estate planning, v. 16, July/Aug. 1989, p. 239.


CONTESTS

See Awards, prizes and contests.


CONTINGENCIES

See also Liabilities - Contingent


Accounting


CONTRACTORS—Accounting

CONTINUING care retirement communities: an empirical, financial, and legal analysis.


CONTINUING EDUCATION
See Education, Continuing

CONTINUING professional development requirements.

CONTINUITY POSTULATE
See also Going concern concept

CONTINUOUS AUDITING
See Auditing – Continuous audits

CONTINUOUS INVENTORIES
See Inventories – Cyclical method

CONTRACT language precludes arbitration order.


CONTRACTORS
See also Building construction
Construction companies
Electric contractors
Engineering
Independent contractors

Accounting


CONTINUING PLANNING
Ekpenyong, David B. Strategic financial planning for emergencies. Chartered accountant (India), v. 37, March 1989, p. 798-803, 810.
Lukszewski, James E. How vulnerable are you? The lessons from Valdez. Public relations quarterly, v. 34, Fall 1989, p. 5-6.
Wesselhing, Eileen S. Standards of care: directors and officers are being held personally liable for faulty contingency planning. Magazine of bank administration, v. 65, April 1989, p. 20, 22, 25.

CONTINUING A BUSINESS
See also Accountants' office – Continuing a practice

CONTINUING CARE
See Medical care – Long-term care
Non-profit organizations, Homes for the aged
Nursing homes
Retirement communities

Canada


Auditing


Competitive bidding


Completed-contract method


Construction-type contracts


Cost accounting


Costs

Brandt, Joel B. Wrap-up insurance programs that grant control. Risk management, v. 36, June 1989, p. 30-2, 34.

Data processing


Finance


Financial management
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CONTRACTS

See also Agreements
Bidding
Contractors
Contracts, Employment
Contracts, Executory
Contracts, Government
Contracts, Labor
Data processing contracts
Guaranteed investment contracts
Investment contracts
Social contract
Take-or-pay contracts


Melumad, Nahum D. Asymmetric information and the termination of contracts in agencies. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 5; Spring 1989, p. 733-53.


Pollan, Stephen M. How to read the fine print in contracts, by Stephen M. Pollan and Mark Levine. Money, v. 18, June 1989, p. 111-12, 114-16, 118, 120.


Shenstone, Howard L. Complete guide to consulting success. Wilmington, Del., Enterprise Pub., c1987. 1 v. (various pagings) [200.81 S]


Accounting


Great Britain


Costs

International


Law and regulation


Australia


Surety bonds

See also Bonds – Surety
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CONTRACTS, ADMINISTRATIVE

See Contracts, Government

CONTRACTS, EMPLOYMENT


Great Britain


CONTRACTS, EXECUTORY
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CONTRACTS, GOVERNMENT
See also Military procurement

Accounting

CONTRACTS, GOVERNMENT—Internal auditing

Auditing

Cost accounting

Costs
Gray, Jean A. Base operations support contract cost escal- ation. Armed forces comptroller, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 21-6.

Finance

Fixed price

Great Britain

Incentive

Internal auditing

**Law and regulation**


**Management**


Gray, Jean A. Base operations support contract cost escalation. *Armed forces comptroller*, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 21-6.


**Records**


**Reports and statements**


**Small business**


**CONTRACTS, LABOR**


**Accounting**


**Law and regulation**


**CONTRIBUTIONS**

See also Pledged contributions by Taxation. United States — Contributions.


**Accounting**


**CONTRIBUTIONS**

From a former employer to a retiree organization constitute exempt function income. (Recent developments) *Tax management compensation planning journal*, v. 17, April 7, 1989, p. 82.
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CONTROLLERS

See also Management accounting

Management control

2nd ed. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [223.5 C]


Qualifications

Surveys

CONVENTIONS


CONVENIENCE STORES

See also Conferences

Exhibits
Trade shows

Bouzoes, Darcy L. How to make the most of celebrity appearances. Public relations quarterly, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 25-6.


CONVENIONS

See also Conferences

Exhibits
Trade shows

Bouzoes, Darcy L. How to make the most of celebrity appearances. Public relations quarterly, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 25-6.
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CONVERSION to a microcomputer-based accounting system.


CONVERTIBLE BONDS

See Bonds – Convertible


CONVEYANCES


CONVISER DUFFY & MILLER.


CPA review: course workbook. n.p., 1989. 521 p. (Formerly Conviser Miller.) [107.2 C]


CONWAY, JAMES.
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CONWAY, STEPHEN P.
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COOK, ERROL M.
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COOK, STEPHEN.


COOK, THOMAS A.

Political risk: not for the fainthearted. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 89, Feb. 1989, p. 44-5, 47.

COOK, THOMAS J.


COOKE, PETER.


COOKE, T. E.

Disclosure in the corporate annual reports of Swedish companies. Accounting and business research (Eng.), v. 19, Spring 1989, p. 113-24.


COOLEY, PHILIP L.

COOLEY, THOMAS F.

COOMBS, WILLIAM E.

COONAN, JOHN P.

COONEY, BRIAN D.

COOPER, A. DONALD.

COOPER, BILL.
Mathematics for decision-making in continuing education. Madison, Wis., Creative Communications, c1986. 11 p. (Seminars's success marketing, report no. 7) [*107.05 C]


COOPER, DAVID A.

COOPER, JOEL L.

COOPER, JOHN C. B.

COOPER, M. BIXBY.

COOPER, M. J.

COOPER, MALCOLM.


COOPER, MICHAEL F.

COOPER, RANDOLPH B.

COOPER, ROBIN.


You need a new cost system when... *Harvard business review*, v. 67, Jan.-Feb. 1989, p. 77-82.

COOPER, VERONICA M.

COOPER, W. DOUGLAS.

COOPER, WILLIAM D.


COOPER, WILLIAM H.

COOPER, WILLIAM W.

COOPERATIVE APARTMENTS
See *Apartment houses, Cooperative*

COOPERATIVE BANKS
See *Agriculture – Credit*

COOPERATIVE LEAGUE OF THE USA.

COOPERATIVE LEAGUE OF THE USA.
Primer of bookkeeping for cooperatives. Washington, 1980. 45 p. [*264 C]*
COOPERATIVE register: a directory of professional consultants.

COOPERATIVE register: a directory of professional consultants.

COOPERATIVES

See also Agricultural cooperatives
Apartment houses, Cooperative
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Auditing

By-laws

Finance

Financial management

Law and regulation

Management

Mergers
Emmer, Gerald W. Corporate culture as a hurdle to merger. Cooperative accountant, v. 42, Spring 1989, p. 36-41.

Taxation
See Taxation, United States - Cooperatives
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COOPERATIVES: competition and taxation.

COOPERMAN, ELIZABETH S.

COOPERS & LYBRAND.
Accounting for fees and costs of loans and leases: evaluating and implementing FASB statement 91. New York, 1987. 53 p. [*111.1 C]
Accounting for income taxes: focusing in on FASB statement 96. New York, 1988. 150 p. [*111.1 C]
Accounting for software development costs: an implementation guide. New York, c1986. 28 p. [*111.1 C]
Actuarial consulting services for life and health companies. New York, c1987. folder (1 p.) [*250 Acc]
Audit committee guide. New York, c1988. 29 p. [*223.3 C]
Audit committee update, 1989. n.p., c1989. 12 p. [*223.3 C]
Audit Universe Manager. n.p., c1989. folder (3 p.) [*250 Acc]
Automated inventory management for retailers. New York, c1987. 8 p. [*262 C]
BenCalc: the key to fast, cost-effective pension calculations. New York, c1988. brochure (4 p.) [*250 Acc]
Benefactor: an integrated benefits information system. n.p., c1989. folder (1 p.) plus insert. [*250 Acc]
Building the quality process. New York, c1988. folder (4 p.) plus insert. [*250 Acc]
CONSAC application support services. New York, c1988. brochure (5 p.) [*250 Acc]
Controlling benefit costs with a claims audit. New York, c1988. brochure (7 p.) [*250 Acc]
Coopers & Lybrand creates European organisation.


Coopers & Lybrand Information Line. n.p., c1989, (6) p. [*250 Acc]

Deregulation and financial services: 1990 and beyond. n.p., c1989. 19 p. [*802.2 C]
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CORPORATE CHARTERS
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CORPORATE CULTURE


Schein, Edgar H. Corporate culture is the real key to creativity, an interview with Edgar H. Schein by Fred J. Jespersen. (Q&A) Business month, v. 133, May 1989, p. 73-5.


CORPORATE DISTRIBUTIONS

See also Dividends

Stock repurchase

Taxation, United States - Corporate distributions


CORPORATE DIVESTITURE

See Business separations

Spin-offs, split-offs, and split-ups

CORPORATE DOWNSIZING

See Downsizing
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CORPORATE FIDUCIARIES
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CORPORATE FINANCE
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CORPORATE interest deductions for late payment of taxes.
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Accountability Briloff, Abraham J. LBOs and MBOs in the takeover alphabet soup: some questions for lawyers, answers from an accountant. n.p., 1989. 36 p. (Address before the New York County Lawyers' Association Luncheon Forum, New York City, April 12, 1989.) ["100 B"]
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Corporations
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See Committees
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See also Insider transactions


Belkaoui, Ahmed. Determinants of the corporate decision to disclose social information, by Ahmed Belkaoui and Philip G. Karpik. Accounting, auditing and accountability (Eng.), v. 2, no. 1, 1989, p. 36-51.
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Richardson, Gordon D. Discussion of Timeliness of financial reporting, the firm size effect, and stock price reactions to annual earnings announcements. *Contemporary accounting research* (Can.), v. 5, Spring 1989, p. 553-5.
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_Corporations—Finance—Great Britain_
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Refunding


Robbins, Edward Henry. Neither signalling nor irrelevance: capital structure theory when information is costly. Miami, Florida International University, School of Accounting, 1986, (32 p. (Working paper series, no. 88-3) [224 R]


Yesterday's bad deals are today's new business, by Larry Light and others. (Finance) Business week, Dec. 11, 1989, p. 96-7.
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Financial management


Bondholders are mad as hell — and they’re not going to take it anymore, by Christopher Farrell and others. (Finance) Business week, v. 5, Feb. 6, 1989, p. 82-3.


Ekenyong, David B. Strategic financial planning for emergencies. Chartered accountant (India), v. 37, March 1989, p. 798-803, 810.


Ellis, Dale. Shield as a sword: how major American corporations have used Chapter 11. Faulkner & Gray’s Bankruptcy law review, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 31-5.
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See Public relations
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Insurance
Holtom, Robert B. Corporate-owned fine art. (Underwriting, losses and loss control) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 89, Feb. 1989, p. 62-64.

Internal auditing

International

Investments


Investor relations
See Investor relations

Japan

Large-scale

Accounting

International

Statistics

Law and regulation
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ACCOUNTANTS—Law and regulation—Continued
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Baxi, Robert. Company law, Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, May 1989, p. 27, 29.


— Australia
Baxi, Robert. Company law, Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, May 1989, p. 27, 29.


FINLAND
Peat Marwick Main & Co. Investment in Finland, by KPMG Widienius, Sederholm & Someri Oy Ab. Helsinki, KPMG Widienius, Sederholm & Someri Oy Ab; New York, Peat Marwick Main & Co, c1988. 61 p. [*759.1 F]

FLORIDA
Bloomer, Donna M. Florida limited liability companies: possibly the greatest idea since sliced bread. (State tax notes) Florida CPA today, v. 5, Sept. 1989, p. 36-9.

GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC)
Peat Marwick Main & Co. Investment in Germany, by KPMG Peat Marwick Treuhand GmbH; New York, Peat Marwick Main & Co, c1987. 73 p. [*759.1 G]
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Severn, Ronald. Fate of dormant companies. (Law) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, May 1989, p. 82-3.
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Steele, Margo D. F. Time to change the Companies act? De ratione (South Africa), v. 3, Summer 1989, p. 17-21.
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**Liability**

*See also Corporate veil*  
Corporations – Officers – Liability  
Directors – Liability

**Management**  


Byrne, John A. Is your company too big? *Business week*, March 27, 1989, p. 84-8, 90, 92, 94.


Ellis, Dale. Shield as a sword: how major American corporations have used Chapter 11. *Faulkner & Gray’s Bankruptcy law review*, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 31-5.


James, David L. Yes, you can get a better deal from your lawyer. (Corporate law) *Business month*, v. 134, Sept. 1989, p. 77-8.


Meyers, Gerald C. How to master change (it won’t be painless), an interview with Gerald C. Meyers by Fred F. Jespersen. (Q&A) *Business month*, v. 134, Sept. 1989, p. 73-5.


Porter, Michael E. Restructuring is fine for starters: then work begins, an interview with Michael E. Porter by Barbara Hetzer. (Q&A) *Business month*, v. 133, March 1989, p. 73-5.


Rona, Peter. Shareholders have too much power. (Other voices) *Fortune*, v. 120, Aug. 28, 1989, p. 125-6.

Schein, Edgar H. Corporate culture is the real key to creativity, an interview with Edgar H. Schein by Fred F. Jespersen. (Q&A) *Business month*, v. 133, May 1989, p. 73-5.
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**Canada**


---

**Great Britain**


---
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---

**Meetings**

Arthur Young. Questions at annual meetings of shareholders.

New York, c1989, 47 p. [*223.4 A]


---

**Multinational**

---

**New York**


---
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See also Controllers

Corporations – Secretaries

Directors
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---
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---

**Liability**


Fiore, Nicholas J. Corporate officer with little actual authority was not responsible person. (Tax trends) *Tax adviser*, v. 20, Nov. 1989, p. 785-6.


Milburn, Scott A. Your title or your $: corporate debt can turn on you – unless... *Video store*, v. 11, Jan. 1989, p. 52, 54.


---
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Niehaus, Gregory R. Ownership structure and inventory method choice. *Accounting review*, v. 64, April 1989, p. 269-84.

**Records**


**Reports and statements**

*See also Reports*


**Australia**
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**Canada**


**European Economic Community**


**Great Britain**


Companies opt to give more information. (Reports & accounts) *Accountancy* (Eng.), v. 104, Dec. 1989, p. 36.
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International
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New York
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Singapore
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Trinidad and Tobago

Secretaries

Liability

Security
See also Industrial security
Trade secrets

Size
See also Downsizing
Byrne, John A. Is your company too big? Business week, March 27, 1989, p. 84-8, 90, 92, 94.
Richardson, Gordon D. Discussion of Timeliness of financial reporting, the firm size effect, and stock price reactions to annual earnings announcements. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 5, Spring 1989, p. 553-5.

Ro, Byung T. Earnings news and the firm size effect. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 6, Fall 1989, p. 177-95.

Social responsibility
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Belkoumi, Ahmed. Determinants of the corporate decision to disclose social information, by Ahmed Belkoumi and Philip G. Karpik. Accounting, auditing and accountability (Eng.), v. 2, no. 1, 1989, p. 36-51.
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INC. 100: the 11th annual ranking of America's fastest-growing small public companies. INC., v. 11, May 1989, p. 92-118, passim.


Asia

Pac Rim 150. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 125-6, 128, 130, 132.

Stockholders See Stockholders
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Valuation


Sommer, A. A. Where are the fig newtons? (Commentary) Accounting horizons, v. 3, June 1989, p. 92-5.


CORPORATIONS, CLOSE


McGoldrick, Beth. When it’s no longer in the family. (Finance) CFO, v. 5, Nov. 1989, p. 66.


Accounting

Israel


South Africa


Finance

Campagna, Donald J. Leveraged ESOPs: an idea whose time has come. (PFP notes) Florida CPA today, v. 5, Nov. 1989, p. 43-5.

Law and regulation


Statistics


Taxation

See Taxation, United States – Close corporations

Valuation


Patt, Shannon P. Valuing a business: the analysis and appraisal of closely held companies. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin, c1989. 737 p. [141.1 P]


CORPORATIONS, FOREIGN

See also Branches, Foreign Corporations, Multinational Foreign operations Foreign trade Holding companies and subsidiaries, Foreign subsidiaries

Great Britain


Investments


Law and regulation


Great Britain


Reports and statements


Corporations, Multinational - Accounting


CORPORATIONS, MULTINATIONAL—Accounting—(Continued)


Auditing

Brazil

Data processing

Developing countries

Finance

Germany (Federal Republic)

Financial management
Tsetsekos, George. Managerial decisions, the internal organization structure, and agency considerations. *Journal of applied business research*, v. 4, Fall 1988, p. 66-73.

Great Britain
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Internal auditing

Internal control
Tsetsekos, George. Managerial decisions, the internal organization structure, and agency considerations. *Journal of applied business research*, v. 4, Fall 1988, p. 66-73.

Investments

Japan

Law and regulation

Management
Handbook of international management, edited by Ingo Walter and Tracy Murray. New York, John Wiley, 1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [*938.3 H]
CORRECTION and amplification: exclusive ranking of the national firms.


South Africa


Statistics


Surveys


Union of Soviet Socialist Republics


Valuation
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Hallbauer, Rosalie C. Evolution of normal costing. Miami, Florida International University, School of Accounting, (1989), 33 v. (Working paper, no. 89-12) [160 H]


McNair, Carol J. Meeting the technology challenge: cost accounting in a JIT environment, by C.J. McNair, William Mosconi and Thomas Norris. Montvale, N.J., National Association of Accountants, c1988. 280 p. [204.3 M]
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Canada

Data processing

Estimating
See Estimating

Germany (Federal Republic)

Great Britain

History

Great Britain

India

International

Japan

COST ACCOUNTING—System design and installation


Law and regulation

India

Maintenance and repairs
See Maintenance and repairs

Principles and standards
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Index to accounting and auditing technical pronouncements, as of July 1, 1988, edited by Margaret Monaghan, Bernadette Hind and Lois Wolfteich. New York, c1989. 711 p. [*111 I]


Surveys

System design and installation
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Cooper, Robin. You need a new cost system when... Harvard business review, v. 67, Jan.-Feb. 1989, p. 77-82.


COST accounting: a managerial approach.


COST accounting for the 1990s.


COST accounting: planning and control.


COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD.
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COST AUDITS

India


Pakistan


COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS


Ryan, Hugh W. Budgets, blood, and turnips. (Systems development) Journal of information systems management, v. 6, Fall 1989, p. 76-80.


COST CENTERS


COST CONTROL

See Costs


COST of capital.


COST recovery in the health care sector: selected country studies in West Africa.

COTRONE, ANGELA.

COST REDUCTION
Fare, Terence P. How to cut the cost of headquarters. Fortune, v. 120, Sept. 11, 1989, p. 189, 192, 196.

COST SYSTEMS
See Cost accounting — System design and installation

COST-VOLUME-PROFIT ANALYSIS

COSTANTINI, ANTHONY J.

COSTIGAN, MICHAEL L.

COSTS
See also Absorption costs 
Administrative expenses 
Construction costs 
Cost accounting 
Differential costs 
Direct costs 
Distribution costs 
Estimating 
Marginal costs 
Opportunity costs 
Overhead 
Process costs 
Product costs 
Production costs 
Standard costs 
Sunk costs 
Variable costs 
Variances


COSTS of organization.

COTNER, JOHN S.
COTRONE, ANGELA.
COTTE, DAVID W.

COTTE, DAVID W.

COTTON PLANTATIONS
Accounting

COUGER, J. DANIEL.

COUGHLIN, DAVID J.


COULING, DAVID.

COULSON, EDMUND.

COULTHURST, NIGEL.


COUNCIL OF LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT.
Annual conference proceedings. Oak Brook, Ill., 1988. 458 p. [*206.5 C]

COUNCIL OF PETROLEUM ACCOUNTANTS SOCIETIES.
Deakin, Edward B. Survey of accounting practices in the oil and gas industry. Denton, Tex., Institute of Petroleum Accounting, c1989. 112 p. (Survey was prepared as a joint effort of the Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies and the Institute of Petroleum Accounting.) [*250 Oil 2]

COUNCILS OF GOVERNMENT
Stronger chief executive role is vital to councils’ future. (News) Public finance and accountancy (Eng.), Jan. 27, 1989, p. 4.


COUNTERFEITING

COUNTERTRADE

COUNTIES

Accounting

Auditing
— Florida

Budgeting
See Budgets, County

Reports and statements
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Local governmental accounting trends and techniques. 1989: annual survey of accounting practices followed by 500 local governmental units, edited by Susan Cornwall; special update and analysis sections by Cornelius E. Tierney, Philip T. Calder and Deborah A. Koebel. 2nd ed. New York, c1989, 1 v. (various pagings) (The reports analyzed were prepared by the governmental units throughout the period July 1, 1986 through June 30, 1987.) [*334.1 A]

COUNTRY CLUBS
See Clubs

COUNTRY RISK
See also Political risk
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COUPON BONDS
See Bonds – Coupon

COURANT, PAUL N.

COURCElle, RICHARD J.


COURT CASES
See Lawsuits

COURT COSTS
See Legal expenses

COURT DECISIONS
See also Lawsuits
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Caldarone, Theresa A. Can a debtor void a real property lien that exceeds the value of the collateral? An interpretation of Section 506(d) of the Bankruptcy code. (Notes) Washington and Lee law review, v. 45, Fall 1988, p. 1393-415.


Court says clause does not require arbitration of "33, '34 act claims. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, April 4, 1989, p. 143.


Fuchs, Ronald. Ensuring that the corporation is respected as an equal: Supreme Court sheds some light, by Anita M. Fuchs and Robert M. Kozub. (Closely-held C corporations) *Journal of taxation of S corporations*, v. 1, Fall 1988, p. 60-4.

Garland, Susan B. This safety ruling could be hazardous to employers' health. *Business week*, Feb. 20, 1989, p. 34.


Howell, Gary W. Severance I: which arrangements are plans under ERISA. *Benefits law journal*, v. 1, Summer 1988, p. 5-19.


McGee, Robert W. Recent litigation: from software contracts to programmers' rights. (Legislation and regulation)
Journal of accounting and 
McLaughlin, Gerald T. Impact of federal criminal and bankruptcy laws on letters of credit. Commercial lending 
McNamara, Brian M. Supreme Court rules that Securities act claims are arbitrable, by Brian M. McNamara and Robert A. Barron. (Quarterly survey of SEC rulemaking and major appellate decisions) Securities regulation law journal, v. 17, Fall 1989, p. 324-5.
Mendelson, Robert L. Investment securities review. Business 
Meyerowitz, Steven A. Legal side of hiring salespeople. Business 
marketing, v. 74, June 1989, p. 77-80.
Meyerowitz, Steven A. Who really owns free-lanced work? Business 
Morris, Jeffrey W. Should criminal penalties be discharged in 
Chapter 13? (Chapter 13 update) Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy 
law review, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 44-8, 60.
Mortland, John A. Agreement to share inheritance enforced. (New fiduciary decisions) Estate planning, v. 16, May/ June 1989, p. 188.
Mortland, Jean A. Agreement upheld as contract to make a 
Mortland, Jean A. Evidence showed exercise of power of 
appointment. (New fiduciary decisions) Estate planning, v. 16, May/June 1989, p. 188.
Mortland, Jean A. Fiduciary duty continued after executor's 
Mortland, Jean A. Latent ambiguity, bequest of stock con-
Mortland, Jean A. Names added to bank account were joint 
Mortland, Jean A. Restrictions could not be avoided by set-
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Mortland, Jean A. Undue influence invalidated entire will. 
Mortland, Jean A. Use of sale proceeds did not cause gift to 
Mortland, Jean A. Violation of rule against perpetuities 
Morland, Jean A. When is a joint will considered contractu-
Moses, A. L. Uniform determination of death act adds cer-
Moskowitz, Stuart S. Intellectual property licenses in bank-
ruptcy: new veto power for licensees under Section 365(n). Business 
Municipal development exactions, the rational nexus test, and the federal constitution. (Notes) Harvard law review, v. 102, March 1989, p. 992-1012.
Murdich, Robert J. Court of Appeals dismisses challenge to 
the tax exemption of the Catholic Church. Journal of taxation 
of exempt organizations, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 17-18.
Murphy, Patrick. Interview: a practitioner's view of bank-
ruptcy law in the 1990s, by Patrick Murphy as conducted by Robert J. Murdich. Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy law review, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 12-17.
Neal, Philip S. Analysis of Firestone v. Bruch, by Philip S. 
New York's certification procedure: was it worth the wait? 
No bad debt deduction allowed for alimony payments due 
Nowdenzski, Thaddeus J. Implementing medical staff mal-
practice insurance requirements. Hospital & health services 
administration, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 281-92.
Norris, James E. Retail rate recovery of take-or-pay costs. 
Northrop, Michael K. Distinguishing arbitration and private 
Nostramo, Robert F. Re-opening the door to antitrust stand-
O'Donnell, John L. Double leverage and unregulated corpo-
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Pappone, Michael J. High court opens door to bankruptcy trials by jury, by Michael J. Pappone and Jacqueline A. Welch. Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy law review, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 5-11.


Personnel director's legal guide, by Steven C. Kahn and others. 2nd ed. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1990, 1 v. (various pagings) [207.9 P]


Phillips, R. Bruce. Appropriate postscript to Topco: we were just kidding! Oklahoma law review, v. 42, Fall 1989, p. 429-57.


Professional liability: common malpractice dilemmas currently confronting attorneys and accountants, part 2, by Steven J. Cohen and others. Massachusetts law review, v. 73, Summer 1988, p. 51-9. (Reprint file, #M)


Rosenblatt, Leonard R. Production of business records after Braswell: where we've been, where we are, where we may be going. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 67, April 1989, p. 231-7.


Saslaw, Joseph S. Fugitive wife, indicted but not convicted of murder, held eligible to inherit under estate's marital deduction. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 59, Dec. 1989, p. 89-90.


Silverman, Steven J. Differing nature of the Weingarten right to union representation in the NLRB and arbitral forums. (Comments) University of Miami law review, v. 44, Nov. 1989, p. 467-88.


Spouses must authorize power of attorney in writing. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, March/April 1989, p. 320.


Stewart, David O. Pro bono sex and partnership. (Supreme Court report) ABA journal, v. 75, July 1989, p. 44, 46, 48, 50.

Stewart, David O. Slouching toward Orwell. (Supreme Court report) ABA journal, v. 75, June 1989, p. 44, 46, 48, 50.


Supreme Court directs Justice Dept. to release tax cases under FOIA. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 22, Sept. 1989, p. 6.


Terrell, A. Dennis. How to deal with environmentally contaminated property in the bankruptcy estate. Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy law review, v. 1, Summer 1989, p. 14-17, 34.


Torrey, N. Morrison. Indirect discrimination under Title VII: expanding male standing to sue for injuries received as a result of employer discrimination against females. Washington law review, v. 64, April 1989, p. 365-400.


Vangel, John T. Complicity-doctrine approach to Section 10(b) and aiding and abetting civil damages actions. (Notes) Columbia law review, v. 89, Jan. 1989, p. 180-98.


Webster, George D. Copyright ownership. (Legal) Association management, v. 41, Nov. 1989, p. 76, 78.

Webster, George D. Court sets new discrimination standard. (Legal) Association management, v. 41, July 1989, p. 84-5.

Weinberg, Thomas L. Whatever is received: evaluating collateral, its disposition, and proceeds under Article 9 of the Uniform commercial code. (Notes) Washington law review, v. 64, July 1989, p. 761-80.
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COURT says clause does not require arbitration of '33, '34 act claims. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, April 4, 1989, p. 143.
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COURTMANCHE, GIL.

COURTIS, JOHN.
Be a good manager and reap the reward, by John Courtis and others. Certified accountant (Eng.), March 1989, p. 36-9.

COURTIS, JOHN K.
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Management
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Covenantants Not to Compete
See Restrictive covenants
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COX, DAVID.
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COX, JOE A.
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Outline processing software: idea processing, presentation, and organizing power for the accounting educator. (Users' corner) Kent/Bentley journal of accounting and computers, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 131-43.
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COZART, TORY.
Applying Sections 704(b) and 751(b) to two structures for shifting partnership allocations, part 1. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 67, Oct. 1989, p. 633-74.
Applying Sections 704(b) and 751(b) to two structures for shifting partnership allocations, part 2. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 67, Nov. 1989, p. 741-58.
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DE LURGIO, STEPHEN A.
Teaching integrated production and information control system principles using a spreadsheet simulator, by Stephen A. De Lurgio and Ji-Guang Zhao. Production and inventory management, v. 30, First quarter 1989, p. 29-34.
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DE MAIO, ANDREW J.

DE MARI, ANDREW.

DE MOVILLE, WIG.


DE NOBLE, ALEX F.

de STRICKER, ULLA.

DE TORO, ANTHONY.

DE VILLIERS, J. U.

de VOOGD, JOHAN.


DEAKIN, EDWARD B.


Survey of accounting practices in the oil and gas industry. Denton, Tex., Institute of Petroleum Accounting, c1989. 112 p. (Survey was prepared as a joint effort of the Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies and the Institute of Petroleum Accounting.) [*250 Oil 2]

DEALMAKERS are burning up the phone lines, by John J. Keller and others. Business week, March 13, 1989, p. 138-41, 144, 146.

DEAN, DOUGLAS A.
DEAN, G. W.

DEAN, JAMES M.

DEAN, JOHN.

DEAN, PETER N.

DEAN, RON.

DEANE, L. NICHOLAS.

DEANGELIS, CLARE.

DEANGELIS, PASQUALE.

DEANGELIS, PETER L.

DEANGELIS, HARRY.

DeANGELO, LINDA.

DEARDEN, JOHN.

DEARDEN, RICHARD G.

DEARING, RONALD.


DEATH DUTIES
See: Taxation, Great Britain - Estates and trusts Taxation, United States - Estates


DeBAUN, L.
Prentice Hall Information Services, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [*751.3 D]
Prentice Hall Information Services, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [*751.3 D]
Prentice Hall Information Services, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [*751.3 D]
Prentice Hall Information Services, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [*751.3 D]
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DEBELAK, DON.
Total marketing: capturing customers with marketing plans that work. Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin, c1989. 242 p. [250 Mar]

DEBENTURES

DEBELAK, DON.
DeBerg, Curtis L.

DEBESSAY, ARAYA.

DEBIT CARDS

Security

DEBOER, LARRY.

DEBRAAL, J. PETER.

DEBRUYN, KATHERINE ASCHNAR.

DEBT
See also Bad debts
Taxation. United States — Bad debts

Milburn, Scott A. Your title or your $: corporate debt can turn on you — unless... Video store, v. 11, Jan. 1989, p. 52, 54.
Offset program to cover corporations. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 42, March 1989, p. 190-1.
Weinberg, Thomas L. Whatever is received: evaluating collateral, its disposition, and proceeds under Article 9 of the Uniform commercial code. (Notes) Washington law review, v. 64, July 1989, p. 761-80.
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DEBT—Management-India

New Zealand

Australia

Brazil

Developing countries

--

New Zealand

Australia

Brazil

Developing countries

---

Accounting


Australia

Developing countries

---

Australia

Developing countries
DEBT—Mexico

Mexico

New Zealand

Nigeria

Public
See also Government – Finance
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DEBT COLLECTION
See Collection of accounts

DEBT, CONVERTIBLE

DEBT-EQUITY RATIO


DEBT-EQUITY SWAPS


Developing countries

Nigeria

DEBT INSTRUMENTS
See also Bonds

Debentures
Notes
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Accounting

DEBT OPTIONS
See Interest rate options

DEBT V. EQUITY

Great Britain


DEBT/EQUITY choice.


DeCELLES, JOHN C.

DECENTRALIZATION
See Centralization and decentralization

DESKTOP MAKING

DECISION MAKING
Cooper, Bill. Mathematics for decision-making in continuing education. Madison, Wis., Creative Communications, c1986. 11 p. (Seminars' success marketing. report no. 7) [*107.05 C]
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Kaluzny, Arnold D. Revitalizing decision making at the middle management level. *Hospital & health services administration*, v. 34, Spring 1989, p. 39-51.
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DECISION MAKING—Auditors


Accountants


Gibbins, Michael. Professional judgment in financial reporting, by Michael Gibbins and Alister K. Mason. (Toronto), Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, c1988. 204 p. (Research study) [*111.1 G]


Auditors


Asare, Stephen Kwaku. Auditor's going concern opinion decision: interaction of task variables and the sequential processing of evidence. n.p., 1989. 185 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Arizona.) [**224.9 A]


Miller, Edward M. Can the neglected stock effect be explained by two-stage decision making? Review of business and economic research, v. 64, July 1989, p. 64-73.


Kaplan, Steven E. Examination of information search during initial audit planning by Steven E. Kaplan and Philip M.J. Reckers. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 5/6, 1989, p. 539-50.


Data processing

See also Decision support systems


DECISSION MODELS

See also Accounting models

Financial models

Investment models

Mathematical models

Stochastic models
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DECISION SCIENCES

Franz, Lori S. Integrating analysis and communication skills into the decision science curriculum. (Education) Decision sciences, v. 20, Fall 1989, p. 830-43.

DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS

See also Information systems


Karkosak, James F. IS and managed care: a dynamic duo. Best’s review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 36-8, 42, 44.
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National Association of Accountants. Library, Decision support systems. Montvale, N.J., 1989. 6 p. (Bibliography) [*201.8 N]


Design and installation


Evaluation


Internal audit and control

DECISION support systems in finance and accounting

DECISION THEORY


DECISION tree modeling of auditor liability litigation

DECISION TREES


DECK, ALAN B.

DECK, STEVEN A.

DECKER, JULIA M.

DECKER, WAYNE H.

DECOMPOSITION ANALYSIS

DeConINCK, J. B.

DECORATORS

Financial management

Management
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DEFENSE
See National defense

DEFENSE CONTRACTS
See Contracts, Government

DEFENSE INDUSTRY
See also Aerospace industry


Accountability


Cost accounting


Costs

Internal auditing


Reports and statements
DEFENSE INDUSTRY—Reports and statements—
(Continued)


Surveys


DEFENSE industry initiatives on business ethics and conduct – public accountability.


DEFERRED ASSETS

See Deferred charges and prepaid expenses

DEFERRED CHARGES AND PREPAID EXPENSES


DEFERRED COMPENSATION

See Taxation, United States – Compensation for services

Wages, fees, salaries – Deferred compensation

DEFERRED STOCK PLANS

See Shadow stock plans

DEFERRED TAXES

See Taxes – Accounting


DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT OF 1984

See also Taxation, United States – Tax reform act of 1984


DEFINED BENEFIT PENSION PLANS

See Pensions – Defined benefit plans

DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PENSION PLANS

See Pensions – Defined contribution plans

DEFINING the government reporting entity.

Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. Public Sector Accounting and Auditing Committee. Defining the gov-
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DEFINITION of a right of setoff.


DEFINITIONS

See Terminology

DeGEORGE, GAIL.


DEGREE, ROBERT T.


DEGREES

See Designations and degrees

DEINES, DAN.


DEITRICK, JAMES W.


DEJEAN, NIELS.


DeJESUS, MYRNA E.


DeJONG, DOUGLAS V.

Laboratory investigation of alternative transfer pricing mechanisms, by Douglas V. DeJong and others. Accounting, organizations and society, v. 14, no. 1/2, 1989, p. 41-64.
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DeJONG, RALPH E.

DeKAY, DELAIA.

DEL GAIZO, EDWARD R.

DELANEY, JOHN.

DELANEY, PATRICK R.


DELANEY, TIM.


DELEGATION


DELFO, ROBERT M.

DELICH, BARBARA H.

DELOITTE HASKINS & SELLS.—Computer Assurance Services.


DELIVERY SCHEDULES

DELIVERY SERVICE

DELOITE & TOUCHE.
Accounting and auditing developments, 1989, n.p., c1989, 47 p. [*111.1 D]


DELOITTE HASKINS & SELLS.
Accounting by lessees following SSAP 21, prepared by John M.J. Williamson. London, 1985, 128 p. [*117 G]


Employers’ accounting for postemployment benefits other than pensions: tentative conclusions of the Financial Accounting Standards Board. n.p., 1988, (14) p. [*111.1 D]


New German accounting law. 2nd ed. Dusseldorf, 1988, (163) p. [*108.2 G]

Pension scheme accounts: time for a change, prepared by Charles Mozley. n.p., c1987, 121 p. [*208.9 D]


Questions at stockholders meetings – 1989. New York, c1989, 70 p. [*223.4 D]


Computer Assurance Services.

Computer viruses. New York, c1989, 140 p. (Based on the Invitational Symposium on Computer Viruses, which was co-sponsored by Deloitte Haskins & Sells and the Information Systems Security Association on Oct. 10 and 11, 1988.) [*203.9 D]
DELOITTE HASKINS & SELLS INTERNATIONAL.

DELOITTE HASKINS & SELLS INTERNATIONAL.
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Davis, Mark E. Que pasa? Dental economics. v. 79, Nov. 1989, p. 39-40, 42, 44.


Insider's guide to demographic know-how, edited by Penelope Wickham. Ithaca, N.Y., American Demographics Press, c1988, 246 p. [317 I]


Mandel, Michael J. Plenty of workers are waiting in the wings. (Economics) Business week, March 13, 1989, p. 90, 94, 98.


Europe

DEMOUGIN, DOMINIQUE M.


DEMPSEY, STEPHEN J.


DEMSKI, JOEL S.


DELOTTIE ROSS TOHMATSU.


DELONG, THOMAS J.


DELPHI METHOD.


DELUCA, MICHAEL.


DELUCA, MICHAEL A.


DELVAC, WILLIAM F.


DEMARTA, JANNA.


DEMING, STUART H.


DEMIRAG, ISTEMI.


DEMOGRAPHICS.


American Demographics, Inc. Best 100 sources for marketing information: who's who from American Demographics. Ithaca, N.Y., c1989, 52 p. [250 Mar]
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DENNIS, PAUL R.
Joint ventures for mobile equipment reduce hospital costs. 
*Healthcare financial management*, v. 43, April 1989, p. 52-64, passim. (Includes a Joint venture checklist.)

DeMUTH, JERRY.

DENCHESTER, STANLEY.

DENIS, GERMAIN A.

DENKER, JAMES.

DENKHAUS, DONALD A.

DENMARK.

DENN, JONATHAN M.
How to solve the mystery of controlling beverage costs. (Dining dynamics) *Hotel & motel management*, v. 204, Feb. 27, 1989, p. 50-1.

Self-evaluation is key to reviving restaurant revenue. *Hotel & motel management*, v. 204, May 8, 1989, p. 44, 46.


Strategic approaches can help boost f&b bottom line. (Dining dynamics) *Hotel & motel management*, v. 204, July 10, 1989, p. 66, 69.

DENNA, ERIC L.


DENNEN, TAYLOR.

DENNING, KAREN CRAFT.


DENTAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES


DENTAL GROUPS
See *Dentists – Group practice*

DENTINO, CHRISTINE.

DENTISTS


Rankin, Jane A. Male and female dentists talk about stress and coping, by Jane A. Rankin and Mary B. Harris. *Dental economics*, v. 79, Jan. 1989, p. 59-64.

Billing

Collection of accounts


Costs


DENTISTS—Data processing

Data processing


Financial management


Group practice

Law and regulation

Layout

Management


Marketing
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Patients


Personnel


Records

Security measures

Statistics

Surveys


Valuation and goodwill

DENTON, D. KEITH.

DENTON, JOHN.
Committing to computers. (Technology) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, March 1989, p. 52-3.

Making advances. (Technology) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, April 1989, p. 41.

DENTZER, SUSAN.

DENYER, MAURICE.
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DEPARTMENT STORES
See also Chain stores
Clothing retailers
Retail trade
Specialty stores
Saporito, Bill. Retailing's winners & losers. Fortune, v. 120, Dec. 18, 1989, p. 69, 72, 74, 76, 78.

Data processing
Smith, Dan C. More profit in basics through automated replenishment. Retail control, v. 57, April 1989, p. 31-45.

Inventories
Smith, Dan C. More profit in basics through automated replenishment. Retail control, v. 57, April 1989, p. 31-45.

Marketing

Personnel

DePASQUALE, ROBERT J.

DePAUL, MICHAEL


DEPK, DEIDRE A.
Computer makers are blue – but not IBM. (Information processing) Business week, July 24, 1989, p. 76.

DEPLETION
See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence

DEPOSIT FUNDS
See Funds – Mutual Investment companies


DEPOSITIONS

DEPOSITORY INSTITUTIONS
See also Banks and banking
Banks and banking. Commercial banks
Banks and banking. Savings banks
Credit unions
Savings and loan associations
Thrift institutions

DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE—Accounting

Investments

Law and regulation

DEPOSITS
See Banks and banking – Deposits
Financial institutions – Deposits
Savings and loan associations – Deposits
Taxation, United States – Bank deposits


DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE
See also Replacements
Taxation, United States – Depreciation and depletion

Accelerated

Accounting
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India


Assets, Fixed


Kenya


Company cars


Component life method


Data processing


Declining-balance method


Great Britain


Hospitals
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India


Machinery and equipment


Mining and metallurgy


Nigeria


Non-profit organizations


Plant and equipment

See also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence — Assets, Fixed


Present worth method

See Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence — Sinking fund method

Property


Real estate


Regulated industries
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Schools and colleges


Patten, Dennis M. Battle of the boards: identifying the political nature of the standard-setting controversies. Government accountants journal, v. 38, Fall 1989, p. 3-6.


Sinking fund method


Straight-line method


Surveys


DePREE, CHAUNCEY M.


DEPRESSIONS

See Business cycles

DERBES, MAX J.


DERDERIAN, GREGORY.


DEREGULATION and competition in the insurance industry.


DEREGULATION and financial services: 1990 and beyond.


DEREGULATION of financial services.


DEREPPE, XAVIER V.


DERICKSON, ALAN.


DERMAN, CYRUS.


deROULET, DAVID G.

Integrating transaction systems and decision support systems, by David G. deRoulet and G. Terry Ross. Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, April 1989, p. 44, 46-8.

DERRICK, LUCILE.


DERRY, ROBBIN.


deRYTER, PAUL.


DERWENT, RICHARD.


DESAIL, HARSHA B.


DESANCTIS, GERARDINE.


DeSCHERER, DORINDA D.


DeS关AR, EDWARD M.


DeSHONG, RICHARD O.
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DESHPANDE, ROHIT.

Organizational culture and marketing: defining the research agenda, by Rohit Deshpande and Frederick E. Webster. Journal of marketing, v. 53, Jan. 1989, p. 3-15.

DESHPANDE, S. P.


DESIGN and implementation of administrative controls.


DESIGNATIONS AND DEGREES


Valuation


Orenstein, Theodore P. When a lawyer divorces: how to value a professional practice - how to get extraordinary remedies, by Theodore P. Orenstein and Gary N. Skoloff. Chicago, American Bar Association, c1986. 130 p. (Published jointly by the Section of Economics of Law Practice and the Section of Family Law.) [*250 Law 3]

DESIGNING an effective space advertisement. Practice development - insights for growth, no. 9, Fall 1989, p. 3-4.

DESJARDINS, JOSEPH R.


DESKTOP PUBLISHING

See Electronic publishing

DESMARAIS, NORMAN.


DESMOND, GLENN M.
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DESPOTOS, JOSEPH.


DESROCHES, GERALD D.


DESTEFANO, DAVID.


DESTRUCTION OF RECORDS

See Records - Retention and preservation


DETERMINING economic loss in injury and death cases.


DETERMINING employee or independent contractor status.


DETHOMAS, ARTHUR R.


DETJEN, DAVID W.

Establishing a United States joint venture with a foreign partner. New York, Matthew Bender, c1988. 1 v. (various pinnings) (International business portfolios. no. 5) [720.1 D]

DETORE, ARTHUR.

Catching up with underwriters' needs. (Technology today and tomorrow) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, June 1989, p. 96, 98-9.

DETTON, DAVID K.


DETWEILER, JOHN S.


DEUCHAR, ROBERT.

Toward a quicker return. (Technology) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Dec. 1989, p. 30-1.

DEUTSCH, STEPHEN H.


DEUTSCH, STEVEN H.


DEUTSCHMAN, ALAN.

How to invest in a startup business. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 115, 118, 122.
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DEV, CHEKTAN S.

DEVALUATION OF CURRENCY
See Foreign exchange


DEVELOPING an integrated information system for the food sector.

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Finance

Financial management
Heron, Al. Bank that lends a helping hand. (Speaker's platform) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, May 1989, p. 54-5.


DEVELOPING minority talent: INROADS program helps guide students to careers. E&W people (Ernst & Whinney), Spring 1989, p. 5-7.

DEVELOPING retirement facilities.

DEVELOPMENT COSTS
See Exploration and development
Research and development

DEVELOPMENT-STAGE COMPANIES

Finance
La Counte, Max E. Venture leasing: one of the new niche markets in the equipment leasing industry. Journal of equipment lease financing, v. 7, Fall 1989, p. 18-19, 22-4.

Reports and statements


DEVERS, C. GREGORY.
Perilous art of buying a computer system. Retail control, v. 57, Jan. 1989, p. 35-42.

DEVINE, JIM.

DEVINE, KEVIN.

DEVINE, PAUL.

DEVINE, WILFRED F.

DEVINNEY, TIMOTHY M.

DEVLIN, FRANK C.

DEVLIN, GODFREY.

DEWAR, DAVID.

DEWHURST, CHARLES S.

DEWHURST, JAMES.

DeWITT, DEBORAH.

DEWLING, A. M.
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DIAGRAMS

DIAMANT, AUDREY.

DIAMANTOPOULOS, ADAMANTIOS.

O'Donohoe, Stephanie. Advertising: have accountants figured it out? By Stephanie O'Donohoe, Adamantios Diamantopoulos and Jacqueline Lane. (Practice) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, April 1989, p. 120, 122-3.

DIAMOND, BARBARA B.

DIAMOND, GARY L.

DIAMOND, JOSEPH.

DIAMOND, LINDA.
Michigan court finds solicitation in other states is sufficient to preclude sales throwback. (State and local taxation) CPA journal, v. 59, Sept. 1989, p. 95.

DIAMOND, MICHAEL A.

DIAMONDS


DICK, JOHN. Sting in the tail. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 93, July 1989, p. 41-3.


DICKER, HERBERT M. How to temper the risks of loans to apparel companies. Commercial lending review, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 3-14.


DICTIOARIES

See also Accounting – Encyclopedias and dictionaries

Tax dictionaries


DICTIOARY OF marketing.


DIERS, CYNTHIA.


DIETEL, J. EDWIN.


Developing a recruiting brochure for corporate or government counsel. Legal economics, v. 15, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 32-5.


DIETER, RICHARD.


DIETRICH, J. RICHARD.


DIFFENBACH, JOHN.

Story that should be told. Public Utilities Fortnightly, v. 123, May 25, p. 16-22.


DIFFERENTIAL COSTS


DIFFERENTIAL earnings response coefficients to accounting information: the case of revisions of financial analysts’ forecasts.


DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.


DIL, SHAHEEN F.


DILBECK, MARK R.


DILDINE, LARRY L.


DILLA, WILLIAM N.


DILLARD, JESSE F.


DILLEY, PATRICIA E.


DILLIN, CAROL A.


DILLON, RAY.


DILLON, TOM.


DILORENZO, VINCENT.


DILTS, DAVID M.

DILTS, WALTER.

DILTZ, J. DAVID.

DILUCCHIO, DANIEL J.


DILWORTH, ALAN J.

DIMATTIA, SUSAN S.

DIMNIK, TONY P.
Don’t throw out the baby with the bathwater! By Tony Dimnik and Randy Kudar. *CMA* (Can.), v. 63, July-Aug. 1989, p. 12-16.

DIMOND, DIANE.
Agency news. v. 66, Nov. 6, 1989, p. 88.
Are you ready to cash in when Europe unites? *Medical economics*, v. 66, July 17, 1989, p. 82-6, 88.
Don’t make these mistakes when you fire an employee. (Getting down to basics) *Medical economics*, v. 66, Nov. 20, 1989, p. 82, 87-8, 91.

DINAPOLI, DOMINIC.

DINETZ, GLENN R.

DINGELL, JOHN D.

DINGLE, DEREK T.

DINKES, MICHAEL.

DINKIN, E. N.

DIRECT COSTS
See also Marginal costs
Standard costs
Variable costs


DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING
See also Mail order business
Alpert, Shell R. How much is your list worth? (The direct marketing clinic) *Business marketing*, v. 74, Jan. 1989, p. 8, 10.
Alpert, Shell R. Your list's worth: adding it up. (The direct marketing clinic) *Business marketing*, v. 74, Feb. 1989, p. 6, 8, 12, 14.
Peterson, Robert A. Consumers who buy from direct sales companies, by Robert A. Peterson, Gerald Albbaum and Nancy M. Ridgway. (Research note) *Journal of retailing*, v. 65, Summer 1989, p. 273-86.

Accounting
Financial Accounting Standards Board. FASB proposed technical bulletin no. 84-e: Accounting for the joint costs of direct mailings containing both a fund-raising appeal and a program message. Norwalk, Conn., 1985. 406 p. (Public record) [*111.1 F]

DIRECT MARKETING
See also Mail order business
Alpert, Shell R. How much is your list worth? (The direct marketing clinic) *Business marketing*, v. 74, Jan. 1989, p. 8, 10.
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Alpert, Shell R. Your list's worth: adding it up. (The direct marketing clinic) *Business marketing*, v. 74, Feb. 1989, p. 6, 8, 12, 14.


Canada


Data processing


Great Britain

Haigh, David. Direct marketing: more than just a mailing list. *Accountant (Eng.)*, no. 5824, April 1989, p. 23.

International


DIRECTORIES


American Demographics, Inc. Best 100 sources for marketing information: who's who from American Demographics. Ithaca, N.Y., c1989. 52 p. [*250 M1]


American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. CPA Firms Division. Private Companies Practice Section. Firm-on-firm review directory, April 1989. New York, c1989. 76 p. (A directory of firms that have expressed an interest in conducting peer reviews and quality reviews.) [*106.1 A (1989)]
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Data training buyer's guide, 1990. Boston, Data Training, c1989. 60 p. [*203.9 D]


Ferris, Charles J. Billions in unclaimed funds sit in state treasuries -- this is how to retrieve what's there for you. (Family finance) Money, v. 18, Feb. 1989, p. 133-4.


Forbes 500s. Forbes, v. 143, May 1, 1989, p. 173-396, passim. (Includes rankings according to sales, profits, assets, and market values.)


Global banking. Corporate finance, v. 3, April 1989, p. 77-82, 84-103, 105-7. (Special report: Foreign banks try to break out of their ghetto, by Philip L. Zweig; directories compiled by Andrew Bird.)


Hong Kong Society of Accountants. Membership list, 1989. Wanchai, Hong Kong, 1989. 182 p. [*106.9 H]


INC. 100: the 11th annual ranking of America's fastest-growing small public companies. INC., v. 11, May 1989, p. 92-118, passim.


Insider's guide to demographic know-how, edited by Penelope Wickham. Ithaca, N.Y., American Demographics Press, c1988. 246 p. [317 I]


Levy, Richard C. Inventing and patenting searchable: how to sell and protect your ideas. Detroit, Gale Research, c1990. 922 p. [143.63 L]


Manufacturing USA: industry analyses, statistics, and leading companies, edited by Arsen J. Darney. Detroit, Gale Research, c1989. 1755 p. [200 M]


Real estate. *Corporate Finance*, v. 3, May 1989, p. 73-80, 84, 86-95. (Special report: Empty offices give corporations the upper hand, by Jeffrey Hoff; directories compiled by Andrew Bird.)


Scanlan, Jean M. Business online: the professional’s guide to electronic information sources, by Jean M. Scanlan, Ulla de Stricker and Anne Conway Fernald. New York, John Wiley, c1989. 368 p. [203.9 S]
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International


DIRECTORS

See also Accountants – As directors

Wages, fees, salaries – Directors


Coopers & Lybrand. Audit committee guide. New York, c1988. 29 p. [**223.3 C]


Holte, Cyril O. Governing boards: their nature and nurture. API account, v. 16, Summer 1989, p. 3.
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Australia


Canada


Committees

See Committees

Duties and responsibilities


Pomeranz, Feis. Coping with the expanded duties of the audit committee, part 1. Miami, Florida International University, School of Accounting, 1988. 26 p. (Working paper series, no. 88-9) [223.3 P]

Rona, Peter. Shareholders have too much power. (Other voices) Fortune, v. 120, Aug. 28, 1989, p. 125-6.


Australia


Mace, Janine. Walking the line. Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Oct. 1988, p. 8-10, 12.

Canada


Delaware


Great Britain


South Africa


Great Britain


Indemnification


Law and regulation


Australia


Great Britain


Singapore
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Liability


Motz, Bob. Directors liable for unpaid taxes, by Bob Motz and Paul Glover. (Taxes) CMA (Can.), v. 63, April 1989, p. 27.


Wesselingh, Eileen S. Standards of care: directors and officers are being held personally liable for faulty contingency planning. Magazine of bank administration, v. 65, April 1989, p. 20, 22, 25.


_Australia_


_Canada_


_Great Britain_


_Law and regulation_


Mace, Janine. Walking the line. Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Oct. 1988, p. 8-10, 12.


DIRECTORY of PC-based sales and marketing applications software.

Selection

Statistics


Surveys


DIRECTORY of real estate investors, 1989.


DIRSMITH, MARK W.

DISABILITY BENEFITS OR INSURANCE
See Insurance, Disability
Social security
Workers' compensation

DISABLED PEOPLE
See also Insurance, Disability
Conlan, Nancy M. Opening doors for the disabled, by Nancy M. Conlan and Ethan A. Loney. (Technology today and tomorrow) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Sept. 1989, p. 67-9, 71.
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DISALLOWANCE of losses and deferred expenses in partnership transactions.

DISASTER planning and preparedness: an outline disaster control plan.

DISASTER RECOVERY
See Disasters

DISASTERS
See also Fires and fire protection
Lukaszewski, James E. How vulnerable are you? The lessons from Valdez. Public relations quarterly, v. 34, Fall 1989, p. 5-6.

Pappe, Isabel M. Getting cash to flow is key to disaster survival. Risk management, v. 36, March 1989, p. 28-30, 34.


DISCHARGE of unenforceable gambling debt was income. Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Aug. 1989, p. 74.

DISCIPLINARY policies and procedures.


DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES


McNamara, Brian M. Rule 2(e) proceedings to be public, by Brian M. McNamara and Robert A. Barron. (Quarterly survey of SEC rulemaking and major appellate decisions) Securities regulation law journal, v. 16, Winter 1989, p. 433.


DISCLAIMER OF SUCCESSION


DISCLAIMERS

See Certificate or opinion – Disclaimers

Taxation, United States – Renunciations

DISCLOSURE of information by multinational enterprises.

DISCLOSURE checklists and illustrative financial statements for agricultural cooperatives.


DISCLOSURE checklists and illustrative financial statements for banks.


DISCLOSURE checklists and illustrative financial statements for credit unions.


DISCLOSURE checklists and illustrative financial statements for nonprofit organizations.


DISCLOSURE checklists and illustrative financial statements for savings and loan associations.


DISCLOSURE IN FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

See Statements, Financial – Disclosure

DISCLOSURE OF CORPORATE INFORMATION

See Corporations – Disclosure of information

DISCLOSURE of current value information in financial statements – ED 77. (On the technical side) Accountability S4 (South Africa), v. 6, Sept. 1989, p. 257.

DISCLOSURE of information about financial instruments with off-balance-sheet risk and financial instruments with concentrations of credit risk.


DISCLOSURE of information by multinational enterprises.
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Wang, Penelope. Time is money. (Numbers game) Forbes, v. 143, Jan. 9, 1989, p. 300.

DISCOUNT STORES
Saporito, Bill. Retailing’s winners & losers. Fortune, v. 120, Dec. 18, 1989, p. 69, 72, 74, 76, 78.

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW
See also Present value
Singh, Fubag. Treatment of interest in capital budgeting. (Students’ section) Chartered accountant (India), v. 38, July 1989, p. 84-5.

DISCOUNTING
See Present value

DISCOUNTING in financial accounting and reporting: issues in the literature.

DISCOVERY RULES
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Orenstein, Theodore P. When a lawyer divorces: how to value a professional practice – how to get extraordinary remedies, by Theodore P. Orenstein and Gary N. Skoloff. Chicago, American Bar Association, c1986. 130 p. (Published jointly by the Section of Economics of Law Practice and the Section of Family Law.) [*250 Law 3]


Wildermuth, Matthew R. Blind man's bluff: an analysis of the discovery of expert witnesses under Federal rule of civil procedure 26(b)(4) and a proposed amendment. (Notes) Indiana law journal, v. 64, Fall 1989, p. 925-63.


DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS

See also Multiple discriminant analysis


DISCRIMINATION

See also Age discrimination

Race discrimination in business
Race discrimination in employment
Sexual discrimination and harassment


Personnel director's legal guide, by Steven C. Kahn and others. 2nd ed. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1990, 1 v. (various pages) [207 T P]


Stewart, David O. Pro bono, sex and partnership. (Supreme Court report) ABA journal, v. 75, July 1989, p. 44, 46, 48, 50.
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DISPOSITIONS of property subject to the original and the modified ACRS, part 1.

DISPOSITIONS of property subject to the original and the modified ACRS, part 2.

DISS, WILLIAM T.

DISSERTATIONS
See Theses

DISSOLUTION
See Liquidations and receiverships

DISTILLED SPIRITS INDUSTRY
See also Liquor

Statistics

DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING

Management

DISTRIBUTION

Data processing
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Management

Developing countries

DISTRIBUTION COSTS
See also Administrative expenses

DISTRIBUTION of VEBA assets to participants on termination of VEBA ruled not prohibited inurement. (Recent developments) Tax management compensation planning journal, v. 17, Sept. 1, 1989, p. 225.

DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS PLANNING

DISTRIBUTION RESOURCE PLANNING


DISTRIBUTORS
See also Wholesale trade
Data processing
Erickson, Craig M. Computerized inventory for distributors. (Software) CMA (Can.), v. 63, Nov. 1989, p. 31.

Finance

DISTRICT Court finds limited partnership units were securities. (Recent developments) Financial planning journal, v. 5, March 7, 1989, p. 99-100.

DISTRICT Court holds that gifts cannot be revalued for estate tax purposes after gift tax statute of limitations runs. (Selected recent developments) Estates, gifts and trusts journal, v. 14, March 9, 1989, p. 70-1.

DIVERSIFIED COMPANIES—Finance

DITMAN, SCOTT.

DITTMER, PAUL R.

DIVECHA, ARJUN.

DIVERSIFICATION
See Products

DIVERSIFICATION and firms' financial characteristics.

DIVERSIFICATION FUNDS
See Funds - Mutual Investment companies

DIVERSIFIED COMPANIES
See also Horizontal and vertical integration
Pike, Bartram N. In a dither over diversification? Best's review (Life/health), v. 89, April 1989, p. 18, 20, 22, 24, 26.

Accounting

Australia

Costs
Fare, Terence P. How to cut the cost of headquarters. Fortune, v. 120, Sept. 11, 1989, p. 189, 192, 196.

Finance

Financial management

Great Britain

Korea (Republic)

Reports and statements
Hemus, Christopher. Segmental reporting, by Christopher Hemus and David Malteno. Accountancy S4 (South Africa), v. 6, Jan. 1989, p. 8-9, 27.
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Australia

Great Britain
Mumford, Michael J. ED45 exemption limits are too arbitrary. Certified accountant (Eng.), May 1989, p. 34-5.

Japan

New Zealand

Singapore

Statistics

Norton, Robert E. Dividends and interest matter a lot more than you think. (Personal investing) Fortune, v. 120, Nov. 6, 1989, p. 19, 22, 24.


Accounting


Management


DIVIDENDS, CASH


DIVIDENDS, STOCK

See also Taxation, United States — Dividends, Stock
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Wisconsin

DIVORCE taxation practice manual.

DIXIT, AVINASH.

DIXON, CATHERINE.

DIXON, GARY.

DIXON, JOHN.
EC interest withholding tax. Accountant (Eng.), no. 5823, March 1989, p. 22. (European accountant)
European tax brief. Accountant (Eng.), no. 5826, June 1989, p. 22. (European accountant)
European tax brief. Accountant (Eng.), no. 5825, May 1989, p. 22. (European accountant)
European tax brief. Accountant (Eng.), no. 5827, July 1989, p. 20. (European accountant)

DIXON, ROB.

DIZARD, JOHN.

DLAMINI, SIBUSISO.

DMR.

DO good ethics ensure good profits? Business and society review, no. 70, Summer 1989, p. 4-10.
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DOHERTY, JOHN.

DOD FAR supplement: parts 201-207.

DODD, CHRISTOPHER J.

DODD, JILL S.

DODD, MICHAEL.

DODSON, LORI.

DODSON, NITA J.

DOHERTY, JOHN.

Big Eight cast a net in Spain. (Spain) Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 6, May 1989, p. 3-4.


Consultant’s status. (Soviet Union) Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 9, Sept. 1989, p. 12.


Leading the way – Vneshconsult. (Soviet Union) Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 9, Sept. 1989, p. 16-17.
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Not in a million years. *International accounting bulletin* (Ireland), no. 69, Nov. 1989, p. 3.


Reforms of perestroika... (Soviet Union) *Management consultant international* (Ireland), no. 9, Sept. 1989, p. 10.


We’re Trojan horses for change. *Management consultant international* (Ireland), no. 5, April 1989, p. 12-14.

**DOHERTY, JOHN F.**


**DOING BUSINESS ABROAD**

_See_ Branches, Foreign Corporations, Foreign Export and import trade Foreign operations Foreign trade Holding companies and subsidiaries, Foreign subsidiaries

**DOING business in Australia.**


**DOING business in Bahrain.**


**DOING business in Belgium.**


**DOING business in Bermuda.**


**DOING business in Brunei.**


**DOING business in Canada.**

Ernst & Whinney. Doing business in Canada. New York, c1987. 120 p. [*759.1 C]  

**DOING business in China.**


**DOING business in Ecuador.**


**DOING business in France.**


**DOING business in Hong Kong.**

Ernst & Whinney. Doing business in Hong Kong. New York, n.d. 69 p. [*759.1 H]  

**DOING business in Israel, 1988.**


**DOING business in Japan.**


**DOING business in Korea.**


**DOING business in Kuwait.**


**DOING business in New Zealand.**


**DOING business in Papua New Guinea.**


**DOING business in Saudi Arabia.**


**DOING business in Switzerland.**


**DOING business in Taiwan.**


**DOING business in the Isle of Man.**

Ernst & Whinney. Doing business in the Isle of Man. New York, c1987. 82 p. [*759.1 I]  

**DOING business in the Netherlands.**


**DOING business in the United Kingdom.**


**DOING business in the United States.**


**DOING business in the USSR.**

Ernst & Whinney. Doing business in the USSR. New York, c1988. 67 p. [*759.1 U]  

**DOING business in today’s Hong Kong.**

American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong. Doing business in today’s Hong Kong. Hong Kong, Oxford University Press, 1988. 287 p. [*759.1 H]  

**DOING business in West Germany.**

DOING business with China.

DOKE, E. REED.

DOLAN, D. KEVIN.


DOLAN, EDWIN G.
Economics, by Edwin G. Dolan and David E. Lindsey. 5th ed. Chicago, Dryden Press, c1988. 919 p., plus GraphPac workbook. [*933 D]

DOLECHECK, CAROLYN C.

DOLECHECK, MAYNARD M.

DOLL, MARK W.

DOLL, WILLIAM J.


DOLLAR UNIT SAMPLING


DOLLARS and cents of convenience centers: a special report.

DOLLARS and cents of fashion malls: a special report.

DOLLARS and cents of off-price shopping centers: a special report.

DOLLARS and cents of supermarket centers: a special report.

DOLLINGER, MARC J.

DOMANICK, JOE.

DOMINICA.


DONAHUE, GARY.

DONAHUE, SHARON L.

DONALDSON, BRONWYN.


DONATIONS
See Contributions Gifts

DONEGAN, JIM.

DONELAN, KAREN.

DONEY, LLOYD D.
DONELLEY (R.R.) & SONS CO.

DONELLEY (R.R.) & SONS CO.

DONELLEY, DAVID.

DONELLY, WILLIAM J.

DONOGHUE, WILLIAM E.

DONOHOO, CHRISTINE M.


DONOVAN, DAVID J.

DONOVAN, EDMUND T.

DONOVAN, JAMES J.

DONOVAN, JOSEPH P.

DONOVAN, RICHARD J.

DONOVAN, THOMAS.

DONSON, G. JACK.
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DON'T let April 17 go by without considering the following two items. (Tax update) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, April 4, 1989, p. 152.


DONTOLI, ALEX.

DOOLE, ISOBEL.

DOOLEY, DONALD R.

DOOLEY, GREG.

DOOLEY, MICHAEL P.

DOOLEY, THOMAS W.

DOOREY, THOMAS L.
Riding the wave. Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 8, July 1989, p. 10-12.

DOORS
See Woodworking

DOOST, ROGER K.
How to improve client's access control over programs and files. (The practitioner and the computer) CPA journal, v. 59, March 1989, p. 44-6.

DOPINS, LEONARD A.

DOPPEL, NICHOLAS.
Discussion of Proof that in an efficient market, event studies can provide no systematic guidance for revision of accounting, v. standards and disclosure policy for the purpose of maximizing shareholder wealth. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 5, Spring 1989, p. 461-7.

DORAN, B. MICHAEL.

DORDICK, HERBERT S.

DORFMAN, MARK S.

DORFMAN, PAUL M.
Drafting a code of lender conduct: guidelines and suggestions, by Paul M. Dorfman and Steven K. Buster. Journal of commercial bank lending, v. 71, July 1989, p. 4-12. (Includes a sample Model code of conduct.)

DORMAN, RICHARD F.

DORN, CHARLES D.

DORNBUSCH, RUDIGER.

DORNELLES, FRANCISCO.

DORSCH, MICHAEL J.

DORSEY, PHILIP A.

DORYLAND, CHARLES.

DOTESETH, KEITH A.

DOTY, E. A.

DOUBLE jeopardy: the AMT and FASB 96.

DOUBLE TAXATION
See Taxation, International double Taxation, United States – Double


DOUCET, MARY SCHROEDER.

DOUDNA, PAT.

DOUGHERTY, CHARLES.

DOUGHERTY, MAUREEN.

DOUGHERTY, RICHARD L.

DOUGLAS, EVAN J.

DOUGLAS, JAMES A.

DOUGLAS, ROB.

DOUPNIK, TIMOTHY S.

DOOVERSPIKE, DENNIS.

DOW CHEMICAL CO.
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DOWNSIZING
Murray, Thomas J. For downsizers, the real misery is yet to come. (Top management) Business month, v. 133, Feb. 1989, p. 71-2.

Surveys

DOWRICK, STEVE.

DOYLE, A. PATRICK.

DOYLE, JAMES J.

DOYLE, MARGARET M.
Cafeteria plans offer benefits, but the price is compliance with complex rules. Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Sept. 1989, p. 188-91.

DOYLE, ROBERT J.

DOYLE, STEPHEN X.


DOW Jones-Irwin banker's guide to online databases.

DOW Jones-Irwin banker's guide to online databases.


DOW Jones-Irwin guide to Keoghs.

DOW Jones-Irwin guide to life insurance: protection, investment, and financial planning.

DOW Jones-Irwin investor's guide to online databases.

DOWD, ANN REILLY.

DOWD, RICHARD C.

DOWD, TERRY BANCROFT.

DOWEN, RICHARD J.

DOWN, ARDEN D.

DOWNES, ANDREW S.

DOWNES, MARGARET.

DOWNES, PATRICK T.

DOWNS, SUSAN RAE.
Strategic use of information systems: implications for communication and internal control. n.p., 1988. 279 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) – University of Utah.) [201.8 D]
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DRAWING the line is IASC's next task. International accounting bulletin (Ireland), no. 69, Nov. 1989, p. 4.


DREAD DISEASE INSURANCE See Insurance, Dread disease


DRGS See Diagnostic related groups

DRILLING See Exploration and development Oil drilling


Health care CEOs want to be paid what they're worth. (Executive advancement) Hospitals, v. 63, Sept. 5, 1989, p. 82.


Personal questions plague women on way to top. (Executive advancement) Hospitals, v. 63, April 20, 1989, p. 88.


DRP See Distribution requirements planning

DRP II See Distribution resource planning
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Stewart, David O. Slouching toward Orwell. (Supreme Court report) ABA journal, v. 75, June 1989, p. 44, 46, 48, 50.


DRUG-FREE workplace: federal acquisition regulation, interim rule, January 1989.


DRUG MANUFACTURERS


Cost accounting

India


Japan


Law and regulation

India


Statistics


DRUM, NATHAN H.


DRUM-BENINATI, MARIE.


DRUMMOND, ARTHUR.
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DRUMMOND, CHRISTINA S. R.

DRURY, COLIN.

DRIEY CLEANING
See Cleaning and dyeing

DRYSDALE, WILLIAM.
Financial services: authorisation - two years in. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 93, Nov. 1989, p. 16.

D'SOUZA, DERRICK E.

du PLESSIS, RAOUl.

DU PUY, F. RUSSELL.

DUAL CAREERS
See Careers
Husbands and wives

DUAL FUNDS
See Investment companies

DUAL PRACTICE OF LAW AND ACCOUNTING
See Law and accounting - Joint practice

DUAL PRICES
See Opportunity costs

DUANN, DANIEL J.

Dubock, Michael.

Ducharme, Guy N.

Duchessi, Peter.

Duchon, Dennis.

Dudick, Thomas S.

DUDICK, COLIN.

DUE, JOHN F.

DUE, RICHARD T.

DUE DILIGENCE


Trust election could not be made four months late. Taxation for accountants, v. 43, July 1989, p. 37.

DUE process and participation at the FASB: a study of the comment period.

Duerksen, Christopher I.
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DUETT, EDWIN H.

DUEWER, LAWRENCE A.

DUFFY, GUNTER.

DUFF, CHUCK.

DUFF, KENNETH.

DUFF, LYNN.

DUFFY, HELENE.


DUFFY, MARTIN.

DUFFY, MAUREEN NEVIN.

DUFFY, ROBERT.
Mason, Todd. LBO sailns down. Madison Avenue, by Todd Mason, Robert Duffy and Walecia Konrad. (Marketing) Business week, Sept. 18, 1989, p. 69, 73, 76.

DUFFY, ROBERT J.


DUFFY, SUSAN C.

DUGAN, ELLEN R.

DUGAN, MICHAEL T.

DUGDALE, DAVID.

DUGGAN, PATRICE.

DUKE, JOHN.

DUKE, R. A.

DUKES, J. A.

DUKES, JEFFERY.


Life across the Atlantic: the German, Swiss, Danish and Norwegian markets, by Jeffery Dukes and Jan Kamienski. (Marketing facts and ideas) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Dec. 1989, p. 93-6.

DULAT, KARIN B.

DULEMBA, STAN.

DULLE, JOSEPH R.

DUMAINE, BRIAN.

DUMDEI, MARK A.

DUN & BRADSTREET.
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DUNN, DON.

DUNGAN, ROBERT E.

DUNHAM, DENIS.

DUNHAM, ROBIN.

DUNK, ALAN S.


DUNKIN, AMY.
Airport shopping gets an upgrade to first class, by Amy Dunkin and Scott Ticer. (Marketing) Business week, March 6, 1989, p. 54-5.

Little prices are looking good to big retailers, by Amy Dueoen, David Woodruff and Dean Foust. Business week, July 3, 1989, p. 42-44.

Now salespeople really must sell for their supper, by Amy Dunkin and Kathleen Kerwin. (Marketing) Business week, July 31, 1989, p. 50, 52.

DUNLAP, JOE.

DUNLAP, WINIFRED.

DUNLEVY, JAMES A.

DUNMORE, DAVID B.

DUNN, BRIAN.


DUNN, CRAIG P.

DUNN, DENNIS G.

DUNN, DON.

Life insurance that pays off while you're still around. (personal business) Business week, July 31, 1989, p. 100-1.


---

Economic Analysis Dept.


DUN & BRADSTREET CREDIT SERVICES.


DUNBAR, PAMELA.


DUNCAN, GARRY R.


DUNCAN, JOSEPH.


DUNCAN, JOSEPH G.


DUNCAN, KEITH.


DUNCAN, ROBERT D.


DUNCAN, STUART A.


DUNCAN, WILLIAM L.


DUNEGAN, KENNETH J.


DUNFORD, RICHARD W.

Oil companies may underestimate cost of spills. Petroleum accounting and financial management, v. 8, Summer 1989, p. 7-9. (Reprinted from Wall Street journal, April 6, 1989.)

DUNGAN, D. P.


DUNGAN, L. STUART.
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This policy takes the sting out of inheritance taxes. (Personal business) Business week, June 12, 1989, p. 107.


When you don't get credit where credit is due. (Personal business) Business week, Oct. 2, 1989, p. 116-17.

DUNN, ROBERT L.


DUNN, WILLIAM J.


DUNNAN, NANCY.


DUNNE, T. T.


DUNNE, TIMOTHY.


DUNNINGTON, JUDITH I.


DUNSING, RICHARD J.


DUNTON, LOREN.


DUPUY, CAROLYN M.


DUQUETTE, RAYMOND.


DURAND, DAVID.


DURAND, PHILIPPE.


DURANT, LAURA.

Staff meetings - staff progress: fostering involvement and advancement. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, July 1989, p. 5-6.

DURANTE, JOANNE.


DURATION ANALYSIS


DUREN, DAVID M.


DURHAM, JACKIE.


DURKACZ, VICTOR.


DURKIN, MARGUERITE.

DURNFORD, JOHN W.

DURNFORD, JON.

DeROSE, RICHARD A.

DURST, MICHAEL C.

DUSANSKY, RICHARD.

DUTIA, DIPA.

DUTIES OF ACCOUNTANTS
See Accountants – Duties and responsibilities


DUTKA, ANNA B.

DUTT, B. K.

DUTTA, K. G.

DUVA, JOSEPH W.

DUVALL, KEVIN A.

DUVALL, RICHARD M.

DVOSKIN, DAN.

Dworin, Lowell.

DWYER, PAULA.

DWYER, PEGGY D.

DYCKMAN, THOMAS R.


DYE, DAVID A.

DYE, KENNETH M.

DYE, PETER S.

DYER, DOUGLAS.

DYER, JOHN L.
DYKE, LAURIE.

DYKKHOORN, HANS J.

DYL, EDWARD A.

DYLLICK, THOMAS.

DYM, STEVEN.

DYSON, ESTHER.
EAKER, MARK.

EAKIN, MARK.


EARL, TONY.
Now is the time for action. Wisconsin CPA, no. 154, Summer 1989, p. 8-9.

EARLE, DENNIS M.

EARLE, PETER T.
Managers still have a lot to learn about ESOPs. (Corporate finance) Business month, v. 134, July 1989, p. 81-2.

EARLY S re-election permitted if no tax benefits received. Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, March/April 1989, p. 297.


EARNED INCOME


EARNINGS
See also Income

Profits
Revenue


EARNINGS—(Continued)


Guo, Min H. Going concern and time series of accounting earnings. (Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.), Florida International University, School of Accounting, (1989). 29 p. (Working paper, no. 89-17) [242 G]


Han, Jerry C. Y. Managers' earnings forecasts and intra-industry information transfers, by Jerry C.Y. Han, John J. Wild and K. Ramesh. Journal of accounting and economics (Netherlands), v. 11, Feb. 1989, p. 3-33.


Richardson, Lorinda D. Discussion of Timeliness of financial reporting, the firm size effect, and stock price reactions to annual earnings announcements. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 5, Spring 1989, p. 535-53.

Ro, Byung T. Earnings news and the firm size effect. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 6, Fall 1989, p. 177-95.
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Retained


EARNINGS PER SHARE


Ralphson Purna: computing earnings per share for leveraged ESOPs, by Lee J. Seidler and others. Accounting issues (Bear Stearns), Sept. 7, 1989, p. (3). (Reprint file, *A)


EASEMENTS


EASLEY, K. JACK.


EASTERBROOK, FRANK H.


EASTERN AIR LINES.


EASTERWOOD, JOHN C.


EASTLAND, ANN K.

EASTLAND, S. STACY.

EASTLAND, S. STACY.


EASTON, PETER D.

EASTON, S. A.

EATON, J. D.

EATON, RONALD H.

EBEL, ROBERT D.

EBERHARDT, DAVID B.

EBERLE, EDWARD J.

EBERTS, MILES M.
Killer questions -- how one manager survived the job interview. Club management, v. 68, Jan. 1989, p. 52, 57-8, 60.

EBLING, PAUL.


ECCLES, ROBERT N.

ECHEMENDIA, OTTO R.

ECKER, JOSEPH G.

ECKER, ROBERT L.

ECKMAN, LINDA.

ECKMAN, RICHARD P.

ECKRICH, DONALD W.

ECKSTEIN, ALISSA B.

ECOMETRICS
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT


ECONOMIC ACCOUNTING
See Economics and accounting

National accounting

ECONOMIC CENSUS REPORTS
See Census

ECONOMIC COSTS
See Current costs

Opportunity costs

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
See also Regional planning and development
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Algeria

Argentina

Asia

Australia

Austria

Bahrain

Barbados

Belgium

Belize

Brazil
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Canada

Cape Verde

Central African Republic

Chile

China
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT—Germany (Federal Republic)

Germany (Federal Republic)


Great Britain

Greece

Haiti

Hungary

Iceland

India

Indonesia

International
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Iraq

Ireland

Italy

Jamaica

Japan


Korea (Republic)

Kuwait

Latin America

Liberia

Luxembourg

Malaysia
Mauritius

Mexico

Morocco

Namibia

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Oklahoma

Oman

Papua New Guinea

Peru

Philippines

Poland

Portugal

Qatar

Romania

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines

Saudi Arabia

South Africa
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT—Spain

Spain

Swaziland

Sweden

Switzerland

Taiwan

Tanzania

Texas

Thailand

Uganda
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Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

ECONOMIC FORECASTING
See also Econometrics
Economic development
Economic indicators
Economic forecasts into the 1990s. Planner (AICPA), v. 3, Feb./March 1989, p. 4-5. (*106.1 A)
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ECONOMIC forecasts into the 1990s. Planner (AICPA), v. 3, Feb./March 1989, p. 4-5. [*106.1 A]
ECONOMIC impacts of tax reform, edited by Jack Mintz and John Whalley. Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, c1989. 463 p. (Canadian tax paper, no. 84) [*759.1 C]
ECONOMIC INDICATORS
Capacity use rate reaches 84.2% as all three sectors continue to expand. (Tax update) Financial planning journal, v. 5, Jan. 10, 1989, p. 32.
India.
ECONOMIC models of the labour market: their implications for pension accounting. Pesando, James E. Economic models of the labour market: their implications for pension accounting, by James E. Pesando and Carol K. Clarke. n.p., n.d. 58 p. (Studies in Canadian accounting research) [*208.9 P]
ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY
See Inventories – Economic order quantity
ECONOMIC POLICY
See also Fiscal policy
Monetary policy
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tions of the European Communities, 1989. 65 p. (Bulletin of the European Communities, supplement 2/89. Address by Jacques Delors, president of the Commission, to the European parliament and his reply to the debate, Strasbourg, Feb. 16 and March 15, 1989.) [*933.1 E]
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ECONOMIC POLICY -(Continued)


Argentina


Austria


Belgium


Brazil


Canada


China


Eastern Europe


Europe

Modigliani, Franco. European economic recovery – a need for new policies? Stockholm, Industrial Institute for Economic and Social Research, 1987. 46 p. (Distributed by Almqvist & Wiksell International.) [*933.1 E]

European Communities


European Communities. Commission. Commission's programme for 1989. Luxembourg, Office for Official Publica-


Luxembourg

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Portugal

Spain

Switzerland


ECONOMICS

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Planning and Research Division. AICPA CPA opinion poll, prepared for the Communications Division. New York, 1988. 11 p. [933.1 U]


Farrell, Christopher. This credit squeeze is quiet— but it still hurts. (Economist) Business week, No. 13, 1989, p. 104-5.


University research in business and economics: a bibliography of 1987 publications, edited by Janice Ward. vol. 32. n.p., West Virginia University, College of Business and Economics, Bureau of Business Research, for the Association for University Business and Economic Research, c1989. 403 p. [*010 U]
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Australia

Colombia

International

Japan

New Zealand

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

ECONOMICS.

ECONOMICS: a self-teaching guide.

ECONOMICS AND ACCOUNTING
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China

Developing countries

Germany (Democratic Republic)

International

Middle East


ECONOMICS OF SCALE
See also Corporations – Large-scale
Simunic, Dan A. Discussion of Specialized knowledge and its communication in auditing. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 6, Fall 1989, p. 119-24.
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EDNEY, ROBERT K.


EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE.

Introduction to public utility accounting. 2nd ed. n.p., American Gas Association, c1984. 245 p. (Originally written and compiled by Marvin P. Reeser for A.G.A. General Accounting Committee and EEI General Accounting Committee.) [501 I]

EDLUND, TAINA.


EDMISTER, ROBERT O.


EDMOND, ALFRED.


EDMONDS, CHARLES P.


EDMONDS, D.


EDMONDS, THOMAS P.


EDMONDS, HAROLD E.


EDMUNDS, ROBERT A.


EDMUNDS, WAYNE L.


EDNEY, ROBERT K.
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EDP AUDITING
See also Computer systems – Auditing
Data processing installations – Auditing


Coopers & Lybrand. Audit Universe Manager. n.p., c1989. folder (3 p.). [*250 Acc]


Landry, Terry N. Audit software applications. (Health care auditing) Internal auditing, v. 5, Summer 1989, p. 90-5.

Lovata, Linda M. Utilization of generalized audit software. (Practice note) Auditing, v. 8, Fall 1988, p. 72-86.


Murphy, Michael A. Handbook of EDP auditing, by Michael A. Murphy and Xenia Levy Parker. 2nd ed. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1989. 1 v. (various pages) [170 M]


Perry, William E. Standards for auditing computer applications. Boston, Auerbach, c1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [203.95 P]


Vasarhelyi, Miklos A. Advanced auditing: fundamentals of EDP and statistical audit technology, Reading, Mass., Addison-Wesley, c1988. 628 p. [170 V]


Costs


Great Britain


South Africa


Surveys


EDP AUDITING DEPARTMENTS


EDP AUDITORS


EDP AUDITORS FOUNDATION

Candidates guide to the Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA) exam. n.p., c1985. 38 p. [170.2 E]

Certified Information Systems Auditor Foundation – sample test. Carol Stream, Ill., c1987. 60 p. [170.2 E]

EDP cost accounting.


EDP engagement: implementation of data processing systems using mainframes or minicomputers.


EDP environments – database systems.


EDP environments – on-line computer systems.


EDSTEIN, JOHN V.

EDUCATION

See also Accountancy profession – Relation to educators.

Accounting – Teaching

Accounting courses

Doctoral programs in accounting

Examinations

Master of accountancy programs

Master of business administration programs

Schools and colleges


Accounting Education Change Commission meets. Accounting education news, Oct., 1989, p. 4-5. [*106.3 A]


Bouley, Judith N. Analysis and comparison of opinions solicited from accounting practitioners regarding five-year professional schools of accounting, and a proposed five-year curriculum design based upon the attitudes of certified public accountants. n.p., 1979. 183 typewritten pages. (Thesis (M.B.A.) [107 B]

Breimeler, Donald E. Board officially backs AICPA’s SECPS efforts: 150-hour issue will be focus of member forum. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Oct. 31, 1989, p. 1.


Cook, John W. Practical actions for practical education. (News and views) CPA journal, v. 59, March 1989, p. 6, 8, 10.
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Franz, Lorit S. Integrating analysis and communication skills into decision science curriculum. (Education) Decision sciences, v. 20, Fall 1989, p. 830-43.


John, Richard C. One hundred-fifty hour revolution – it will affect you. Wisconsin CPA, no. 155, Fall 1989, p. 6-8.


Kreischer, John L. It's more than a job, it's a career. Pennsylvania CPA journal, v. 60, Fall 1989, p. 6-10.


McCarthy, Robert F. Learning the exporting ropes. Business marketing, v. 74, May 1989, p. 80, 82, 84.
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Synnott, Paul A. Back to the classroom. Best’s review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Oct. 1989, p. 34, 36, 112.


Walters, Ralph. Ethics education on the move. (Operation highroad) Outlook (California Society of CPAs), v. 57, Summer 1988, p. 61-8. (Reprint file)
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E U D A C T I O N — D a t a p r o c e s s i n g


Cyprus

Data processing
See also Computer-assisted instruction


Africa

Asia

Australia

Botswana

Canada

Caribbean

Costs
Prober, Larry M. Does higher education always mean a higher price? Pennsylvania CPA journal, v. 60, Fall 1989, p. 24-6, 28.

Finance
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Communications Division. Planning and saving for your child's college years: a speech for CPAs to deliver to general audiences. New York, 1989. 15 p. [*250 Per]


Investing for baby's B.A. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 44.


Florida

Great Britain


History


India

Indonesia


International


Ireland

Japan


Michigan
Reinstein, Alan. One hundred and fifty-hour educational requirement – will it make or break the CPA of the future? By Alan Reinstein and Susan DeLiso Garr. Michigan CPA, v. 41, Fall 1989, p. 8, 10-12.

Middle East

New York

New Zealand

Ohio

On-the-job training
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EDUCATION, CONTINUING


Pakistan


Singapore


South Africa


Staff training

See Accountants’ office – Staff training

Staff training

Statistics


___ New Jersey


Surveys


Texas


Wisconsin


EDUCATION, BANKERS


EDUCATION, CONTINUING


Stokes, Carolyn R. Continue your education to continue your career. (Trends in education) Management accounting (NAA), v. 70, April 1989, p. 55.


Great Britain


Missouri

Brown, Ken W. Government auditing standards now require certain practitioners to complete annual CPE requirements. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, April 30, 1989, p. 6-7.

New York


Ohio


South Africa

Terry, G. V. CPE - changes to the Institute programme. Accountancy SÁ (South Africa), v. 6, Sept. 1989, p. 243-4.

Tennessee


Wisconsin


EDUCATION, EXECUTIVES


Great Britain
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EDUCATION, LAWYERS


EDWARDS, DIRK L.


EDWARDS, DONALD E.


EDWARDS, J. R.


Industrial cost accounting developments in Britain to 1830: a review article. Accounting and business research (Eng.). v. 19, Autumn 1989, p. 305-17.


EDWARDS, JAMES B.

Expansion of nonaudit services and auditor independence.


EDWARDS, JAMES DON.


EDWARDS, MARK R.


EDWARDS, MARTIN.


EFFECTS of government spending on private consumption: theory and evidence.


EDWARDS, ROBERT W.


EDWARDS, TONY M.


EDWORTHY, DAVID.


ECC DIRECTIVES

See European Economic Community directives


EFFECTIVE audit committee, 1989.


EFFECTIVE communication of audit results in government - summary of a multi-national survey of audit organizations.


EFFECTIVE exhibiting: a practical guide.


EFFECTIVE writing: a handbook for accountants.


EFFECTIVENESS of the Accounting Standards Review Board.


EFFECTS of delayed payments on economic order quantity.


EFFECTS of government spending on private consumption: theory and evidence.
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EFFECTS of meat imports on the Puerto Rican livestock-meat industry.

EFFECTS of meat imports on the Puerto Rican livestock-meat industry.


EFFICIENCY


EFFICIENCY AUDITING

See Management audit

EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS
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EFTS

See Electronic funds transfer

EGENER, STAN.


EGENOLF, ROBERT V.


EGGINTON, DON A.


EGGLESTON, CHARLES H.


EGGS

See Poultry farms

EGYPT.


Central Auditing Organization.


EHFRAT, FELIX R.


EHRENWORTH, DAVID H.


EHRRHARDT, MICHAEL C.


EHRHARDT, ELIZABETH.


EHRLICH, EVERTET M.


EHRLIbK, KENNETH A.


EICHENBAUM, MARTIN.


EICHENSEHER, JOHN W.


Leslie, Donald A. Discussion of Specialized knowledge and its communication in auditing. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 6, Fall 1989, p. 110-18.

Market reaction to auditor changes by OTC companies, by John W. Eichenseher, Moshe Hagigi and David Shields. Auditing, v. 9, Fall 1989, p. 29-40.

Simunic, Dan A. Discussion of Specialized knowledge and its communication in auditing. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 6, Fall 1989, p. 119-24.

EICHER, JEFFREY D.


EICHLER, NED.


EIGEN, LEWIS D.


EIGNERBRODE, RICHARD.


EIGHTY percent meal expense rule and moving expenses. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, April 1989, p. 54.

EIGHTY-TWENTY RULE

See Pareto’s law

EIGHTY-TWENTY RULE

551
Eiland, J. D.

Eiland, J. D.
And the whistle blows and blows and blows... Today's CPA (Texas Society of CPAs), v. 15, July/Aug. 1989, p. 29-32.

Eiler, Robert G.

Eilledge, Elwyn.

Einhorn, Steven G.

Eining, Martha M.

EiNowsKl, Edward D.

Einspahr, Michael R.
Sec. 704(c) allocations and tiered partnerships. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 20, July 1989, p. 472-3.

Einstein, Walter O.

EisEmann, Peter C.

Eisenberg, John.

Eisenberg, Melvin Aron.

Eisenberg, Theodore.

Eisenhart, Tom.

Direct mail: treasured or trashed? Business marketing, v. 74, March 1989, p. 64-6, 68-9.
Do agencies show clients the whole picture? (Agency beat) Business marketing, v. 74, Nov. 1989, p. 32.
Focus groups just a phone call away. Business marketing, v. 74, March 1989, p. 56.

Eisenstein, Gerry T.

Eisner, Robert.


Epuyenong, David B.
Strategic financial planning for emergencies. Chartered accountant (India), v. 37, March 1989, p. 796-803, 810.

El-Gazzar, Samir.

El-Harun, Abdullah.

El Salvador.

El Serayf, Salah.

Elam, Rick.
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ELDERLY See Aging

ELDIN, AHMED E. K.

ELDOR, RAFAEL.

ELEBASH, CLARENCE C.


ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
See Electric equipment manufacturers

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
See Electric equipment manufacturers

ELECTRIC CONTRACTORS

Finance

Statistics

ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES
See Electric light and power

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT


ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS


Statistics

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT RETAILERS

Statistics

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER
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Accounting


Introduction to public utility accounting. 2nd ed. n.p., American Gas Association, c1984, 245 p. (Originally written and compiled by Marvin P. Reeser for A.G.A. General Accounting Committee and EEI General Accounting Committee.) [501 I]

Business planning


Capitalization


Costs


Data processing


Finance
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Financial management


Great Britain


Law and regulation


Brown, Ashley C. State power over transmission access and pricing: the giant will not sleep forever. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 124, Nov. 9, 1989, p. 21-3.


——— New Hampshire


Management


Marketing

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER—Marketing (Continued)


Personnel

Pricing
Brown, Ashley C. State power over transmission access and pricing: the giant will not sleep forever. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 124, Nov. 9, 1989, p. 21-3.

Rates

Research and development

Services

Statistics
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Suirveys

Transmission

ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS

ELECTRONIC BUSINESS DATA INTERCHANGE
See Electronic data interchange
ELECTRONIC DATA GATHERING ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL (SEC)
See EDGAR system (SEC)
ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE
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Greene, Alice H. It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s... EDI. (Plantwide systems) Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, July 1989, p. 26, 29.

Hall, Daniel. Electronic payments ready to take off. ABA banking journal, v. 81, May 1989, p. 55, 57.


Great Britain


Internal audit and control


Law and regulation

Australian


Liability


Electronic Data Processing

See Data processing

Electronic equipment manufacturers


Schlender, Brenton R. Couch potatoes! Now it’s smart TV. Fortune, v. 120, Nov. 20, 1989, p. 111-12, 114, 116-17.

Management


Singapore


Southeast Asia
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Security measures

ELECTRONIC MAIL

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
See also Data bases
Optical publishing
Videotex

ELECTRONIC filing up, refunds higher.


ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER
See also Automated teller machines
Banks and banking – Transfer systems
Gellman, Harvey S. Are smart cards such a smart idea? (Computers) CMA (Can.), v. 63, Nov. 1989, p. 38.
IRS is researching direct deposit of refunds. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 22, June 1989, p. 92, 96.

Australia

Great Britain
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ELLIG, BRUCE R.


Law and regulation


Management


ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEETS

See Spreadsheets

ELECTRONICS industry in Southeast Asia: confounding the critics.


ELEFANT, MARCIA S.

When your financial planning client is a widow. Journal of financial planning, v. 2, July 1989, p. 120-3.

ELEMENTARY and secondary education.


ELEMENTS of performance auditing.

Khan, Muhammad Akram. Elements of performance auditing. Lahore, Pakistan, Dept. of the Auditor-General, Performance Audit Wing, 1989. 31 p. [312 K]

ELERING, WILLIAM T.

Auditing a hospital's materials management department. (Health care auditing) Internal auditing, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 91-6.

ELFRINK, JOHN A.


ELIAS, DAVID L.


ELIASON, GUNNAR.

Technological competition and trade in the experimentally organized economy. Stockholm, Industrial Institute for Economic and Social Research, 1987. 118 p. (Research report, no. 32. Distributed by Almqvist & Wiksell International.) [1938 E]


ELJAH Watt Sells award winners, November 1988.


ELIOT, LANCE B.


ELISCU, ANDREA T.

How you can get hurt at a health fair. Medical economics, v. 66, July 3, 1989, p. 113-14, 116, 121.

ELITZUR, RAMY.


ELKIN, BARRY.


ELLENTUCK, ALBERT B.


ELLERIN, SUSAN.

Lies, damn lies and (some) readership research. Business marketing, v. 74, April 1989, p. 56, 58, 60-1.

ELLIAS, FRANKLIN J.


ELLIG, BRUCE R.
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ELLINGSSEN, JOHN E.

ELLINGSSEN, JOHN E.

ELLINGTON, ROBERT.

ELLIOIT, PENNY.

ELLIOIT, BRIAN.

ELLIOIT, JAMES J.

ELLIOIT, JOHN A.
Waymire, Gregory. Discussion of Write-offs as accounting procedures to manage perceptions. (In Conference on Accounting Research, University of Chicago, 1989. Studies on management's ability and incentives to affect the timing and magnitude of accounting accruals. Chicago, 1989, p. 120-6.) [*102 C]

ELLIOIT, MARGARET A.

ELLIOIT, ROBERT K.

ELLIOIT, STEPHEN A.

ELLIOIT, THOMAS R.
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ELLIS, CHARLES D.

ELLIS, DALE.
Shield as a sword: how major American corporations have used Chapter 11. Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy law review, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 31-5.

ELLIS, KATRINA.

ELLIS, NANCY.

ELLIS, VERNON.

ELLIS, WILLIAM B.

ELLMAN, EDGAR S.

ELLWERG, ROBERT E.
Connection between present values and monthly repayments. Accountants record (Eng.), no. 89, April 1989, p. 37.

ELLSWORTH, RICHARD K.

ELLWOOD TABLES

ELMER, WALLY J.

ELMS, BARRY J.

ELROD, JAMES L.

ELSER, GEORGE.
EMERGING ISSUES TASK FORCE ISSUES—Issue 88-24

Issue 88-24

Issue 88-25

Issue 88-26

Issue 88-27

Issue 89-2

Issue 89-3


Issue 89-5

Issue 89-7

Issue 89-9

Issue 89-10

EMERGING stock markets factbook, 1989.


EMERGING trends in securities law.

EMERSON, JAMES C.
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EMERSON, ROGER.

EMERSON report: consolidation of the accounting profession.

EMERY, JAMES C.

EMERY, REBECCA ANN.

EMIG, JAMES M.


EMINENT DOMAIN
See Condemnation

EMMANUEL, C. R.

EMMANUEL, CHRISTY B.

EMMANUEL, P. M.

EMMEL, DREW M.

EMMER, GERALD W.

EMMER, JAMIE L.

EMMETT, ARIELLE.


EMMONS, RONALD R.

EMORY, MEADE.
Advance rents may be deferred, by Meade Emory and others. (Letter rulings) Journal of taxation, v. 70, June 1989, p. 386.
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Exempt orgs. may have UBI from credit card arrangements, by Meade Emory and others. (Letter rulings) Journal of taxation, v. 70, Feb. 1989, p. 118.


EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
See also Child care


(Extract from Actuarial, benefits & compensation information release (Coopers & Lybrand), Nov. 1988.)

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE.


Page, Mary C. Getting the message out: how to more effectively communicate benefits to employees. *Compensation & benefits management*, v. 4, Summer 1989, p. 310-17.


Shecter, Howard L. Acquiring corporate assets without successor liability: is it a myth? *Corporate practice commentator*, v. 30, no. 4, 1989, p. 485-524. (Published originally in 1986 *Columbia business law review* 137.)


---

**Accounting**


Pesando, James E. Economic models of the labor market: their implications for pension accounting, by James E. Pesando and Carol K. Clarke. n.p., n.d. 58 p. (*Studies in Canadian accounting research* [*208.9 P]*)


---

**Administration**
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**EMPLOYEE BENEFITS—Administration—(Continued)**


United States. House of Representatives. HR 1864 (introduced April 13, 1989): amendments to the Code sec. 89 employee benefit plan rules — bill and explanation. New York, Research Institute of America, 1989. 1 v. (various pagings) (RIA benefits coordinator, extra no. 2) [754.4 U]

United States. House of Representatives. Proposed modifications to Section 89(c) nondiscrimination in employer benefit plans. n.p., Prentice Hall Law & Business, 1989. 1 v. (various pagings) (Pension and profit sharing, bulletin 11, April 28, 1989, sect. 2. Includes text of HR 1864 and Joint Committee on Taxation's description of HR 1864.) [754.4 U]

United States. Internal Revenue Service. List of required modifications: IRS sample provisions for master and prototype defined benefit and defined contribution plans. n.p., 1989. 1 v. (various pagings) (Pension coordinator special report, Sept. 11, 1989, sect. 2) [754.4 U]


---

**Auditing**


Hunt, Hal. Employee benefit plan reporting, audit requirements are detailed, complex. (Accounting & auditing alerts) Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Nov. 30, 1989, p. 5.


**Costs**


Masters, Guy M. Hospitals must join payer-purchaser negotiations. Healthcare financial management, v. 43, March 1989, p. 82, 84, 86.


**Data processing**


Coopers & Lybrand. Benefactor: an integrated benefits information system. n.p., c1989. folder (1 p.), plus insert, [250 Acc]


**Finance**


**Flexible**


Bickford, Lawrence C. Getting far more flexibility into the formal plan. (Executive compensation) *Journal of compensation and benefits*, v. 4, Jan.-Feb. 1989, p. 231-5. (Includes comparison chart)


Coopers & Lybrand. Solving the flexible compensation puzzle. n.p., c1988. brochure (4 p.), plus inserts. [*250 Acc]*


Towers, Perrin, Forster & Crosby. Flexible benefit plans: implementation and administration. n.p., 1989. 16 p. [*208.9 T]*

**Government employees**


**Great Britain**


**Investments**


**Law and regulation**


Gerek, William M. Failure to comply with Section 89 can have dire consequences. (Compensation and benefits) *Small business taxation*, v. 1, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 182-6.


Howell, Gary W. Severance I: which arrangements are plans under ERISA. Benefits law journal, v. 1, Summer 1988, p. 5-19.

IRS delays both parts of Section 89. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, Aug. 1989, p. 42.


McNamara, Brian M. SEC proposes to simplify reporting and registration requirements for employee benefit plans, by Brian M. McNamara and Robert A. Barron. (Quarterly survey of SEC rulemaking and major appellate decisions) Securities regulation law journal, v. 17, Fall 1989, p. 322-3.


Section 89 -- proposed regulations issued. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, May 1989, p. 56.

Section 89 compliance delayed. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, July 1989, p. 56.


Sullivan, John J. Section 89: TAMRA provides clarification, but little relief. (Special report) CFO, v. 5, April 1989, p. 24-5.


Management


Massachusetts

Post-employment


Accounting


FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of January 1, 1989. Status report (FASB), no. 198, Jan. 9, 1989, entire issue, 9 p. (*106.3 F)

FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of July 1, 1989. Status report (FASB), no. 203, July 14, 1989, entire issue, 9 p. (*106.3 F)


Law and regulation

Reports and statements

Post-retirement


Norman, James R. Retiree benefits: this footnote doesn't have to become a nightmare. Business week, Feb. 27, 1989, p. 39.
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EMPLOYEE BENEFITS—Post-retirement-Accounting


Althoff, John M. FASB may require employers to establish accounting procedures for reporting postretirement benefits other than pensions. (Accounting & auditing alerts) Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, April 30, 1989, p. 21-2.


Arthur Young &amp; Company’s accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions. n. d., 1989. 10 p. [*111.1 A]


Burbank, Kenneth R. Accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions. CPA journal, v. 59, Sept. 1989, p. 53, 68. (Crossword puzzle)


Ernst & Whitney. Employers’ accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions. n. p., c1989. 20 p. (Ernst & Whitney’s perspective) [*111.1 E]


FASB exposure draft on accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions. Retail control, v. 57, May/June 1989, p. 18-22. (Reprinted from the Martin E. Segal bulletin.)


Proposal would change accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions. Status report (FASB), no. 199, March 6, 1989, p. 1, 3. (*106.3 F)


Scott, Diana J. Other postretirement benefits: what the FASB heard in comment letters and public hearings. Status report (FASB), no. 206, Nov. 27, 1989, p. 5-7. [*106.3 F]


Scott, Diana J. Postretirement benefits other than pensions, by Diana J. Scott and Wayne S. Upton. Highlights of financial reporting issues (FASB), Feb. 1989, entire issue, p. 4. [*106.3 F]


Finance


Law and regulation
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Scott, Diana J. Other postretirement benefits: what the FASB heard in comment letters and public hearings. Status report (FASB), v. 11, No. 27, Nov. 27, 1988, p. 5-7, (F006.3 F)


Reports and statements


Hunt, Hal J. Employee benefit plan reporting, audit requirements are detailed. Complex. (Accounting & auditing alerts) Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Nov. 30, 1989, p. 5.


Statistics
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EMPLOYEE RECORDS


Surveys

Termination

Valuation


EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATION
See also Reports - To employees
Coopers & Lybrand. Person to person: effective benefits communications. n.p., c1988. brochure (4 p.) [*250 Acc]

EMPLOYEE communications: new top-management priority.

EMPLOYEE COUNSELING


EMPLOYEE HEALTH AND FITNESS PROGRAMS

Surveys

EMPLOYEE IDENTIFICATION CARDS
See Identification cards

EMPLOYEE LEASING
See also Taxation, United States - Employee leasing

Law and regulation
Kershaw, Alicia M. No company is an island: common control group and leased employee rules of the Code and their consequences for employee benefits. Benefits law journal, v. 1, Summer 1988, p. 57-76.

EMPLOYEE purchases of stock were redemptions. Estate planning, v. 16, March/April 1989, p. 102.

EMPLOYEE purchases of stock were redemptions. Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 222-3.

EMPLOYEE RATING
See Performance appraisal

EMPLOYEE RECORDS
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Hunt, Hal J. Employee benefit plan reporting, audit requirements are detailed. Complex. (Accounting & auditing alerts) Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Nov. 30, 1989, p. 5.


Lederman, Alan S. Foreign plans benefiting some Americans may be subject to ERISA. (Current U.S. international tax scene – practitioner’s viewpoint) Tax management international journal, v. 18, Nov. 10, 1989, p. 476, 484.

Leimbarg, Stephen R. Tools and techniques of employee benefit and retirement planning, Cincinnati, National Underwriter Co., c1989. 316 p. [208.9 L]


EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATION IN MANAGEMENT


European Communities


Germany (Federal Republic)


EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME SECURITY ACT OF 1974


Fiduciaries are not required to tender plan shares. (Recent developments) Financial planning journal, v. 5, March 7, 1989, p. 100.
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Statistics

Surveys

*Valuation*


EMPLOYEE stock ownership plans in leveraged buyout transactions.

EMPLOYEE STOCK PURCHASE
See Stock purchase plans

EMPLOYEE THEFT


EMPLOYEE TURNOVER
See also Accountants' office - Personnel


Ralsdon Purina: computing earnings per share for leveraged ESOPs, by Lee J. Seiler and others. Accounting issues (Bear Stearns), Sept. 7, 1989, p. (Reprint file, *A)


Accounting
FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of April 1, 1989. Status report (FASB), no. 200, April 7, 1989, entire issue, 9 p. (*106.3 F)


Finance


Law and regulation


EMPLOYEE welfare benefit plans 1988.


EMPLOYEES

See Personnel


EMPLOYEES may be eligible for ministers' exemption. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, Nov. 1989, p. 50.

EMPLOYEES may designate beneficiary to receive options, rights after death. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, June 27, 1989, p. 268.


EMPLOYERS tightening requirements for hardship distributions.

EMPLOYER may claim excess asset reversion from overfunded plan. (Recent developments) Tax management compensation planning journal, v. 17, March 3, 1989, p. 69.

EMPLOYER may not transfer assets from a VERA to the Section 401(b) account of a defined benefit plan. (Recent developments) Tax management compensation planning journal, v. 17, June 2, 1989, p. 150-2.


EMPLOYER provided educational assistance. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, Feb. 1989, p. 50.

EMPLOYER provided job placement. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, July 1989, p. 56.


EMPLOYERS' accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions.

Arthur Young. Employers' accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions. n.p., 1989. 10 p. [*111.1 A]

Ernst & Whinney. Employers' accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions. n.p., c1989. 20 p. (Ernst & Whinney's perspective) [*111.1 E]


EMPLOYERS' accounting for settlements and curtailments of defined benefit pension plans and for termination benefits.

Ernst & Whinney. Employers' accounting for settlements and curtailments of defined benefit pension plans and for termination benefits: understanding and applying FASB statement no. 88. n.p., 1988. 69 p. (Financial reporting developments) [*111.1 E]


EMPLOYER'S guide to child care: developing programs for working parents.


EMPLOYER'S pension guide: things you should know about defined benefit pension plans.
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Law, business, and society, by Tony McAdams and others. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1989. 891 p. [200 L]


Personnel director's legal guide, by Steven C. Kahn and others. 2nd ed. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lambert, c1990, l v. (various pagings) [207.9 P]


Stewart, David O. Slouching toward Orwell. (Supreme Court report) ABA journal, v. 75, June 1989, p. 44, 46, 48, 50.


Barbados


Connecticut


Great Britain


Japan


Statistics


Forbes 500s. Forbes, v. 143, May 1, 1989, p. 173-366, passim. (Includes rankings according to sales, profits, assets, and market value.)


Japan
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ENCYCLOPEDIA of managerial job descriptions.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS
See also Accounting — Encyclopedias and dictionaries


ENCYCLOPEDIC dictionary of accounting and finance.

ENDACOTT, R. J.
Valuation of brand names. Accountants record (Eng.), no. 89, April 1989, p. 21-3.

ENDERLE, GEORGES.

ENDERWICK, PETER.

ENDOWMENT FUNDS
See Funds - Endowment

ENDRES, COLLEEN S.

ENDRIES, JOHN M.

ENERGY
See Power resources

ENERGY FUTURES
Pricing

ENG, TAMAS KOLTAI M.
Examination of the change of control issues in high technology production system with the help of variance analysis. An Arbor, Mich., University of Michigan, Graduate School of Business Administration, Division of Research, 1989. 51 p. (Working paper, no. 600, April 1989) [*201.8 E]

ENGAGEMENT LETTERS
See Accountants' office — Engagement letters Financial planners — Engagements Lawyers — Engagements

ENCYCLOPEDIA of franchising and franchising.


EMPLOYMENT-Statistics-New Jersey


Surveys

EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
Finance
Graham, Eileen. Lending to the temporary services industry, by Eileen Graham and Dev Strischek. (In Lending to different industries. vol. 2 Philadelphia, c1988. p. 661-73.) [670 L]

Statistics
Graham, Eileen. Lending to the temporary services industry, by Eileen Graham and Dev Strischek. (In Lending to different industries. vol. 2 Philadelphia, c1988. p. 661-73.) [670 L]

EMPLOYMENT-AT-WILL DOCTRINE


EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS
See Contracts, Employment

EMPLOYMENT issues.

EMY. Jenkins' Appraisal book.

ENCRYPTION

McAdam, Steve. Locking up computers with encryption. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 93, June 1989, p. 29-30.


ENCYCLOPEDIA of franchises and franchising.

ENGAGEMENTS to perform agreed-upon procedures.


ENGARDO, PETER.
Will this video chain stay on fast-forward? By Pete Engardio and Antonio N. Fins. (The corporation) Business week, June 12, 1989, p. 72, 75.

ENGBERG, SHELLY.

ENGEL, RICHARD B.
Sec. 1504(a) affiliation test. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 20, Sept. 1989, p. 615-16.

ENGGASS, PETER M.

ENGINEERING

See also Value engineering


ENGINEERING DEPARTMENTS

Management

ENGINEERING economic and cost analysis.

ENGINEERING ECONOMIST (MAGAZINE).

ENGINEERS


Financial management

Marketing


Surveys


ENGINES


ENGLADE, KENNETH F.
Competitor intelligence comes in from the cold. Across the board, v. 26, April 1989, p. 18-23.

ENGLANDER, A. STEVEN.

ENGLARD, BOB.

ENGLE, HOWARD S.

ENGLER, TERRY J.
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ENGLIBRECHT, T. D.
Bankruptcy Court’s power to designate tax payments, by Ted D. Englebrecht and Gregory A. Carnes. CPA journal, v. 59, Sept. 1989, p. 54-60.

ENGLER, CALVIN
Managerial accounting. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, c1990, 966 p. [110 E]
Marder, Melvin. Change from sole proprietorship to a corporation may result in unexpected tax, by Melvin Marder and Calvin Engler. Taxation for accountants, v. 42, May 1989, p. 292-6.

ENGLISH, JOHN W.

ENGLISH, LAUREL
Educating the profession. Outlook (California Society of CPAs), v. 57, Fall 1989, p. 8-9, 11-12, 14, 29.

ENGLISH, LINDA

ENGLISH, THOMAS J.

ENGLISH COMPANIES ACTS
See Corporations – Law and regulation – Great Britain.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

ENGSTROM, JOHN H.
Hay, Leon E. Essentials of accounting for governmental and not-for-profit organizations, by Leon E. Hay and John H. Engstrom. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, c1990. 349 p. [7311 H]

ENGWALL, RICHARD L.

ENIS, CHARLES R.

ENRICH, ENRIC

ENSLOW, BETH

ENTER, the accountant specialist! Accountant (Eng.), no. 5832, Dec. 1989, p. 7.

ENTERLINE, DANIEL L.

ENTERPRISE ZONES

ENTERTAINMENT EXPENSES
See Expense accounts.
Taxation, United States – Traveling and entertainment expenses
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Australia


India

Surveys

ENVIRONMENT


Lukaszewski, James E. How vulnerable are you? The lessons from Valdez. Public relations quarterly, v. 34, Fall 1989, p. 5-6.


Law and regulation


Terrell, A. Dennis. How to deal with environmentally contaminated property in the bankruptcy estate. Faulkner & Gray's Bankruptcy law review, v. 1, Summer 1989, p. 14-17, 34.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT
King, James J. Assessing the mess. (Underwriting, losses and loss control) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, June 1989, p. 68, 70, 72, 98.

Great Britain

ENVIRONMENTAL audits, edited by Lawrence B. Cahill and Raymond W. Kane. 6th ed. Rockville, Md., Government Institutes, c1989, 1 v. (various pagings) [201.7 E]

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPAIRMENT LIABILITY
See also Insurance, Environmental impairment liability
Holton, Robert B. Landlord liability for hazardous waste. (Underwriting, losses and loss control) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, June 1989, p. 78, 80.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES ACT

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
See Pollution control

EPELLE, CHUKS T.

EPPERSON, G. MICHAEL.

EPPLI, MARK J.

EPSTEIN, EDWIN M.

EPSTEIN, FRAN.

EPSTEIN, JAY A.

EPSTEIN, JONATHAN.

EPSTEIN, MICHAEL K.

EPSTEIN, R. MARK.

EPSTEIN, SETH.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES ACT
EQUIPMENT leasing. 
Berwind, Michael W. Equipment leasing. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCH tax transactions library) [143.3 B]


EQUITY
See also Debt v. equity

Accounting
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Accounting and techniques: forty-third annual cumulative survey of the accounting aspects of the annual reports of 600 industrial and merchandising corporations.
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EQUITY PARTICIPATIONS
See also Loans, Equity participation

ER, M. C.

ER, MENG.

ERAMIAN, ROBERT T.

ERDLEN, JOHN D.

ERENGUC, S. SELCUK.

ERGNOMICS
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ERICSSON, CRAIG M. Automating a construction company. (Software) CMA (Can.), v. 63, June 1989, p. 41.

Centralized software cuts hotel costs. CMA (Can.), v. 63, Sept. 1989, p. 35.

Computerized inventory for distributors. (Software) CMA (Can.), v. 63, Nov. 1989, p. 31.


ERNST & WHINNEY. Accounting for income taxes: FASB statement no. 96 - a brief guide. n.p., c1988. 41 p. (Financial reporting developments) [*111.1 E]


Canada-U.S. free trade agreement. Toronto?, c1988. 20 p. (Ernst & Whinney report) [*938 E]


Consolidation of all majority-owned subsidiaries: understanding and implementing FASB statement no. 94, n.p., c1988. 33 p. [*111.1 E]


Developing minority talent: INROADS program helps guide students to careers. Ed&W people (Ernst & Whinney), Spring 1989, p. 5-7.


Doing business in Australia. New York, c1988. 83 p. [*759.1 A]

Doing business in Bahrain. New York, c1989. 57 p. [*759.1 B]

Doing business in Belgium. New York, c1988. 67 p. [*759.1 B]

Doing business in Bermuda. New York, c1987. 44 p. [*759.1 B]

Doing business in Brunei. New York, c1988. 61 p. [*759.1 B]

Doing business in Canada. New York, c1987. 120 p. [*759.1 C]


Doing business in Hong Kong. New York, n.d. 69 p. [*759.1 H]


Doing business in Korea. New York, c1988. 95 p. [*759.1 K]


Doing business in Switzerland. New York, c1989. 65 p. [*759.1 S]


Doing business in the Isle of Man. New York, c1987. 82 p. [*759.1 T]


Doing business in the USSR. New York, c1988. 67 p. [*759.1 U]

Doing business in West Germany. New York, c1988. 77 p. [*759.1 G]


Employers' accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions. n.p., c1989. 20 p. (Ernst & Whinney's perspective) [*111.1 E]
Employers' accounting for settlements and curtailments of defined benefit pension plans and for termination benefits: understanding and applying FASB statement no. 88, n.p., 1988. 69 p. (Financial reporting developments) [*111.1 E]


LIPO cases, rulings, and revenue procedures: a digest of decided cases and Internal Revenue Service pronouncements released through October 31, 1987, n.p., c1987. 140 p. [*142.4 E]

Mastering the micro to mainframe connection. n.p., c1987. 18 p. [*203.9 E]


Personal financial organizer. n.p., c1986. 22 p. [*250 Per]

Personal financial organizer. n.p., 1988. 24 p. [*250 Per]


Personal financial planning for our individual tax clients. n.p., c1988. (8) p. [*250 Acc]


Professional education program for the business community, 1988, Cleveland, c1988, 22 p. [*107.9 E]


Serving the oil and gas industry. n.p., c1987. (12) p. [*250 Acc]

Southwest Plan leads wave of thrift acquisitions. n.p., c1988. 16 p. [*670 E]


State audit rules and reserve certification requirements for insurance companies. n.p., 1989. 145 p. [*406 E]


Survey of the effects of economic incentives on independent oil and gas producers. n.p., c1987. 8 p. [*250 Oil 2]


Ernst & Young. Barrington, Kathleen. Europe crucial to Ernst & Young. International accounting bulletin (Ireland), no. 65, June 1989, p. 9-10.


Ernst & Young survey: human resources in retail. New York, c1989. 24 p. [*262 E]


Ernst & Young will take top spot, but AA and Peat aren't shaken. Bowman's accounting report, v. 3, June 1989, p. 5-7.


ERRORS
Colbert, Janet L. When it's double or nothing in assessing audit risk. Woman CPA, v. 51, April 1989, p. 24-9.
Yardley, James A. Lenders' and CPAs' perceptions of the assurance provided by prescribed procedures. Auditing, v. 9, Fall 1989, p. 41-56.

ERRUNZA, VIHANG R.

ERTEFAI, ROGER I.

ESCALATOR CLAUSES

ESCHENBACH, TED G.

ESCROW ACCOUNTS

ESHIGHI, ABDOLREZA.

ESMOND, TRUMAN H.


ESPAHBODI, REZA.

ESPOSITO, MICHAEL P.

ESSENTIALS OF partnership taxation.

ESSEX, PAUL.
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Ferrers, Tony. How to avoid having to deal with your best friend's widow's second husband's lawyer. (Business) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, April 1989, p. 29-30.


Get your act together!!! Money, v. 18, Feb. 1989, p. 66-72, 74, 77-8, 86-9. (Special report: Five smart financial moves to make now)


Korn, Edward F. Estate and personal financial planning. Deerfield, Ill., Callaghan, c1988. 4 v. (loose-leaf) [241.5 K]


Moy, Doug H. Estate planning simplified. Eau Claire, Wis., Professional Education Systems, c1989. 2 v. (various pagings) [755 M]

New Zealand Society of Accountants. Help with estate planning. Wellington, n.d. folder (3 p.) (Chartered accountant services) [250 Ace]


Establishing a United States joint venture with a foreign partner.

Estimating standards for financial reporting.

Estate and personal financial planning.

Estate planning.

Estate planning rules can be applied in stages.

Estate planners.

Liability

Marketing

Estate planning.

See also Estate planning, Post-mortem

Estate planning.

Planning.


See also Estate planning, Post-mortem

Executors and trustees

Tax avoidance

Taxation

Taxation, United States – Estate planning
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Rook, Lance W. Financial and estate planning resource guide. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 3 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Per 2]


Tate, Mercier D. Handling conflicts of interest that may occur in an estate planning practice. Estate planning, v. 16, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 32-7.

Topolnicki, Denise M. How to keep it all in the family. Money, v. 18, Fall 1989, p. 104-8.

Topolnicki, Denise M. Write your will now! Money, v. 18, Fall 1989, p. 126-7, 129.


Data processing


International


Estate planning law and taxation.


ESTATES—Administration

Estate planning, post-mortem

See also Taxation, United States - Estate planning, Post-mortem

New York


Estate planning simplified.

Moy, Doug H. Estate planning simplified. Eau Claire, Wis., Professional Education Systems, c1989. 2 v. (various pages) [755 M]

Estate planning tips for individuals.

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Communications Division. Estate planning tips for individuals: a speech for CPAs to deliver to general audiences. New York, 1988, 13 p. [*241.5 A]


Estates

See also Executors and trustees

Taxation, United States - Estates


Accounting


administration


Caron, Paul L. Must an administration expense allowed by state law also meet a federal necessity test? (Estates, trusts, & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 70, June 1989, p. 352-6.


**Investments**


**Law and regulation**

Can a will provision prevail over state law? (How would you rule?) *Taxation for accountants*, v. 43, Sept. 1989, p. 194.


Gorini, Richard A. Insidious applications of the spousal property petition or how to take the money and run. (Practitioners' corner) *Community property journal*, v. 15, Jan. 1989, p. 56-60.


Mortland, Jean A. Trust was illusory with respect to spouse's rights. (New fiduciary decisions) *Estate planning*, v. 16, Nov./Dec. 1989, p. 379.


---

**Australia**


---

**Florida**


---

**International**


---

**New York**


**ESTERCE, HOWARD M.**


**ESTERS, STEPHANIE D.**


**ESTES, RALPH.**


**ESTIMATED TAX RETURNS**

See Tax returns – Estimated

**ESTIMATED useful lives of depreciable hospital assets.**


**ESTIMATING**

See also Accounting estimates

Standard costs


**ESTRELLA, ARTURO.**

ETIQUETTE

ETHICS

ETHERINGTON, WILLIAM M.

ETHANOL: economic and policy tradeoffs.

ETHERIDGE, DONALD M.

ETHERINGTON, LOIS DEANE.

ETHICAL conflicts in computer science and technology.
Parker, Donn B. Ethical conflicts in computer science and technology. Menlo Park, Calif., SRI International, n.d. 201 p. [203.9 P]


ETHICS

See also Business ethics

Government ethics

Professional ethics

Tax ethics


ETHICS asset: finding value in values, a roundtable discussion with Ezra Bowen and others. Directors & boards, v. 14, Fall 1989, p. 34-7, 40-2.

ETHICS at work.

ETHICS in American business.

ETHICS in American business: a special report.


ETHICS RESOURCE CENTER, INC.


ETHICS revised for CMAs. (Canada) World accounting report (Eng.), April 1989, p. 10.


ETHRIDGE, JACK R.

ETIQUETTE


Katayama, Frederick H. How to act once you get there. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 87-8.


593
ETKIND, STEVEN M.

ETKIND, STEVEN M.


Wash sale rules are extended to option losses but planning can avoid the deferral. Taxation for accountants, v. 42, March 1989, p. 148-50.

ETTINGTON, DEBORAH R.
Cameron, Kim S. Conceptual foundation of organizational culture, by Kim S. Cameron and Deborah R. Ettington. Ann Arbor, Mich., University of Michigan, Graduate School of Business Administration, Division of Research, 1988. 1 v. (various pagings) (Working paper, no. 344) [*250 Sch]

ETTLE, JOHN E.

ETTREDGE, MICHAEL.

ETZIONI, AMITAL.

EUROBANKS, PAULA.

EUN, CHEOL S.

EUROBONDS.

EUROCREDITS.

EUROCURRENCY.

EURODOLLARS.


EUROPE.

EUROPE 1992 and the insurance industry.


EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES.


Coopers & Lybrand. Road map to the new Europe. n.p., c1989. folder (5 p.) [*250 Acc]
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EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY DIRECTIVES


Court of Auditors.


Statistical Office.


EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY.


Thom, George. European Economic Community: institutions and legislative power. Accountants record (Eng.), no. 89, April 1989, p. 13-14, 17.


EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY DIRECTIVES


Directive 4

Directive 7

Directive 8

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1989

Directive 11

Directive 13

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC INTEREST GROUPING.

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC INTEREST GROUPINGS.


EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK.


EUROSTAT.
Basic statistics of the Community: comparison with some European countries, Canada, the USA, Japan and the USSR. 25th ed. Luxembourg, Office for Official Publications of the European Communities, 1988. 293 p. [*317 E]

EUSKE, KENNETH J.

EVALUATING microcomputer software accounting systems.

EVALUATING personal financial statements: how to calculate adjusted net worth. by Juan Alonso and others. Commercial lending review, v. 4, Fall 1989, p. 3-17.

EVALUATING the effectiveness of internal audit departments, by W. Steve Albrecht and others. Altamonte Springs, Fla., Institute of Internal Auditors Research Foundation, c1988. 161 p. [*175.5 E]
EVALUATING the investment merits of life insurance. 

EVANGELICAL JOINT ACCOUNTING COMMITTEE. 

EVANICH, JOHN. 

EVANS, BILL. 

EVANS, DANIEL B. 

EVANS, DAVID L. 

EVANS, DAVID S. 

EVANS, DORLA A. 

EVANS, ELIZABETH M. 

EVANS, FRED J. 

EVANS, JAMES L. 

EVANS, KEN. 

EVANS, LEE E. 

EVANS, MARTIN. 

EVANS, MICHAEL L. 

EVANS, STUART. 

EVANS, THOMAS L. 

EVAUL, DAVID H. 


EVEN-TSUR, D. 

EVENSKY, HAROLD R. 

How to achieve client goals with asset allocation. Stanger register, v. 8, Nov. 1989, p. 64-5.


EVERETT, JOHN O. 
HBJ federal tax course, 1990, by John O. Everett and others. San Diego, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [750.3 H]


EVERETT, MICHAEL D. 

EVERINGHAM, GEOFF. 

EVERLY, GEORGE S. 

EVERS, CHARLES J. 

EVERSON, JOHN H. 


EVIDENCE 
See also Expert witnesses 
Tax records 
Tax returns
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EWENS, DOUGLAS S.

EWING, ANDREW J.

EWING, BRENDA.

EX-IRS agents reveal four moves that seem sure to trigger an audit this year. (Your taxes) Money, v. 18, March 1989, p. 181-2.

EXAMINATION of prospective financial information.

EXAMINATION of the change of control issues in high technology production system with the help of variance analysis.
Eng, Tasma Koltai M. Examination of the change of control issues in high technology production system with the help of variance analysis. An Arbor, Mich., University of Michigan, Graduate School of Business Administration, Division of Research, 1989. 51 p. (Working paper, no. 600, April 1989) [*201.8 E]

EXAMINATION regulations and syllabus.

EXAMINATIONS
See also Auditing
Investigations
Reed, Sarah A. Effect of final examination scheduling on student performance, by Sarah A. Reed and Joyce M. Holley. Issue 9, v. 4, Fall 1989, p. 327-44.


Arab Society of Certified Accountants

Canada

EDP Auditors Foundation


Healthcare Financial Management Association

Hong Kong
Hong Kong Society of Accountants. Introduction for prospective students. Hong Kong, 1987, brochure (5 p.) (Information sheet, April 1987) [*106.9 H]

Institute of Certified Management Accountants

Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales

Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland

Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts


Institute of Internal Auditors


Ireland

Malaysian Association of Certified Public Accountants

North American Securities Administrators

South Africa

EXAMINATIONS, CPA


Great Britain

Uniform


Conviser Duffy & Miller. CPA review: course workbook. n.p., 1989. 521 p. (Formerly Conviser Miller.) [*107.2 C]
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Auditing


Conviser Duffy & Miller. CPA review: auditing. 1989 ed. Chicago, c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) (Formerly Conviser Miller A BAR/BRI program.) [107.2 C]


Commercial law


Conviser Duffy & Miller. CPA review: law. 1989 ed. Chicago, c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) (Formerly Conviser Miller A BAR/BRI program.) [107.2 C]


Theory of accounts


---

Accounting practice
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EXCEPTION REPORTING See Management by exception


EXCESS investment interest properly carried over in year incurred can be carried forward indefinitely. (Tax update) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, Sept. 19, 1989, p. 403.

EXCHANGE MEMBERSHIP See Commodity exchanges – Membership


EXCHANGES AND TRANSFERS See also Taxation, United States – Exchanges and transfers


Accounting


EXECUTIVE RECRUITMENT ORGANIZATIONS


EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION

See Taxation, United States – Compensation for services

Wages, fees, salaries – Executives

EXECUTIVE compensation.


EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT

See Education, Executives


EXECUTIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

See Information systems


EXECUTIVE PERquisites

See Fringe benefits

Wages, fees, salaries – Executives

EXECUTIVE RECRUITMENT ORGANIZATIONS


EXECUTIVE RECRUITMENT ORGANIZATIONS-

(Continued)


Great Britain


EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

See Secretaries

EXECUTIVE STRESS


EXECUTIVE SUCCESSION

See Management succession

EXECUTIVES

See also Chief executives

Corporations – Officers

Financial executives

Information executives

Taxation, United States – Compensation for services

Wages, fees, salaries – Executives


Burke, George C. Understanding the dynamic role of the hospital executive: the view is better from the top. Hospital & health services administration, v. 34, Spring 1989, p. 99-112.
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Ferris, Frank D. Is the Senior Executive Service viable? Public personnel management, v. 18, Fall 1989, p. 355-73.


Main, Jeremy. At last, software CEOs can use. Fortune, v. 119, March 13, 1989, p. 77-8, 80, 83.
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Stewart, Thomas A. New ways to exercise power. Fortune, v. 120, Nov. 6, 1989, p. 52-4, 58, 62, 64.


Australia


Canada


Duties and responsibilities

Company treasurer was not responsible person under Section 6672. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 22, Dec. 1989, p. 8, 10.

European Economic Community


Foreign-based

See Foreign residents

Great Britain


Liability


Minorities


Pensions

See Pensions — Executives

Public service

See Public service

Statistics

Droste, Therese. Personal questions plague women on way to top. (Executive advancement) Hospitals, v. 63, April 20, 1989, p. 88.


Surveys


Canada


EXECUTIVE’S complete guide to business taxes.

Wood, Robert W. Executive’s complete guide to business taxes. Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin, c1989. 269 p. [754.2 W]

EXECUTIVE’S guide to FIRREA.


EXECUTIVE’S guide to FIRREA.
EXECUTIVES offered more perks.


EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES
See also Estate planning

Estate


Duties and responsibilities


Fiduciaries are not required to tender plan shares. (Recent developments) Financial planning journal, v. 3, March 7, 1989, p. 100.
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Fees and commissions


Law and regulation
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EXECUTORY CONTRACTS
See Contracts, Executory

EXEMPLARY DAMAGES
See Damages

EXEMPT ORS may have UBI from credit card arrangements, by Meade Emory and others. (Letter rulings) Journal of taxation, v. 70, Feb. 1989, p. 118.

EXHIBITS
Bertrand, Kate. High-tech competition breeds exhibit options. Business marketing, v. 74, May 1989, p. 70, 72, 74, 76.

Surveys


EXPANSION
Canton, Irving D. Managers ignore the service option at their peril. (Top management) Business month, v. 133, March 1989, p. 82-6.


EXPANSION of nonaudit services and auditor independence.

EXPATRIATES
See Foreign residents


EXPENDITURES, CAPITAL
See also Return on investment

CAPITAL (Continued)


O’Guin, Michael C. New approach to capital justification. Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, Nov. 1989, p. 35-6, 42.


Evaluation


Statistics


Surveys

Singapore


EXPENSE ACCOUNTS

Data processing

Bertrand, Kate. T&E joins the computer age. (Sales management) Business marketing, v. 74, Oct. 1989, p. 46.

Management audit

Bertrand, Kate. T&E joins the computer age. (Sales management) Business marketing, v. 74, Oct. 1989, p. 46.


EXPENSES chargeable to income do not reduce marital deduction. (Selected recent developments) Estates, gifts and trusts journal, v. 14, March 9, 1989, p. 70.


EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS

See Accountancy law and legislation

Accountants – Qualifications

EXPERIMENTAL study of review of preliminary audit strategy by external auditors.


EXPERT SYSTEMS

See Artificial intelligence

EXPERT systems: a layman’s description.


EXPERT systems for experts.


EXPERT systems in business: a practical approach.


EXPERT WITNESSES

See also Accountants – As expert witnesses

Taxation, United States – Expert witnesses


Wildermuth, Matthew R. Blind man's bluff: an analysis of the discovery of expert witnesses under Federal rule of civil procedure 26(b)(4) and a proposed amendment. (Notes) Indiana law journal, v. 64, Fall 1989, p. 925-63.


EXPLANATION and complete text of the new Section 89 regulations.


EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT

See also Gas, Natural Oil industry Research and development Taxation, United States – Exploration and development Nulty, Peter. Big oil faces a big squeeze. Fortune, v. 120, Oct. 9, 1989, p. 94-5, 98, 102, 106.

Accounting


Canada

Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. Accounting and financial reporting by junior mining companies. (Toronto), c1988. 63 p. (Research study) [720.1 C]

Great Britain


Costs


Champion, Daniel. What more can be done to reduce costs? Journal of oil and gas accounting (Eng.), v. 4, Summer 1989, p. 131-46.


Finance


Great Britain


Japan


Reports and statements

Canada

Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. Accounting and financial reporting by junior mining companies. (Toronto), c1988. 63 p. (Research study) [720.1 C]

Statistics

Ernst & Whinney. Survey of the effects of economic incentives on independent oil and gas producers. n.p., c1987. 8 p. [250 Oil 2]

Surveys


EXPORT AND IMPORT TRADE


McCarty, Robert F. Learning the exporting ropes. *Business marketing*, v. 74, May 1989, p. 80, 82, 84.


McMahon, Robert O. Export marketing activities of small-firm lumber manufacturers, by Robert O. McMahon and John Gottko. *Corvallis, Ore., Oregon State University, College of Business and the College of Forestry, 1989, 18 p. (Studies in management and accounting for the forest products industry). Monograph no. 31* [*250 For 2*]


Wisconsin. Dept. of Development. Bureau of International Development offers valuable resources for Wisconsin businesses. (Guest column) *Wisconsin CPA*, no. 155, Fall 1989, p. 16-17.


Accounting


Algeria


Argentina


Asia


Australia


Austria


Bahrain


Belize


Bolivia


Brazil

El Salvador

Europe

Europeana Communities


European Economic Community


Finance


Great Britain

India

France

Gabon

Germany (Democratic Republic)

Germany (Federal Republic)

Great Britain

Haiti

Hong Kong
American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong. Doing business in today's Hong Kong. Hong Kong, Oxford University Press, 1988. 287 p. [759.1 H]


Hungary

Iceland

India
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Indonesia

International

Iraq

Jamaica

Japan

Korea (Republic)

Kuwait

Latin America

EXPORT AND IMPORT TRADE—Law and regulation—Japan

Law and regulation

Bolivia

Canada
Denis, Germain A. GATT at a crossroads. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, April 1989, p. 22-6.

China

Colombia

European Economic Community

India
Basu, Bhaskar Kumar. One hundred per cent export oriented units – to be or not to be. (Business perspective) Management accountant (India), v. 24, Feb. 1989, p. 92-3.

International
Denis, Germain A. GATT at a crossroads. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, April 1989, p. 22-6.

Japan
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Mexico


Morocco

Netherlands

New Zealand

Oman


Papua New Guinea

Peru

Philippines
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Poland

Puerto Rico

Qatar

Romania

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines

Singapore

South Africa

Southeast Asia
Kraar, Louis. Asia's rising export powers. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 43, 46, 50.

Spain

Statistics


Surveys

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF THE UNITED STATES.

Swaziland

Switzerland

Taiwan


Tanzania

Taxation
See Taxation, United States – Export and import trade

Thailand

Turkey

Uganda

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics


EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF THE UNITED STATES.
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EXTENSION naming wrong entity is still valid. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 18, July/Aug. 1989, cover 3.

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES
See also Gas, Natural
Mining and metallurgy
Oil industry
Timberlands

Accounting
See also Full cost method

EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS
See Statements, Financial - Income - Extraordinary items

EXXON CORP.
Lukaszewski, James E. How vulnerable are you? The lessons from Valdez. Public relations quarterly, v. 34, Fall 1989, p. 5-6.

EYSTER, JAMES J.

EZELUE, A. C.

EXPORT marketing activities of small-firm lumber manufacturers.

McMahon, Robert O. Export marketing activities of small-firm lumber manufacturers, by Robert O. McMahon and John Gottko. Corvallis, Ore., Oregon State University, College of Business and the College of Forestry, 1989. 18 p. (Studies in management and accounting for the forest products industry; monograph no. 31) [P250 For 2]

EXPORT TRADING COMPANIES

Great Britain

EXPORTING: from start to finance.

EXPROPRIATIONS
See also Condemnation
Taxation, United States - Condemnation
Taxation, United States - Expropriations
Taxation, United States - Involuntary conversions
Kaplan, Elliot M. Corporate eminent domain: stock redemption and reverse stock splits, by Elliot M. Kaplan and David B. Young. Corporate practice commentator, v. 31, no. 2, 1989, p. 295-312. (Published originally in 57 University of Missouri-Kansas City law review 67 (1988).)

EXTENDED CARE FACILITIES
See Non-profit organizations, Homes for the aged
Nursing homes
Retirement communities
FABER, DON.
Building your practice: how to develop your personal selling skills. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (Accountant's workbook series, v. 17) [250 Acc]

FABER, ELIZABETH HOWE.

FABER, PETER L.

FABIAN, DOUGLAS.

FABIAN, RAYMOND J.
How we got HMOs to pay us equitably. Medical economics, v. 66, Aug. 21, 1989, p. 159-60, 163.

FABOZZI, FRANK J.

FABRIZI, JOSEPH W.

FACE to face. (Business) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Dec. 1989, p. 25.

FACILITIES


FACSIMILE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
See also Photocopiers
Coetzer, Jennigay. Fax is where it's at. (Computer talk) Accountancy S(A) (South Africa), v. 6, Oct. 1989, p. 276-7.


MEYERSWITZ, Steven A. As junk fax grows, so do the laws. (Legal issues) Business marketing, v. 74, Sept. 1989, p. 24-5.


SCHOLL, Donald B. To FAX or not to FAX? Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, March 1989, p. 3.


FACT BOOK.


FACTOR ANALYSIS.


FACTORIES.


DATA PROCESSING.


MANAGEMENT.


MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
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FACTORING

See also Accounts receivable - Financing

Finance companies

LOAN COMPANIES


GREAT BRITAIN

Factoring... coming in from the cold. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 93, Dec. 1989, p. 57-8.


INDIA


FACTURING COMPANIES

See Factors

FACTORS

INTERNAL AUDITING


FACTORS influencing choice of discipline of study - accountancy, engineering, law and medicine, by F. A. Gul and others. Accounting and finance (Australia), v. 29, Nov. 1989, p. 93-101.


FACTORY AUTOMATION/COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING


FACTS about FASB

Financial Accounting Standards Board. Facts about FASB. Norwalk, Conn., 1989. 6 p. [*106.3 F]

FACTS and FIGURES ON GOVERNMENT FINANCE.


FAF trustees tentative approval to compromise on boards' jurisdiction. Status report (FASB), no. 204, Aug. 7, 1989, p. 1, 3. [*106.3 F]

FAGAN, MARIK.

FAGAN, PEG.

FAGEL, ALLEN J.
Rights of reclamation: how to use Section 2-702 of the Uniform commercial code. (Credit technique) Business credit, v. 91, June 1989, p. 41-3.

FAGGEN, IVAN.

FAHEY, J. NOEL.
Grade A institutions far outnumber the bad. Savings institutions, v. 110, Jan. 1989, p. 38-44.

FAHEY, LIAM.

FAHRENBACK, ROBERT M.

FAILED banks: FDIC's asset liquidation operations.

FAILING and failed businesses.

FAILURE of ZZZZ Best Co.


FAILURE to correct overfunding revoques plan qualification. Taxation for lawyers, v. 18, July/Aug. 1989, p. 44.


FAILURES
See Audit failures

FAIR, ANDREW J.

FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT

FAIR labor standards amendments of 1988, H.R. 1834.

FAIR labor standards amendments of 1989, S. 1182.

FAIR market value of radio stations: a buyer's guide.

FAIR VALUE
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FALK, WILLIAM J.

FALKENBURG, DOUGLAS E.
Toys or treasures? Best’s review (Property/casualty), v. 90, May 1989, p. 69-71, 76.

FALLERT, RICHARD F.


FALSE AND MISLEADING STATEMENTS
See Fraud
Professional ethics - False and misleading statements
Statements, Financial - False and misleading statements

FALSEY, THOMAS A.

FALVEY, JACK.
How to get a big bang from special events. (Sales force management) Sales & marketing management, v. 141, Oct. 1989, p. 100-1.


FAMILY BUSINESSES
See also Small business
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McGoldrick, Beth. When it’s no longer in the family. (Finance) CFO, v. 5, Nov. 1989, p. 66, 68.


Finance


Management


FAMILY FOUNDATIONS

See Foundations

FAMILY TRANSACTIONS

See also Taxation, United States – Family transactions


FAMILY TRUSTS

See Taxation, United States – Family trusts

FAMULARI, MELISSA.


FANDT, PATRICIA M.


FANG, LIUFANG.


FANN, GAIL L.


FANNIE MAES

See Securities – Mortgage-backed

FANNING, DEIRDRE.


FANTL, IRVING L.

Auditor’s dilemma: advocacy vs accountability. n.p., Florida International University, School of Accounting, (1988), 20 p. (Working paper. no. 88-14) [*103.1 F]

Research directions in international accounting. n.p., Florida International University, School of Accounting, 1988. 15 p. (Working paper. no. 88-5) [*117 I]

FAR EAST.

FARAG, SHAWKI M.


FARBER, BONNIE.


FARBER, HENRY S.


FARBER, LAWRENCE.

Tax-shelter losses can still pay off. Medical economics, v. 66, March 6, 1989, p. 133, 137, 140-1. What you’ll need to support deductions as the IRS gets tougher. Medical economics, v. 66, Jan. 16, 1989, p. 64-7, 72, 74-5.

FARBO, JOHN L.

Taking the mystique out of the dreaded audit. Armed forces comptroller, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 13-16.

FARGASON, JAMES SCOTT.


FARHOOMAND, ALI F.


FARIS, E. McGRUDER.

Accounting for lawyers. 4th ed. Charlotteville, Va., Michie Company, c1982. 574 p. [110 E]

FARKAS, DAVID.


FARKAS, PAUL.


FARLEY, ANNE.


FARLEY, CLAUDE.

Presentation skills for internal auditors. Altamonte Springs, Fla., Institute of Internal Auditors Research Foundation, c1988. 37 p. (IIA monograph series) [*981 F]

FARLOW, KATHLEEN.

Hayes, Mike. Significant changes to sourcing of income from sale of inventory of foreign persons, by Mike Hayes, Kathleen Farlow and Bob Valdez. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 20, Dec. 1989, p. 809-10.
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FARM accounting and business analysis.


FARM and ranch financial records.


FARM COOPERATIVES

See Agricultural cooperatives

FARM CREDIT

See Agriculture – Credit

FARM income tax manual.


FARMER, RAY.

New Companies bill. Accountants record (Eng.), no. 90, June 1989, p. 27-8, 34.

FARMS

See Agriculture

Taxation, United States – Farmers

FARNAM, THOMAS C.


Operational problems for 401(k) plans under the 1988 regulations. (Tax talk) Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, Nov. 30, 1988, p. 15.

FARNELL, SARAH KATHRYN.

Handling the toxic workplace action. Practical lawyer, v. 35, April 1989, p. 81-5.

FARNHAM, ALAN.


FARQUHAR, CAROLYN R.


FARRAGHER, EDWARD J.


FARRANT, JOHN.


FARRELL, CHRISTOPHER.

Bills are coming due, Business week, Sept. 11, 1989, p. 84-7, 90-2.

Bondholders are mad as hell – and they're not going to take it anymore, by Christopher Farrell and others. (Finance) Business week, Feb. 6, 1989, p. 82-3.


First it was poison pills – now it's people pills. Business week, Jan. 16, 1989, p. 33-4.

Stuffing nest eggs with ESOPs, by Christopher Farrell and Tim Smart. (Finance) Business week, April 24, 1989, p. 124-5.

Suddenly, blue chips are red-hot for ESOPs, by Christopher Farrell, Tim Smart and Keith H. Hammonds. (Finance) Business week, March 20, 1989, p. 144.

This credit squeeze is quiet – but it still hurts. (Economics) Business week, Nov. 13, 1989, p. 104-5.


FARRELL, GEORGE P.


FARRELL, JAMES L.


FARRELL, JOSEPH.


FARRELL, LINDA.


FARRELL, MICHAEL.


FARRELL, TOM.


FARRELLY, GAIL E.


FARRENKOPF, JOHN.

FARRIS, PAUL L.


FARROW, DANA L.

FAS 96 early adoptions: disclosure examples.
Price Waterhouse. FAS 96 early adoptions: disclosure examples. n.p., c1988. 22 p. [*111.1 F]*

FASAN, IRVING E.

FASANI, ROBERT L.


FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of April 1, 1989. *Status report* (FASB), no. 200, April 7, 1989, entire issue, 9 p. (*106.3 F*)


FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of July 1, 1989. *Status report* (FASB), no. 203, July 14, 1989, entire issue, 9 p. (*106.3 F*)


FASB statement 97: an analysis and implementation guide.

FASB statement on accounting for income taxes.
Arthur Young. FASB statement on accounting for income taxes: management implementation choices and opportunities. New York, c1988. 24 p. [*111.1 A]*


FASB: the people, the process, and the politics.
Miller, Paul B. W. FASB: the people, the process, and the politics, by Paul B. W. Miller and Rodney J. Redding. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1988. 160 p. (*106.3 F*)


FASB will delay application date of Statement 96 on income taxes. *Status report* (FASB), no. 204, Aug. 7, 1989, p. 1. (*106.3 F*)


FASB's new ED on disclosure.

FASL, ROSEMARY A.

FASS, PETER M.

Blue sky practice for public and private limited offerings, by Peter M. Fass and Derek A. Wittner. 1990 ed. New York, Clark Boardman, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [228.1 F]

Haft, Robert. Investment limited partnerships handbook, by Robert Haft and Peter M. Fass. New York, Clark Boardman, 1989. 1 v. (various pagings) (Securities law series) [753 H]

Real estate investment trusts handbook: a pass-through entity to make mortgage loans and operate real estate, by Peter M. Fass, Michael E. Shaft and Donald B. Zief, New York, Clark Boardman, 1989. 1 v. (various pagings) (Securities law series) [230 Rea 5]

Real estate investment trusts handbook: a pass-through entity to make mortgage loans and operate real estate, by Peter M. Fass, Michael E. Shaft and Donald B. Zief, 1989-90 ed. New York, Clark Boardman, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) (Securities law series) [250 Rea 5]
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FEDERAL BUDGETS See Budgets, National

FEDERAL CONSUMER CREDIT PROTECTION ACT, 1968 See Truth in lending act

FEDERAL CORPORATIONS See Government corporations


FEDERAL DEBT See Debt - Public


Linnen, Beth. How will Uncle Sam ring up REO sale? Savings institutions, v. 60, June 1989, p. 36-40.


FEDERAL EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY ACT Stodghill, Ron. Is this liability law a gravy train? (Legal affairs) Business week, Nov. 6, 1989, p. 93, 96.

FEDERAL income taxation of corporations and shareholders - forms.


Smith, Brian P. Capital standards are a moving target: reporting for consolidated operations can cost more. (Current trends) Savings institutions, v. 110, April 1989, p. 68-9.

Smith, Brian P. If it's not one rule, it's another. (Current trends) Savings institutions, v. 110, July/Aug. 1989, p. 76-7.


FEDERAL income taxation of corporations and shareholders - forms.
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FEDERAL income taxation of individuals.

Bittker, Boris I. Federal income taxation of individuals, by Boris I. Bittker and Martin J. McMahon, with the assistance of Beverly I. Moran, Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [754.1 B]

FEDERAL income taxation of life insurance.


FEDERAL income taxation of mortgage backed securities.


FEDERAL income taxation of oil and gas investments.


FEDERAL information: agency needs and practices.


FEDERAL LOANS AND GRANTS

See Government loans and grants

FEDERAL milk marketing orders: an analysis of alternative policies.


FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION.


FEDERAL POWER ACT


FEDERAL PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS


FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK.
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FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE


Wildermuth, Matthew R. Blind man's bluff: an analysis of the discovery of expert witnesses under Federal rule of civil procedure 26(b)(4) and a proposed amendment. (Notes) Indiana law journal, v. 64, Fall 1989, p. 925-63.

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN INSURANCE CORPORATION.


Ernst & Whinney, Southwest Plan leads wave of thrift acquisitions. n.p., c1988. 16 p. [*670 E]
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FEDERAL SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT SUPPORT CENTER.
Wis, Timothy M. Fourth-generation languages: a concern for the auditor. (EDP auditing) Internal auditing, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 72-6.

FEDERAL-STATE LOCAL FISCAL RELATIONS (loose-leaf) v. 21, 1989. [050 p]


FEDERAL taxation of business enterprises, by Samuel C. Thompson and others. Deerfield, Ill., Callaghan, c1989. 3 v. (loose-leaf) [754.2 F]


FEE as the wind blows: waivers of attorney’s fees in individual civil rights actions since Evans v. Jeff D.


Report on the twelfth annual meeting, Federation of Schools of Accountancy. Federation of Schools of Accountancy newsletter, v. 11, April 1989, p. 4-14.

Student Lyceum Committee.


FEE, BRUCE L.

Soshnick, Harold F. State tax planning for S corporations when more than one state is involved, by Harold F. Soshnick and Bruce L. Fee. (State and local tax issues) Journal of taxation of S corporations, v. 1, Summer 1989, p. 58-61.

FEE, JAMES C.
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FEINBERG, MARK.
Teaming up to save lives. Business and society review, no. 71, Fall 1989, p. 49-51.

FEINBERG, PHYLLIS.
SuperShares may replace portfolio insurance as investment protection. Pension world, v. 25, April 1989, p. 33-5.

FEINGOLD, FRED.
Goldberg, Sanford. Late commissions were qualified export receipts, by Sanford Goldberg, Herbert Alpert and Fred Feingold. (International) Journal of taxation, v. 70, April 1989, p. 248, 250.

FEINSOD, PAUL M.

FEINSTEIN, IRWIN K.

FEINSTEIN, ROBERT D.

FEINSTEIN, WILLIAM LEWIS.
FEIRING, MARSHALL.

FELD, DANIEL E.

FELD, DAVID.

FELD, DIANE.

FELD, HERBERT F.

FELD, SHELDON.

FELD, STEPHEN L.

FELD, STEPHEN M.

FELDSTEIN, MARTIN.

FELDSTEIN, SEYMOUR A.

FELDSTEIN, STUART A.

FELDSTEIN, SYLVAN G.

FELGRAN, STEVEN D.

FELIX, WILLIAM L.

FELLINGHAM, JOHN C.


FELLOWS, JAMES A.


FELLOWSHIPS
See Awards, prizes and contests

FELSENFELD, CARL.

FELTS, JAMES J.

FELZER, MIKE D.
Thompson, Steven C. Sec. 752 temp. regs. may significantly alter the traditional approach to basis determination, by Steven C. Thompson and Mike D. Felzer. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 20, Sept. 1989, p. 612-14.

FENDRICH, THOMAS G.

FERDINANDSON, CONNIE.


FERENCE, DIANE.
FERGUSON, BRADFORD L.

FERGUSON, BRADFORD L.

FERGUSON, CHARLES S.

FERGUSON, ELIZABETH S.

FERGUSON, JERRY T.

FERGUSON, ROBERT.

FERGUSON, WILLIAM C.

FERLAND, E. JAMES.

FERNALD, ANNE CONWAY.
Scanlan, Jean M. Business online: the professional’s guide to electronic information sources, by Jean M. Scanlan, Ulla de Stricker and Anne Conway Fernald. New York, John Wiley, c1989. 358 p. [203.9 S]

FERNANDO, C. S. A.

FERNANDO, H. A. P.

FERNANDO, W. K. B. J. A.
Audit opinion. (Mainly for students) Chartered accountant (Sri Lanka), v. 23, March 1989, p. 40.

FERNOW, L. CAROL.

FERNSTORM, STEPHEN C.

FEROZ, E. H.
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FERRARA, COSMO.

FERRATT, THOMAS W.

FERRELL, JOHN F.

FERRELL, O. C.


FERRETS, TONY.

How to avoid having to deal with your best friend’s widow’s second husband’s lawyer. (Business) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, April 1989, p. 29-30.

Japan’s consumption tax: the story so far. (Business) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Aug. 1989, p. 24-5.


Raids are over but the memory lingers on. (Business) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, July 1989, p. 26-9.


Two Melbourne Cup specials. (Business) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Nov. 1989, p. 36-7.

FERRIS, CHARLES J.
Billions in unclaimed funds sit in state treasuries — this is how to retrieve what’s there for you. (Family finance) Money, v. 18, Feb. 1989, p. 133-4.

FERRIS, FRANK D.
Is the Senior Executive Service viable? Public personnel management, v. 18, Fall 1989, p. 355-73.

FERRIS, JOHN W.

FERRIS, KENNETH R.


FERRIS, PETER.
Brand value: the Australian perspective, by Peter Ferris and Jeffrey Hall. (Business) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, June 1989, p. 36-8.
FERRIS, ROBERT D.

FERRIS, STEPHEN P.

FERSON, WAYNE E.

FERST, JOSEPH L.

FERTAKIS, JOHN P.

FERTUCK, LEN.

FESLER, ROBERT D.
Burckel, Daryl V. Avoiding the hobby loss limitation in farming and ranching activities, by Daryl V. Burckel and Robert D. Fesler. (Tax tip) Practical accountant, v. 22, March 1989, p. 70-2, 75.

FESS, PHILIP E.

FESTERVAND, TROY A.

FETTER, CHRISTINE.

FETTER, STEVEN A.

FETTERS, MICHAEL L.

FETZER, CHARLES.


FIALA, MARIE L.

FIBER OPTICS

FIDDMAN, ROBERT A.

FIDELITY BONDS
See Insurance, Surety and fidelity

FIDUCIARIES
See Executors and trustees
Trust companies and departments

FIDUCIARIES are not required to tender plan shares. (Recent developments) Financial planning journal, v. 5, March 7, 1989, p. 100.

FIDUCIARY ACCOUNTING
See Bankruptcy
Estates
Executors and trustees
Liquidations and receiverships
Trust companies and departments
Trusts
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FLEDER, ROBERT.

FILAGGI, JIM.


FILING extension was invalid due to poor estimates. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 22, Sept. 1989, p. 8, 10.

FILLEY, ALAN C.

FILMED entertainment industry.
Moore, Schuyler M. Filmed entertainment industry. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCH tax transactions library) [250 Mov]

FILMS
See also Moving picture industry Visual aids


FINAL dates for TAMRA elections specified. 'Taxation for accountants,' v. 43, Nov. 1989, p. 310.


FINAL report on continuing education recognition.

FINAL report on qualification standards.

FINAL Sec. 355 regulations.

FINANCE
See also Accounts receivable - Financing Credit Factoring Finance companies Loan companies Loans
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**Data processing**


**Developing countries**


France


**Great Britain**


**International**


International Monetary Fund. Role and function of the International Monetary Fund. Washington, 1985. 99 p. [713 I]


**Korea (Republic)**


**FINANCE act 1989, chapter 26.**


**FINANCE act of 1989: a commentary.**


**FINANCE ACTS (GREAT BRITAIN)**

See Taxation, Great Britain

**FINANCE bill 1989: a summary.**


**FINANCE COMPANIES**

See also Factoring

Loans

Finance


**Statistics**


**FINANCE COMPANIES, CAPTIVE**


**FINANCE readings for consumer goods co-ops: a bibliography.**


**FINANCE SUBSIDIARIES**


**Reports and statements**

FINANCE SUBSIDIARIES—Reports and statements—(Continued)


FINANCIAL accounting.


FINANCIAL accounting and reporting by providers of prepaid health care services.


FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING FOUNDATION.


FAF trustees tentatively approve to compromise on boards' jurisdiction. Status report (FASB), no. 204, Aug. 7, 1989, p. 1, 3. [*106.3 F]


Reports are published on five-year reviews of FASB and GASB; comments are solicited. Status report (FASB), no. 199, March 6, 1989, p. 1, 3-4. [*106.3 F]
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FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS ADVISORY COUNCIL.


FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD.


Accounting for contributed services: survey of preparers and users of financial statements of not-for-profit organizations, by Jane B. Adams, Ronald J. Bossio and Paul Rohan. Wall, Conn., c1989. 55 p. (Special report) [*111.1 F]


Accounting standards: current text...as of June 1, 1989. Norwalk, Conn., c1989. 2 v. (Contents: v. 1: General standards. v. 2: Industry standards.) [*111.1 F]


FASB proposed technical bulletin no. 84-e: Accounting for the joint costs of direct mailings containing both a fund-raising appeal and a program message. Norwalk, Conn., 1985. 406 p. (Public record) [*111.1 F]


FASB technical bulletin no. 87-2: computation of a loss on an abandonment. Norwalk, Conn., 1989. 132 p. (Public record) [*111.1 F]

FASB technical bulletin no. 88-1: issues relating to accounting for leases. Norwalk, Conn., 1989. 255 p. (Public record) [*111.1 F]

FASB technical bulletin no. 88-2: definition of a right of setoff. Norwalk, Conn., 1989. 137 p. (Public record) [*111.1 F]


Guide to implementation of Statement 96 on accounting for income taxes: questions and answers, by E. Raymond Simpson and others. Norwalk, Conn., c1989. 147 p. (Special report) [*111.1 F]


Miller, Paul B. W. FASB: the people, the process, and the politics, by Paul B.W. Miller and Rodney J. Redding. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1988. 160 p. [*106.3 F]


Patten, Dennis M. Battle of the boards: identifying the political nature of the standard-setting controversies. Government accountants journal, v. 38, Fall 1989, p. 3-6.


Reports are published on five-year reviews of FASB and GASB; comments are solicited. Status report (FASB), no. 199, March 6, 1989, p. 1, 34. (*106.3 F)


Wendell, Paul J. FASB puts most issues on hold until PBOC is resolved. SEC accounting report, v. 15, June 1989, p. 3-5.


Emerging Issues Task Force.
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(Continued)


FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD EXPOSURE DRAFTS


Althoff, John M. FASB may require employers to establish accounting procedures for reporting postretirement benefits other than pensions. (Accounting & auditing alerts) Aister (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, April 30, 1989, p. 2, 5.


Ernst & Whinney. Employers' accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions. n.p., 1989. 20 p. (Ernst & Whinney's perspective) [*111.1 E]


FASB release exposure draft on accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions. Retail control, v. 57, May/June 1989, p. 18-22. (Reprinted from the Martin E. Segal bulletin.)


FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD INTERPRETATIONS

Interpretation 14


FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD STATEMENTS
See also Statements of financial accounting concepts
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Statement 2


Statement 4

Statement 5


Statement 6

Statement 8


Hall, Thomas W. Translated financial statements can be meaningful, by Thomas W. Hall and H. Jim Snvely. (In Global accounting perspectives. Cincinnati, c1989, p. 58-73.) [*111.1 T]


Statement 12


Statement 13


Statement 14


FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD
STATEMENTS—Statement 14-(Continued)


Statement 15


Statement 17

Statement 19


Statement 28

Statement 33


Lobo, Gerald J. Incremental information in SFAS no. 33 income disclosures over historical cost income and its cash and accrual components, by Gerald J. Lobo and In-Man Song. (Notes) Accounting review, v. 64, April 1989, p. 329-43.


Statement 34


Statement 35

Hunt, Hal J. Employee benefit plan reporting, audit requirements are detailed, complex. (Accounting & auditing alerts) JCPA (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Nov. 30, 1989, p. 1.


Statement 50
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Statement 57


Statement 60


Statement 65


Statement 66


Statement 69


FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD STATEMENTS—Statement 77

Statement 70


Statement 71


Statement 72


Statement 76


Statement 77


Statement 78

Statement 80
Arthur Andersen & Co. Accounting for interest rate futures: an explanation of FASB statement no. 80. Chicago, c1985, 23 p. [*111.1 A]


Statement 81


Statement 86
Coopers & Lybrand. Accounting for software development costs: an implementation guide. New York, c1986, 28 p. [*111.1 C]


Trombley, Mark A. Accounting method choice in the software industry: characteristics of firms electing early adoption of SFAS no. 86. (Notes) Accounting review, v. 64, July 1989, p. 529-38.

Statement 87


Arthur Young. Employers' accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions. n.p., 1989. 10 p. [*111.1 A]


Ernst & Whinney. Employers' accounting for postretirement benefits other than pensions. n.p., c1989. 20 p. (Ernst & Whinney's perspective) [*111.1 E]

Ernst & Whinney. Employers' accounting for settlements and curtailments of defined benefit pension plans and for termination benefits: understanding and applying FASB statement no. 88. n.p., 1988. 69 p. (Financial reporting developments) [*111.1 E]


Coopers & Lybrand. Accounting for fees and costs of loans and leases; evaluating and implementing FASB statement 91. New York, 1987. 53 p. [*111.1 C]


*What's new in 1988 financial statements, by Lee J. Seidler and others. Accounting issues (Bear Starns), March 1, 1989, p. 3-6. (Reprint file, *A)

Statement 93


Patten, Dennis M. Battle of the boards: identifying the political nature of the standard-setting controversies. Government accountants journal, v. 38, Fall 1989, p. 3-6.
Statement 94
Ernst & Whinney. Consolidation of all majority-owned subsidiaries: understanding and implementing FASB statement no. 94. n.p., c1988. 33 p. [*111.1 E]
What's new in 1988 financial statements, by Lee J. Seidler and others. Accounting issues (Bear Stearns), March 1, 1989, p. 3-6. (Reprint file, *A)

Statement 95
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What's new in 1988 financial statements, by Lee J. Seidler and others. *Accounting issues* (Bear Stearns), March 1, 1989, p. 3-6. (Reprint file, [*A*])


Arthur Young. FASB statement on accounting for income taxes: management implementation choices and opportunities. New York, c1988. 24 p. [*111.1 A]

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD STATEMENTS—Statement 96


Ernst & Whinney. Accounting for income taxes: FASB statement no. 96 – a brief guide, m.p., c1986. 41 p. (Financial reporting developments) [*111.1 E]


FASB will delay application date of Statement 96 on income taxes. *Status report* (FASB), no. 204, Aug. 7, 1989, p. 1. [*106.3 F]


FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD
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Price Waterhouse. FAS 96 early adoptions: disclosure examples. n.p., c1988. 22 p. [*111.1 F]


Standards Board defers effective date of income tax statement for two years. Status report (FASB), no. 207, Dec. 27, 1989, p. 1. [*106.3 F]


Wilson, Arlette C. Accounting for income taxes: basic calculations before and after FASB no. 96, by Arlette Wilson and Dennis Hudson. Practical accountant, v. 22, Nov. 1989, p. 56-74, passim.


Statement 97
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Statement 98

Statement 99

Statement 100

Statement 101

Statement 102
Highlights of recent pronouncements. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, Nov. 1989, p. 3-4.

Statement 103
Standards Board defers effective date of income tax statement for two years. Status report (FASB), no. 207, Dec. 27, 1989, p. 1. [*106.3 F]

Statement 104

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD TECHNICAL BULLETINS


Financial Accounting Standards Board. FASB proposed technical bulletin no. 84-e: Accounting for the joint costs of direct mailings containing both a fund-raising appeal and a program message. Norwalk, Conn., 1985. 406 p. (Public record) [*111.1 F]
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FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD
TECHNICAL BULLETINS—Bulletin 79-3

Bulletin 79-3

Bulletin 85-3

Bulletin 87-2

Bulletin 88-1

Bulletin 88-2

FINANCIAL accounting standards: explanation and analysis.

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING V. TAX ACCOUNTING
See Tax accounting v. business accounting


FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
See also Statements, Financial – Analysis

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1989


Data processing
Management by numbers. Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Nov. 1989, p. 20, 22.

FINANCIAL ANALYSTS
See also Chartered financial analysts
Security analysts

Data processing

FINANCIAL ANALYSTS FEDERATION.


FINANCIAL and estate planning resource guide.
Rook, Lance W. Financial and estate planning resource guide. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 3 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Per 2]

FINANCIAL EXECUTIVES
See also Accountants
Controllers
Corporations – Officers
Treasurers
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Canada


Data processing


Duties and responsibilities


International


Statistics


FINANCIAL EXECUTIVES RESEARCH FOUNDATION.


Surveys


FINANCIAL EXECUTIVES INSTITUTE.


Committee on Taxation.


FINANCIAL EXECUTIVES RESEARCH FOUNDATION.


FINANCIAL EXECUTIVE RESEARCH
FOUNDATION—(Continued)


FINANCIAL FORECASTING AND PLANNING: A GUIDE FOR ACCOUNTING, MARKETING, AND PLANNING MANAGERS


FINANCIAL FUTURES
See also CURRENCY FUTURES

Interest rate futures

Stock index futures
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Ireland


Law and regulation

Great Britain


 Pricing


South Africa


FINANCIAL FUTURES AND OPTIONS: A GUIDE TO MARKETS, APPLICATIONS, AND STRATEGIES


FINANCIAL GUARANTEE COMPANIES

Satz, Michael E. Worry-free financial guarantee. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Dec. 1989, p. 66, 68, 70.

FINANCIAL GUARANTEES


Satz, Michael E. Worry-free financial guarantee. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Dec. 1989, p. 66, 68, 70.


FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Restructuring: the impact on housing—papers and proceedings.


FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

See also Banks and banking

Insurance companies
Investment companies
Savings and loan associations
Trust companies and departments
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FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS—Law and regulation

Canada


Data processing

Deposits

Europe

European Communities

Financial management

Austria

Great Britain

Internal auditing

International


Japan

Law and regulation

(Annual survey of consumer financial services law)


Canada


Data processing

Deposits

Europe

European Communities

Financial management

Austria

Great Britain

Internal auditing

International


Japan

Law and regulation

(Annual survey of consumer financial services law)
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FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS—Law and regulation—
(Continued)

Bush, Vanessa. Business reviews a new script, by Vanessa
Bush and Katherine Morrall. Savings institutions, v. 110, 

Cooper, Leon L. Deregulation and financial services:
1990 and beyond. n.p., c1989. 19 p. [ *608.2 C]

119, June 5, 1989, p. 181, 184, 188, 192, 194-5.

Edwards, Tony M. FIRREA restricts tax benefits for acquisi-
tions of troubled financial institutions, by Tony M. 
Edwards and Stephen L. Feldman. (Tax department)
Journal of bank accounting and auditing, v. 3, Fall 1989, 
p. 42-5, 64.

Ernst & Whinney. Current issues in the financial services 
reporting, regulatory, and taxes – Oct. 1988.) [ *601 E]

Ernst & Young. Current issues in the financial services indu-

Jacobe, Dennis. Confusion surrounds FIRREA’s price tags 
for case resolution. (Money market) Savings institutions, 

Jacobe, Dennis. How will the RTC work? (Money market) 

Key provisions of the Financial institutions reform, recovery 
and enforcement act of 1989. Savings institutions, v. 110, 

Nowesnick, Mary. Closer look reveals new realities. Savings 

Price, Joan. FIRREA rewrites management’s agenda. Savings 

Schindler, Martha. Experts tally FIRREA’s pros and cons. 

United States. House of Representatives. Committee on 
Energy and Commerce. Subcommittee on Commerce, 
Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness. Deregulation 
of financial services: hearing... One hundred Congress, 
of the Committee on Energy and Commerce.) [ *608.2 U]

University of Southern California. School of Accounting, 
SEC and Financial Reporting Institute. Proceedings of the 
roundtable discussion on generally accepted accounting 
principles and regulatory accounting practices, October 8, 
(Partial contents:—exhibit 1: Federal agency accounting and 
auditing requirements affecting private sector companies as 
of Sept. 30, 1985. —exhibit 3: Summary of differences in 
generally accepted accounting principles and regulatory 
accounting practices as of Oct. 1986.) [ *118 U]

Canada
Commission to Study the Public’s Expectations of Audits. 
Report... June 1988. Toronto, Canadian Institute of Char-
tered Accountants, c1988. 167 p. [ *177 C]

Handfield-Jones, Stephen. Harmonization of financial regu-
lation in Canada. Ottawa, Conference Board of Canada, 
Board of Canada report from the Financial Services Research Program.) [ *692 H]

European Communities
Spicer Centre for Europe. Nineteen ninety-two and the 
financial services industry. New York, n.d. 30 p., plus 
appendices. (A report produced for the annual conference 
of the Financial Services Industry Partners of Spicer & 
Oppenheim International.) [ *608.1 E]

Great Britain
Branton, Noel. Management problems in the City. 

Japan
Viner, Aron. Inside Japanese financial markets. Homewood, 
Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin, c1988. 364 p. [ *692 V]
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Liability
Fischel, Daniel R. Economics of lender liability. Yale law 

Frankhauser, Mahlon M. Up-to-date review of judicial, legis-
latively, and regulatory developments in arbitration with 
financial institutions, by Mahlon M. Frankhauser and 
Linda M. Gardner. Washington and Lee law review, v. 46, 
Summer 1989, p. 583-625. (Annual review of securities 
and commodities law)

Special project: lender liability, by Frances E. Freund and 

Management
Brantley, R. Lamar. Quality assessment calls for scrutiny 
of service products. (Retail funds) Savings institutions, 
v. 110, March 1989, p. 80-1.

Branton, Noel. Management problems in the City. 

Marketing
Marketing financial products and services: a handbook of 
consumer and institutional marketing strategies and criti-
Co., c1988. 338 p. [ *600 M]

Reports and statements
Ernst & Young. Current issues in the financial services 
reporting, regulatory, and taxes – Oct. 1988.) [ *601 E]

Ernst & Whinney. Statement of cash flows: understanding 
and implementing FASB statement no. 95. Cleveland, 
[ *111.1 E]

Ernst & Young. Current issues in the financial services indu-

Paris, David B. Financial reporting implications of troubled 

Potts, Gregory L. Overview of the new interpretative guide-
dance on MD&A. (SEC requirements) Bank accounting & finance, 
v. 3, Fall 1989, p. 43-6.

University of Southern California. School of Accounting, 
SEC and Financial Reporting Institute. Proceedings of the 
roundtable discussion on generally accepted accounting 
principles and regulatory accounting practices, October 8, 
(Partial contents:—exhibit 1: Federal agency accounting and 
auditing requirements affecting private sector companies as 
of Sept. 30, 1985. —exhibit 3: Summary of differences in 
generally accepted accounting principles and regulatory 
accounting practices as of Oct. 1986.) [ *118 U]

Weissman, Michael L. Privity issue: when can a lender rely 
on an audited financial statement? Journal of commercial 

Services
Abbott, Barry A. Financial institutions and insurance: major 
developments in 1988, by Barry A. Abbott and Helen W. 
(Annual survey of consumer financial services law)

Brantley, R. Lamar. Quality assessment calls for scrutiny of 
service products. (Retail funds) Savings institutions, 
v. 110, March 1989, p. 80-1.

United States. House of Representatives. Committee on 
Energy and Commerce. Subcommittee on Commerce, 
Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness. Deregulation 
of financial services: hearing... One hundred Congress, 
of the Committee on Energy and Commerce.) [ *608.2 U]

Social responsibility
Snoy, Bernard. Ethical issues in international lending. 
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS


FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

See also Debt instruments

Negotiable instruments


FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS-(Continued)


Accounting


FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of April 1, 1989. Status report (FASB), no. 200, April 1989, entire issue, 9 p. [*106.3 F]

FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of January 1, 1989. Status report (FASB), no. 198, Jan. 9, 1989, entire issue, 9 p. [*106.3 F]

FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of October 4, 1989. Status report (FASB), no. 205, Oct. 11, 1989, entire issue, 10 p. [*106.3 F]

FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of July 1, 1989. Status report (FASB), no. 203, July 14, 1989, entire issue, 9 p. [*106.3 F]


Revised proposal on disclosures about financial instruments issued by FASB. Status report (FASB), no. 204, Aug. 7, 1989, p. 1, 5. [*106.3 F]


Great Britain
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Reports and statements


FASB’s issue final statement on financial instrument disclosures. Status report (FASB), no. 206, Nov. 27, 1989, p. 1, 3. [*106.3 F]

FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of January 1, 1989. Status report (FASB), no. 198, Jan. 9, 1989, entire issue, 9 p. [*106.3 F]

FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of July 1, 1989. Status report (FASB), no. 203, July 14, 1989, entire issue, 9 p. [*106.3 F]

FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of October 4, 1989. Status report (FASB), no. 205, Oct. 11, 1989, entire issue, 10 p. [*106.3 F]


Revised proposal on disclosures about financial instruments issued by FASB. Status report (FASB), no. 204, Aug. 7, 1989, p. 1, 5. [*106.3 F]


Valuation


FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT


ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1989


Higgins, Robert C. Analysis for financial management. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin, c1989. 337 p. [224 H]


Canada


Data processing


FINANCIAL markets: information on computer data used for stock market crash studies.

Slaab, Thomas C. Software quality and financial management. Accounting controller, v. 34, Fall 1989, p. 21-5.


Developing countries

Heron, A. World Bank’s role in financial management and accounting development in developing countries. n.p., n.d. 7 p. [*117 D]

Europe


European Economic Community


Great Britain


India


International


FINANCIAL management and accounting for the construction industry.


FINANCIAL management for health care administrators.


FINANCIAL management in co-operative enterprises.


FINANCIAL management’s role in the information technology age.


FINANCIAL market regulatory reform.


FINANCIAL markets: information on computer data used for stock market crash studies.
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FINANCIAL MODELS

See also Accounting models

Decision models

Investment models

Mathematical models

Stochastic models
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FINANCIAL OFFICERS

See Financial executives

FINANCIAL PLANNERS

See also Investment advisers


Solving successfully as a financial planner. Planner (AICPA), v. 3, Feb./March 1989, p. 3. [*106.1 A]

Webster, Wade J. Time to change your marketing strategy. (Financial planning ideas) Stanger register, v. 8, Jan. 1989, p. 44-5, 47.

Advertising


Canada


Clients

Elefant, Marcia S. When your financial planning client is a widow. Journal of financial planning, v. 2, July 1989, p. 120-3.
Hill, Frank T. Handshake isn’t enough. (World of financial planning) Best’s review (Life/health), v. 90, Aug. 1989, p. 36, 38-9, 40, 42.
Pincus, Carol R. Why financial planners don’t want you for a client. Medical economist, v. 66, April 17, 1989, p. 84-8.
Roszkowski, Michael J. How much risk can a client stand? By Michael J. Roszkowski and Glenn E. Snelbecker. (World of financial planning) Best’s review (Life/health), v. 90, Aug. 1989, p. 44-6, 118-19.
Webster, Wade J. How to cope with the current profit squeeze. Personal financial planning, v. 1, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 4-6.

Data processing

Duties and responsibilities
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American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong. Doing business in today's Hong Kong. Hong Kong, Oxford University Press, 1988. 287 p [*759.1 H]*


**FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN INDIA**


**FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN INDONESIA**


**FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN IRELAND**


**FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN ITALY**


**FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN JAPAN**


**FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN LATIN AMERICA**


FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN MALTA

FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN MEXICO

FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN NAMIBIA

FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN NORWAY

FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN SAUDI ARABIA

FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN SINGAPORE

FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA

FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN SPAIN

FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN SWITZERLAND

FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
Coopers & Lybrand. Road map to the new Europe. n.p., c1989, folder (5 p.) [*250 Acc]*
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FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY

FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN THE NETHERLANDS

FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN THE PHILIPPINES

FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES


FOREIGN OPERATIONS IN URUGUAY


FOREIGN RESIDENTS

See also Taxation, United States — Foreign residents


FOREIGN SALES CORPORATIONS

See also Taxation, United States — Foreign sales corporations


Reports and statements


FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES

See Holding companies and subsidiaries, Foreign subsidiaries

Taxation, United States — Foreign subsidiaries


FOREIGN TAX HAVENS

See Tax avoidance

Taxation, Developing countries

FOREIGN TRADE

See also Branches, Foreign Corporations, Foreign Export and import trade Foreign operations Holding companies and subsidiaries, Foreign subsidiaries


FOREIGN TRADE—(Continued)


Wisconsin. Dept. of Development. Bureau of International Development offers valuable resources for Wisconsin businesses. (Guest column) Wisconsin CPA, no. 155, Fall 1989, p. 16-17.


Accounting


Japan


Law and regulation


Statistics


FOREIGN TRADE ZONES


FOREIGN WEALTH DEPRIVATIONS

See Expropriations

FOREMAN, TONY.


FOREMEN

See Supervisors

FORENINGEN AUKTORISERADE REVISORER FAR


Key to understanding Swedish financial statements, 1989, produced by Foreningen Auktoriserade Revisorer FAR and Affarsvariden. Stockholm, Foreningen Auktoriserade Revisorer FAR; Affarsvariden, 1989. 8 p. [*117 S]


FORENSIC ACCOUNTING

See also Accountants—As expert witnesses

Litigation support services

Post, Linda Currey. Litigation support: certified public accountants take their accounting expertise to the stands. Outlook (California Society of CPAs), v. 57, Spring 1989, p. 24-5, 27.


FOREST industries sector: an operational strategy for developing countries.


FOREST products industry survey.


FORESTER, DOUGLAS E.


FORESTS AND FORESTRY

See also Lumber industry

Timberlands

Trees

Dane, Charles W. Gainsharing plans for mill operations in the forest products industry, by Charles W. Dane. William L. Hebert and K. Stanley Martin, Corvallis, Or., Oregon State University, College of Business and the College of Forestry, 1989. 12 p. (Studies in management and accounting for the forest products industry, monograph 32, Oct. 1989) [*206.4 D]


Canada
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FORMS

Data processing

Statistics
Canada

FORGACH, PETER.
Taxation of dividends paid by regulated investment companies. (State and local taxation) CPA journal, v. 59, Jan., 1989, p. 79-80.

FORGERY
See also Accountants - Liability
Commercial crime
Counterfeiting
Defalcations
Fraud


FORGIONE, DANA.

FORKER, JOHN J.

FORM 8-K (SEC)

FORM 10-K (SEC)


FORM 10-Q (SEC)


FORM 872 does not revoke outstanding Form 872-A. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, Jan./Feb. 1989, cover 3.

FORM 911 - application for taxpayer's assistance order. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, April 1989, p. 54, 56.


FORM V. SUBSTANCE
See Substance v. form

FORMAN, JOSEPH R.

FORMAN, STEVEN D.

FORMISANO, ROGER A.

FORMS
See also Accountants' office - Forms
Business - Form of organization
Corporations - Forms
Tax returns
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Drafting the durable power of attorney: a systems approach, by Francis J. Collin and others. 2nd ed. Colorado Springs, Colo., Shepard's/McGraw-Hill, 1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [241 D]


Gutman, Harry L. Homes and taxes. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCH tax transactions library) [250 Rea]


Shenson, Howard L. Complete guide to consulting success. Wilmington, Del., Enterprise Pub., c1987. 1 v. (various pagings) [200.81 S]


FORMS of doing business.


FORMULA for success: a core concept of management.


FORMULAS

See also Tax formulas


FOROUGHI, TAHRIRI.


FORREST, ROBERT A.


FORRESTER, WILLIAM R.


FORROW, BRIAN D.


FORRY, JOHN I.


FORSTER, GORDON.

FORSYTHE, ROBERT.

FORTE, DEBRA B.

FORTE, JOSEPH PHILIP.

FORTE, ROBIN A.

FORTENBACH, ERIC J.

FORTIER, ALBERT M.

FORTIN, ANNE.

FORTIN, KAREN A.

FORTIN, RICHARD D.

FORTAN

FORTSCH, ZACHARY A.
Weinstein, Perry L. Applying the requirements of the Section 704(b) regulations to special allocations, by Perry L. Weinstein and Zachary A. Fortsch. Journal of partnership taxation, v. 6, Fall 1989, p. 228-46.


FORTUNE (MAGAZINE).
International 500: the biggest industrial corporations outside the U.S. Fortune, v. 120, July 31, 1989, p. 290-318, passim.
One hundred biggest banks outside the U.S. Fortune, v. 120, July 31, 1989, p. 320-4.
Pacl Ram 150. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 125-6, 128, 130, 132.

FORWARD CONTRACTS

Accounting

Pricing

FORWARD EXCHANGE
FORWARD EXCHANGE-(Continued)
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FOSBERG, RICHARD H.


FOSBRE, ANNE B.

It's time to change public opinion about corporate profits – one way is to make use of profit sharing plans to link pay to profit. *Mid-Atlantic journal of business*, v. 25, April 1989, p. 51-65.

FOSTER, ANN C.


FOSTER, DENNIS L.


FOSTER, F. DOUGLAS.


FOSTER, THEA.


Calculated move. (Practice) *Chartered accountant* (Australia), v. 60, April 1989, p. 45.


FOTI, VINCENT J.


FOULKS, STEVEN M.


FOUNDATION FOR FINANCIAL PLANNING.

Consumer guide to financial independence. Atlanta, Ga., c1986. 12 p. [*250 Per]

FOUNDATIONS

See also Non-profit organizations
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Taxation

See Taxation, United States – Foundations

FOUNDATIONS of business systems, by Per O. Flaat en and others. Chicago, Dryden Press, c1989. 755 p. [201.8 F]

FOUNDRIES

Cost accounting


FOUNTAIN, JAMES R.


FOUR-O-ONE(K) distributions, etc., discussed by IRS. *Estate planning*, v. 16, May/June 1989, p. 152-3.

FOUR-O-ONE(K) distributions, etc., discussed by IRS. *Taxation for accountants*, v. 42, Feb. 1989, p. 82.

FOUR-O-ONE(K) distributions, etc., discussed by IRS. *Taxation for lawyers*, v. 17, March/April 1989, p. 278-9.


FOUST, DEAN. Dunkin, Amy. Little prices are looking good to big retailers, by Amy Dueoen, David Woodruff and Dean Foust. Business week, July 3, 1989, p. 42, 44.


Obstacles on the road to tax-free spin-offs come into clearer focus after recent regs., by Gregory M. Fowler and Tri-sanne F. Rosenberg. Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Nov. 1989, p. 319-23.


Creating a profitable PFP practice from the season. Planner (AICPA), v. 4, Oct./Nov. 1989, p. 3. [*106.1 A]

Guidelines for adding personal financial planning to your practice, part 2. Practical accountant, v. 22, July 1989, p. 46-52. (Special two-part series on financial planning.)
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Cour des Comptes.

FRANCE'S Caise des Depots expands consultancy work. (France) Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 8, July 1989, p. 9, 15.

FRANCHI, MADELINE.


FRANCHISE DEALERS
See Franchising

FRANCHISE selection: separating fact from fiction.

FRANCHISE TAXES
See Taxation, United States – Franchise taxes

FRANCHISES
See Franchising

FRANCHISING
See also Fast food restaurants
Taxation, United States – Franchising
Alberty, Steven C. Advising small businesses. Deerfield, Ill., Callaghan, c1989. 3 v. (loose-leaf) [209.5 A]
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Australia
FRANCIS, W. John. Franchising in Australia – the accounting implications. North Ryde, N.S.W., CCH Australia, c1988. 88 p. (Published in association with the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia by CCH Australia Limited.) [250 Fra]

Canada

Great Britain

Australia

Canada

Financial management

International

Law and regulation

Australia

Management

Marketing

Statistics

FRANCHISING: a planning and sales compliance guide.

FRANCHISING in Australia – the accounting implications.

FRANCHISING: the inside story.

FRANCIS, BOB.

FRANCIS, JERE R.
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FRANCIS, ROBERT.

FRANCIS, TED.

FRANCIS, WILLIAM H.
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FRANCO, ROBERT S.

FRANK, ALAN L.

FRANK, ANTHONY M.

FRANK, BARRY H.

FRANK, BRITT W.

FRANK, GARY B.

FRANK, ISAIAH.

FRANK, JONATHAN.

FRANKEL, MARK S.

FRANKEL, MICHAEL G.

FRANKEL, MICHAEL J.
Temporary consolidated return regulations affect basis and E&P when common parent changes but consolidated group remains in existence – election on return including Sept. 7, 1988 may be important, by Michael J. Frankel and Rick J. Taylor. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 20, June 1989, p. 400-3.

FRANKFORD, DAVID M.

FRANKFURTER, GEORGE M.

FRANKHAUSER, MAHLON M.

FRANKLIN, BARBARA HACKMAN.
FRANKS, JULIAN R.

FRANTZBER, RICHARD B.

FRANZ, CHARLES R.

FRANZ, LORI S.

FRANZETTI, GROWING WHAT

FRASCA, ROBERT B.
Lending to the commercial finance industry: the role of a large commercial bank. (In Lending to different industries, vol. 1, Philadelphia, c1989, p. 68-77.) [670 L]

FRASER, BRYNA SHORE.

FRASER, CHRISS.

FRASER, IAN A. M.

FRASER, JILL ANDREWSKY.

FRASER, PETER.

FRASER, ROBERT.

FRASER, RONALD.

FRASER, WILLIAM M.


Keller, Jeffrey T. Violating Medicare rules could be costly. Optometric management, Sept. 1989, p. 56, 58, 60.
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Developing countries


European Economic Community


Great Britain


Netherlands
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FRAUD penalty supported by evidence and fact that taxpayer had knowledge of tax law. (Tax update) *Tax management financial planning journal*, v. 5, July 25, 1989, p. 325.


Frazier, Gary L.


FREDERICK, Donald A.


FREDERICKSON, James R.


FREDRIKSEN, Christian.

Million dollar marketing. (Practice) *Accountancy* (Eng.), v. 103, June 1989, p. 100, 102.


FREDMAN, Albert J.


FREDRICK, Scott E.


FREE, John.


Training made easy. (Computers) *Accountancy Ireland*, v. 21, July 1989, p. 31-2.

FREE, Kathleen.
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FREE, SYDNEY.
Required use of push-down accounting for Texas franchise tax purposes effective for reports due on or after 1/1/88. (State and local taxation) CPA journal, v. 59, Feb. 1989, p. 66.


FREE money for small businesses and entrepreneurs.

FREE trade agreement results in new business opportunities.
(News and views) CPA journal, v. 59, July 1989, p. 6. (Reprint from The business advisor (KPMG Peat Marwick), April 1989.)

FREE-TRADE AGREEMENTS
See Trade agreements


FREED, BRUCE F.

FREEDLAND, MARVIN A.
Profit sharing plans as substitutes for health and accident plans. Tax management compensation planning journal, v. 17, April 7, 1989, p. 75-7.

FREEDMAN, ALLEN R.

FREEDMAN, J.

FREEDMAN, JEFFREY C.

FREEDMAN, MARIAN.

FREEDMAN, ROBERT J.

FREEDMAN, STUART I.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
See also Taxation. United States - Freedom of information act

FREEDOM OF SPEECH

FREEMAN, GARY.

FREEMAN, LOUIS S.

FREEMAN, R. EDWARD.

FREEMAN, ROBERT J.

FREER, KENNETH O.
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FREEZE, TIM H.


FREIER, ELLIOT G.


FREIGHT CHARGES


FREILICH, HAROLD I.


FRENCH, KENNETH R.


FRENCH, RIC.


FRENCH, W. BARKER.


FRENCH-AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN THE UNITED STATES.


FRENCH-ENGLISH bilingual guide to business and professional correspondence.


FRENCH ENTERPRISE in the United States.


FREICHIS, HERB.


FRESEN, EDGAR A.


FRESHWATER, DAVID.


FREUD, ROBERT S.

Pension plan with a difference. (World of financial planning) Best’s review (Life/health), v. 90, Sept. 1989, p. 76, 80, 80.

FREUND, FRANCES E.


FREUND, WILLIAM C.


FREUND, YORK P.


FREUNDT, JAMES.


FRICKER, MARY.


FRICKER, RICHARD L.


FRIED, CARLA A.


FRIED, DOV.

Impairments and writeoffs of long-lived assets, by Dov Fried, Michael Schiff and Ashwin Paul C. Sondhi. Montvale, N.J., National Association of Accountants, c1989. 112 p. (A research project sponsored by the National Association of Accountants.) [*143 F]


FRIED, J. MICHAEL.


FRIEDBERG, ALAN H.


FREEZE, TIM H.
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FRIEDMAN, ALAN D. No magic formulas. Best's review (Life/health), v. 89, March 1989, p. 62, 64.


Conference Board. Pay equity, a symposium on the issues..., edited by Dana E. Friedman. New York, c1988. 34 p. [Research bulletin, no. 219] [208 F]
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FRIEL, MICHAEL K.


FRIERSON, JAMES G.


FRIEZER, MARK.


FRIGO, MARK L.


FRIIS, M. WILLIAM.


FRINGE benefit rules after Section 89 repeal.

FRINGE BENEFITS
See also Accountants’ office – Fringe benefits
Pensions
Profit sharing
Stock option plans
Stock purchase plans
Clark, Graeme S. Oh sweet temptation. CA magazine (Can.), Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 43-6.

Costs

Taxation
See Taxation, United States – Fringe benefits


FRISCH, DANIEL J.


FRISCH, DAVID.

FRISCHMANN, PETER J.

FRITCH, BRUCE E.

FRITZ, DAN.

FRITZ, NORMA R.

FRITZSCHE, DAVID J.

FROMSON, BRETT DUVALL.

FROST, KENNETH A.

FROST, CAROL A.

FROST, FREDERICK A.

FROST, Halsey R.

FROHLING, ROSEMARY T.

FROHLING, JULIAN L.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CANNING
See Canning and preserving

FRY, ELAINE HOBBS.

FRY, LORRIE J.

FRY, NICHOLAS E.

FRY, RICHARD.

FRYXELL, GERALD E.


FU, XIAOSHUANG.

FUCHS, ANITA M.
Ensuring that the corporation is respected as an agent: Supreme Court sheds some light, by Anita M. Fuchs and Robert M. Kozub. (Closed-held C corporations) Journal of taxation of S corporations, v. 1, Fall 1988, p. 80-4.

FUCHS, DIANE J.

FUCHSTEINER, PETER.

FUGLISTER, JAYNE.
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FUND-RAISING ORGANIZATIONS

See Non-profit organizations, Fund-raising organizations


FUNDERBURK, DALE R.


Funds

See also Reserves

Statements, Financial – Funds

Accounting


Hay, Leon E. Essentials of accounting for governmental and not-for-profit organizations, by Leon E. Hay and John H. Enstrom. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, c1990. 349 p. [311 H]
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Internal service

See Internal service funds
Mutual


How to make a living with conservative investments. *Stanger register*, v. 8, April 1989, p. 33, 35-6, 39.

Institute of Financial Education. Annuities, mutual funds and life insurance as investment products. Chicago, c1988. 196 p. [720 Inv]


Laderman, Jeffrey M. How mutual funds have battled back. (Finance) *Business week*, Sept. 18, 1989, p. 100-1.


Pons, Ted. Solid strategy for the brand-new investor. (Getting down to basics) *Medical economics*, v. 66, Nov. 6, 1989, p. 63, 66-7, 70, 72, 74-6.

Rook, Lance W. Financial and estate planning resource guide. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 3 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Per 2]


Canada


Costs


Mutual fund investors complain about surprise exit fees. (Recent developments) *Tax management financial planning journal*, v. 5, April 4, 1989, p. 145.

International


Investments


Law and regulation


Mergers


Pricing


Reports and statements
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Statistics
Laderman, Jeffrey M. How mutual funds have battled back. (Finance) Business week, Sept. 18, 1989, p. 100-1.

Oil drilling

Pension
See Pension funds

Trust

Valuation

Working capital

FUNDS FLOW STATEMENTS
See Statements, Financial - Funds

FUNDS USED DURING CONSTRUCTION
See Interest during construction

FUNERAL director's practice management handbook.

FUNERAL SERVICE
See Undertakers

FUNG, ALBERT.

FUNK, JOHN.

FURASH, EDWARD E.

FURBUSH, DEAN.

FURMAN, STEPHEN H.

FURMAN, THERESA A.
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FURNISS, JERRY.

FURNITURE AND FIXTURES
Valuation

FURNITURE WAREHOUSES
See Warehouses

FURRH, DANIEL L.

FUSTOLO, STEVEN C.
Unicap rules: recent changes you should know about. Practical accountant, v. 22, April 1989, p. 52-9.

FUTURE of international standards in government accounting.


FUTURE SERVICE POTENTIAL VALUE
See Discounted cash flow
Present value

FUTURES
See also Commodity brokers
Commodity exchanges
Currency futures
Energy futures
Financial futures
Grain futures
Hedging
Interest rate futures
Stock index futures
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FUTURES OPTIONS—Valuation


McNamara, Brian M. SEC proposes to expand list of exempted securities for marketing or trading futures contracts, by Brian M. McNamara and Robert A. Barron. (Quarterly survey of SEC rulemaking and major appellate decisions) Securities regulation law journal, v. 16, Winter 1989, p. 433-4.


Taiwan


Pricing


Statistics


FUTURES OPTIONS
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Valuation

FUTURES trading practices act of 1989.

FUTURES trading practices act of 1989.
GAAP

See Accounting – Principles and standards

GAAP (generally accepted accounting principles) vs. TAP (tailored accounting principles) in lending agreements: Canadian evidence.


GAAP practice manual.


GAAR, JAMES R.


GABBERT, THOMAS B.


GABBIN, ALEXANDER L.


GABELLI, MARIO J.
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GAFFNEY, MARY ANNE.
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GAGNE, PIERRE.

GAGNON, LOUIS.


GAIN SHARING
Dane, Charles W. Gainsharing plans for mill operations in the forest products industry, by Charles W. Dane, William L. Hebert and K. Stanley Martin. Corvallis, Or., Oregon State University, College of Business and the College of Forestry, 1989. 12 p. (Studies in management and accounting for the forest products industry, monograph 32, Oct. 1989) [*208.4 D3]

GAINS AND LOSSES
See also Taxation, United States – Gains and losses

GAINSHARING plans for mill operations in the forest products industry.
Dane, Charles W. Gainsharing plans for mill operations in the forest products industry, by Charles W. Dane, William L. Hebert and K. Stanley Martin. Corvallis, Or., Oregon State University, College of Business and the College of Forestry, 1989. 12 p. (Studies in management and accounting for the forest products industry, monograph 32, Oct. 1989) [*208.4 D3]
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GALANT, DEBBIE.

GALARDI, MICHAEL S.

GALLASKIEWICZ, JOSEPH.

GALIANO, DAN.

GALE, ANDREW P.

GALE, BRADLEY T.

GALE, JAN.


GALEN, MICHELE.
Are companies cutting too close to the bone? (Legal affairs) Business week, Oct. 30, 1989, p. 141, 144.
Does the plant-closing law apply to brokerages? By Michele Galen and Jon Friedman. (Finance) Business week, May 22, 1989, p. 146.
Legal battle that could kill off friendly mergers. Business week, July 3, 1989, p. 27.
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GALLAGHER, HILERY JAMES.

GALLAGHER, JAMES R.

GALLAGHER, JOHN.

GALLAGHER, JOHN N.

GALLAGHER, ROBERT J.

GALLAGHER, THOMAS J.
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GALLESE, LIZ ROMAN.

GALLETTA, DENNIS F.

GALLINGER, GEORGE W.

GALLO, GALLO.
GALLO.
GALLUP
GALLOWAY.

Some Special Public Estate

GALLO, FRANK.

GALLO, EILEN F.

GALLO, JON J.


GALLOWAY, DAVID.

GALLOWAY, DUNCAN.

GALLUP ORGANIZATION.

GALLUP study shows conserving cash flow still key reason to lease. Journal of equipment lease financing, v. 7, Summer 1989, p. 6-11.

GALPER, HARVEY.

GALSTON, ARTHUR.

GALUSZKA, PETER.

GALVIN, ROBERT W.

GALVIN, THOMAS M.

GAMBLE, E. JAMES.

GAMBLING
See also Taxation, United States - Gambling

GAMES
See Business games

GAMMIE, MALCOLM.

GANDER, BARRY.

GANDY, LIS A.


ICAEW will consider merger with CIPFA. Accountant (Eng.), no. 5829, Sept. 1989, p. 5-6.


Soviets begin to westernize accounting standards with East-West joint ventures. (Russia) Corporate accounting international (Ireland), Nov. 1989, p. 6-7.


GANGLOFF, JOHN J.

GANGOLLY, JAGDISH.
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GANNON, MARTIN J.


GANS, MITCHELL M.

GANTHER, MICHAEL R.

GANTS, REBECCA.
Partnership that ended peacefully. Veterinary economics, April 1989, p. 80, 82-5.

GANTT, GAMEWELL.

GANTT CHARTS

GAO agrees with OMB’s proposed budget cut for IRS’ examination system. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 22, Oct. 1989, p. 16.


GAO report on audit quality and financial reporting. (News and views) CPA journal, v. 59, Aug. 1989, p. 13, 15. (Reprint from DH&S review (Deloitte Haskins & Sells), March 27, 1989.)
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GARDNER, GRANT W.

GARDNER, H. STEPHEN.

GARDNER, J. RANDALL.
Year’s tax developments in contiguous states are numerous. (Tax talk) Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Aug 31, 1989, p. 4.

GARDNER, JAMES R.

GARDNER, JOHN C.


GARDNER, JOHN W.
Mastering the fine art of leadership. (Top management) Business month, v. 133, May 1989, p. 77-8. (Excerpted from Leadership papers, numbers one and two.)
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GARRETT, JAN EDWARD.

GARRETT, JOSEPH.

GARRIS, HENRY A.

GARRIS, JOHN M.

GARRISON, LARRY R.
Families continuing to operate a decedent's farm or business can reduce estate taxes significantly. Small business taxation, v. 1, March/April 1989, p. 220-5.
Family partnerships may reduce tax liability if interests are validly transferred. Taxation for lawyers, v. 18, Nov./Dec. 1989, p. 138-42.
Family partnerships may reduce tax liability if interests are validly transferred. Taxation for accountants, v. 43, Dec. 1989, p. 386-90.

GARRISON, MICHAEL A.

GARRISON, MICHAEL J.

GARRISON, PETER B.
Fox, David D. How large corporations react to banks' financial condition, by David D. Fox, Peter B. Garrison and Allan F. Munro. (Market profile) Commercial lending review, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 92-5.
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GARTNER, GARY J.

GARTNER, WILLIAM B.

GARWOOD, R. DAVE.

GARY, SUSAN N.
Complying with the grant-making rules for the private foundation. (Private foundations) Journal of taxation of exempt organizations, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 38-42.

GAS inventory charges, by Frederick W. Sullivan and others.
(Gas utility executives forum)

GAS LEASES
See Oil and gas leases

GAS, NATURAL
See also Exploration and development
Pipe lines
Ernst & Whinney. Serving the oil and gas industry. n.p., c1987. (12 p.) [P250 Acc]
Pickens, T. Boone. Interview with T. Boone Pickens, by David C. Montoya. Stanger register, v. 8, June 1989, p. 29-30, 32.

What the executives chose to talk about, by John H. Croom and others. Public utilities fortuitously, v. 124, Oct. 26, 1989, p. 82-93. (Gas utility executives forum)


Accounting

See also Full cost method


Deakin, Edward B. Survey of accounting practices in the oil and gas industry. Denton, Tex., Institute of Petroleum Accounting, c1989. 112 p. (Survey was prepared as a joint effort of the Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies and the Institute of Petroleum Accounting.) [*250 Oil 2]


Auditing


Canada

Oil and gas in Canada: the effects of domestic policies and world events, by John F. Hellwell and others. Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, c1989. 340 p. (Canadian tax paper, no. 83) [*250 Oil 2]


Costs

Gas inventory charges, by Frederick W. Sullivan and others. Public utilities fortuitously, v. 124, Oct. 26, 1989, p. 70-5. (Gas utility executives forum)


Data processing


Finance


Castle, Grover R. Lending to the small independent oil and gas operator. (In Lending to different industries, vol. 1 Philadelphia, c1983. p. 44-59.) [*670 L]


Great Britain


Law and regulation

Fass, Peter M. Blue sky practice for public and private limited offerings, by Peter M. Fass and Derek A. Wittner. 1990 ed. New York, Clark Boardman, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [*288.1 F]


What the executives chose to talk about, by John H. Croom and others. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 124, Oct. 26, 1989, p. 82-93. (Gas utility executives forum)

Canada
Oil and gas in Canada: the effects of domestic policies and world events, by John F. Helliwell and others. Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, c1989. 340 p. (Canadian tax paper, no. 83) [*250 Oil 2]

Marketing

Pricing


Rates


Reports and statements


Services

Statistics

Ernst & Whinney. Survey of the effects of economic incentives on independent oil and gas producers, n.p., c1987. 8 p. [*250 Oil 2]


Surveys

Deakin, Edward B. Survey of accounting practices in the oil and gas industry. Denton, Tex., Institute of Petroleum Accounting, c1989. 112 p. (Survey was prepared as a joint effort of the Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies and the Institute of Petroleum Accounting.) [*250 Oil 2]


Taxation
SeeTaxation, United States – Natural gas

Valuation

GAS ROYALTIES
See Royalties

GAS STORAGE
See Oil and gas storage
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GAUBATZ, JOHN T.

GAUDET, BRIAN L.

GAULT, WILLIAM E.

GAUSS, JAMES W.

GAUTHIER, MICHAEL R.

GAUTHIER, STEPHEN J.

GAVENS, JOHN J.

GAVIN, THOMAS A.

GAY, GEORGE R.
GAY, GERALD D.

GAYLORD, GLORIA L.

GAYNOR, MARK.


GAYNOR, MARTIN.

GAZUR, WAYNE M.

GEAR, JON H.

GEARING
See also Leverage
Taxation, Australia – Negative gearing

Great Britain


GEARY, MICHAEL.

GEARY, SUZAN.

GEBHARDT, MARK.

GEE, K. P.


GEGELMAN, RANDY L.

GEHRKE, CHARLES R.


GEIBEL, JEFFREY P.

GEIGER, MARSHALL A.


GEISEL, LARRY K.
Knowledge engineering is the key to successful technology transfer. Expert systems: planning/implementation/integration, v. 1, Summer 1989, p. 28-32.

GELB, GABRIEL M.

GELB, JOSEPH W.


GELBER, ARTHUR.

GELBWOOD, HOWARD C.
Shopping centers are a business too. Appraisal journal, v. 57, Jan. 1989, p. 57-64.


GELBURD, JEFFREY S.

GELFOND, SUSAN M.


GELLER, SHELDON M.
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GENERAL business issues.


GENERAL MOTORS CORP.


GENERAL Services Administration acquisition regulation, effective July 1, 1989.

GENERATION-SKIPPING transfer taxes.

GENETELLI, RICHARD W.


GENEZ, VICTOR L.

GENTRY, WILLIAM M.

GENUINE PARTS COMPANY.


GELLER, SAUL W.

GELLIS, HAROLD C.


GELLMAN, HARVEY S.

Are smart cards such a smart idea? (Computers) CMA (Can.), v. 63, Nov. 1989, p. 38.

CIO’s role is still important. (Computers) CMA (Can.), v. 63, April 1989, p. 23.

How successful is your IS function? (Computers) CMA (Can.), v. 63, May 1989, p. 33.

Real executives don’t touch keyboards. (Computers) CMA (Can.), v. 63, Oct. 1989, p. 29.

Where will we work? CMA (Can.), v. 63, Sept. 1989, p. 34.

GEMMILL, GORDON.

GENDA, WILLIAM BIFF.

GENDRON, MARIE.

Investor relations from the inside. (Corporate policy) CFO, v. 5, May 1989, p. 58-60.

Loop hole closes up. (Bottom line) CFO, v. 5, July 1989, p. 8.

GENDRON, MICHAEL.
Practical approach to international operations. New York, Quorum Books, 1988. 191 p. [938.3 G]

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE (GATT)
Denis, Germain A. GATT at a crossroads. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, April 1989, p. 22-6.


GENZ, PETER J.

GEORGE, DAVID.

GEORGE, KATIE.

GEORGE, L. J.

GEORGE, R. THOMAS.

GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORPORATION.

GEPPI, JOHN T.

GERARD, RICHARD A.

GERBER, PAUL C.

GERBE, S. RALPH.

GERBOTH, DALE L.

GEREK, WILLIAM M.
Failure to comply with Section 89 can have dire consequences. (Compensation and benefits) *Small business taxation*, v. 1, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 182-6.

GEREN, BRENDA.

GERETY, ROBYN LEIGH.
Should you initiate a change in accounting method or allow the IRS to force the change? (Tax clinic) *Tax adviser*, v. 20, March 1989, p. 167-8.

GEREVAS, RONALD E.
Keeping good managers happy on a slower track. (Human resources) *Business month*, v. 133, May 1989, p. 79.

GERGEN, MARK P.

GERMAN, GENE A.

GERMANY (DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC).

GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC).
Ernst & Whinney. Doing business in West Germany. New York, c1988. 77 p. [*759.1 G]*
Peat Marwick Main & Co. Investment in Germany, by KPMG Peat Marwick Treuhand GmbH. Frankfurt, KPMG Peat Marwick Treuhand GmbH; New York, Peat Marwick Main & Co., c1987. 73 p. [*759.1 G]*

GERMER, MARK F.

GERREARD, BARBARA S.

GERSON, JAMES S.
Over sight of the financial reporting process, part 1. (by James S. Gerson and others) *CPA journal*, v. 59, July 1989, p. 22, 24, 26, 28. (Adapted from *Audit committee guide*, Coopers & Lybrand.)

GERTLER, MARK.

GERTZULIN, SHLOMO.
GERTZULIN, SHLOMO.- (Continued)


GERVINO, JOAN.

GERWIN, DONALD.

GESKE, ALVIN J.

GESKE, LARRY D.

GET your act together!! Money, v. 18, Feb. 1989, p. 66-72, 74, 77-8, 86-9. (Special report: Five smart financial moves to make now)


GETTING the information to manage and compete in the property/casualty insurance industry. Coopers & Lybrand. Getting the information to manage and compete in the property/casualty insurance industry. n.p., c1991. folder (4 p.) [*250 Acc]

GETTING the most out of the least. Motor freight controller, April 1989, p. 3-4, 12. (Reprint from Heavy duty trucking, March 1989.)

GETTING value from strategic planning.

GETZ, GARY A.

GEURIN, VIRGINIA T.

GEVLIN, KATHY.

Gewirtz, Paul A.

Gezelter, Bertram.


Ghadiani, Hashim.
New Jersey and apportionment of income. (State and local taxation) CPA journal, v. 59, June 1989, p. 84-5.

Ghani, Abdul.

Ghazanfari, Farrokh.

Ghee, William K.

Ghicas, Dimitrios.

GhosH, B.C.


GhosH, T. P.

GhosHAl, AlokE KumAR.
Structural change in occupational pattern. (Students) Management accountant (India), v. 24, Nov. 1989, p. 700-2.

Giacalone, Robert A.


GiacCotto, Carmelo.
GIACOMINO, DON E.

GIANFAGNA, JOHN L.

GIANNAROS, DEMETRIOS S.


GIARDINA, JAMES A.


Organization and compensation of boards of directors, by James A. Giardina and Thomas S. Tilghman. New York, Arthur Young, c1988. 64 p. (Sponsored by the National Association of Corporate Directors.) [*222.3 G]

GIBBINS, MICHAEL.
Professional judgment in financial reporting, by Michael Gubbins and Alister K. Mason. (Toronto), Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, c1988. 204 p. (Research study) [*111.1 G]

Richardson, Alan J. If numbers could speak, by Alan Richardson, Michael Gubbins and John Waterhouse. CA magazine (Can.), v. 122, Oct. 1989, p. 33-9.

GIBBINS, MICHAEL R.

GIBBINS, THOMAS F.

GIBBS, LAWRENCE B.


GIBNEY, BRIAN B.

GIBSON, CHARLES H.


GIBSON, MICHAEL L.


GIBSON, ROBERT A.

GIBSON, ROBERT W.

Two centuries of Australian accountants. (In World Congress of Accounting Historians, 5th, University of Sydney, 1988. Collected papers. n.p., c1988. paper no. 304.) [*106.8 W]

GIBSON, ROGER C.

GIBSON, THOMAS H.

GICS
See Guaranteed investment contracts

GIDEON, KENNETH W.
Lawsuits and settlements. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCH tax transactions library) [754 G]

GILDUND, GORDON L.

GIEDRA, BRUCE.

GIENG, GARY.

GIESE, MICHAEL D.
Introducing sampling techniques, by Michael D. Giese and Richard N. Lemieux. (Staff training and development) Internal auditing, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 77-83.

GIESEN, DAVE.
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GILLBERT, DANIEL R.

GILLBERT, DOUGLAS.

GILLBERT, FREDERICK.
How to keep 'em awake after lunch. Armed forces comptroller, v. 34, Fall 1989, p. 37.

GILBERT, H. PAUL.

GILBERT, JOEL S.

GILBERT, NATHANIEL.

GILBERT, ROY F.

GILBERTI, LAWRENCE F.

GILDER, EVAN M.

GILDER, SCOTT P.

GILES, ALBERT L.

GILES, JILL PEPERONE.
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GILFIX, MICHAEL.

GILIBERTO, S. MICHAEL.

GILL, ADRIAN.

GILL, JAMES D.

GILL, KAY.

GILL, ROY.

GILLAM, CAREY.

GILLAN, STEPHEN L.

GILLESPIE, JAMES W.

GILLESPIE, KATE.

GILLET, GEORGE N.

GILLET, JOHN W.

GILLIS, JOHN G.

GILLON, PETER M.

GILMAN, ALAN L.

GILMAN, RONALD LEE.

GILMAN, STEPHEN.

GILMORE, THOMAS N.

GILMOUR, NEIL.

GILSON, RONALD J.

GINGISS, RANDALL J.

GINNIE MAES.
See Securities - Mortgage-backed.

GINSBERG, BRAD.

GINSBERG, JILL R.

GINSBERG, ROBERT E.

GINSBURG, MARTIN D.

GINSBURG, ROBERT H.
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GIMMER, JERRY.

GITTERMAN, RICHARD C.

GITTLE, HARVEY.
Crash programs don't have to be disasters. (Line management) *Business month*, v. 134, July 1989, p. 79.

GITUS, SANDRA.

GIUCA, PHILLIP Y.

GIUDICE, JOSEPH.

GIUGINI, P. D.

GIVENS, HORACE R.

GIVRAY, ALBERT J.

GLADEK, LESHEK.

GLAGE, WOLFGANG.

GLANCZ, RONALD R.

GLASER, PAUL.

GLASER, ROBERT J.

GLASGALL, WILLIAM.

GLASHEEN, CHARLES R.
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GLEZEN, JOEL H.

GLASS, J. LARRY.

GLASS, LOUISE.

GLASS MANUFACTURERS
Cost accounting

Pricing

GLASS-STEAGALL ACT

GLAU, GREGORY R.

GLAUBER, JOSEPH W.

GLAZENER, E. A.

GLEZEN, G. WILLIAM.
GLAZER, ALONI S.

GLAZER, DONALD W.

GLEASON, SUSAN.

GLEASON, WILLIAM B.

GLECKMAN, HOWARD.
Cleaning house at HUD - and then some, by Howard Gleckman and others. (Finance) Business week, July 10, 1989, p. 72-4.
Tinkering with tax reform: a bad idea that will just get worse. (Government) Business week, Nov. 6, 1989, p. 104, 108.

GLEESON, OWEN M.

GLEM, IRVIN N.

GLENDINNING, ROBERT.

GLENN, JOHN D.
Core deposit intangible amortization deduction approved, by John D. Glenn and Deborah Inamine. Valuation, v. 34, June 1989, p. 36-42.

GLENNON, TONY.

GLEZEN, G. WILLIAM.
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GLICK, PAUL E.

Government Finance Officers Association. Illustrations of popular reports of state and local governments, compiled by Paul E. Glick, Chicago, c1988. 110 p. (Financial reporting series. no. 9) [*344.1 G]

GLICK, PAUL M.


GLICK, REBECCA.


GLOBAL.

1000. Business week, July 17, 1989, p. 139-78, passim.


GLOBAL banking. Corporate finance, v. 3, April 1989, p. 77-82, 84-103, 105-7. (Special report: Foreign banks try to break out of the mold, by Philip L. Zweig; directories compiled by Andrew Bird.)

GLOBAL capital markets forum. Institutional investor, v. 23, April 1989, entire issue, 184 p. (Special edition to Institutional investor, April 1989.)

GLOBE AND MAIL.


GLORIEUX, GUY.


GLOSTEN, LAWRENCE R.


GLOVER, JOHN.


Italy's single professionals form an association to crack voluntary audit market. International accounting bulletin, no. 61, Feb. 1989, p. 2.


McKinsey in Italy plans major growth, post-Cuneo. Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 11, Nov. 1989, p. 6, 15.

GLOVER, PAUL.

Mott, Bob. Directors liable for unpaid taxes, by Bob Mott and Paul Glover. (Taxes) CMA (Can.), v. 63, April 1989, p. 27.

GLIDEWELL, RICHARD.
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GLOVER, TONY. Out to meet the market. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, April 1989, p. 101-3.


GLYNN, DAVID. Irish taxation of takeovers. Tax planning international review (Eng.), v. 16, Nov. 1989, p. 8-10.


GM CONSULTANTS ASSOCIATES. France's Caisse des Depots expands consultancy work. (France) Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 8, July 1989, p. 9, 15.


GODWIN, NORMAN A. Put your stamp on a rare market. (World of financial planning) Best's review (Life/health), v. 89, April 1989, p. 70, 72, 74.


GOFF, DELBERT.


GOFF, NEIL M.


GOGGIN, ROBERT.

Broker sales techniques can be adapted for trust business. Trusts & estates, v. 128, Oct. 1989, p. 35-6, 38, 40, 42.

GOH, CHYE TEE.


GOING concern.


GOING concern and time series of accounting earnings.

Guo, Miin H. Going concern and time series of accounting earnings. (Fl. Lauderdale, Fla.), Florida International University, School of Accounting, (1989), 29 p. (Working paper, no. 89-17) [*242 G]

GOING CONCERN CONCEPT

See also Continuity postulate American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Implementing the expectation gap auditing standards. New York, c1989. 57 p. (Reprinted from the Journal of accounting.) [*170 A]

Asare, Stephen Kwaku. Auditor's going concern opinion decision: interaction of task variables and the sequential processing of evidence. n.p., 1989. 185 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Arizona.) [224.9 A]


Guo, Miin H. Going concern and time series of accounting earnings. (Fl. Lauderdale, Fla.), Florida International University, School of Accounting, (1989), 29 p. (Working paper, no. 89-17) [*242 G]
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GOING CONCERN VALUATION

See Valuation

GOING PRIVATE


GOING PUBLIC

See also Stock - New issues
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GOLDBERG, MICHAEL J.


Law and regulation


GOING public: how to make your initial stock offering successful.


GOLBERT, MIRIAM J.

Should the final plan distribution election be allowed to expire unexercised? Taxation for accountants, v. 42, June 1989, p. 366-70.

GOLD, ANDREW.


GOLD, BELA.


GOLD, MELANIE C.


GOLD


GOLD EQUITIES

See Securities – Gold

GOLD FUTURES


GOLDBERG, CINDY P.


GOLDBERG, ILENE V.


GOLDBERG, JOEL H.


GOLDBERG, LAWRENCE G.


GOLDBERG, MARTIN A.

Hurdles that can trip up a new partnership. Medical economics, v. 66, June 5, 1989, p. 115-17.


Squeezing the hot air out of a broker’s spiel. Veterinary economics, June 1989, p. 100-2.


GOLDBERG, MICHAEL A.


GOLDBERG, MICHAEL J.

California adopts limited NOL carryforward. (State and local taxation) CPA journal, v. 59, Jan. 1989, p. 80, 82.
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GOLDBERGER, SAMUEL M.

GOLDEN, ALVIN J.


GOLDEN, KENNETH M.

GOLDEN parachute agreement treated as severance pay plan subject to ERISA. (Recent developments) Tax management compensation planning journal, v. 17, March 1989, p. 71-2.

GOLDEN PARACHUTE AGREEMENTS
See Contracts, Employment
Wages, fees, salaries - Executives

GOLDBERG, DAVID H.

GOLDFEIN, IRIS.

GOLDIS, PETER D.

GOLDMAN, DORON.

GOLDMAN, JILL.

GOLDMAN, NEIL A.

GOLDMAN, ROBIN M.

GOLDMAN, SHELDON M.

GOLDBERG, MICHAEL J. (Continued)

GOLDBERG, SANFORD.


Late commissions were qualified export receipts, by Sanford Goldberg, Herbert Alpert and Fred Feingold. (International) Journal of taxation, v. 70, April 1989, p. 248, 250.


GOLDBERG, SEYMOUR.

GOLDBERG, STEPHANIE B.


GOLDBERG, VICTOR P.

GOLDBERG, WALTER S.


GOLDBERG, WILLIAM J.
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GOLDSTEIN, HOWARD W.

GOLDSTEIN, IRA.

GOLDSTEIN, JOSEPH I.

GOLDSTEIN, LESLIE M.

GOLDSTEIN, MARVIN M.

GOLDSTEIN, ROBERT D.

GOLDSTEIN, TOM.

GOLDSTEIN, WALTER S.

GOLDSTEIN, GOLUB, KESSLER & COMPANY.

GOLDSTEIN, BERNARD S.

GOLDSTEIN, JAC L.

GOLDSTEIN, PHILLIP C.
Dramatic changes will hit many property businesses. Certified accountant (Eng.), April 1989, p. 27-8.

GOLDSTICKER, DAN L.


GOLDWASSER, DAN L.(Continued)


GOLDWASSER, HENRY.

GOLEMBIEWSKI, ROBERT T.

GOLF CLUBS
See Clubs

GOLICZ, LAWRENCE J.

GOLIGHTLY, KIM O.

GOLISANO, B. THOMAS.

GOLSEN rule 18 years later.

GOLUB, ERROL G.

GOLWEN, JOHN STONE.

GOMAN, CAROL KINSEY.
Changing face of employee loyalty. (Vanguard) Association management, v. 41, March 1989, p. 98, 100. (Adapted from the book The loyalty factor, c1988.)

GOMBERG, MANDEL.

GOMBINSKI, STEVEN J.
Continuing unitary tax dilemma. (State and local taxation) CPA journal, v. 59, April 1989, p. 79-81.

GOMES, ROGER.

GOMEZ, LUCAS.
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GOMEZ-MEJIA, LUIS R.


GOMOLKA, EUGENE G.


GOMOLSKI, JOSEPH R.


GONDEK, CHRIS.
Establishing information security. Management accounting (NAA), v. 70, April 1989, p. 34-6.

GONZALES, NORMA.

GONZALES, JOSE A.

GONZALES, JUAN J.

GONZALEZ, RANDY.
Lending to colleges and universities, by Randy Gonzalez and Dev Strischek. (In Lending to different industries. vol. 2 Philadelphia, c1988. p. 704-29.) [670 L]

GOOD, D. J.

GOOD, WALTER R.


GOODALL, RONALD.

GOODE, DAVID L.

GOODMAN, ALBERT.
GOODMAN, DAVID.

GOODMAN, DAVID A.

GOODMAN, DAVID S.

GOODMAN, EDWIN A.

GOODMAN, ISIDORE.

GOODMAN, JORDAN E.

GOODMAN, LAURIE.

GOODMAN, LEONARD.

GOODMAN, MILLIE.

GOODMAN, PHIL.

GOODMAN, SALLIE.

GOODWIN, WILLIAM E.

GOODWIN, WOLFE D.
Sales tax reform. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, March 1989, p. 43-5.
GOODWILL—Accounting—Australia—(Continued)


Great Britain


Sherwood, Kenneth. Time to recognize the intangibles. (Accounting issues) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, May 1989, p. 32.


International


Ireland


South Africa


Tax aspects

See Taxation, United States—Goodwill

Valuation


Goodwill is making a lot of people angry, by Jeffrey M. Laderman and others. (Finance) Business week, July 31, 1989, p. 73, 76.
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Great Britain

Barber, P. J. Grasping the branding iron, by P.J. Barber, M.J.M. Redall and J.M. Murphy. Certified accountant (Eng.), Nov. 1989, p. 16-17.

GOODWILL is making a lot of people angry, by Jeffrey M. Laderman and others. (Finance) Business week, July 31, 1989, p. 73, 76.

GOODWIN, CANDICE.


GOODWIN, DAVE.


GOODWIN, JENNY.


GOODWIN, LEE DAVID.


GOODWIN, RODNEY L.

Drafting partnership agreements to reduce estate taxes. (Drafting suggestions) Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 234-5.


GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY.


GOOLSBY, WILLIAM C.


GOPAL, B.


GOPAL, K.


GOPALAKRISHNAN, P.

GORDON, ARTHUR N.  
 Auditing municipal inspection activities. (Governmental auditing) Internal auditing, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 79-82.  
 New York City's Auditor-General. (Governmental auditing) Internal auditing, v. 3, Fall 1987, p. 82-6.

GORDON, BRUCE.  
 Hylas, Robert E. Imaging systems: picture perfect, by Robert E. Hylas, Wick Keating and Bruce Gordon. (Technology today and tomorrow) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 89, April 1989, p. 64, 66, 68, 70, 74.  

GORDON, CHERYL L.  

GORDON, GARY.  

GORDON, IRENE.  

GORDON, JAMES W.  

GORDON, JEFFREY N.  

GORDON, JOHN S.  

GORDON, JULIE.  

GORDON, KATHRYN M.  

GORDON, LAWRENCE A.  

GORDON, M. J.  

GORDON, PAUL A.  

GORDON, PAUL D.  

GORDON, RICHARD A.  

GORDON, ROBERT W.  

GORDON, ROGER H.  

GOLE, ANA.  

GORELIK, GEORGE.  

GORINI, RICHARD A.  
 Insidious applications of the spousal property petition or how to take the money and run. (Practitioners' corner) Community property journal, v. 15, Jan. 1989, p. 56-60.

GORLICK, SHELDON H.  
 Why your practice is probably underinsured. Medical economics, v. 66, Nov. 20, 1989, p. 95, 98-100, 102, 103-6.

GORMAN, BRIDGET.  

GORMAN, JERRY.  

GORTON, GARY.  

GORTON, KEITH.  

GOSLAR, MARTIN D.  
GOULD, GARY R.

GOULD, GEORGE A.

GOULD, JOHN D.

GOULD, LAWRENCE.

GOULD, ROBERT.
Equity marriages (till death us do part) (Business) Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, April 1989, p. 32-3.

GOVE, PHYLIS.

GOVER, R. KEYN.

GOVERMAN, IRWIN.
Avoiding common pitfalls makes EDI start-up easier. Motor freight controller, Nov. 1989, p. 4, 6, 19.

GOVERNMENT
See also Councils of government
Counties
Municipalities
States

Accountability

__Australia__


__Canada__


__Florida__


Accounting


Freeman, Robert J. Governmental and nonprofit accounting: theory and practice, by Robert J. Freeman, Craig D. Shoul-


Hay, Leon E. Essentials of accounting for governmental and not-for-profit organizations, by Leon E. Hay and John H. Engstrom. 2nd ed, Homewood, Ill., Irwin, c1990. 349 p. [*311 H]


O'Donoghue, C. Kevin. Governmental accounting: who's in charge? By C. Kevin O'Donoghue and Patrick F. Hardi-


__Australia__


__Canada__


Hillier, Diana R. PSAAC approves pension proposals. (Studies & standards) CA magazine (Can.), v. 122, April 1989, p. 39-41.


__China__


__Great Britain__


__Indonesia__


__International__


__Nigeria__


__Singapore__
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Auditing


Bodziony, Dennis J. GAO's revised governmental auditing standards, by Dennis J. Bodziony and Deborah A. Koebele. (Governmental services) Ohio CPA journal, v. 48, Summer 1989, p. 41-3.


— Australia


— Canada


— China


— Developing countries


— Florida


— France


— Germany (Federal Republic)


— Great Britain


— International


— Japan


— Marshall Islands


— Singapore
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China


Developing countries


Ecuador


Great Britain


International

International Monetary Fund. Role and function of the International Monetary Fund. Washington, 1985. 99 p. [713 I]

Spain


Financial management
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---

Pakistan

Khan, Muhammad Akram. Elements of performance auditing. Lahore, Pakistan, Dept. of the Auditor-General, Performance Audit Wing, 1989. 31 p. [*312 K]
Khan, Muhammad Akram. Executing performance audit: audit programme. Lahore, Pakistan, Dept. of the Auditor-General, Performance Audit Wing, 1989. 56 p. [*312 K]
Khan, Muhammad Akram. Performance auditing: the three Es. Lahore, Pakistan, Dept. of the Auditor-General, Performance Audit Wing, 1988. 20 p. [*312 K]
Khan, Muhammad Akram. Planning for performance audit. Lahore, Pakistan, Dept. of the Auditor-General, Performance Audit Wing, 1988. 28 p. [*312 K]

Reorganization


Reports and statements


United States


---

Bahamas


---

Canada
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Hillier, Diana R. PSAAC approves pension proposals. (Studies & standards) CA magazine (Can.), v. 122, April 1989, p. 39-41.

International


Statistics


GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS

See also Government commissions

Government corporations


Insider's guide to demographic know-how, edited by Penelope Wickham. Ithaca, N.Y., American Demographics Press, c1988. 246 p. [217 I]


GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS — Auditing-Great Britain

Accounting


Great Britain


Auditing


Argentina


Australia

Hamburger, Peter. Efficiency auditing by the Australian Audit Office: reform and reaction under three auditors—general. Accounting, auditing and accountability (Eng.), v. 2, no. 3, 1989, p. 3-21.

Great Britain


GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS—
Auditing—Great Britain—(Continued)


New York

Australia

Collection of accounts

Costs

Data processing


Great Britain

Finance


Financial management
Berengué, David E. Evolution of PPBS in the Department of Defense: only the name is the same. Armed forces comptroller, v. 34, Winter 1989, p. 24-8.


Cleaning house at HUD — and then some, by Howard Gleckman and others. (Finance) Business week, July 10, 1989, p. 72-4.
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Australia

Great Britain

New Zealand

Information systems

Internal auditing


Florida

Great Britain
Hayes, Brian. What should be expected from internal audit? Executive agencies. Public finance and accountability (Eng.), April 21, 1989, p. 6-7.

New York City
Gordon, Arthur N. Auditing municipal inspection activities. (Governmental auditing) Internal auditing, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 79-82.

Internal control
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Law and regulation


Liability


Management


Australia


Canada


Management audit

Australia


Singapore


Practice before


Calvin, James N. How and when IRS interviews can be recorded. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 42, June 1989, p. 380.


GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS—
Reports and statements


Calvin, James N. When penalties may be abated due to erroneous IRS advice. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 43, July 1989, p. 61-2.


Reorganization

See Government – Reorganization

Reports and statements
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Accounting


Germany (Democratic Republic)


Great Britain


International


Auditing


History


Australia


Finance

Australia


Germany (Democratic Republic)


Financial management

China


Ghana
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India

Internal auditing
Great Britain

Inventories

Law and regulation
China

Management

Purchasing

Reports and statements

Ghana

Great Britain

International

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT AND EMPLOYEES—Australia

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT AND EMPLOYEES
See also Employee benefits – Government employees
Pensions – Government employees
Wages, fees, salaries – Government employees

Ferris, Frank D. Is the Senior Executive Service viable? Public personnel management, v. 18, Fall 1989, p. 355-73.
IRS has substantial employee recruitment disadvantage. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 22, July 1989, p. 12, 14.

Australia
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT AND EMPLOYEES—Costs

Costs

Egypt

Florida

GOVERNMENT ETHICS

GOVERNMENT FINANCE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
Illustrations of popular reports of state and local governments, compiled by Paul E. Glck. Chicago, c1988. 110 p. (Financial reporting series, no. 9) [*344.1 G]

Government Finance Research Center

Government Finance Research Center. Public Pension and Benefits Consortium


GOVERNMENT LOANS AND GRANTS
Fastrup, Jerry C. Why does the money go where it goes? GAO journal, no. 6, Summer 1989, p. 53-9.
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Accounting
Great Britain

Auditing
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Data processing


Great Britain


McNaught, Duncan. All change in Scottish housing. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 93, April 1989, p. 21.


Law and regulation


GOVERNMENT loans: loan restructuring for the Wolf Trap Foundation for the Performing Arts.


GOVERNMENT NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION.


GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS (ELECTED)


Surveys


GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

See also Nationalized industries

Public utilities – Government ownership


China


Japan


GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

See also Regulated industries


Law, business, and society, by Tony McAdams and others. 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1989. 891 p. [200 L]

Lively, Donald E. Supreme Court and commercial speech: new words with an old message. Corporate practice commentator, v. 31, no. 1, 1989, p. 129-52. (Published originally in 72 Minnesota law review 289 (1987)).


China


Spain

GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY—Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Doherty, John. Reforms of perestroika... (Soviet Union) Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 9, Sept. 1989, p. 10.


GOVERNMENT SECURITIES
See Securities—Government

GOVERNMENT securities market: assessing risks and creating controls.

GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES
See Subsidies

GOVERNMENT transactions — methodology papers: U.S. national income and product accounts.


GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS ADVISORY COUNCIL.


GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD.


FAF trustees tentative approval to compromise on boards' jurisdiction. Status report (FASB), no. 204, Aug. 7, 1989, p. 1, 3. [*106.3 F]
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Infrastructure assets: an assessment of user needs and recommendations for financial reporting. Stamford, Conn., c1986. 155 p. (Special report) [*106.3 G]


Patten, Dennis M. Battle of the boards: identifying the political nature of the standard-setting controversies. Government accountants journal, v. 38, Fall 1989, p. 3-6.


Revised reports are published on five-year reviews of FASB and GASB; comments are solicited. Status report (FASB), no. 199, March 6, 1989, p. 1, 3-4. [*106.3 F]


GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD STATEMENTS—Statement


Committee to Review Structure for Governmental Accounting Standards.


GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD CONCEPTS STATEMENTS


GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD EXPOSURE DRAFTS


GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD STATEMENTS


Statement 1


Statement 5


Statement 7
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BOARD STATEMENTS—Statement 8

Statement 8
Fatten, Dennis M. Battle of the boards: identifying the political nature of the standard-setting controversies. Government accountants journal, v. 38, Fall 1989, p. 3-6.

Statement 9

Statement 10

GOVERNMENTAL and nonprofit accounting: theory and practice.
Freeman, Robert J. Governmental and nonprofit accounting: theory and practice, by Robert J. Freeman, Craig D. Shoul

GOIVID, HARI.

GOIVINDARAJAN, VIJAY.
Profit variance analysis: a strategic focus, by Vijay Govindara

GOVONI, STEPHEN J.

GOW, NEIL

GOWAR, MARTYN.

GRACE, MICHAEL J.

GRACI, SAMUEL P.
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GRAD, RICHARD J.
Law of professional and amateur sports, edited by Gary A. Uberstine and Richard J. Grad. New York, Clark Board
tman, 1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [250 Spo 2]

GRADUATE medical education costs: changes in payment policy.

GRADY, PATRICK.

GRAEN, GEORGE B.

GRAF, JOSEPH.

GRAFF, GORDON.

GRAHAM, DANIEL T.

GRAHAM, EILEEN.
Lending to the temporary services industry, by Eileen Graham and Dev Stritchek. (In Lending to different indus

GRAHAM, JOHN.

GRAHAM, JOHN R.
Rethinking the methods of the sales staff. (Marketing) Business month, v. 133, April 1989, p. 111.

GRAHAM, LYNFORD E.

GRAHAM, MARSHALL F.

GRAHAM, NEILL.

GRAIN BROKERS
See Commodity brokers

Grain trade
GRANZIN, KENT L.

GRANT, DOROTHY.

GRANT, DWIGHT.

GRANT, GENE.


GRANT, JOHN.

GRANT, PHILIP C.

GRANT, RITA.


GRANT-TAYLOR, TONY.

GRANT THORNTON.


GRANT THORNTON INTERNATIONAL.

GRANTS-IN-AID
See also Government loans and grants


GRANWELL, ALAN W.

GRANZIN, KENT L.
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GRATTON, RONALD P.

GRAUL, PAUL R.

GRAUMAN, DANIEL M.

GRAUPNER, MICHAEL E.

GRAUSAM, JEFFREY L.

GRAVEL
See Sand and gravel

GRAVELLE, JANE G.

GRAVENHORST, HUGH H.

GRAVES, BRUCE.

GRAVES, JOHN.
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GRAVES, LAURA M.


GRAVES, O. FINLEY.


GRAW, STEPHEN.


GRAY, ALISTAIR.

Managing change in higher education. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 93, Aug. 1989, p. 20-1.

GRAY, ANDREW.


GRAY, DAHLI.


GRAY, H. PETER.


GRAY, JAMES.


GRAY, JEAN A.

Base operations support contract cost escalation. Armed forces comptroller, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 21-6.

GRAY, JOHN T.


GRAY, O. RONALD.


GRAY, PATRICK M.


GRAY, R. H.


GRAY, ROGER.


GRAY, S. J.


GRAY, STEPHEN.


GRAY, T. JACK.


GRAY, WENDY B.


GRAYCK, MARCUS D.


GRAYSON, C. JACKSON.


GRAYSON, MARY A.


GRAZING PERMITS

See Leaseholds

GREAT BRITAIN.
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GREATLINE, MELONY A.
Role of welfare plans in corporate mergers and acquisitions.

GREATREX, PHIL.
Oil and gas taxation in the UK – some practical issues.
Journal of oil and gas accountancy (Eng.), v. 4, Summer 1989, p. 179-86.

GRECO, ALAN J.

GRECO, THOMAS J.

GREECE.


GREEN, JOHN P.

GREEN, ALICE E.

GREEN, ANDREA.

GREEN, C. F.

GREEN, CLIFF.

GREEN, DARYL.

GREEN, DAVID D.
O’Connell, Kevin. Fiancée buying into home should get Sec. 1034 rollover, by Kevin O’Connell, Carol Seubert and David D. Green. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 20, March 1989, p. 188.

GREEN, DON.

GREEN, ERIC C.

GREAT FAS 95 mystery.
GREEN, FRED R. 

GREEN, GEORGE. 

GREEN, JON. 

GREEN, LEON. 

GREEN, PAUL E. 


GREEN, REG. 
Piercing the post-crash gloom. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 58, 60, 119.

GREEN, RONALD M. 

GREEN, SANDY. 


GREENAWALT, MARLY BRADY. 

GREENBAUM, THOMAS L. 

GREENBERG, ERIC ROLFE. 


GREENBERG, IRA S. 

GREENBERG, JAY N. 

GREENBERG, RALPH H. 

GREENBERG, ROBERT R. 

GREENBERG, SUZANNE F. 

GREENBLATT, RUSSELL E. 

GREENBURG, ERIC ROLFE. 

GREENE, ALICE H. 


It's a bird, it's a plane, it's... EDI. (Plant-wide systems) Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, July 1989, p. 26, 29.


Will the real systems integrator please stand up. (Plant-wide systems) Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, April 1989, p. 30.

GREENE, C. SCOTT. 

GREENE, CHARLES N. 

GREENE, EDITH. 

GREENE, JAY. 


GREENE, MARVIN H. 
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GREENE, RICHARD.


GREENE, WILLIS R.


GREGER, SHIRLEY.


GREGORY, CLEBURNE E.


GREGORY, DEBORAH WRIGHT.


GREGORY, KENNETH.


GREGORY, WILLIAM E.


GREGSON, TERRY.


GREIF, JOSEPH.


GREISING, DAVID.

Chicago's B-school goes touchy-feely. (The corporation) Business week, Nov. 27, 1989, p. 140.


GREENE, MARVIN H. (Continued)


GREENE, NORMAN L.


GREENE, RICHARD L.


GREENE, WALTER E.


GREENER, MICHAEL.


GREENFELD, SUE.


GREENFIELD, W. M.


GREENLEAF, ROBERT W.


GREENLEES, E. MALCOLM.


GREENLEY, LANGDON.

Belger, Howard. Already there are old don'ts and many new do's, by Howard Belger and Langdon Greenley. (Managing information) Business month, v. 133, April 1989, p. 113-14.

GREENMAIL.

See Stock repurchase
Take-over bids

GREENSPAN, ALAN.


GREENSPAN, JAMES W.

Burns, David C. Perspective of internal auditors during the tender offer process, by David C. Burns, James W. Greenspan and Susan Lightle. Internal auditing, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 3-11.

GREENWALD, BRUCE.


Yang, Catherine. Credit unions may be tempting fate, by Catherine Yang with Laura Jereski and David Greising. (Finance) Business week, Dec. 18, 1989, p. 112-13.


Griffin, John P. Hardship withdrawals from Sec. 401(k) plans. (Tax clinic) Tax Adviser, v. 20, April 1989, p. 245-6.


GRIMSHAW, ANDREA.

GRIMSHAW, ANDREA.

GRINBLATT, MARK.


GRINER, E. H.

GRINOLD, RICHARD C.

GRINSTEAD, LARRY.
Nineteen eighty-eight EITF issues impact privately-owned businesses. (Accounting & auditing alerts) Asser (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, Jan. 31, 1989, p. 5.

GRINER, JOHN R.


GRIFF, FRANK.

GRIS, VERNER N.

GRISOM, TERRY V.

GROCERY RETAILERS
See also Supermarkets

Costs

Statistics
GROSS, STEVEN D.

GROVER, MANJUL.

GROVER, RONALD.

GROVER, SMT. MANJUL.
Efficient utilisation of time by CA students. (Students' section) Chartered accountant (India), v. 38, Dec. 1989, p. 522, 525.

GROVER, VARUN.

GROVES, RAY J.


GROWING role for business-to-business telemarketing.

GROUP ACCOUNTS
See Statements, Financial - Consolidated


GROUP INSURANCE
See Insurance, Accountants' group Insurance, Group Insurance, Health and hospitalization

GROUP LEGAL SERVICES PLANS
See Legal services plans

GROUP LTC market triples as products take hold. (News) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 6-7.

GROUP MANAGEMENT

GROVER, HUGH D.

GROVER, MANJUL.

GROVER, RONALD.

GROVER, SMT. MANJUL.
Efficient utilisation of time by CA students. (Students' section) Chartered accountant (India), v. 38, Dec. 1989, p. 522, 525.

GROVER, VARUN.

GROVES, RAY J.


GROWING role for business-to-business telemarketing.


GST tax may be avoided through use of disclaimer. Taxation for accountants, v. 42, May 1989, p. 302.

GST tax may be avoided through use of disclaimer. Taxation for lawyers, v. 18, July/Aug. 1989, p. 18-19.

GUARDIANA, JAMES A.


GUARANTEED INCOME CONTRACTS
See Guaranteed investment contracts

GUARANTEED INVESTMENT CONTRACTS


GUARANTY
See also Financial guarantees

Brands, Henk J. Interplay between Sections 547(b) and 550 of the Bankruptcy code. (Notes) Columbia law review, v. 89, April 1989, p. 530-49.


GUARRASCO, HERBERT J.

GUARDIANS

GUARDINO, JOSEPH R.

GUARNANI, C. K. S.

GUDANOWSKI, RANDALL A.

GUDIKUNST, ARTHUR C.

GUENTHER, SARA.

GUERARD, JOHN.

GUERARD, JOHN B.

GUERTIN, DONALD L.
Building an international investment accord, by Donald L. Guertin and John M. Kline, Washington, Atlantic Council of the United States, 1989. 44 p. [938 G]

GUEST, GUS.

GUIDANCE for internal auditors.


GUIDANCE on estimating and providing for the cost of HIV-related claims covered under life and accident and health insurance policies.

GUIDANCE provided for obtaining taxpayer assistance orders. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 18, July/Aug. 1989, p. 64-cover 3

GUIDE for studying and evaluating internal controls in the federal government.

GUIDE for the selection and use of microcomputers.

GUIDE to accounting for income taxes.
GUIDE to accounting software for microcomputers.


GUIDE to accounting software for the construction industry.


GUIDE to applying the Code sec. 89 employee benefit rules.


GUIDE to applying the Code section 89 employee benefit nondiscrimination rules.


GUIDE to audits of nonprofit organizations.


GUIDE to compilation and review engagements.


GUIDE to construction contractors, by Dennis R. Meals and others. Fort Worth, Tex., Practitioners Pub. Co., 1989. 2 v. (various pagings) [250 Con]

GUIDE to financial instruments.


GUIDE to financial statements around the world.


GUIDE to forecasts and projections.


GUIDE to going public.


GUIDE to implementation of Statement 96 on accounting for income taxes.


GUIDE to performing inspections.


GUIDE to personal finance: a lifetime program of money management.


GUIDE to preparing financial statements.


GUIDE to profitable microcomputer consulting.


GUIDE to quality control, by Stephen Weinstein and others. 2nd ed. Fort Worth, Tex., Practitioners Pub. Co., 1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [250 Acc]

GUIDE to record retention requirements in the Code of federal regulations.


GUIDE to securities markets around the world.


GUIDE to small business bookkeeping software.


GUIDE to state corporate and individual taxes in the United States, 1989.


GUIDE to the board's role in strategic business planning.
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GUIDE to the O.T.O.: O.T.O. responds to complaints about import inspection procedures.

GUIDE to understanding and using CPA services.
C.P.A. Communications Council. Guide to understanding and using CPA services, prepared by the C.P.A. Communications Council in cooperation with the Communications Division, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. New York, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1989. folder (7 p.). [*220 Acc]

GUIDEBOOK to federal wage-hour laws, 1989.

GUIDELINE for lifecycle validation, verification, and testing of computer software.

GUIDELINES for members in ethical difficulties.
Management accounting (Eng.), v. 67, March 1989, p. 56.

GUIDELINES for preparation of a statement of management responsibility for financial statements.

GUIDELINES issued on return and payment requirements for child's income. (Tax update) Financial planning journal, v. 5, March 7, 1989, p. 113-14. (Includes text of Notice 89-7.)

GUIDRY, KRISANDRA A.

GUILBAULT, GEORGE J.

GUILES, ROGER.

GUILLEBEAU, JULIE.

GUIMARAES, TOR.

GUJARATHI, MAHENDRA.

GUL, FERDINAND A.

GULLIVER, DAVID.

GULTEKIN, MUSTAFA N.

GULTEKIN, N. BULENT.

GUNAY, ERDAL.

GUNDERSON, AMY L.


GUNNEWERDA, GASTON.

GUNN, GEOFF.

GUNN, HOWARD.

GUNN, IAN H.
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GUPTA, JATINDER N. D.

GUPTA, KAMAL.

GUPTA, RAMESH.

GUPTA, RAVINDRA.

GUPTA, SANJEEV.

GUPTA, SUNIL.

GUPTA, SUrajmal.

GUPTA, YASH P.


GURNEY, KATHLEEN.

Your money personality, (Ideas in print) New accountant, v. 4, March 1989, p. 38-40. (Excerpted from Your money personality, by Kathleen Gurney.)

GURNEY, SUSAN L.

GURSKY, ELLEN KON.

GUSKIND, ROBERT.

GUSS, H. WILLIAM.

GUSS, JONATHAN S. G.

GUNN, MARSHALL D.
GUNN, MARSHALL D.


GUNNING, KENNETH S.

GUNTHER, JEFFREY W.
GUNTHER, JEFFREY W.

GUNTHER, SAMUEL P.

GUO, MIIN H.
Cross sectional study on the relationship between the information disclosure environment and stock price volatility. Miami, Florida International University, School of Accounting, 1989. 27 p. (Working paper, no. 89-4) [*720 G]


GUP, BENJENTON E.


GUPTA, ASHOK.
Audit of general insurance company at divisional level, Chartered accountant (India), v. 37, May 1989, p. 987-92.

GUPTA, ATUL.

GUPTA, J. L.
GUSTAFSON, ELIZABETH.

GUSTAFSON, LOREN T.

GUTERL, FRED V.

GUTHLEBEN, BEN.

GUTHRIE, JAMES.

GUTHRIE, MARK D.

GUTIERREZ, MAX.

GUTKNIGHT, DAVE.

GUTMAN, HARRY L.
Homes and taxes. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCH tax transactions library) [250 Res]

GUY, DAN M.


GUYETTE,RALPH L.
Treating Section 162(c) payments. National public accountant, v. 34, Sept. 1989, p. 36-41.

GUZZI, R. JAMES.

GWILLIAM, DAVID R.
Auditor independence and auditor judgements: an historical perspective. (In World Congress of Accounting Historians, 5th, University of Sydney, 1988. Collected papers. n.p., c1988. paper no. 316.) [*106.8 W]
Legitimate off-shoot or conflict of interest? (Accounting issues) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, May 1989, p. 31-2.

GYLES, R. V.
Basi, Bart A. Many 401(k) plans will have to be revised to satisfy new nondiscrimination tests, by Bart A. Basi, Randy Hahn and Lyndon Sommer. Small business taxation, v. 1, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 139-44. (Supplementary checklist, p. 143: Signs of trouble for 401(k) plans.)

HAIK-HAUL, RICHARD C.

HAIG, DAVID.
Direct marketing: more than just a mailing list. Accountant (Eng.), no. 5824, April 1989, p. 23.

HAIGHT, G. TIMOTHY.

HAIL-MARIA, YACOB.

HAILE, NEAL.

HAINES, LIONEL.

HAIR, JOSEPH F.

HALL, DANIEL.

HALEY, DONALD C.
Levy and distrait after the Taxpayer bill of rights: restrain-

HALEY, PATRICK J.

HALEY, SHIRLEY W.

HALF, ROBERT.
Career insurance: the no-cost policy you can't afford to pass up. Corporate controller, v. 1, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 29-32.
I want to find a new job ASAP. (Managing your career) *Management accounting* (NAA), v. 71, July 1989, p. 16.
I'm transferred but my husband isn't. (Managing your career) *Management accounting* (NAA), v. 70, June 1989, p. 17.
Keeping that job. (Robert Half's straight talk) *New accountant*, v. 4, April 1989, p. 21, 50.
Lost my job at 54. (Managing your career) *Management accounting* (NAA), v. 70, March 1989, p. 16.
Merge or purge? (Robert Half's straight talk) *New accountant*, v. 5, Nov. 1989, p. 41, 44.


HALFORD, CHARLES R.

HALL, DANIEL.
ATM security under scrutiny. *ABA banking journal*, v. 81, Nov. 1989, p. 70, 72.
Electronic payments ready to take off. *ABA banking journal*, v. 81, May 1989, p. 55, 57.
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HALL OF FAME
See Accounting Hall of Fame


HALPERN, T. LIONEL.
HALT of employer control is separation from service. Estate planning, v. 16, May/June 1989, p. 146-7.
HALT of employer control is separation from service. Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, March/April 1989, p. 291.
HALTER, PAUL.
Stress in the insurance agency. (Management insights) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Oct. 1989, p. 82, 84.
HALTINER, JAMES R.
HAMBRICK, DONALD C.
HAMBURG, JEANNE M.
HAMBURG, MORRIS.
HAMBURGER, PETER.
Efficiency auditing by the Australian Audit Office: reform and reaction under three auditors-general. Accounting, auditing and accountability (Eng.), v. 2, no. 3, 1989, p. 3-21.
HAMER, JOHN.
HAMERICK, RICHARD.
HAMERMESH, DANIEL S.
HAMERSKY, KAAREL.
HAMILL, JAMES R.
HAMILTON, DAVID F.
HAMILTON, JOAN O'C.
HAMILTON, MICHAEL S.
HAMILTON, R. T.
HAMILTON, RICHARD A.
HAMILTON, RICHARD P.
HAMILTON, SEYMOUR.
HAMILTON, STEPHEN D. D.
HAMILTON, STEWART.
HAMLIN, HENRY A.
HAMLIN, LAWRENCE D.
HAMMER, ALAN K.
HAMMER, EDSON G.

HAMMER, EDSON G.

HAMMER, LAWRENCE H.

HAMMER, MICHAEL.


HAMMER, RICHARD M.


HAMMER, SETH.

HAMMONDS, KEITH H.
Farrell, Christopher. Suddenly, blue chips are red-hot for ESOPs, by Christopher Farrell, Tim Smart and Keith H. Hammonds. (Finance) Business week, March 20, 1989, p. 144.


HAMRICK, JOHN.

HAN, JERRY C. Y.

HAN, KANG HONG.

HANAOKA, MASAO.

HANBERY, GLYN.

HANCHAR, JOHN J.

HAND, JOHN.

HAND, JOHN R. M.

HAND, MAX.


HANDBOOK of business and financial ratios.

HANDBOOK of business terms.

HANDBOOK of EDP auditing.
Murphy, Michael A. Handbook of EDP auditing, by Michael A. Murphy and Xenia Levy Parker. 2nd ed. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [170 M]

HANDBOOK of financial analysis, forecasting, and modeling.


HANDBOOK of financial modeling.


HANDBOOK of international business, edited by Ingo Walter and Tracy Murray. 2nd ed. New York, John Wiley, c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [938 H]

HANDBOOK of international management, edited by Ingo Walter and Tracy Murray. New York, John Wiley, c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [938.3 H]
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HANLEYBOOK of inventory management.


HANDBOOK of labor statistics.


HANDBOOK of SEC accounting and disclosure.


HANDBOOK of small business valuation formulas.

HANDBOOK of the appraisal of personal property.

HANDBOOK of the money and capital markets.

HANDBOOKS

See Accounting - Handbooks and manuals

Manuals

HANDEL, RICHARD C.

HANFIELD, ROBERT.

HANFIELD-JONES, STEPHEN.


HANICAPPED PEOPLE

See also Taxation, United States - Handicapped people


HANDWRITING ANALYSIS

See Graphology

HANDWRITTEN SYMBOL RECOGNITION
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HIRSCHSON, LINDA B.


HIRSHHORN, RON.


HIRSHEIFER, DAVID.


HIRST, MARK K.

Luckett, Peter F. Impact of feedback on inter-rater agreement and self insight in performance evaluation decisions, by Peter F. Luckett and Mark K. Hirst. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 5/6, 1989, p. 379-87.

HIRTLE, BEVERLY.


HISTORICAL analysis of selected aspects of antitrust legislation as it pertains to the accounting profession. Cunningham, Billie M. Historical analysis of selected aspects of antitrust legislation as it pertains to the accounting profession. Richmond, Va., Academy of Accounting Historians, 1989. 19 p. (Working paper. no. 79, April 1989) [100.8 C]

HISTORICAL COSTS


Lobo, Gerald J. Incremental information in SFAS no. 33 income disclosures over historical cost income and its cash and accrual components, by Gerald J. Lobo and In-Man Song. (Notes) Accounting review, v. 64, April 1989, p. 329-43.
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HISTORICAL development of Statement of financial accounting standard number 95: a new era of solvency reporting?


HISTORICAL SITES AND BUILDINGS

See also Taxation, United States – Historical sites and buildings


Law and regulation


HISTORICAL SUMMARIES

See Statements, Financial – Comparative

HISTORICAL tables, budget of the United States government, fiscal year 1990.


HISTORY of college and university accounting and auditing.


HISTORY of the Accounting research bulletins: 1939 to 1946.


HISTORY of the Accounting research bulletins: 1947 to 1959.


HISTORY of the Society of Management Accountants of Canada.


HITE, GAILEN L.
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HITE, PEGGY S.

HITZMAN, STEVEN D.

HIXON, LINDA M.

HIXSON, RICHARD M.
Lending to the retirement housing industry. Journal of commercial bank lending, v. 72, Nov. 1989, p. 36-45.

HLAVACEK, JAMES D.

HLEBAIN, GERRI.

HO, MIEW SIN.

HOAR, THOMAS.

HOBART, NEIL D.

HOBBS, DON R.

HOBBS, WILLIAM G.

HOCHBERG, STEVEN I.

HOCTOR, DAVID R.

HODGE, ROBERT D.

HODGES, J. G.

HODGES, PARKER.

HODGKINSON, LYN.

HODGKINSON, ROBERT.

HODGSON IMPEY.

HOECSCHEN, PAUL E.

HOENIG, CHRISTOPHER.

HOERR, JOHN.

HOF, ROBERT D.
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HOFF, FREDERIC L.

HOFF, J. WHITMAN.

HOFF, JEFFREY.
Real estate. Corporate finance, v. 3, May 1989, p. 73-80, 84, 86-95. (Special report: Empty offices give corporations the upper hand, by Jeffrey Hoff; directories compiled by Andrew Bird.)

HOFF, KATHARINE T.

HOFFMAN, HAROLD L.

HOFFMAN, LINWOOD A.

HOFFMAN, MICHAEL J. R.

HOFFMAN, PAUL GORDON.

HOFFMAN, PAUL R.

HOFFMAN, PAUL S.

HOFFMAN, SCOTT L.

HOFFMAN, SEYMOUR.

HOFFMAN, STUART.

HOFFMAN, SUSAN KATZ.

HOFFMEISTER, J. RONALD.

HOFMEYR, KARL.

HOGAN, LYNN M.

HOGAN, THOMAS JEFFERY.

HOGAN, WARREN P.

HOGAN, WILLIAM.

HOGHEIM, SVERRE.
Two worlds of management control, by Sverre Hogheim and others. Financial accountability and management (Eng.), v. 5, Autumn 1989, p. 163-78.

HOGUE, JACK T.

HOHENBERGER, MATTHEW D.

HOHNER, GREGORY.

HOISKA, ELAINE K.

HOLADAY, BART.
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HOLBROOK, MORRIS B.

HOLCOMB, JAMES.

HOLDEN, JAMES P.

HOLDEN, TADE.
Delicate art of doing business in Japan, by Ted Holden and Suzanne Woolley. (Personal business) Business week, Oct. 2, 1989, p. 120.


HOLDER, WILLIAM W.


HOLDING COMPANIES AND SUBSIDIARIES
See also Associated companies
Combinations
Consolidations and mergers
Finance subsidiaries
Monopolies


Accounting


FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of April 1, 1989. Status report (FASB), no. 200, April 7, 1989, entire issue, 9 p. [*106.3 F]


Australia
Leo, K. J. Consolidated financial statements. Caulfield, Australian Accounting Research Foundation, 1987. 190 p. (Discussion paper, no. 10) [*231 L]

Great Britain

International


Kenya

New Zealand

Singapore

Auditing
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**Finance**


**Law and regulation**


**Liabilities**


**Reports and statements**


Ernst & Whinney. Consolidation of all majority-owned subsidiaries: understanding and implementing FASB statement no. 94, n.p., c1988. 33 p. [*111.1 E]


FASB plan for technical projects, research, and other technical activities as of July 1, 1989. *Status report* (FASB), no. 203, July 14, 1989, entire issue, 9 p. (*106.3 F)


Smith, Brian P. Capital standards are a moving target: reporting for consolidated operations can cost more. (Current trends) *Savings institutions*, v. 110, April 1989, p. 68-9.


**HOLDING COMPANIES AND SUBSIDIARIES—Finance**

**Australia**

Leo, K. J. Consolidated financial statements. Caulfield, Australian Accounting Research Foundation, 1987. 190 p. (Discussion paper, no. 10) [*231 L]

**Great Britain**


**International**


**Kenya**


**South Africa**

Steele, Margo D. F. Time to change the Companies act? *De ratione (South Africa)*, v. 3, Summer 1989, p. 17-21.

**Taxation**

See Taxation, United States – Holding companies and subsidiaries

**HOLDING COMPANIES AND SUBSIDIARIES, FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES**

See also Branches, Foreign Corporations, Foreign Foreign operations Foreign trade


**Accounting**


**Budgeting**


**Finance**


**Management**

Handbook of international management, edited by Ingo Walter and Tracy Murray. New York, John Wiley, c1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [938.3 H]

**Reports and statements**
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**Taxation**

**Taxation** See Taxation, United States – Foreign subsidiaries

**HOLDREN, DON P.**


**HOLDREN, JOHN H.**


**HOLGESON, KREG W.**


**HOLLAND, BARBARA K.**


**HOLLAND, DARYL.**
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**HOLLAND, KEVIN.**


**HOLLANDER, STANLEY C.**
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**HOLLEY, JOYCE M.**


**HOLLINGSWORTH, DANNY P.**


**HOLLINS, DAVID.**


**HOLLOWAY, MARGRET R.**


**HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN.**


**HOLMES, DONNA.**

Employee stock ownership plans and Sec. 382 ownership changes. (Employee benefit plans) *CPA journal*, v. 59, Sept. 1989, p. 82.

**HOLMES, JEFFREY.**

Crisis management. *Armed forces comptroller*, v. 34, Spring 1989, p. 34-5.

**HOLMES, JOHN R.**

In-depth report: the Hewlett-Packard Laserjet – a handbook for CPAs. Larkspur, Calif., Quantum PC Report for CPAs, c1988. 1 v. (various pages), plus 1 diskette. [*116 H]*

**HOLMES, M. R. G.**

Commonwealth Financial Management Improvement Program. n.p., n.d. (21) p. [*319 A]*

**HOLMES, SCOTT.**


**HOLMES, THOMAS J.**


**HOLMES, WILLIAM H.**


**HOLMES, ZOE.**


**HOLEOEIKO, MARK.**


**HOLSAPPLE, CLYDE W.**


**HOLSCRAW, JIM.**

Make training work for you. *Production & inventory management review* with *APICS news*, v. 9, May 1989, p. 34, 36.

**HOLSTRUM, GARY L.**
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How to write the professional or technical book and find the best publisher for maximum exposure. Gapland, Md., Consultants National Resource Center, c1982. 30 p. (Professional practice development series) [*940 H]

Writing proposals that successfully sell professional services. Gapland, Md., Consultants National Resource Center, c1982. 46 p. (Professional practice development series) [*940 H]

HOLMAN, PATRICIA L.

HOMBERSLEY, BILL

HOMBURGER, THOMAS C.

HOME BANKING

HOME builder houses used as models. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, May 1989, p. 56.


HOME EQUITY LOANS
See Loans, Home equity


HOME HEALTH CARE
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HONIG, MARJORIE.


HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE

See Insurance, Homeowners

HOMES AND TAXES.


HOMES FOR THE AGED

See Non-profit organizations, Homes for the aged Retirement communities

HOMNICK, JOSEPH F.


HOMRICH, DAVID E.


HONAKER, CHARLES.


HONAN, PATRICK.

OS/2: the important question is - yes or no? (On line) Australian accountant, v. 59, June 1989, p. 87-90.

HONEYCUTT, EARL D.


HONG KONG.


Inland Revenue.


HONG KONG SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS.


HONG KONG STOCK EXCHANGE.


HONIG, MARJORIE.
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HOOKS, KAREN L.  

HOOLEY, G. J.  

HOOPER, MARTHA C.  
In crisis or calm, focus groups hit the mark. Association management, v. 41, March 1989, p. 117-19, 184.

HOOPER, PETER.  

HOPE, C. C.  

HOPEWELL, LYNN.  

HOPKINS, ANN B.  
Stewart, David O. Pro bono, sex and partnership. (Supreme Court report) ABA journal, v. 75, July 1989, p. 44, 46, 48, 50.
Webster, George D. Court sets new discrimination standard. (Legal) Association management, v. 41, July 1989, p. 84-5.

HOPKINS, BRUCE R.  

HOPKINS, DEBRA M.  
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HOPKINS, JOHN.  
Investment - a down to earth approach. Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, April 1989, p. 14, 16.

HOPKINS, JOHN J.  

HOPKINS, JOHN S.  
Understanding servicing value. Mortgage banking, v. 49, April 1989, p. 61, 63.

HOPKINS, RAYMOND F.  

HOPKINS, SHIRLEY A.  

HOPP, WALLACE J.  

HOPPMANN, ROBERT D.  

HOPSON, JAMES F.  


HOPSON, PATRICIA D.  

HOPWOOD, WILLIAM.  
HORD, RUBLE.

HORIZONS FOR A PROFESSION
See Common body of knowledge

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL INTEGRATION
See also Combinations
Diversified companies

HORN, GREG T.

HORN, HENRICK.

HORN, JEROLD I.

HORN, KEITH.

HORN, ROBERT N.

HORN, THOMAS W.

HORNBY, D. BROCK.

HORNER, LARRY D.

HORNGREN, CHARLES T.

HORNOR, EDITH R.

HOROWITZ, BARRY H.

HOROWITZ, JUDITH L.

HORRELL, JAMES F.

HORSE BREEDING FARMS
Taxation
See Taxation, United States – Horse breeding farms

HORSE owners and breeders tax manual.

HORSLEY, JACK E.

HORTEN, MICHAEL R.

HORTON, FOREST W.

HORTON, THOMAS R.

HORVITZ, JEROME S.

HORWATH & HORWATH INTERNATIONAL.

HORWITZ, BARBARA C.


Audit committees

Auditing


Billing


Mowll, Charles A. Billing practices can improve payment patterns. Healthcare financial management, v. 43, April 1989, p. 104-5. (Includes a sample Plan to improve billing procedures.)


Budgeting


Business planning


Demuro, Paul R. Joint ventures for mobile equipment reduce hospital costs. Healthcare financial management, v. 43, April 1989, p. 52-64, passim. (Includes a Joint venture checklist.)


Collection of accounts


Mowll, Charles A. Knowing how and when to grant credit. (Patient accounts management) Healthcare financial management, v. 43, Feb. 1989, p. 88, 94.
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**HOSPITALS—Collection of accounts (Continued)**


**Cost accounting**


**Costs**


Demuro, Paul R. Joint ventures for mobile equipment reduce hospital costs. Healthcare financial management, v. 43, April 1989, p. 52-64, passim. (Includes a Joint venture checklist.)


Patrick, Michael S. Product cost management: a systematic approach to product line profitability and cost improvement, by Michael S. Patrick and Donald McCall. Chicago, American Hospital Association, c1986. (8) p. [**250 Ins**]


**Credit management**

American Hospital Association. Management audit of the credit office. Chicago, n.d. 28 p. [**250 Ins**]

Mowll, Charles A. Knowing how and when to grant credit. (Patient accounts management) Healthcare financial management, v. 43, Feb. 1989, p. 88, 94.


**Data processing**


**Failures**


**Finance**


Lending to the health care industry, by Theodore G. Widmayer and others. (In Lending to different industries, v. 2. Philadelphia, c1988, p. 559-81.) [**670 L**]


**Information systems**


**Internal auditing**

Eldering, William T. Auditing a hospital's materials management department. (Health care auditing) *Internal auditing*, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 91-6.

**Internal control**
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 Inventories
 Melson, Lisa M. Overcoming barriers to operating room inventory control, by Lisa M. Melson and Mary Kay Schultz. Healthcare financial management, v. 43, April 1989, p. 28, 30-2, 34.
 Investments
 Law and regulation
 Lending to the health care industry, by Theodore G. Widmayer and others. (In Lending to different industries, vol. 2, Philadelphia, c1988, p. 559-81.) [670 L]
 Phelan, Marilyn E. Nonprofit enterprises: law and taxation. Wilmette, Ill., Callaghan, c1985. 2 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Non]
 Liability
 Holthus, David. To tell the truth, CEOs are valuable witnesses. (Law) Hospitals, v. 63, March 20, 1989, p. 60.
 Management
 Burke, George C. Understanding the dynamic role of the hospital executive: the view is better from the top. Hospital & health services administration, v. 34, Spring 1989, p. 99-112.
 Imberman, Woodruff. Rx: strike prevention in hospitals. Hospital & health services administration, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 195-211.
 Kirchner, Merian. What your hospital must do to survive. Medical economics, v. 66, March 6, 1989, p. 152-60, 162, 164-6.
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Management audit


Cisarik, James M. Operations audit of the business office. n.p., n.d. (3 p. [250 Ins]


Management by contract


Marketing

Kirchner, Merian. What your hospital must do to survive. Medical economics, v. 66, March 6, 1989, p. 152-60, 162, 164-6.

Mergers


New Jersey


Organization and procedure


Outpatient services


Patients

See also Diagnostic related groups


Personnel

See also Nurses, Hospital

Bartels, Bruce M. Quality criteria for medical staff admission, by Bruce M. Bartels and John W. O'Donnell. Hospital & health services administration, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 269-79.


Imberman, Woodruff. Rx: strike prevention in hospitals. *Hospital & health services administration*, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 195-211.


MacStravic, Scott. Customer relations strategy for health care employee relations. *Hospital & health services administration*, v. 34, Fall 1989, p. 397-411.


Nodzenski, Thaddeus J. Implementing medical staff malpractice insurance requirements. *Hospital & health services administration*, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 281-92.


Teschke, Deborah A. Employee volunteers can alleviate temporary staff shortages. (Provider perspective) *Healthcare financial management*, v. 43, March 1989, p. 117.

Pricing


Purchasing

See also Purchasing groups (Hospital)


Rales


Records


Relation to physicians

See Physicians – Relation to hospitals

Reports and statements


Ernst & Whinney. Statement no. 82. Rounding and implementing FASB statement no. 95. Cleveland, 1988. 72 p. (Financial reporting developments, Jan. 1988) [111.1 E]
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Services

See also Hospitals – Outpatient services


Kirchner, Merian. What your hospital must do to survive. Medical economics, v. 66, March 6, 1989, p. 152-60, 162, 164-6.


Koska, Mary T. Quality – thy name is nursing care, CEOs say. (Quality watch) Hospitals, v. 63, Feb. 5, 1989, p. 32.


Staff training


Statistics


Supervision and review

See also Peer review organizations, Hospital


Surveys


Koska, Mary T. Quality – thy name is nursing care, CEOs say. (Quality watch) Hospitals, v. 63, Feb. 5, 1989, p. 32.


Valuation


Work measurement


HOSPITALS, MULTI-HOSPITAL SYSTEMS


HOSPITALS, MULTI-HOSPITAL SYSTEMS—Financial management

Financial management

HOSPITALS, PSYCHIATRIC
See Mental health institutions

HOSSEINI, AHMAD.


HOTELS

Accounting
Erickson, Craig M. Centralized software cuts hotel costs. *CMA (Can.)*, v. 63, Sept. 1989, p. 35.

Advertising
Yesawich, Peter C. Final steps in market development: execution and measurement of programs. *Cornell hotel and restaurant administration quarterly*, v. 29, Feb. 1989, p. 82-91.

Australia

Bibliographies

Canada
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Costs

Data processing
Erickson, Craig M. Centralized software cuts hotel costs. *CMA (Can.)*, v. 63, Sept. 1989, p. 35.

Dominican Republic

Eastern Europe

Far East

Feasibility studies

Finance
Financial management


Food service


Denn, Jonathan M. Self-evaluation is key to reviving restaurant revenue. Hotel & motel management, v. 204, May 8, 1989, p. 44, 46.


Denn, Jonathan M. Strategic approaches can help boost f&B bottom line. (Dining dynamics) Hotel & motel management, v. 204, July 10, 1989, p. 66, 69.


Great Britain


Hong Kong


Information systems


International


Japan


Liability


Management


Scott, Jack. Don't let white-collar con artists victimize your hotel. (Executive forum) Hotel & motel management, v. 204, Sept. 4, 1989, p. 32, 34.

Management by contract

Bard, Susan M. Centralized buying brings major clout. Hotel & motel management, v. 204, May 29, 1989, p. 36, 42, 44.


HOTELS—Management by contract-Statistics

Statistics
Nozar, Robert A. AIRCOA continues management dominance. Hotel & motel management, v. 204, May 29, 1989, p. 36, 38, 40, 44.

Marketing
Yesawich, Peter C. Final steps in market development: execution and measurement of programs. Cornell hotel and restaurant administration quarterly, v. 29, Feb, 1989, p. 82-91.

Mexico

Organization and procedure

Personnel

Rates

Security

Services
Blankenhorn, Dana. Telephones can ring up profits for hotels. (Technology report) Hotel & motel management, v. 204, July 31, 1989, p. 56, 58, 60.

Puerto Rico

Purchasing
Bard, Susan M. Centralized buying brings major clout. Hotel & motel management, v. 204, May 29, 1989, p. 36, 42, 44.

Reports and statements
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Public relations

Puerto Rico

Purchasing
Bard, Susan M. Centralized buying brings major clout. Hotel & motel management, v. 204, May 29, 1989, p. 36, 42, 44.

Rates
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Security

Services
Blankenhorn, Dana. Telephones can ring up profits for hotels. (Technology report) Hotel & motel management, v. 204, July 31, 1989, p. 56, 58, 60.


South America

South Pacific
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Staff training


Statistics


Surveys

Valuation


HOTELS, CONDOMINIUM


HOTELS, RESORT


Finance

Statistics

Time-sharing

HOUFF, JAMES N.

HOUGHTON, DIANA.

What leaders think firms should now be doing. Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 11, Nov. 1989, p. 8-9.

HOUGHTON, JAMES L.

HOULE, CYRIL O.
Guiding boards: their nature and nurture. API account, v. 16, Summer 1989, p. 3.

HOULE, DAVID A.

HOURS OF LABOR
See also Labor – Law and regulation

American Woman’s Society of Certified Public Accountants. Alternative work schedules and the woman CPA, prepared by Karen L. Hooks. Chicago, c1989, 71 p. [c103.3 A]


South, Sheri. Part-time party line. CA magazine (Can.), v. 122, July 1989, p. 36-42.


Accountants

Alternative work schedules for women CPAs. CPA personnel report, v. 8, Nov. 1989, p. 5.

South, Sheri. Part-time party line. CA magazine (Can.), v. 122, July 1989, p. 36-42.


---Hong Kong---


---Australia---


---HOUSE in the middle could not be ignored in rollovers.---


---HOUSING---

See also Apartment houses

Real estate management

Residential property


---Costs---


Christian, James W. Lower financing isn't the only key to affordability. (Real estate finance) Savings institutions, v. 110, Oct. 1989, p. 20-1.


Manchester, Paul B. In the 1990s, real home prices aren't likely to decline. (Real estate finance) Savings institutions, v. 110, Nov. 1989, p. 32-3.

---Finance---


---Law and regulation---


Richman, Louis S. Housing policy needs a rehab. Fortune, v. 119, March 27, 1989, p. 84-7, 90, 92.


---Statistics---

Christian, James W. Lower financing isn't the only key to affordability. (Real estate finance) Savings institutions, v. 110, Oct. 1989, p. 20-1.


---Subsidies---


---Great Britain---


McNaught, Duncan. All change in Scottish housing. Accountant's magazine ( Scot. ), v. 93, April 1989, p. 21.
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Surveys

HOUSING PARTNERSHIPS

HOUSING, PREFABRICATED

HOUSLEY, CHRIS.

HOUSTON, CAROL OLSON.

HOUSTON, M. A.

HOVENKAMP, HERBERT.


HOW Allied-Signal is reducing healthcare costs.

HOW an MAS service pulls in referrals.

HOW and when IRS interviews can be recorded. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 18, July/Aug. 1989, cover 3.

HOW CPAs can help clients avoid investment scams.

HOW did you choose your accountant? (Hands on) INC., v. 11, June 1989, p. 114.

HOW did you choose your lawyer? (Hands on) INC., v. 11, July 1989, p. 99.


HOW ICA merger will work. (United Kingdom) World accounting report, March 1989, p. 6-7.


HOW Milliken stays on top.


HOW option replicating portfolio insurance works: expanded details.


HOW successful internal audit departments are evaluated, by W. Steve Albrecht and others. (Management strategy) Financial executive, v. 5, May/June 1989, p. 39-42.


HOW the behavior of supervisors can boost the performance of staff. CPA personnel report, v. 7, Feb. 1989, p. 4-5.

HOW to account for acquisitions under FASB 96.

HOW to analyze data.

HOW to avoid a substandard audit: suggestions for procuring an audit.

HOW to begin and operate a successful commercial photography business.


HOW to complete IRS and Labor Department reporting forms for pension, profit sharing, and other employee benefit plans.

HOW to comply with Section 89. Retail control, v. 53, March 1989, p. 36-9. (Reprinted from Nation's business, Feb. 1989.)

HOW to conduct association surveys.

HOW to create a winning business plan.

HOW to create a winning business plan.
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HOW to prepare for your first review.


HOW to read a financial report: wringing cash flow and other vital signs out of the numbers.


HOW to save time and money in filing your 1988 personal tax return.


HOW to select and use management consultants.
ACME Inc. – the Association of Management Consulting Firms. How to select and use management consultants. New York, c1987. 33 p. [200.81 A]


HOW to select your small computer... without frustration.
Segal, Hillel. How to select your small computer... without frustration, by Hillel Segal and Jesse Berst. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, c1983. 200 p. (Computer fitness series, v. 1) [203.9 S]

HOW to sell professional services.
Qubein, Nido R. How to sell professional services. GAPLAND, Md., Consultants National Resource Center, c1986. 32 p. (Professional practice development series) [250 Pro 2]

HOW to set and achieve your financial goals.
Bailard, Biehl & Kaiser, Inc. How to set and achieve your financial goals. Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin, c1989. 229 p. [250 Per]

HOW to slash payroll expenses despite costly changes in the payroll law.

HOW to succeed as an independent consultant.


HOW to create wealth on a salary: getting your withholding back and other legal tricks.


HOW to design and conduct retirement planning programs.
Cagney, J. Kenneth. How to design and conduct retirement planning programs: including model retirement program and workbook. Madison, Conn., Business & Legal Reports, c1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Per]

HOW to develop a business plan in fifteen days.
Luther, William M. How to develop a business plan in fifteen days. New York, AMACOM, c1987. 241 p. [200.81 L]

HOW to do a leveraged buyout for yourself, your corporation or your client.

HOW to do postmortem tax planning.

HOW to draft your firm's sexual-harassment policy. CPA personnel report, v. 8, Oct. 1989, p. 3.

HOW to get started in your own successful consulting practice.
Holtz, Herman R. How to get started in your own successful consulting practice. GAPLAND, Md., Consultants National Resource Center, c1982. 39 p. (Professional practice development series) [*200.81 H]

HOW to handle the new rules on required and corrective plan distributions. Taxation for accountants, v. 42, June 1989, p. 374-5.


HOW to make a living with conservative investments. Stanger register, v. 8, April 1989, p. 33, 35-6, 39.


HOW to market professional services.


HOW to merge or acquire a CPA practice.


HOW to practice law with computers.
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HREHA, KAREN S.

HOW, SUSAN E. S.
UNICAP a bitter pill to swallow? Pennsylvania CPA journal, v. 60, Summer 1989, p. 7-8. (Fourteenth annual student manuscript competition.)

HOWE, WAYNE J.

HOWELL, GARY W.
Severance I: which arrangements are plans under ERISA. Benefits law journal, v. 1, Summer 1988, p. 5-19.

HOWELL, PAUL M.

HOWELL, ROBERT A.

HOWELL, WILLIAM S.

HOWES, LORRAINE de WET.

HOWIESON, BRYAN.

HOWITT, IDELLE.

HOWITT, PETER.

HOWLAND, JEFFREY C.

HOYER, WOLFGANG.

HRADSKY, GREGORY T.

HREHA, KAREN S.
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HUBERMAN, BERNARDO A.

HUBICKI, DONALD E.
Haddock, Jorge. Which lot-sizing techniques are used in material requirements planning? By Jorge Haddock and Donald E. Hubicki. Production and inventory management journal, v. 30, Third quarter 1989, p. 53-6.

HUBLEY, ROGER.

HUCKSTEP, JEANNE.


HUDOCH, ARTHUR W.

HUDSON, DENNIS H.

Wilson, Arlette C. Accounting for income taxes: basic calculations before and after FASB no. 96, by Arlette Wilson and Dennis Hudson. Practical accountant, v. 22, Nov. 1989, p. 56-74, passim.


HUDSON, ELLWOOD.

HUDSON, HOWARD PENN.

HUDSON, JOHN.

HUDSON, MICHAEL.

HUDSON, MICHAEL A.

HUDSON, ROBERT F.
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HUGHES, JOHN S.

HUGE, J.

HUGGINS, LAWRENCE P.

HUGGINS, STANLEY M.
Don't just kick the tires. ABA banking journal, v. 81, Dec. 1989, p. 34, 36-9.


HUGHES, ANGELA.
Not so complex comments on TR 677. (Accounting issues) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, April 1989, p. 32-3.

HUGHES, BARBARA LYNCH.

HUGHES, CATHERINE VEIHMEYER.

HUGHES, CHARLES G.


HUGHES, DONALD T.

HUGHES, GORDON.


HUGHES, JESSE W.

HUGHES, JOHN M.
Partner/shareholder compensation – one firm’s case study. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, July 1989, p. 4-5.

HUGHES, JOHN S.

Conroy, Robert. On the observability of ownership retention by entrepreneurs with private information in the market for new issues, by Robert Conroy and John S. Hughes. Contemporary accounting research (Can.), v. 6, Fall 1989, p. 159-76.
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HUGHES, PATRICIA J.

HUGHES, PATRICIA J.

HUGHES, STEWARD.

HUGHES, SUSAN B.

HUGHES, TONY.

HUGINS, KENNETH C.
Hiring a firm accountant - one firm's experience. Practicing CPA (AICPA), v. 13, Jan. 1989, p. 3.

HUKILL, MARK A.

HULEN, MYRON.

HULETT, STANLEY W.

HULKOWER, SETH D.

HULL, EVERETTE D.

HULL, JOHN.

HULL, RITA P.
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HULTMAN, CHARLES W.

HUM, DEREK P. J.

HUMAN information processing in accounting.

HUMAN RELATIONS
Er, M. C. Assertive behaviour and stress. SAM advanced management journal, v. 54, Autumn 1989, p. 4-8.

HUMAN resource dilemma in accounting.

HUMAN resource information systems: the challenge of change.
Coopers & Lybrand. Human resource information systems: the challenge of change. n.p., c1989. folder (3 p.)[\*250 Acc]

HUMAN resource management: charting a new course.
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HUMAN RESOURCES


Mercer, Michael W. Turning your human resources department into a profit center. New York, AMACOM, c1989. 265 p. [223.8 M]


Accounting


India


Cost accounting


Costs


Data processing

Coopers & Lybrand. Human resource information systems: the challenge of change. n.p., c1989. folder (3 p.) [250 Acc]


European Economic Community


Information systems

Adams, Roscoe H. Management, analysis and planning for skill development... in the '90's. SAM advanced management journal, v. 54, Autumn 1989, p. 34-40.


Management

See also Personnel management

Adams, Roscoe H. Management, analysis and planning for skill development... in the '90's. SAM advanced management journal, v. 54, Autumn 1989, p. 34-40.
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Gerevas, Ronald E. Keeping good managers happy on a slower track. (Human resources) Business month, v. 133, May 1989, p. 79.
Haddock, Cynthia Carter. Transformational leadership and the employee discipline process. Hospital & health services administration, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 185-93.
MacStravic, Scott. Customer relations strategy for health care employee relations. Hospital & health services administration, v. 34, Fall 1989, p. 397-411.
Wortman, Leon A. Flying by his seat of the pants. (Sales manager's problem solver) Business marketing, v. 74, Dec. 1989, p. 44, 46, 48. (Needed: public relations)

Canada
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China

Egypt

India

Japan

Management audit

Valuation

India

HUME, ANTON.
EC corporate tax legislation lags behind reality. Accountant (Eng.), no. 3832, Dec. 1989, p. 16-17. (European accountant)
Tax planning for the USM. Accountant (Eng.), no. 5827, July 1989, p. 10-11.

HUME, LINDA S.
Enhanced earning capacity of one spouse as a factor in the property settlement or in maintenance. Community property journal, v. 15, Jan. 1989, p. 31-40.

HUME, ROBIN.

HUMMEL, GREGORY W.

HUMMER, WILLIAM B.

HUMOR

Whitford, George V. Devil's dictionary of insurance. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 11.

HUMPHREY, CHARLES G.

HUMPHREYS, BRENDA.
Hands across the border. (Taxes) CMA (Can.), v. 63, May 1989, p. 22.

HUMPHREYS, THOMAS A.
Mortgage-backed securities including REMICs and other investment vehicles, by Thomas A. Humphreys and David P. Kelley. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCH tax transactions library) [727 H]

HUNGARY.

HUNN, SONJA.

HUNT, DAVID M.
If you think training is expensive try ignorance. Accountants record (Eng.), no. 92, Oct. 1989, p. 31-2.

HUNT, FREDERICK D.

HUNT, HAL J.
Employer benefit plan reporting, audit requirements are detailed, complex. (Accounting & auditing alerts) Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Nov. 30, 1989, p. 5.
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HURLEY, JUDITH.
How to find skeletons in a financial adviser's closet. (Getting down to basics) Medical economics, v. 66, May 15, 1989, p. 97-100.
Is it still smart to borrow against your insurance? (Getting down to basics) Medical economics, v. 66, Dec. 4, 1989, p. 77-8, 80.

HURLEY, TIMOTHY J.

HURST, JOE.

HURST, JOHN.
Australians bear down on company accounts. International accounting bulletin (Ireland), no. 63, April 1989, p. 3.

HURWITZ, MARK W.

HUSBAND, B. PAUL.

HUSBAND, JAMES D.

HUSBANDS AND WIVES
See also Divorce and separation
Nuptial agreements
Taxation, United States - Husbands and wives
Elefant, Marcia S. When your financial planning client is a widow. Journal of financial planning, v. 2, July 1989, p. 120-3.
Morrill, Jean A. Trust was illusory with respect to spouse's rights. (New fiduciary decisions) Estate planning, v. 16, Nov./Dec. 1989, p. 379.

HUNT, JAMES B.

HUNT, JUDITH R.

HUNT, MALCOLM.
Inventory control in the process industry. (Business) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, March 1989, p. 90, 92.

HUNT, SHELBY D.

HUNT, STEPHEN E.

HUNT, TAMMY G.

HUNTER, ANDY.

HUNTER, SAM R.

HUNTLEY, LINDA J.

HUNTSMAN, ROY W.

HURD, RICHARD W.

HURD, ROBERT H.
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Australia


HUSSLEBEE, MARK. Netted assets. (Practice) *Chartered accountant (Australia)*, v. 60, April 1989, p. 43-4.


HUSTON, JOHN H. Quality assurance for dispersed internal auditing units. *Internal auditing*, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 40-56.


HYLAS, ROBERT E. Imaging systems: picture perfect, by Robert E. Hylas. Wick Keating and Bruce Gordon. (Technology today and tomorrow) *Best's review* (Property/casualty), v. 89, April 1989, p. 64, 66, 68, 70, 74.
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HYMAN, MILTON B.

HYNDMAN, BILL.

HYNDMAN, NOEL.


HYTEN, TODD.
I


IANNONE, A. PABLO.

IASC – E32. Accountancy 54 (South Africa), v. 6, April 1989, p. 92, 94.


IASC publishes framework for financial statements. (On the technical side) Accountancy 54 (South Africa), v. 6, Dec. 1989, p. 335.

IASC publishes new proposals for accounting for taxes on income. (IASC news) Industrial accountant (Pakistan), v. 29, April-June 1989, p. 3-4.


IBARRECHE, SANTIAGO.

IBBOTSON, ROGER G.


IBBOTSON ASSOCIATES.


ICELAND.

ICERMAN, RHODA C.


ICMAP STUDENTS CONFERENCE, 6TH, KARACHI, 1986.

IDAHO SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.

IDENTIFICATION CARDS

IF they had it to do over again... (News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 167, April 1989, p. 112.


IGLEHART, DONALD L.

IGLESIAS, FRANCISCO.

IGLESIAS, PAUL ANTHONY.

IHLANFELDT, WILLIAM J.


IJIRI, YUJI.


ILLEGAL PAYMENTS
See Bribery

Statements, Financial – Disclosure of illegal acts
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IMAN, RONALD L.


IMBERMAN, WOORDUFF.


Rx: strike prevention in hospitals. Hospital & health services administration, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 195-211.

IMDIEKE, LEROY F.


IMHOFF, EUGENE A.


IMOISILL, OLUMHENSE A.

Role of budget data in the evaluation of managerial performance. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 4, 1989, p. 325-35.

IMPACT of accounting and regulatory procedures on the Third World debt problem.


IMPACT of business systems technologies on the financial function.


IMPACT of changes in the world economy on developing countries.


IMPACT of China's economic reformation on the classification of the Chinese accounting system.


IMPACT of pension plan distributions. (Employee benefit plans) *CPA journal*, v. 59, Sept. 1989, p. 82-5. (Extract from Pension plan distributions – their impact on you, Goldstein Golub Kessler & Co.)


IMPLEMENTING incentive stock option creates new plan.


IMPORT TRADE

See Export and import trade


IMPROPER ACCUMULATION OF SURPLUS

See Taxation, United States – Undistributed profits
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IMPROVING judgment-based salesforce decision model applications


IMEX COMPANY.

IN-DEPTH report: the Hewlett-Packard Laserjet – a handbook for CPAs.

IN determining estate tax value, Tax Court refuses to ignore transfer restrictions and prices set in buy-sell and option agreement. (Selected recent developments) *Tax management estates, gifts and trusts journal*, v. 14, May 11, 1989, p. 90-1.


INAMINE, DEBORAH.
Glenn, John D. Core deposit intangible amortization deduction approved, by John D. Glenn and Deborah Inamine. *Valuation*, v. 34, June 1989, p. 36-42.


INCENTIVE STOCK OPTIONS
See Stock option plans

INCENTIVES
See also Accountants' office – Incentives
Motivation
Taxation, United States – Incentives


Dinkin, E. N. Winning the battle for top management talent. *Bankers magazine*, v. 172, March/April 1989, p. 57-60.


Ernst & Young. Retail Services Group. Ernst & Young survey: human resources in retail. New York, c1989, 24 p. [*262 E]
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INCOME—Personal


Walsh, Dean. Going flex—four adjustable comp plans that work, by Dean Walsh and Joanne Dahm. (Compensation) Sales & marketing management, v. 141, Sept. 1989, p. 16-17, 19, 21.


India


INCOME

See also Earnings

Statements, Financial—Income

Taxation, United States—Income

Wages, fees, salaries


National

See also National accounting


Europe


India


Personal
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INCONSISTENT POSITIONS

See Taxation, United States - Inconsistencies

INCORPORATING the time value of money within financial accounting.
Milburn, J. Alex. Incorporating the time value of money within financial accounting. Toronto, Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 1988. 349 p. [Research study] [*143.3 M]


INCREASED activity in financial planner legislation. Planner (AICPA), v. 3, Feb./March 1989, p. 1-2. (*106.1 A)


INDEMNIFICATION

See Accountants - Indemnification
Directors - Indemnification

INDEMNITIES


INDENTURES


INDEPENDENCE OF ACCOUNTANTS

See Accountants - Independence


INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS

See also Taxation, United States - Independent contractors


INDEX to accounting and auditing technical pronouncements. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Index to accounting and auditing technical pronouncements, as of July 1, 1988, edited by Margaret Monaghan, Bernadette Hind and Lois Woltersch. New York, c1989. 711 p. [*111.1 A]

INDEX to legal books. New York, R.R. Bowker, c1988. 6 v. (loose-leaf) [800 f]

INDEXATION OF TAXATION

See Inflation - Effect on taxation

INDEXES

See Bibliographies, indexes, catalogues
Price indexes

INDEXES for the MAS publications, 1989.
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INDIA.

---Dept. of Company Affairs.


INDIAN RESERVATIONS

Accounting

Financial management

INDIRECT COSTS
See Overhead

INDIRECT TAXES
See Taxation – Indirect taxes

INDIVIDUAL investor's guide to no-load mutual funds.

INDIVIDUAL PRACTICE ASSOCIATIONS (PHYSICIANS)
Accounting

INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS
See also Taxation, United States – Individual retirement accounts

Investments


Law and regulation


INDIVIDUALS' filled-in tax return forms, including sample filled-in forms, rate tables, check lists.

INDONESIA.
Kraar, Louis. Asia's rising export powers. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 43, 46, 50.


INDRARATNA, A. D. V. de S.

INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTANTS
See Accountants – Cost and industrial Controllers
Internal auditors

INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTING
See Cost accounting

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT—Japan

Japan

Southeast Asia
Kraa, Louis. Asia's rising export powers. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 43, 46, 50.

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BONDS
See Bonds – Industrial development

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL LOCATION
See Plant location

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
See also Factories – Management
Poe, Jerry B. Introduction to the American business enterprise. 7th ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1989. 589 p. [204.1 P]

INDUSTRIAL MARKETING

Statistics

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

INDUSTRIAL MARKETING RESEARCH ASSOCIATION.
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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
See also Collective bargaining
Labor
Strikes
Trade agreements
Trade unions

Imberman, Woodruff, Rx: strike prevention in hospitals. Hospital & health services administration, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 195-211.
Oberer, Walter E. Regulation of union economic power. Corporate practice commentator, v. 30, no. 4, 1989, p. 553-82. (Published originally in 1986 Utah law review 267.)
Pennington, Randy. Collaborative labor relations: the first line is the bottom line. (Labor relations update) Personnel, v. 66, March 1989, p. 78, 80, 82-3.

Canada
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Great Britain

Japan

Surveys

INDUSTRIAL relations 1989: outlook and issues.

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
See Research and development

INDUSTRIAL SECURITY
See also Trade secrets

INDUSTRIAL TIME SALES FINANCING
See Machinery and equipment – Finance

INDUSTRIAL WASTE
See Hazardous waste
Scrap, waste, spoilage

INDUSTRY
See also Business
Corporations
Manufacturers

China

Costs

Developing countries

Germany (Democratic Republic)

Government ownership
See Government ownership of business and industry
Public utilities – Government ownership

International

Japan

Law and regulation
See Government regulation of business and industry
Labor – Law and regulation
Public utilities – Law and regulation
Regulated industries

Statistics
Capacity use rate reaches 84.2% as all three sectors continue to expand. (Tax update) Financial planning journal, v. 5, Jan. 10, 1989, p. 32.
Forbes 500s. Forbes, v. 143, May 1, 1989, p. 173-396, passim. (Includes rankings according to sales, profits, assets, and market values.)
Forbes forty-first annual report on American industry. Forbes, v. 143, Jan. 9, 1989, p. 77-259, passim. (Includes the Who’s where rankings and industry reports.)
International 500: the biggest international corporations outside the U.S. Fortune, v. 120, July 31, 1989, p. 290-318, passim.
Manufacturing USA: industry analyses, statistics, and leading companies, edited by Arsen J. Darney. Detroit, Gale Research, c1989. 1755 p. [200 M]
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— Asia

Pac Rim 150. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 125-6, 128, 130, 132.

INDUSTRY AUDIT AND ACCOUNTING GUIDES


INDUSTRY AUDIT GUIDES


INDUSTRY norms and key business ratios.


INERFELD, IVAN.

Realistic approaches to office automation: how it can have the greatest impact. Newspaper financial executive journal, v. 42, Jan. 1989, p. 3-4.

INFLATION

See also Price-level changes


O’Reilly, William M. Federal deficit reduction and COLAs (cost of living adjustments). Washington, National Committee on Public Employee Pension Systems, c1989. 32 p. [*208.9 O]
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Inflation—Effect on business

---


Accounting


Most, Kenneth S. Accounting for inflation – the working capital problem. North Miami, Fla., Florida International University, School of Accounting, 1988. 17 p. (Working paper series. no. WP 88-7) [715 M]


---

Germany


---

Great Britain


---

International

Handbook of international management, edited by Ingo Walter and Tracy Murray. New York, John Wiley, c1988. I v. (various pagings) [938.3 H]


---

South Africa


Argentina


Australia


Brazil


Effect on business


INFLATION—Effect on business—(Continued)


Great Britain

Effect on economy

Effect on investment


India

Effect on taxation
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Brazil

Canada

Europe

Great Britain

INFLATION and business profits: theoretical bankruptcy of established accounting.

INFLUENCE of political competition on state government accounting practices.

INFOMAP: a complete guide to discovering information resources.

INFOPRENEURS: turning data into dollars.
INFORMATION guide: doing business in Greece.


INFORMATION guide: doing business in Italy.


INFORMATION guide: doing business in Norway.


INFORMATION guide: doing business in Singapore.


INFORMATION guide: doing business in the Republic of Ireland.


INFORMATION guide: doing business in the Soviet Union.


INFORMATION guide: doing business in Uruguay.


INFORMATION guide: foreign nationals in Israel.


INFORMATION guide: individual taxes - a worldwide summary.


Somekh Chaikin. Information guide: real estate investment in Israel. Tel-Aviv, c1989. 61 p. [*759.1 I]

INFORMATION guide: tax planning for acquisitions in the United States.


INFORMATION guide: tax planning for foreign investment in U.S. real property.


INFORMATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION.
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INFORMATION jungle: a quasi-novel approach to managing corporate knowledge.


INFORMATION liability: a partially annotated bibliography.


INFORMATION management: strategy, systems, and technologies, prepared by the editorial staff of Auerbach Publishers. Boston, Auerbach, c1989. 2 v. (various pagings) (Previous edition under title, Data processing management.) [*203.95 I]


INFORMATION RESOURSE MANAGEMENT


INFORMATION RETURNS

See Tax returns - Informational

INFORMATION SERVICES

See Libraries

INFORMATION SOURCES

See Business sources

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

See also Decision support systems
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS—Costs


Gillman, Harvey S. Are smart cards such a smart idea? (Computers) CMA (Can.), v. 63, Nov. 1989, p. 38.


Main, Jeremy. At last, software CEOs can use. Fortune, v. 119, March 13, 1989, p. 77-8, 80, 83.


Auditing


Budgeting


Ryan, Hugh W. Budgets, blood, and turnovers. (Systems development) Journal of information systems management, v. 6, Fall 1989, p. 76-80.


Costs


Lane, Ray. Yes, there is a way to measure MIS investments, by Ray Lane and Ray Hall. (Managing information) Business month, v. 134, Aug. 1989, p. 73-4.


Ryan, Hugh W. Budgets, blood, and turnips. (Systems development) Journal of information systems management, v. 6, Fall 1989, p. 76-80.


Design and installation


Downs, Susan Rae. Strategic use of information systems: implications for communication and internal control. n.p., 1988. 279 typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Utah.) [201 D]
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Tillmann, George. Prototyping for the right results. Datamation, v. 35, April 1, 1989, p. 42, 45. (Technology forum)


Evaluation


American Institute of Equipment Lessors. Role of MIS in a leasing organization. Journal of equipment lease financing, v. 7, Spring 1989, p. 44-8. (Summary of results of survey on CEO perceptions of management information systems, conducted by the AIEL. Lease Operations Conference planning committee.)


Financial management

Lane, Ray. Yes, there is a way to measure MIS investments, by Ray Lane and Ray Hall. (Managing information) Business month, v. 134, Aug. 1989, p. 73-4.


Great Britain


Management


Belger, Howard. Already there are old don'ts and many new do's, by Howard Belger and Langdon Greenley. (Managing information) Business month, v. 133, April 1989, p. 113-4.


Information management: strategy, systems, and technologies, prepared by the editorial staff of Auerbach Publishers. Boston, Auerbach, c1989. 2 v. (various pagings) (Previous edition under title, Data processing management.) [2039.5 I]
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Schroec, Michael J. Gaining strategic advantage through information systems. (Management consulting services) Ohio CPA journal, v. 48, Spring 1989, p. 45-6.


Wallace, Robert E. When it's time for a change. (Strategic planning) Journal of information systems management, v. 6, Spring 1989, p. 66-8.


—Australia


Marketing


New Zealand


Personnel


Zawacki, Robert A. Key role to MIS motivation is in the matchups. (Managing information) Business month, v. 133, March 1989, p. 77-8.

Security measures


Selection


Surveys


Kelly, Joseph. Datamation 100. Datamation, v. 35, June 15, 1989, p. 6-162, passim. (Statistics on the 100 leading worldwide IS companies.)


Moad, Jeff. Asking users to judge IS. Datamation, v. 35, Nov. 1, 1989, p. 93-4, 98, 100.)
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY


Users and user training
Caravella, Robert T. Aligning IS with user expectations. (Lessons in management) *Journal of information systems management*, v. 6, Spring 1989, p. 76-82.

Davis, Fred D. User acceptance of information systems: the technology acceptance model (TAM). Ann Arbor, Mich., University of Michigan, Graduate School of Business Administration, Division of Research, 1987, 33 p. (*)[201.8 D]


Moad, Jeff. Asking users to judge IS. *Datamation*, v. 35, Nov. 1, 1989, p. 93-4, 98, 100.


INFORMATION systems in small business.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS SECURITY ASSOCIATION.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES and space planning for libraries and information centers.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY


Downs, Susan Rae. Strategic use of information systems: implications for communication and internal control. n.p., 1988. 22 p. (Opry written pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) – University of Utah.) [*201.8 D]


Gellman, Harvey S. CIO's role is still important. (Computers) *CM4* (Can.), v. 63, April 1989, p. 23.
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Auditing

Santoni, Spiro. Auditing information technology requirements, by Spiro Santoni and John M. Bibby. Managerial auditing journal (Eng.), v. 4, no. 4, 1989, p. 3-6.

Great Britain


International


Management


Singapore


South Africa


INFORMATION technology and new opportunities.


INFORMATION technology and the new accounting.


INFORMATION technology management: evolving managerial roles.


INFORMATION THEORY


INFRASTRUCTURE assets: an assessment of user needs and recommendations for financial reporting.

Governmental Accounting Standards Board. Infrastructure assets: an assessment of user needs and recommendations for financial reporting. Stamford, Conn., c1986. 155 p. (Special report) [341 G]

INGLE, EVA.


INGLE, MICHAEL.


INGMIRE, DAVID.


INGRAM, ROBERT W.


INGUANZO, JOE M.
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INHERITANCE TAXES
See Taxation, United States - Estates
Taxation, United States - Inheritance taxes

INMAN, BRENT C.

INMAN, MARK LEE.
Do the MWCA and gearing adjustments have practical implications in the inflation accounting deliberations?

INMAN, R. ANTHONY.

INNES, JOHN.


INNOVATION


INSIDE: job: the looting of America’s savings and loans.


Schein, Edgar H. Corporate culture is the real key to creativity, an interview with Edgar H. Schein by Fred F. Jespersen. (Q&A) Business month, v. 133, May 1989, p. 73-5.


INQUIRIES of representatives of financial institution regulatory agencies.

INQUIRY and accounting: alternate methods and research perspectives.

INSELBAG, ISIK.

INSIDE Japanese financial markets.

INSIDE: job: the looting of America’s savings and loans.


McNamara, Brian M. SEC proposes comprehensive revision of rules regarding filing of ownership reports by corporate insiders, by Brian M. McNamara and Robert A. Barron. (Quarterly survey of SEC rulemaking and major appellate decisions) *Securities regulation law journal*, v. 17, Spring 1989, p. 92-3.


**Law and regulation**


**INSIDER TRANSACTIONS**

See also Corporations – Disclosure of information


Jacobs, Arnold S. Section 16 of the Securities exchange act. New York, Clark Boardman, c1989. i v. (various pagings) (Securities law series, v. 16) [721 J]

Janvey, Ralph S. Fortify your Chinese wall. ABA banking journal, v. 81, Sept. 1989, p. 96, 98.


McNamara, Brian M. New law provides increased sanctions against insider trading, by Brian M. McNamara and Robert A. Barron. (Quarterly survey of SEC rulemaking and major appellate decisions) Securities regulation law journal, v. 17, Spring 1989, p. 86-83.


**Australia**


**European Communities**


**Great Britain**


**Japan**


**Singapore**


INSIDER’S guide to demographic know-how, edited by Penelope Wickham. Ithaca, N.Y., American Demographics Press, c1988. 246 p. [317 I]
INSOLVENCY practices in Australia.


INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS OF KENYA. Accounting for income tax. Accountant (Kenya), v. 9, April/June 1989, p. 26-8. (Kenyan accounting standard 10)

Accounting for revaluation items - exposure draft 18. Accountant (Kenya), v. 9, April/June 1989, p. 14-16. (Kenyan accounting standard, ED 18)


... Council.


Australia's accounting bodies can't agree. International accounting bulletin (Ireland), no. 69, Nov. 1989, p. 5.
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--- Future Directions Committee.

Charting a dynamic future... Chairman: Alan Batley. Sydney, 1985. 46 p. [*106.9 A]

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND AND WALES.


Cash management. n.p., c1988. 51 p. (Guidance to good practice) [*142.1 I]


Centenary 1880-1980 – yesterday, today and tomorrow: list of participants. n.p., 1980. 64 p. [*106.4 I]


Controlling small computers. (Institute) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, Jan. 1989, p. 130-4. (Information technology statement, no. 5)


Gandy, Lisa A. ICAEW will consider merger with CIPFA. Accountant (Eng.), no. 5829, Sept. 1989, p. 5-6.


Systems development and acquisition. (Institute) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, June 1989, p. 158-63. (Information technology statement, no. 6)

--- Business Support Group.


--- Council.
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Research Board.

Technical Committee.

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS IN IRELAND.

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF ALBERTA.

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF AUSTRALIA.

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF GREAT BRITAIN.

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF INDIA.


Accounting Standards Board.
Accounting for the effects of changes in foreign exchange rates. Chartered accountant (India), v. 37, June 1989, p. 1094-7. (Accounting standard, no. 11)


Auditing Practices Committee.
Audit planning. Chartered accountant (India), v. 37, April 1989, p. 931-3. (Statement on standard auditing practices, no. 8)

Research Committee.

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF JAMAICA.

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF THE CARIBBEAN.


INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF NIGERIA.

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF ONTARIO.

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF PAKISTAN.


INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF SCOTLAND.


Lee, Tom. Solomons report: the search for reporting truth continues. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 93, March 1989, p. 44.


Information Technology Committee.


Research Committee.


INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF THE CARIBBEAN.
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INSTITUTE OF FINANCIAL EDUCATION.
Accounting practices for savings institutions. Chicago, c1988, 273 p. [167 I]
Annuities, mutual funds and life insurance as investment products. Chicago, c1988. 196 p. [720 I]
Qualified retirement plans for businesses. Chicago, c1988. 178 p. [208.9 I]

INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS – UNITED KINGDOM.
Recommended codes and practices for the audit of data processing activities, edited by Graeme Ward and Denis Marshall. London, c1980. 156 p. [*175 I]

INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS.
Harrell, Adrian. Examination of management’s ability to bias the professional objectivity of internal auditors, by Adrian Harrell, Martin Taylor and Eugene Cheeving. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 3, 1989, p. 259-69.
Internal auditing and the audit committee: working together toward common goals. Altamonte Springs, Fla., 1987. (10) p. [*175 I]

Professional Standards Committee.
Continuing professional development requirements. (Altamonte Springs, Fla.), 1989. 9 p. (Administrative directive, no. 4, 1989) [*175 I]

Professional Standards Committee. Subcommittee on Communication.

INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS RESEARCH FOUNDATION.
Barefield, Russell M. Internal auditing in a just-in-time manufacturing environment, by Russell M. Barefield and S. Mark Young. Altamonte Springs, Fla., Institute of Internal Auditors Research Foundation, c1988. 93 p. [204.3 B]
Evaluating the effectiveness of internal audit departments, by W. Steven Albrecht and others. Altamonte Springs, Fla., Institute of Internal Auditors Research Foundation, c1988. 161 p. [*175.5 E]

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO.
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO.

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYSTS.

INSTITUTE OF COST AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS OF PAKISTAN.
Miller, John Q. Constraints to the acceptance and achievement of the need for accounting and accountability. Karachi, Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of Pakistan, 1985. 32 p. (Seventh Shoaib Memorial Lecture) [*101 M]
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INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS.

INSTITUTE OF PETROLEUM ACCOUNTING.

Deakin, Edward B. Survey of accounting practices in the oil and gas industry. Denton, Tex., Institute of Petroleum Accounting, c1989. 112 p. (Survey was prepared as a joint effort of the Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies and the Institute of Petroleum Accounting.) [*250 Oil 2]

Major tax planning for 1988, John R. Cohan, Chairman. New York, Matthew Bender, c1988. 2 v. (various pagings) [*750.2 S]

INSTITUTE ON FEDERAL TAXATION, 41ST, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAW CENTER, 1989.
Major tax planning for 1989, John R. Cohan, Chairperson. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 2 v. (various pagings) [*750.2 S]

INSTITUTE ON FEDERAL TAXATION, 47TH, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, 1988.
Proceedings. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 2 v. (various pagings) [*751 N]

INSTITUTE ON FEDERAL TAXATION, 47TH, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, 1989.
Annual conference on employee benefits and executive compensation, edited by Melvin Cornfield. New York, Matthew Bender, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [*751 N]


INSTITUTIONAL STOCKHOLDERS
See Stockholders, Institutional

INSTITUTIONS
See Hospitals
Libraries
Mental health institutions
Non-profit organizations
Schools and colleges

INSTRUCTIONS to independent certified public accountants and licensed public accountants performing audits of Farmers Home Administration borrowers and grantees.

INSUFFICIENT effort made to find new address. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, Jan./Feb. 1989, cover 3.


INSURANCE
See also Insurance companies
Underwriters


Accounting
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Sri Lanka

Statistics

Terminology
Whitford, George V. Devil's dictionary of insurance. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 11.

INSURANCE, ACCIDENT

Surveys

INSURANCE, ACCIDENT AND HEALTH
See also Taxation, United States - Insurance, Accident and health

Statistics

INSURANCE, ACCOUNTANTS' GROUP

INSURANCE, ACCOUNTANTS' LIABILITY
Bissett, Dennis L. Reporting of claims. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), no. 20, Dec. 1989, p. 2-3. (*106.1 A)
Chovancak, Michael J. AICPA accountants professional liability insurance: new application format. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), no. 15, March/April 1989, p. 4-5. (*106.1 A)
Chovancak, Michael J. Tax engagement claims: frequency and severity continue to increase, by Mike Chovancak and Ken Mackun. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), no. 20, Dec. 1989, p. 2. (*106.1 A)
Finch, Carolyn. Claims reporting. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), v. 17, Aug./Sept. 1989, p. 2. (*106.1 A)
Nieman, Kyle. Establishing adequate professional liability insurance limits. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), v. 17, Aug./Sept. 1989, p. 3. (*106.1 A)
Parker, Robert M. AICPA accountants professional liability plan: premium surcharges - why they exist and how they affect your premium, by Robert M. Parker and Michael J. Chovancak. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), v. 17, Aug./Sept. 1989, p. 1. (*106.1 A)
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Parker, Robert M. Distinct features of AICPA professional liability plan. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), no. 15, March/April 1989, p. 1. (*106.1 A)

Parker, Robert M. Scope of coverage in AICPA professional liability plan. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), no. 15, March/April 1989, p. 2-4. (*106.1 A)

Reporting checklist for malpractice claims. (Practice management) Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), no. 20, Dec. 1989, p. 6. (*106.1 A)

Australia


Canada


Florida


Great Britain


Woolf, Emile. You can't have one without the other. (Practice) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 104, Sept. 1989, p. 84, 86.

International


Statistics


INSURANCE ACCOUNTING AND SYSTEMS ASSOCIATION.


__Research Committee. Accounting Subcommittee.


__Research Committee. Systems Subcommittee.


INSURANCE AGENCIES AND AGENTS

See also Taxation, United States – Insurance agents and brokers


Costs


Data processing

Aiosa, Frank J. Marriage of sales and technology. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, May 1989, p. 46-8, 111.


Information systems


Law and regulation


Management

Halter, Paul. Stress in the insurance agency. (Management insights) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Oct. 1989, p. 82, 84.

Marketing


Friedman, Alan D. No magic formulas. Best's review (Life/health), v. 89, March 1989, p. 62, 64.


Relation to insurance companies


Statistics


INSURANCE, AIRCRAFT


INSURANCE, AUTOMOBILE


Average automobile insurance premiums by state. (On-line reports) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 89, March 1989, p. 14-16.


Consumers split on cost-effectiveness of no-fault auto insurance. (Gallup/Best's review survey) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 18.
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INSURANCE, AUTOMOBILE LEASING

INSURANCE, BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD
See Insurance, Health and hospitalization.

INSURANCE BROKERS
See also Taxation, United States — Insurance agents and brokers.

Selection

Statistics

INSURANCE, BUSINESS

INSURANCE, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION

INSURANCE, CASUALTY


Statistics
Masterson, Norton E. Economic factors in property/casualty insurance claims costs. (Underwriting, losses and loss control) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, June 1989, p. 74, 76.

INSURANCE, CATASTROPHE
Garland, Susan B. Medigap gets a second opinion — from Congress. (Finance) Business week, May 1, 1989, p. 122.

INSURANCE CLAIMS
See also Structured settlements
Chovancak, Michael J. Tax engagement claims: frequency and severity continue to increase, by Mike Chovancak and Ken Mackunis. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), no. 20, Dec. 1989, p. 2. [*106.1 A]
Reporting checklist for malpractice claims. (Practice management) Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), no. 20, Dec. 1989, p. 6. [*106.1 A]
Sheldon, Jeffrey G. Patently offensive claims, by Jeffrey G. Sheldon and Surjit P. Soni. (Underwriting, losses and loss control) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 89, April 1989, p. 50, 52, 54.
Wirth, Eve R. Insuring your hospital with a camera. Veterinary economics, July 1989, p. 76.

Auditing
Coopers & Lybrand. Controlling benefit costs with a claims audit. New York, c.1988. brochure (7 p.) [*250 Acc]
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Costs


Masterson, Norton E. Economic factors in property/casualty insurance claims costs. (Underwriting, losses and loss control) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, June 1989, p. 74, 76.


Data processing


Karkosak, James F. IS and managed care: a dynamic duo. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 36-8, 42, 44.


Management


Statistics


Claims statistics for tax engagements. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), no. 15, March/April 1989, p. 2. (*106.1 A)


Masterson, Norton E. Economic factors in property/casualty insurance claims costs. (Underwriting, losses and loss control) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, June 1989, p. 74, 76.


INSURANCE, CLAIMS-MADE LIABILITY

See Insurance, Liability

INSURANCE, CO-INSURANCE


INSURANCE, COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

See Insurance, Comprehensive general liability

INSURANCE COMPANIES—Advertising

INSURANCE COMPANIES

See also Taxation, United States - Insurance companies


Koeppel, Jeffrey A. Warding off hostile takeovers. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, July 1989, p. 38-41.

Pike, Bartram N. In a dither over diversification? Best's review (Life/health), v. 89, April 1989, p. 18, 20, 22, 24, 26.


Accounting


_Australia_


_International_


_South Africa_

Accounting and reporting practices of short term insurers - ED 76. (On the technical side) Accountancy S4 (South Africa), v. 6, Sept. 1989, p. 257.

Advertising
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Finance

Hill, Norman E. Capital or competition? Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, May 1989, p. 34, 36, 38.

Financial management

Norman, James R. Can insurers nurse their HMOs back to health? (Finance) Business week, Jan. 16, 1989, p. 80-1.

Foreign operations


Great Britain


Information systems

Black-Keefer, Sharon. Hold the phone — the future is calling. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, May 1989, p. 52, 54, 56.

Internal auditing

Landry, Terry N. Audit software applications. (Health care auditing) Internal auditing, v. 5, Summer 1989, p. 90-5.
Richardson, Larry. Tomorrow's competitive advantage, by Larry Richards and Jill Goldman. (Technology today and tomorrow) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Aug. 1989, p. 60, 62, 64.
Smith, John J. Future belongs to ES. (Technology today and tomorrow) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Oct. 1989, p. 88, 90, 92.
Umbach, Paul C. Tuned to a fine pitch. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 54, 56.

European Communities


European Economic Community


Failures


Insurance Companies — Auditing

Auditing

Ernst & Whinney. State audit rules and reserve certification requirements for insurance companies. n.p., 1989. 145 p. [*408 E]
Sinnott, Paul A. Back to the classroom. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Oct. 1989, p. 34, 36, 112.

__European Communities__


__European Economic Community__


__Liability__


__Malaysia__


__Management__


__Marketing__

Seyboth, William G. Look before you leap into LTD. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Oct. 1989, p. 54-6, 116, 118.

__Mergers__


__Europe__


__Personnel__

Conlan, Nancy M. Opening doors for the disabled, by Nancy M. Conlan and Ethan A. Loney. (Technology today and tomorrow) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Sept. 1989, p. 67-9, 71.

__AUSTRALIA__
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INSURANCE COMPANIES—Statistics-International

International


Surveys


Valuation


INSURANCE COMPANIES, AUTOMOBILE


Law and regulation


Statistics


INSURANCE COMPANIES, CAPTIVE

See also Taxation, United States - Insurance companies, Captive


Colorado


Law and regulation


Vermont


INSURANCE COMPANIES, CASUALTY


Coopers & Lybrand. Getting the information to manage and compete in the property/casualty insurance industry. In p., c1989. folder (4 p.) [*250 Acc]


Matison, Raymond A. Prosperity for the fittest. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 89, Jan. 1989, p. 34, 36-8, 40-1, 76.

Nineteen eighty-eight underwriting results: an update. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, May 1989, p. 10, 12, 137.

Accounting


Costs

Ballen, Debra T. Wrong yardstick. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Sept. 1989, p. 34, 36, 38.

Finance


Law and regulation


Management


Personnel


Rates


Ballen, Debra T. Wrong yardstick. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Sept. 1989, p. 34, 36, 38.


Reports and statements


Statistics


Matison, Raymond A. Prosperity for the fittest. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 89, Jan. 1989, p. 34, 36-8, 40-1, 76.


Two hundred fifty leading property/casualty companies and groups. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, July 1989, p. 30, 32, 34-7.
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INSURANCE COMPANIES, FIRE
Reports and statements
Armstrong, Christy P. Survival guide to the new annual state-
ment, by Christy P. Armstrong, Gerald I. Lenrow and
Donald K. Steffen. (Insurance taxation) Best's review
(Property/casualty), v. 90, Dec. 1989, p. 92, 94.

Statistics
Stern, Lawrence J. Property insurance and inland marine –
1988, by Lawrence Stern and Marian Freedman. 181-188.

INSURANCE COMPANIES, HEALTH AND
HOSPITALIZATION
Coopers & Lybrand. Actuarial consulting services for life and
health companies. New York, c1987. folder (1 p.) [*250
Acc]
Gates, Laura D. Salvaging managed care, by Laura D. Gates
and Nancy T. Lukits. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90,

Finance
Actuarial Standards Board. Life Committee. Concerning
cash flow testing for life and health insurance companies.
1988. Adopted by the Actuarial Standards Board, Oct. 7,
1988. Developed by the Committee on Life Insurance
Financial Reporting for the Life Committee of the ASB.)
[*435 A]
Actuarial Standards Board. Life Committee. When to do
cash flow testing for life and health insurance companies.
Actuarial standard of practice. Developed by the Committeee
for Life Insurance Financial Reporting for the Life
Committee of the ASB.)[*435 A]

Information systems
Karkosak, James F. IS and managed care: a dynamic duo.
Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 36-8, 42,
44.
Lundgren, Dean A. Well-managed medical benefit plan.
Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 50, 52, 114.

Law and regulation
Sigelbaum, Harvey C. Uncle Sam needs us. Best's review
(Life/health), v. 89, Jan. 1989, p. 48, 50, 52.

Pricing
Palmer, Mitchell S. Group insurance marathon. Best's review
(Life/health), v. 89, April 1989, p. 50-2.
Peavy, Mark D. Price is right – or is it? Best's review (Life/
health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 27-8, 30.

Reports and statements
Interim Actuarial Standards Board. Health Operating Com-
mittee. Recommendations and interpretations concerning
health rate filings. Washington, American Academy of

Statistics
Arthur Andersen & Co. Insurance industry futures: setting a
course for the 1990s, by Arthur Andersen & Co. and the
Life Office Management Association. Chicago, c1988. 38
p. [*407 A]
Life/health operating income – 1988. (On-line reports) Best's review

INSURANCE COMPANIES, LIABILITY
Accounting
Property-liability insurance accounting, edited by Robert W.
Strain. 4th ed. Durham, N.C., Insurance Accounting and
Systems Association, 1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [441 P]

INSURANCE COMPANIES, LIFE—Data processing

Law and regulation
Millus, Albert J. Not just another business. Best's review

Rates
Harrington, Scott E. Fact versus fiction on advisory rates.
Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Oct. 1989, p. 56-8,
60, 119.

Statistics
Stern, Lawrence J. Medical malpractice, fidelity and surety.
Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 42,
44, 46, 117-9.

INSURANCE COMPANIES, LIFE
See also Taxation, United States – Insurance
companies, Life
Agostino, Dominick J. Takeover climate heats up. Best's review
(Life/health), v. 89, March 1989, p. 30-2, 34.
18, Jan. 1989, p. 31-2, 34-5.
Coopers & Lybrand. Actuarial consulting services for life and
health companies. New York, c1987. folder (1 p.) [*250
Acc]
Diamond, Joseph. Going public in New York, by Joseph
Diamond and Chaibua Pan. Best's review (Life/health), v.
89, Jan. 1989, p. 34-6, 101-3.
Dorfman, Mark S. Dow Jones-Ingalls guide to life insurance:
protection, investment, and financial planning, by Mark S.
Dorfman and Saul W. Adelman. Homewood, Ill., Dow
Jones-Ingalls, c1988. 206 p. [430 D]
Ducharme, Guy N. Dark side of conversion. Best's review
(Life/health), v. 89, Jan. 1989, p. 29-30, 32-3, 103.
Galban, Leandro S. Unthinkable option. Best's review (Life/
health), v. 90, July 1989, p. 34-7, 108.
Marmol, Gil G. Is the great shakeout coming? Best's review
Morgenson, Gretchen. You bet your life. Forbes, v. 144, July
Stern, Lawrence J. Nineteen eighty-eight corporate changes.
Best's review (Life/health), v. 89, March 1989, p. 22-4, 26,
28-9.

Accounting
Big changes in bean counting. Fortune, v. 119, March 27,
1989, p. 144.
Coopers & Lybrand. FASB statement 97: an analysis and
implementation guide. New York, 1988. 38 p. [*111.1 C]
Wechsler, Dana. Liabilities dangerous. (Numbers game)

Business planning
Freund, York P. No easy answers. Best's review (Life/health),
Marmol, Gil G. Is the great shakeout coming? Best's review
Wall, Stephen J. Name your game plan, by Stephen J. Wall
and James Michael. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Aug.
1989, p. 16, 18, 110-12.
Weiner, Edith. Motion picture, not a snapshot. Best's review
(Life/health), v. 89, Jan. 1989, p. 62, 64-6, 68.

California
Saks, Howard J. Passage of Proposition 103 in Calif. may
adversely affect life insurance industry. (Insurance trends and

Costs
Miller, James L. What price term? Best's review (Life/health),

Data processing
Aiosa, Frank J. Marriage of sales and technology. Best's
review (Life/health), v. 90, May 1989, p. 46-8, 111. 869
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Management
Bechtell, Michele L. Listen to the voice of the customer. Best’s review (Life/health), v. 90, Dec. 1989, p. 40-2, 44.
Matison, Raymond A. As the big ship turns. Best’s review (Life/health), v. 90, May 1989, p. 26-8, 30, 106-8.

Marketing
Bechtell, Michele L. Listen to the voice of the customer. Best’s review (Life/health), v. 90, Dec. 1989, p. 40-2, 44.
Matison, Raymond A. As the big ship turns. Best’s review (Life/health), v. 90, May 1989, p. 26-8, 30, 106-8.
Shapiro, Robert D. Tossing out the rulebook. Best’s review (Life/health), v. 89, April 1989, p. 28, 30, 32.

Public relations
Roxberry, Megan L. Life agents urged to tackle industry’s image. (Organization notes) Best’s review (Life/health), v. 90, Oct. 1989, p. 130-3.

Reports and statements

Services

Statistics
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Mabie, Robert: Ten-year dividend comparisons $50,000 policy. (Statistical studies) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Aug. 1989, p. 68-2, passim.


Schmidt, Charlie: Leading writers of credit life. (Statistical studies) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 78, 80, 83, 84.


SPDA comparison study. (Statistical studies) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 102-7.

Stern, Lawrence J: Five hundred leading life companies in total premiums income. (Marketing facts and ideas) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, July 1989, p. 78, 80-2, 84.

Stern, Lawrence J: Leading life companies in three categories. (Marketing facts and ideas) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, July 1989, p. 70, 72, 74-7.


Surveys


INSURANCE COMPANIES, MORTGAGE GUARANTEE


INSURANCE COMPANIES, MUTUAL


Coopers & Lybrand: Getting the information to manage and compete in the property/casualty insurance industry, n.p., c1989. folder (4 p.) [**250 Acc]


Matison, Raymond A: Prosperity for the fittest. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 89, Jan. 1989, p. 34, 36-8, 40-1, 76.

Nineteen eighty-eight underwriting results: an update. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, May 1989, p. 10, 12, 137.
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INSURANCE COMPANIES, PROPERTY—Statistics

Accounting


Costs

Ballen, Debra T: Wrong yardstick. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Sept. 1989, p. 34, 36, 38.

Finance


Law and regulation


Management


Personnel


Rates


Ballen, Debra T: Wrong yardstick. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, Sept. 1989, p. 34, 36, 38.


Statistics
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Matison, Raymond A. Prosperity for the fittest. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 89, Jan. 1989, p. 34, 36-8, 40-1-76.


Two hundred fifty leading property/casualty companies and groups. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, July 1989, p. 30, 32, 34-7.

INSURANCE COMPANIES, REINSURERS


Waterman, Richard G. Road less traveled by. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, June 1989, p. 60-2, 64, 66.

Accounting


Finance


Financial management


Law and regulation


Johnson, James F. Reining in reinsurers. Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, June 1989, p. 44-8, 100.

INSURANCE COMPANIES, TITLE


Law and regulation


INSURANCE, COMPREHENSIVE GENERAL LIABILITY


INSURANCE, CREDIT


Reid, John B. Transfers versus insurance expenses. (Life insurance taxation) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Dec. 1989, p. 100.

Statistics

Schmidt, Charlie. Leading writers of credit life. (Statistical studies) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 78, 80, 82, 84.

INSURANCE, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT


INSURANCE, DENTAL


INSURANCE, DIRECTORS' LIABILITY


Wright, P. Bruce. Amended bill takes pressure off directors and officers. (Legal considerations) Risk management, v. 36, June 1989, p. 82.

Great Britain


INSURANCE, DISABILITY


Get your act together!! Money, v. 18, Feb. 1989, p. 66-72, 74, 77-8, 86-9. (Special report: Five smart financial moves to make now)


Minzer, Lawrence. Best that money can buy. Financial planning, v. 18, Nov. 1989, p. 82-5.


Seyboth, William G. Look before you leap into LTD. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Oct. 1989, p. 54-6, 116, 118.
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Costs


Crowley, Joseph P. Where have all the players gone? Best's review (Life/health), v. 89, April 1989, p. 46-8, 107.


Lundgren, Dean A. Well-managed medical benefit plan. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 50, 52, 114.

Managed care plans don't shift risk to providers. (Payment) Hospitals, v. 63, Sept. 20, 1989, p. 31, 33.


Data processing


Law and regulation

Battistella, Roger M. National health insurance reconsidered: dilemmas and opportunities, by Roger M. Battistella and Thomas P. Weil. Hospital & health services administration, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 139-56.


National

Battistella, Roger M. National health insurance reconsidered: dilemmas and opportunities, by Roger M. Battistella and Thomas P. Weil. Hospital & health services administration, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 139-56.
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Stevens, Carol. Why business is rushing to support NHL. *Medical economics*, v. 66, Aug. 21, 1989, p. 132-4, 137-40, 143-4, 146.

Rates

Reports and statements

Statistics

INSURANCE, HOMEOWNERS


INSURANCE industry futures: setting a course for the 1990s.

INSURANCE INSOLVENCY FUNDS
See Insurance guaranty funds

INSURANCE, KEY PERSON
See also Insurance, Life
Taxation, United States – Insurance, Key person

INSURANCE, LEGAL SERVICES
See Legal services plans

INSURANCE, LIABILITY
See also Insurance, Accountants’ liability
Insurance, Comprehensive general liability
Insurance, Directors’ liability
Insurance, Environmental impairment liability
Insurance, Errors and omissions

O’Connell, Jeffrey. Less tortuous torts. *Best’s review* (Life/health), v. 89, April 1989, p. 35-6, 38.
Shekold, Jeffrey G. Patently offensive claims, by Jeffrey G. Shekold and Surji P. Soni. *(Underwriting, losses and loss control)* *Best’s review* (Property/casualty), v. 89, April 1989, p. 50, 52, 54.


Australia

Costs


Law and regulation
Nodzenski, Thaddeus J. Implementing medical staff malpractice insurance requirements. *Hospital & health services administration*, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 281-92.

INSURANCE, LIFE
See also Insurance, Key person
Insurance, Universal life
Insurance, Variable life
Taxation, United States – Insurance, Life


Consumers endorse living benefits concept. (Gallup/Best's review survey) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Oct. 1989, p. 12.
Dann, Donald R. Replacement in the context of a need for new life insurance, by Donald R. Dann, Herbert J. Davis and Lanny D. Levin. Journal of the American Society of CLU & ChFC, v. 43, March 1989, p. 36-44.
Dunn, Don. Life insurance that pays off while you're still around. (Personal business) Business week, July 31, 1989, p. 100-1.
Dunn, Don. This policy takes the sting out of inheritance taxes. (Personal business) Business week, June 12, 1989, p. 107.
Hay, Judith. Is it still smart to borrow against your insurance? (Getting down to basics) Medical economics, v. 66, Dec. 4, 1989, p. 77-8, 80.
Institute of Financial Education. Annuities, mutual funds and life insurance as investment products. Chicago, c1988. 196 p. [720 I]
Reid, John B. Bucks don't stop here. (Life insurance taxation) Best's review (Life/health), v. 89, March 1989, p. 89-90.
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Australia
Costs
Denmark
Dukes, Jeffery. Life across the Atlantic: the German, Swiss, Danish and Norwegian markets, by Jeffery Dukes and Jan Kamieniecki. (Marketing facts and ideas) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Dec. 1989, p. 93-6.
Germany (Federal Republic)
Dukes, Jeffery. Life across the Atlantic: the German, Swiss, Danish and Norwegian markets, by Jeffery Dukes and Jan Kamieniecki. (Marketing facts and ideas) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Dec. 1989, p. 93-6.
Great Britain
Ireland
Law and regulation
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Mabie, Robert. Twenty-year dividend comparisons: $25,000 policy. (Marketing facts and ideas) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, July 1989, p. 97-104.


Costs


Data processing

Umbach, Paul C. Tuned to a fine pitch. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 54, 56.


Evaluation


Forms

Chovanack, Michael J. AICPA accountants professional liability insurance - new application format. Accountant's liability newsletter (AICPA), no. 15, March/April 1989, p. 4-5. (106.1 A)

Statistics


Stern, Lawrence J. Average policy size. (Statistical studies) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 70, 72, 74, 76.


INSURANCE, POLITICAL RISK

ACCOUNTANTS' INDEX 1989

INSURANCE, PORTFOLIO
See Portfolio insurance


INSURANCE PREMIUMS
See also Taxation, United States – Insurance premiums


Statistics
Average automobile insurance premiums by state. (On-line reports) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 89, March 1989, p. 14-16.

INSURANCE, PRESCRIPTION PLANS
See Insurance, Medical payment plans

INSURANCE, PROPERTY
See also Insurance, Homeowners


Statistics
Masterson, Norton E. Economic factors in property/casualty insurance claims costs. (Underwriting, losses and loss control) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, June 1989, p. 74, 76.

INSURANCE, REINSURANCE
See also Taxation, United States – Insurance, Reinsurance


Accounting


INSURANCE, SELF


INSURANCE SERVICES OFFICE


INSURANCE, SPLIT-DOLLAR


INSURANCE, SURETY AND FIDELITY


INSURANCE, TENANTS

INSURANCE, TERM


MARKETING


STATISTICS


INSURANCE, TITLE


INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS

See Underwriters

INSURANCE, UNEMPLOYMENT

See also Taxation, United States – Insurance, Unemployment


Europe


INSURANCE, UNIVERSAL LIFE


Teas, Daniel H. How the new investment-oriented life insurance products can be used to a client’s best advantage. Practical accountant, v. 22, Jan. 1989, p. 78-80.


ACCOUNTING


REPORTS AND STATEMENTS


STATISTICS


INSURANCE, USE AND OCCUPANCY

See Insurance, Business interruption

INSURANCE, VARIABLE


INSURANCE, VARIABLE LIFE


Teas, Daniel H. How the new investment-oriented life insurance products can be used to a client’s best advantage. Practical accountant, v. 22, Jan. 1989, p. 78-80.

INSURANCE, WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

See Workers’ compensation

INSURANCE, WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

INSURING our future.


INTANGIBLE ASSETS

See Assets, Intangibles

INTERDIVISIONAL PRICING

INTERDIVISIONAL PRICING

See Pricing, Transfer

INTEREST


INTEREST

See also Taxation, United States — Interest


Jones, Frank J. Determinants of interest rates on fixed-income securities, by Frank J. Jones and Benjamin Wolkowitz. (In Levine, Sumner N. Financial analyst's handbook, 2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., c1988. p. 273-311.) [720 F]
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Norton, Robert E. Dividends and interest matter a lot more than you think. (Personal investing) Fortune, v. 120, Nov. 6, 1989, p. 19, 22, 24.


Singh, Faiqub. Treatment of interest in capital budgeting. (Students' section) Chartered accountant (India), v. 38, July 1989, p. 84-5.


Accounting


Richardson, Frederick M. Income difference caused by interest capitalization, by Frederick M. Richardson and Eugene Seago. (Accounting) CPA journal, v. 59, Nov. 1989, p. 64, 66-9.

_Great Britain_


Richardson, Frederick M. Income difference caused by interest capitalization, by Frederick M. Richardson and Eugene Seago. (Accounting) CPA journal, v. 59, Nov. 1989, p. 64, 66-9.

_India_


_Great Britain_

INTEREST RATE SWAPS

INTEREST RATE FUTURES
See also Treasury bills
Treasury bonds
Loosigian, Allan M. Interest-rate futures and option strategies in fixed-income portfolio management. (In Levine, Sumner N. Financial analyst’s handbook, 2nd ed. Home-
wood, Ill., c1988, p. 142-87) [720 F]
McCabe, George M. Hedging in the Treasury bill futures market when the hedged instrument and the deliverable instrument are not matched, by George M. McCabe and Donald P. Solberg. Journal of futures markets, v. 9, Dec.
Redhead, Keith. Financial risk management, by Keith Red-
257 p. [713 R]

Accounting
23 p. [*111.1 A]

INTEREST rate on underpayments declines. (Tax talk)

INTEREST RATE OPTIONS
1989, p. 591-610.
Loosigian, Allan M. Interest-rate futures and option strategies in fixed-income portfolio management. (In Levine, Sumner N. Financial analyst’s handbook, 2nd ed. Home-
wood, Ill., c1988, p. 142-87) [720 F]
Mark, Robert M. Quantitative and systems trading tech-
niques in the capital markets. Journal of bank cost & man-
agement accounting, v. 1, no. 6, 1988, p. 5-34.

Pricing
Rabinovitch, Ramon. Pricing stock and bond options when the default-free rate is stochastic. Journal of financial and quantita-

INTEREST RATE SWAPS
Cragle, David R. Interest in the rate swap: will Old Colony die hard? Tax management international journal, v. 18,
Jarzombek, Susan M. Interest rate swaps can reduce borrow-
ing costs. (Financial resources) Financial manager, v. 2,
May/June 1989, p. 70, 72, 74.
1989, p. 82-4.
Mark, Robert M. Quantitative and systems trading tech-
niques in the capital markets. Journal of bank cost & man-
agement accounting, v. 1, no. 6, 1988, p. 5-34.
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Prime rate
Kreuzer, Terese. Who really sets the prime rate? (Does anyone really care?) Bankers monthly, v. 105, Aug. 1988,
p. 62-4, 66.

Variable rate
Landskroner, Yoram. How variable interest rates affect bank 
duration and immunization, by Yoram Landskroner and David Ruthenberg. (Technical notes) Financial analysis 
Tillman, Gary B. Lender litigation: variable interest rates and 
121-9.

INTEREST capitalization for flowthrough entities.
Martin, Craig A. Interest capitalization for flowthrough enti-
ties, by Craig A. Martin and Caroline D. Strobel. Tax 

INTEREST, COMPOUND
Craig, Thomas R. Useful visual and memory aids in teaching 
compound interest concepts and methods. Accounting edu-
cators’ journal, v. 1, Fall 1988, p. 126-33.
Levine, Sumner N. Compound interest calculations and 
tables. (In Levine, Sumner N. Financial analyst’s handbook, 
2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., c1988, p. 1547-88.) [720 F]
Thorndike, David. Thorndike encyclopedia of banking and 
financial tables, prepared by David Thorndike and Donald 
S. Benton. 3rd ed. 1989 yearbook. Boston, Warren, 
Gorham & Lamont, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [197 T]
Thorndike, David. Thorndike encyclopedia of banking and 
financial tables, 1990 yearbook, prepared by David Thor-
ndike and Donald S. Benton. 3rd ed. Boston, Warren, 
Gorham & Lamont, c1990. 1 v. (various pagings) [197 T]
Tools of accounting. (In Intermediate accounting, by Jan R. 
Williams, Keith G. Stanga and William W. Holder. 3rd ed. 
San Diego, c1989. p. 179-277.) [110 W]

INTEREST deductible even though house was gift. Estate 

INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION
See also Taxation, United States – Interest during con-
struction
Financial Accounting Standards Board. Statement of financial 
accounting standards no. 90: regulated enterprises – 
accounting for abandonments and disallowances of plant 
costs – an amendment of FASB statement no. 71; No. 92: 
regulated enterprises – accounting for phase-in plans – 
amendment of FASB statement no. 71; No. 101: regulated 
toines – accounting for the discontinuation of applica-
tion of FASB statement no. 71. Norwalk, Conn., 1989. 11 
v. (5796 p.) (Public record. Contents: pt. I: Letters of com-
ment submitted in respect of exposure draft. - pt. 2: Public 
hearings held June 4-7, 1988.) [*111.1 F]

INTEREST in five-year programs is increasing across the 

INTEREST incurred for spouse’s share of home deductible, by 
Meade Emory and others. (Letter rulings) Journal of taxa-

INTEREST rate assumption used by plan held unreasonable. 
(Tax update) Tax management financial planning 
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Accounting


INTERFIRM COMPARISONS


Han, Jerry C. Y. Managers' earnings forecasts and intra-industry information transfers, by Jerry C.Y. Han, John J. Wild and K. Ramesh. Journal of accounting and economics (Netherlands), v. 11, Feb. 1989, p. 3-33.

INTERIM ACTUARIAL STANDARDS BOARD.

Health Operating Committee.


Life Committee.


Pension Committee.


Retiree Health Care and Death Benefits Operating Committee.


INTERIM REPORTS

See Reports - Interim Statements. Financial - Interim


INTERIOR DESIGNERS

See Decorators

INTERMEDIATE accounting.


INTERNAL audit services: our commitment to the profession. Coopers & Lybrand. Internal audit services: our commitment to the profession. n.p., c1989. folder (3 p.), plus inserts. [*250 Acc]

INTERNAL AUDITING


Barrett, Michael J. Involvement in the financial reporting process. (Current developments) Internal auditing, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 73-8.


Bennett, Donald E. Internal audit function: Treadway squeezes the little guy, by Donald E. Bennett, Thomas J. Phillips and Barry T. Lewis. Today's CPA (Texas Society of CPAs), v. 14, May/June 1989, p. 39-42.


Coopers & Lybrand. Internal audit services: our commitment to the profession. n.p., c1989. folder (3 p.), plus inserts. [*250 Acc]
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Institute of Internal Auditors. Internal auditing and the audit committee: working together toward common goals. Altamonte Springs, Fla., 1987. (10) p. [*175 I]


Audit programs


China


Costs


Data processing

See EDP auditing

Great Britain


India


International


Principles and standards


Barrett, Michael J. Relationships to reliance; the very long step. (Current developments) Internal auditing, v. 4, Winter 1989, p. 66-72.


Harrell, Adrian. Examination of management's ability to bias the professional objectivity of internal auditors, by Adrian Harrell, Martin Taylor and Eugene Chewning. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 3, 1989, p. 259-69.


INTERNAL AUDITING—Principles and standards—
(Continued)


Statistical methods
See Testing and sampling

Teaching
See Accounting—Teaching

INTERNAL auditing and the audit committee: working together toward common goals.

INTERNAL AUDITING COURSES
See Accounting courses

INTERNAL AUDITING DEPARTMENTS
See also EDP auditing departments


Fletcher, John C. Internal audit operating charter. (The director's view) Internal auditing, v. 3, Fall 1987, p. 87-91.


Evaluation

How successful internal audit departments are evaluated, by W. Steve Albrecht and others. (Management strategy) Financial executive, v. 5, May/June 1989, p. 39-42.

Management


Staff training


Lemieux, Richard N. Understanding the business environment and operations, by Richard N. Lemieux and Timothy M. Kosiek. (Staff training and development) Internal auditing, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 89-93.


Supervision and review
Evaluating the effectiveness of internal audit departments, by W. Steve Albrecht and others. Altamonte Springs, Fla., Institute of Internal Auditors Research Foundation, c1988. 161 p. [*175.5 E]


Pashupathy, R. S. Audit of internal audit department, by R.S. Pashupathy and V. Srinivasan. Chartered accountant (India), v. 37, Sept. 1988, p. 213-16.
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INTERNAL auditing for the community bank.
Stevenson, T. Herbert. Internal auditing for the community bank: how to establish and manage an effective program. Rolling Meadows, Ill.: Bank Administration Institute, c1989. 245 p. [602 S]

INTERNAL auditing in a just-in-time manufacturing environment.
Barefield, Russell M. Internal auditing in a just-in-time manufacturing environment, by Russell M. Barefield and S. Mark Young. Altamonte Springs, Fla., Institute of Internal Auditors Research Foundation, c1988. 93 p. [*204.3 B]

INTERNAL auditing manual.


INTERNAL AUDITORS


Flesher, Dale L. Roots of operational (value-for-money) auditing in English-speaking nations. (In World Congress of Accounting Historians, 5th, University of Sydney, 1988. Collected papers. n.p., c1988. paper no. 311) [*106.8 W]


Institute of Internal Auditors. Internal auditing and the audit committee: working together toward common goals. Altamonte Springs, Fla., 1987. (10) p. [*175 I]


INTERNAL AUDITORS—Duties and responsibilities—Great Britain


Australia


Duties and responsibilities


Barrett, Michael J. Involvement in the financial reporting process. (Current developments) Internal auditing, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 73-8.


INTERNAL AUDITORS—Evaluation

Evaluation

Independence
Harrell, Adrian. Examination of management's ability to bias the professional objectivity of internal auditors, by Adrian Harrell, Martin Taylor and Eugene Chewning. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 3, 1989, p. 259-69.

Relation to business and management
Burns, David C. Perspective of internal auditors during the tender offer process, by David C. Burns, James W. Green span and Susan Lightle. Internal auditing, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 33-11.
Campfield, William L. Management response to internal audit recommendations – selected cases of implementation vs. non-implementation. n.p., Florida International University, School of Accounting, 1988. 16 p. (Working paper series. WP 88-8). This paper was truncated and published under the title, “A look at responses to audit findings,” Internal auditor, Oct. 1983. [*175 C]
Harrell, Adrian. Examination of management's ability to bias the professional objectivity of internal auditors, by Adrian Harrell, Martin Taylor and Eugene Chewning. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 3, 1989, p. 259-69.
Lemieux, Richard N. Understanding the business environment and operations, by Richard N. Lemieux and Timothy M. Kosiek. (Staff training and development) Internal auditing, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 89-93.
Tiessen, P. Organizational support for internal audit, by P. Tiessen and Michael J. Barrett. Internal auditing, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 39-53.

Relation to certified public accountants
Barrett, Michael J. Relationships to reliance; the very long step. (Current developments) Internal auditing, v. 4, Winter 1989, p. 66-72.
Bennett, Donald E. Internal audit function: Treadway squeezes the little guy, by Donald E. Bennett, Thomas J. Phillips and Barry T. Lewis. Today's CPA (Texas Society of CPAs), v. 14, May/June 1989, p. 39-42.
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Relation to government
Caron, Paul F. Overcoming reluctance to change in implementing audit recommendations, by Paul F. Caron and Stanley J. Haddock. Managerial auditing journal (Eng.), v. 3, no. 2, 1988, p. 24-7.

Statistics

Supervision and review

Surveys
Burns, David C. Perspective of internal auditors during the tender offer process, by David C. Burns, James W. Green span and Susan Lightle. Internal auditing, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 3-11.
Caron, Paul F. Overcoming reluctance to change in implementing audit recommendations, by Paul F. Caron and Stanley J. Haddock. Managerial auditing journal (Eng.), v. 3, no. 2, 1988, p. 24-7.

International

INTERNAL auditor's manual and guide: the practitioner's guide to internal auditing.
INTERNAL company negotiation: Cuba travel packages.
Schlachter, Paul J. Internal company negotiation: Cuba
travel packages. Miami, Florida International University,
School of Accounting, 1988, (35) p. (Working paper series,
no. 88-1) [*250 Tra 4]

INTERNAL CONTROL
Alderman, C. Wayne. Case for risk‑driven audits, by C.
Wayne Alderman and Richard H. Tabor. Journal of
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Audit
and accounting manual: nonauthoritative practice aids,
edited by Linda J. Huntley. Chicago, Commerce Clearing
House for the AICPA, c1988. 1 v. ( loose-leaf) [*250 Acc]
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Audit
and accounting manual: nonauthoritative practice aids, as
of June 1, 1988, edited by Linda J. Huntley. Chicago,
Commerce Clearing House for the AICPA, c1988. 1 v.
(various pages) [*250 Acc]
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Audit
and accounting manual: nonauthoritative practice aids, as
of June 1, 1989, edited by Linda J. Huntley. Chicago,
Commerce Clearing House for the AICPA, c1989. 1 v.
(various pages) [*250 Acc]
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Audit
and accounting manual: nonauthoritative practice aids, as
of June 1, 1989, edited by Linda J. Huntley. Chicago,
Commerce Clearing House for the AICPA, c1989. 1 v.
(various pages) [*250 Acc]
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Audit
and accounting manual: nonauthoritative practice aids, as
of June 1, 1990, edited by Linda J. Huntley. Chicago,
Commerce Clearing House for the AICPA, c1990. 1 v.
(various pages) [*250 Acc]
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Audit
and accounting manual: nonauthoritative practice aids, as
of June 1, 1992, edited by Linda J. Huntley. Chicago,
Commerce Clearing House for the AICPA, c1992. 1 v.
(various pages) [*250 Acc]
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Herdmann, Robert K. GAO follows up on Treadway recom‑mendations, by Robert K. Herdmann and Robert D. Neary.
Holstrum, Gary L. ASB update: the control risk audit guide
and other emerging issues. Florida CPA today, v. 5,
Nov. 1989, p. 32-5.
Holstrum, Gary L. Auditing Standards Board: its impact on
auditing in Florida. (A & D notes) Florida CPA today,
v. 5, April 1989, p. 34-7.
by Jeannie Huckstep and Kurt E. Chaloupicky. (Acc‑ounting & auditing alerts) Asset (Missouri Society of
Institute of Internal Auditors. IIA’s response to the SEC’s
Kappel, Conrad A. Auditor’s new responsibility for internal
control in a financial statement audit. (Current develop‑ments & issues) Connecticut CPA quarterly, v. 52,
Kell, Walter G. Modern auditing, by Walter G. Kell, William C.
Boynton and Richard E. Ziegler. 4th ed. New York,
Kolins, Wayne. Internal control structure audit guide pro‑posed
by American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and
c1989. 608 p. [170 K]
LaFleur, Susan A. Guidelines for writing effective manage‑ment letters. Practical accountant, v. 22, Feb. 1989,
p. 42-50, 52, 54.
Marsh, Hugh L. Audit committee charter: Rx for fraud pre‑vention, by Hugh L. Marsh and Thomas E. Powell.
O’Neal, Jason. Monitoring internal controls with random
number sampling. (Spreadsheets) CFO, v. 5, Nov. 1989,
p. 56, 58, 60.
Pomeranz, Felix. Coping with the expanded duties of the
audit committee, part I. Miami, Florida International
University, School of Accounting, 1988. 26 p. (Working
paper series, no. 88-9) [*223.3 P]
Parvis, John A. Use of audit documentation format on data
collection. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.),
v. 14, no. 5/6, 1989, p. 551-63.
Quible, Zane K. Administrative office management: an
introduction. 4th ed. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice Hall,
c1989. 239 p. [172 Q]
Sadhwani, Arjan T. EDI’s effect on internal controls, by
Schiff, Jonathan B. Issue paper: guidance on internal control,
by Jonathan B. Schiff, JoAnn Miller and Claire B. May.
Montvale, N.J., National Association of Accountants,
1989, 39 p. [*175 S]
Stern, Robert S. Independent accountant’s responsibility to
report on weaknesses in the client’s internal control struc‑ture.
New York, c1989. p. 151-84. [*103.1 P]
60 p. (GAO/AFMD-89-38; March, 1989. Report to the Chair‑man, Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee, Com‑mittee on Energy and Commerce, House of Representa‑tives.) [*177 U]
Wagoner, Jeri B. External auditors vs. internal auditors in
internal control test, by Jeri B. Wagoner and David E.
Willson, James D. Internal auditing manual, by James D.
Willson and Steven J. Root. 2nd ed. Boston, Warren,
Gorham & Lamont, c1989. 1 v. (various pages) [*175 W]
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Reports and statements


McNamee, Patrick. Reporting under SAS no. 63 when SAS no. 55 has not yet been adopted. In our opinion (AICPA), v. 5, Oct. 1989, p. 1. [*106.1 A]


System design and installation


INTERNAL control of hospital finances: a guide for management.

INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE


Jenkins, Brian. Audit approach to computers, by Brian Jen-

Murphy, Michael A. Handbook of EDP auditing, by Michael A. Murphy and Xenia Ley Parker. 2nd ed. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [170 M]

Purvis, S. E. C. Effect of audit documentation format on data collection. Accounting, organizations and society (Eng.), v. 14, no. 5/6, 1989, p. 551-63.
INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN

Balasubramanian, S. Investment criteria by present value or internal rate of return? (Students' section) Chartered accountant (India), v. 38, July 1989, p. 82-3, 85.


Hajdasinski, Mirolaw M. Post scriptum to bounding the internal rates of return of a project. (Technical notes) Engineering economist, v. 34, Summer 1989, p. 339-46.


INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS COMMITTEE.


INTERNATIONAL REVENUE CODE

See Taxation, United States – Internal revenue code of 1986.

INTERNATIONAL SERVICE FUNDS

Accounting


INTERNATIONAL 500: the biggest industrial corporations outside the U.S. Fortune, v. 120, July 31, 1989, p. 290-318, passim.

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING

See Accounting – International

INTERNATIONAL accounting and auditing trends.


INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS COMMITTEE.

Accounting for investments in associates. London. 1989. (9) p. (International accounting standards, no. 28) [111.1 I]


Drawing the line is IASC’s next task. International accounting bulletin (Ireland), no. 69, Nov. 1989, p. 4.


IASC publishes framework for financial statements. (On the technical side) Accountancy SA (South Africa), v. 6, Dec. 1989, p. 335.

IASC publishes new proposals for accounting for taxes on income. (IASC news) Industrial accountant (Pakistan), v. 29, April-June 1989, p. 3-4.


Towards the international harmonisation of financial statements: an invitation to comment on an exposure draft on the comparability of financial statements. London, (1988). 5 p. [*111.1]*


INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS COMMITTEE EXPOSURE DRAFTS


IASC – E32. Accountancy SA (South Africa), v. 6, April 1989, p. 92, 94.


IASC publishes new proposals for accounting for taxes on income. (IASC news) Industrial accountant (Pakistan), v. 29, April-June 1989, p. 3-4.


International Accounting Standards Committee. Towards the international harmonisation of financial statements: an invitation to comment on an exposure draft on the comparability of financial statements. London, (1988). 5 p. [*111.1 I]


Most, Kenneth S. Comparability of financial statements: comment in the International Accounting Standards Committee's exposure draft 32. Miami, Florida International University, School of Accounting, 1989. 9 p. (Working paper, no. 89-8) [*111.1 M]


INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS COMMITTEE STATEMENTS


International Accounting Standards Committee. Towards the international harmonisation of financial statements: an invitation to comment on an exposure draft on the comparability of financial statements. London, (1988). 5 p. [*111.1 I]


Statement 3


Statement 15


Statement 18


Statement 19


Statement 27


Statement 28


Statement 29


INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION.


INTERNATIONAL ANNUAL REPORTS COLLECTION.


INTERNATIONAL AUDITING GUIDELINES


Guideline 8

Guideline 12

Guideline 13
Audit guidelines revised. (International) World accounting report (Eng.), Nov. 1989, p. 4-5. [170.7 I]


Guideline 20


Guideline 23
Audit guidelines revised. (International) World accounting report (Eng.), Nov. 1989, p. 4-5. [170.7 I]

Chitale, Uday M. Auditing today - meeting society's expectations. Chartered accountant (India), v. 38, Oct. 1989, p. 326-32. [170.7 I]


Guideline 25

Guideline 27

INTERNATIONAL AUDITING GUIDELINES/RELATED SERVICES

International Federation of Accountants. International Auditing Practices Committee. Summary of International guidelines on auditing and related services. New York, 1989. 32 p. (Contains a brief overview of each guideline issued to date followed by summaries of the basic principles and essential procedures extracted from IAGs 1-26 and IAG/RS 1-2, being all guidelines issued to Dec. 31, 1988.) [170.7 I]

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Heron, A. World Bank's role in financial management and accounting development in developing countries. n.p., n.d. 7 p. [117 D]

Heron, Al. Bank that lends a helping hand. (Speaker's platform) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, May 1989, p. 54-5.


INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF STANDARDS AND PRACTICES FOR CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERS.

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION.

International tax glossary. Amsterdam, c1988. 322 p. [750.1 I]

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
See: Corporations, Multinational Foreign operations

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.

INTERNATIONAL comparative accounting: emphasis on the centrally-planned countries.
INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF ACCOUNTANTS.
—Public Sector Committee.


Engagements to perform agreed-upon procedures. New York, 1989, (9 p. [Exposure draft, no. 32, July 1, 1989. Proposed international auditing guideline, (Related services guideline, no. 3.)]) [*170.7 I]

Examination of prospective financial information. New York, 1989. (12 p. [International auditing guideline, no. 27, Feb. 1989]) [*170.7 I]


Summary of International guidelines on auditing and related services. New York, 1989. 32 p. (Contains a brief overview of each guideline issued to date followed by summaries of the basic principles and essential procedures extracted from IAGs 1-26 and IAGS 1-2, being all guidelines issued to Dec. 31, 1988.)[*170.7 I]

Public Sector Committee.


INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF ACCOUNTANTS.—Public Sector Committee.—(Continued)


Public Sector Committee of the International Federation of Accountants. Chartered accountant (Australia), v. 60, Feb. 1989, p. 79.

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORP.


INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MARKETS: A SURVEY.


INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL REPORTING AND AUDITING: A GUIDE TO REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS.


INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES CENTRE.


INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE ASSOCIATION.


INTERNATIONAL GROUP OF ACCOUNTING FIRMS.


INTERNATIONAL ICE CREAM ASSOCIATION.


INTERNATIONAL INCOME TAX RULES OF THE UNITED STATES.

McIntyre, Michael J. International income tax rules of the United States. Stoneham, Mass., Butterworth Legal Pubs., c1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [754.8 M]

INTERNATIONAL INCOME TAXATION AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.


INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTING EDUCATION AND RESEARCH.


INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY, ARCHIVES AND MUSEUM OF OPTOMETRY.
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INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING PRACTICES.


INTERNATIONAL MASS RETAIL ASSOCIATION.


INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS GUIDE. ed. by Braddock Communications. Washington, Greater Washington Society of Association Executives, c1987. 244 p. [*209.4 1]

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND.


Role and function of the International Monetary Fund. Washington, 1985. 99 p. [*713 I]


World economic outlook, October 1988: revised projections by the staff of the International Monetary Fund. Washington, c1988. 137 p. [*933.2 I]

INTERNATIONAL NEWSPAPER FINANCIAL EXECUTIVES.


INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

See Foreign operations

INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION OF SECURITIES COMMISSIONS.

Drawing the line is IASC’s next task. International accounting bulletin (Ireland), no. 69, Nov. 1989, p. 4.
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INTERNATIONAL STATEMENTS ON AUDITING (IFAC)

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON PUBLIC SECTOR ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING, KUALA LUMPUR, 1989.
Public sector accounting and reporting – a closer look. n.p., 1989. (12) p. (Jointly organised by the Association of Public Sector Accountants, Malaysia and the Malaysian Association of Certified Public Accountants.) [*102 I]

INTERNATIONAL tax and estate planning.

INTERNATIONAL tax glossary.

INTERNATIONAL trade and customs services.


INTERNATIONAL trade in business services: accounting, advertising, law and management consulting.

INTERNATIONAL transfer pricing policies: decision-making guidelines for multinational companies.

INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF JAPAN.


INTERNATIONALISATION of software and computer services.

INTERNERSHIP
See Accountants' office – Internship
Education – On-the-job training


INTERPROVINCIAL BOARD OF EXAMINERS.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE ACT

INTERSTATE COMMERCE TAXATION
See Taxation, United States – Interstate commerce

INTERVIEWS
See also Audit interviews
Calvin, James N. How and when IRS interviews can be recorded. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 42, June 1989, p. 380.
Eberts, Miles M. Killer questions – how one manager survived the job interview. Club management, v. 68, Jan. 1989, p. 52, 57-8, 60.
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INTRODUCTION to fund accounting.


INTRODUCTION to nonprofit organization accounting.

INTRODUCTION to operations research.

INTRODUCTION to public utility accounting. 2nd ed. n.p., American Gas Association, c1984. 245 p. (Originally written and compiled by Marvin P. Reeser for A.G.A. General Accounting Committee and EEI General Accounting Committee.) [501 I]

INTRODUCTION to the American business enterprise.
Poe, Jerry B. Introduction to the American business enterprise. 7th ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1989. 589 p. [204.1 P]

INVENTING and patenting sourcebook: how to sell and protect your ideas.
Levy, Richard C. Inventing and patenting sourcebook: how to sell and protect your ideas. Detroit, Gale Research, c1990. 922 p. [143.63 L]

INVENTORIES
See also Retail trade – Inventories

Brault, Rejean. Value added, by Rejean Brault and Anne Fortin. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, April 1989, p. 48-56.


Sutherland, William R. Inventories; methods, valuation and uniform capitalization rules. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCH tax transactions library) [142.4 S]


Accounting
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INVENTORIES—Costs

Iqbal, Javed. Average inventory method – keeping beginning inventory separate. Industrial accountant (Pakistan), v. 28, Jan.-March 1989, p. 6-8, 15.


National Association of Accountants. Library. Inventory management and control. Montvale, N.J., 1989. 10 p. (Bibliography) [*142.4 N]


Sutherland, William R. Inventories: methods, valuation and uniform capitalization rules. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCH tax transactions library) [142.4 S]

Auditing


Continuous

See Inventories – Cyclical method

Control

See also Stores systems and stock records


National Association of Accountants. Library. Inventory management and control. Montvale, N.J., 1989. 10 p. (Bibliography) [*142.4 N]


Ribar, Thomas F. Ten steps to inventory record accuracy, by Thomas F. Ribar and David W. Beker. Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, April 1989, p. 38.

Smith, Dan C. More profit in basics through automated replenishment. Retail control, v. 57, April 1989, p. 31-45.


Great Britain

Hunt, Malcolm. Inventory control in the process industry. (Business) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, March 1989, p. 90, 92.

India


Cost or market


Costing

See Inventories – Valuation

Costs


Brooks, Paul G. What is an inventory turn worth? Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, March 1989, p. 41.
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First-in, first-out method


Just-in-time method
See Just-in-time manufacturing

Last-in, first-out method
See also Retail trade — Inventories


Economic order quantity
Haddock, Jorge. Which lot-sizing techniques are used in material requirements planning? By Jorge Haddock and Donald E. Hubicki. Production and inventory management journal, v. 30, Third quarter 1989, p. 53-6.
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Niehaus, Gregory R. Ownership structure and inventory method choice. Accounting review, v. 64, April 1989, p. 269-84.


Management

Bailey, Harald A. To stage or store. Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, March 1989, p. 40-1.


National Association of Accountants. Library. Inventory management and control. Montvale, N.J., 1989. 10 p. (Bibliography) [*142.4 N]


Perpetual


Physical


Pricing

See Inventories – Valuation

Reports and statements
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Work-in-process
Bailey, Harold A. To stage or store. Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, March 1989, p. 40-1.

Cronin, Glenn B. Tightening the reins on WIP. Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, Feb. 1989, p. 30-1.


INVENTORIES; methods, valuation and uniform capitalization rules.
Sutherland, William R. Inventories; methods, valuation and uniform capitalization rules. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1988. 1 v. ( loose-leaf) (CCCH tax transactions library) [142.4 S]

INVENTORS

Taxation
See Taxation, United States - Inventors


INVENTORY SHORTAGES
See Shortages


INVESTIGATIONS
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Retail method


Staggered
See Inventories - Cyclical method

Valuation

Brooks, Paul G. What is an inventory turn worth? Production & inventory management review with APICS news, v. 9, March 1989, p. 41.


Sutherland, William R. Inventories; methods, valuation and uniform capitalization rules. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1989. 1 v. ( loose-leaf) (CCCH tax transactions library) [142.4 S]
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INVESTING

INVESTING for baby’s B.A. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 44.


INVESTMENT adviser may not offer shared-risk fee schedule to clients. (Recent developments) Financial planning journal, v. 5, March 7, 1989, p. 104-5.

INVESTMENT adviser must comply with annual audit requirement. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, May 2, 1989, p. 186-7.


INVESTMENT ADVISERS

See also Financial planners


No 1940 act registration required for employee of investment adviser. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, May 2, 1989, p. 188.


INVESTORS

Advertising


Auditing


Staff refuses relief from Investment adviser act surprise audit requirement. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, Nov. 14, 1989, p. 493.

Great Britain


Duties and responsibilities


Kelvin, Jeffrey B. When is RIA registration necessary? Best’s review (Life/health), v. 89, Feb. 1989, p. 60, 62, 64.


Evaluation


Fees and commissions

See Wages, fees, salaries—Investment advisers and managers

Great Britain


Law and regulation

Actuary may have to register as adviser for giving clients investment assistance. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, May 30, 1989, p. 227-8.


Kelvin, Jeffrey B. When is RIA registration necessary? Best’s review (Life/health), v. 89, Feb. 1989, p. 60, 62, 64.

Registered representatives may use other titles such as financial advisors, consultants. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, July 25, 1989, p. 314.
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_Australia_

_Great Britain_

_Liability_

_Marketing_

_Reports and statements_

_Great Britain_

_Selection_
Barnes, Carol C. Client’s nest egg may need professional portfolio manager, by Carol C. Barnes and Richard J. Jurgovan. (Personal financial planning forum) Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Dec. 31, 1989, p. 6.

INVESTMENT ADVISERS ACT OF 1940

Kelvin, Jeffrey B. When is IRA registration necessary? Best’s review (Life/health), v. 89, Feb. 1989, p. 60, 62, 64.
No 1940 act registration required for employee of investment adviser. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, May 2, 1989, p. 188.
Registered representatives may use other titles such as financial advisers, consultants. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, July 25, 1989, p. 314.
Staff refuses relief from Investment adviser act surprise audit requirement. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, Nov. 14, 1989, p. 493.


INVESTMENT analysis and portfolios management.


INVESTMENT BANKERS

_Services_

_INVESTMENT CLUBS_
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INVESTMENT COMPANIES
See also Funds – Mutual
Small business investment companies
Unit trusts
Palombo, Joseph R. Regulated investment companies. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, c1987. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (CCH tax transactions library) [250 Inv]
Spierer, Alan. Benefits of buying CDs through an investment firm. Planner (AICPA), v. 4, June/July 1989, p. 6-7. (*106.1 A)

Auditing
Canada

Evaluation

Law and regulation
Loan participations may be treated as securities for ‘40 act purposes. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, Sept. 19, 1989, p. 394-5.

INVESTMENT CONTRACTS
See also Guaranteed investment contracts
District Court finds limited partnership units were securities. (Recent developments) Financial planning journal, v. 5, March 7, 1989, p. 99-100.

INVESTMENT DEALERS
See Investment bankers
Investment companies
Securities brokers

INVESTMENT funds in Luxembourg.

INVESTMENT limited partnerships handbook.
Haft, Robert. Investment limited partnerships handbook, by Robert Haft and Peter M. Fass. New York, Clark Boardman, 1989. 1 v. (various pagings) (Securities law series) [753 H]

INVESTMENT markets: gaining the performance advantage.

INVESTMENT MODELS
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Robbins, Edward Henry. Neither signalling nor irrelevance: capital structure theory when information is costly. Miami, Florida International University, School of Accounting. 1986. (32) (Paper working series. no. 88-3) [*224 R]
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INVESTMENTS


INVESTMENT performance of corporate pension plans.


INVESTMENT side of corporate cash management.


INVESTMENT TRUSTS

See also Real estate investment trusts

Unit trusts


INVESTMENTS

See also Corporations - Investments

Expenditures, Capital

Machinery and equipment

Real estate

Securities

Taxation, United States - Investments


Astrachan, Anthony. How dangerous can mortgage investments be? Ask these doctors. Medical economics, v. 66, March 6, 1989, p. 27-8, 30-2, 34-5.


Godwin, Norman A. Put your stamp on a rare market. (World of financial planning) Best's review (Life/health), v. 89, April 1989, p. 70, 72, 74.

Goldberg, Martin A. Squeezing the hot air out of a broker's spiel. Veterinary economics, June 1989, p. 100, 102-5.


How to make a living with conservative investments. Stanger register, v. 8, April 1989, p. 33, 35-6, 39.


Norton, Robert E. Dividends and interest matter a lot more than you think. (Personal investing) Fortune, v. 120, Nov. 6, 1989, p. 19, 22, 24.

Pare, Terence P. Allocating your assets by life's seasons. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 125-42, 54, passim.


Pickens, T. Boone. Interview with T. Boone Pickens, by David C. Montoya. Stanger register, v. 8, June 1989, p. 29-30, 32.


Rook, Lance W. Financial and estate planning resource guide. New York, Matthew Bender, 1989. 3 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Per 2]


What to tell the kids about investing. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 52-4.


Wills, Clint. Well-adjusted retirement fund. Money, v. 18, Fall 1989, p. 55-6, 60-2, 64, 66, 68.


Accounting


India
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Serwer, Andrew-Evan. To find tomorrow’s hot stocks, go where the big boys aren’t. (Personal investing) Fortune, v. 119, Feb. 27, 1989, p. 29-30, 32.


__Finance__


__Foreign__

See Foreign investments

__Great Britain__


__International__


__Israel__

Kesselman & Kesselman. Foreign investor service bulletin. Tel- Aviv, 1989. 23 p. [*759.1 I]

__Law and regulation__

See also Securities act of 1933

Securities exchange act of 1934


__Great Britain__


__Luxembourg__


__Luxembourg__


__Management__

See also Asset allocation


Barnes, Cangi C. Client’s nest egg may need professional portfolio manager, by Carol C. Barnes and Richard J. Jurgo- van. (Personal financial planning forum) Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Dec. 31, 1989, p. 6.


Fisher, Anne B. Portfolio managers for everyman. Fortune, v. 120, Fall 1989, p. 207-8, 212, 214-17.


Pricing


Reports and statements


Valuation
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INVITATION to comment on financial statement display for not-for-profits is issued. Status report (FASB), no. 206, Nov. 27, 1989, p. 3. (*106.3 F)

INVOICES

INVOLUNTARY resettlement in development projects.

IOWA SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.


IQBAL, JAVED.

IRA distribution is taxed in year received if not rolled over. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 22, July 1989, p. 10.

IRA game plans: making the rules work for you.


IRA reporting requirements. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, Nov. 1989, p. 50.


IRAQ.

India


INVESTMENTS, CAPITAL
See: Expenditures, Capital


INVESTOR RELATIONS
Gendron, Marie. Investor relations from the inside. (Corporate policy) CPA, v. 5, May 1989, p. 58-60.

INVESTORS
See also Stockholders
Bondholders are mad as hell. – and they're not going to take it anymore, by Christopher Farrell and others. (Finance) Business week, Feb. 6, 1989, p. 82-3.
McNamara, Brian M. SEC reproposes revised definition of accredited investor, by Brian M. McNamara and Robert A. Barron. (Quarterly survey of SEC rulemaking and major appellate decisions) Securities regulation law journal, v. 17, Spring 1989, p. 91-2.
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IREDALE, MALCOLM.

IRELAND, R. DUANE.

IRELAND.

IRISH, CHARLES R.

IRISH, JAMES L.

IRISH, VIVIEN.

IRISH FUTURES AND OPTIONS EXCHANGE.

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
Accounting

Cost accounting

Great Britain

Reports and statements

IRREVOCABLE trusts.


IRS actions can be blocked if hardship would result. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 42, March 1989, p. 190.

IRS actions can be blocked if hardship would result. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, May/June 1989, p. 382.


IRS and State Department join forces to find nonfilling overseas taxpayers. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 22, May 1989, p. 12, 14.

IRS announcement postpone effective date of suspension of comfort rulings. (Recent developments) Tax management real estate journal, v. 5, Sept. 6, 1989, p. 211-12.


IRS announces retroactive increase of AMTI by personal exemption amount. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, Nov. 1989, p. 50.


IRS changes its mind on interest accrual. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, March/April 1989, cover 3.

IRS changes its position on deductibility of charitable bequest arising out of a bona fide will contest.


IRS has no plans to stop issuing GCMs. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 22, July 1989, p. 12.

IRS has substantial employee recruitment disadvantage. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 22, July 1989, p. 12, 14.


IRS is researching direct deposit of refunds. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 22, June 1989, p. 92, 96.


IRS issues guidance on Section 7520 valuations. (Tax update) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, April 4, 1989, p. 156.


IRS may change inventory method even if once approved. Taxation for accountants, v. 43, July 1989, p. 29-30.


IRS outlines adequate disclosure requirements. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, April 1989, p. 54.


IRS suspends issuance of letter rulings on issues that are deemed clearly addressed by established authorities.


IRS' refusal to waive Section 6661 penalty may be judicially reviewed. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 22, April 1989, p. 10, 12.


IRS sample plan language: defined contribution plans and defined benefit plans - IRS lists of required modifications.


IRS studies TRA compliance. (Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 34, June 1989, p. 50.

IRS suspends issuance of letter rulings on issues that are deemed clearly addressed by established authorities. (Recent developments) Tax management real estate journal, v. 5, July 5, 1989, p. 163.
IRS takes first step towards penalty reform.


IRS tax collection procedures.

IRS' telephone assistance program continues to get panned. (Inside the IRS) Practical accountant, v. 22, June 1989, p. 92.

IRS to restrict deduction for commuting to job site. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 42, March 1989, p. 190.

IRS to restrict deduction for commuting to job site. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, May/June 1989, p. 383.

IRS to set up regional plan prototype program. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, Jan./Feb. 1989, cover 3.

IRS to try to extend time limits on flow-throughs. (Practicing before the IRS) Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, March/April 1989, cover 3.


IRS' use of Section 7805(b) in the employee plan area: an analysis.

IRS valuation guide for income, estate and gift taxes – IRS Appeals Officer Valuation Training Program.
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ISAAC, WILLIAM M.
Meet the new FDIC. ABA banking journal, v. 81, Oct. 1989, p. 79, 81, 83.

ISAACS, BARRY.

ISAACSON, GERALD I.

ISAACSON, JOEL.
Ground zero: building a PFP practice from the bottom up. Planner (AICPA), v. 4, Aug./Sept. 1989, p. 3-4. [*106.1 A]

ISABELLA, LYNN A.

ISDN
See Integrated services digital networks

ISELIN, ERROL R.
Effects of format on the extraction of information from accounting statements. Accounting and finance (Australia), v. 29, May 1989, p. 73-94.

ISENSTEIN, SUSAN.

ISHII, YASUNORI.

ISKANDAR, MAI.

ISLAM, SADEQUIL.

ISLAM.
Mazumber, Zahedul Haque. Accounting for partnership with emphasis on Islamic principles. Cost and management (Bangladesh), v. 17, May-June 1989, p. 16.

ISLE OF MAN.
Ernst & Whinney. Doing business in the Isle of Man. New York, c1987. 82 p. [*759.1 I]

ISMAIL, BADR E.


ISRAEL.

Somekh Chaikin. Information guide: real estate investment in Israel. Tel-Aviv, c1989. 61 p. [*759.1 I]

ISRAEL.
Business and taxation: guide to conducting business in Israel. Luboshitz, Kasierer & Co. Israel business and taxation; guide to conducting business in Israel. Tel Aviv, 1988. 48 p. [*759.1 I]

ISRAELOFF, ROBERT L.
Membership doubles in Division for CPA Firms. (News and views) CPA journal, v. 59, June 1989, p. 12.


ISSUE management: origins of the future.

ISSUE paper: guidance on internal control.

ISSUES and trends in benefits planning, reviewed by Kenneth Robertson. Greenville, N.Y., Panel, c1988. 88 p. [*754.4 I]


ISSUES for an aging America: elder care.


ISSUES relating to accounting for leases.
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ISSUES relating to accounting for leases...

ISTVAN, DON F.

ITALY.


IT'S a PC, it's a TV – it's multimedia, by Maria Shao and others. Business week, Oct. 9, 1989, p. 152-5, 158, 162, 166.

IVERNS, JAMES F.
Everything you ever wanted to know about MECs. (Focus on financial planning) Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Oct. 1989, p. 62, 64.
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IVERSON, LAURA HIMES.

IVEY, MARK.

IVISON, ROBIN M.

IWASHITA, TADASHI.
JAAROVERZICHT 1987/88. 

JABEN, JAN.

JACKMAN, JAMES M.

JACKMAN, THOMAS E.

JACKSON, BETTY R.

JACKSON, B. M.

JACKSON, DONALD W.

JACKSON, JERRY.

JACKSON, JOHN A.

JACKSON, JOHN D.

JACKSON, JOHN P.

JACKSON, MARTIN P.

JACKSON, RICK.
Programs that help minimize frustrating interruptions. (EDP technology) Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Dec. 31, 1989, p. 4.

JACKSON, ROB.

JACKSON, STEVEN.

JACKSON, THOMAS H.

JACOB, RAHUL.

JACOBE, DENNIS.
Commercial banks should help pay for the FSLIC crisis. (Money market) Savings institutions, v. 110, April 1989, p. 25, 27.

JACOBS, ARNOLD S.
Section 16 of the Securities exchange act. New York, Clark Boardman, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) (Securities law series, v. 16) [721 J]

JACOBS, BRUCE I.

JACOBS, GORDON L.
JACOBS, JO.

JACOBS, JO.


JACOBS, RAYMOND A.


JACOBS, ROBERT A.


JACOBS, SHELDON.


JACOBS, TERRY A.


JACOBS, VERNON K.


What planners should know about software licensing and copy protection. (Software trends) Personal financial planning, v. 1, May/June 1989, p. 49-53.


JACOBS, JOHN C.


JACOBSEN, LYLIE.


JACOBSON, ALAN.

Auditing construction costs. Altamonte Springs, Fla., Institute of Internal Auditors Research Foundation, c1988, 31 p. (IIA monograph series) [*250 Con]

JACOBSON, DANIEL R.


JACOBSON, ERIC D.


JACOBSON, MARILYN D.


JACOBSON, PETER D.


JACOBSSON, BENGT.


JACOBY, DAVID.


JACQUES, WILLIAM E.


JAEDICKE, ROBERT.


JAEGGER, DAVID G.


JAEGGER, WILLIAM.


JAFFE, JAY M.


JAFFE, JEFFREY F.


JAFRI, Z. H.
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JAGANNATHAN, RAVI.

JAGGERS, WAYNE.

JAGIELA, JOHN S.

JAGUSZTYN, RICHARD J.

JAHERA, JOHN S.

JAIN, P. C.

JAIN, PREM C.

JAIN, SHANTIMAL.

JAIN, SUBHASH C.

JAIN, SUSHIL K.

JAKHOITYA, GIRISH P.

JALICS, PAUL J.

JAMAICA.

JAMAL, KARIM.
(Paper presented at the 1987 University of Southern California and Deloitte Haskins & Sells Audit Judgment Sympos.)

JAMES, C. V.

JAMES, CHRISTOPHER.

JAMES, D. R. M.

JAMES, DAVID L.

JAMES, GENE A.

JAMES, ROBERT E.

JAMES, SYDNEY C.

JAMISON, ROBERT W.

JAMSHIDIAN, FARSHID.

JANG, H. JONATHAN.
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---

**Laws, statutes, etc.**

---

**Office of Trade and Investment Ombudsman.**

---

**JAPAN FEDERATION OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC TAX ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATIONS.**

---


---


---


---

**JAQUES, JOHN H.**

---

**JARNAGIN, BILL D.**

---

**Financial accounting standards: explanation and analysis, 11th ed.** Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, 1989. 1184 p. [*111.1 J]*

---

**JARRELL, GREGG A.**

---

**JARRETT, DONALD H.**

---

**JARROW, ROBERT A.**

---

**JARUGA, ALCIJA A.**

International comparative accounting: emphasis on the centrally-planned countries. Tokyo, Japan University, 1988. 69 p. (Commercial science accounting study, research paper no. 6. Text in English and Japanese.) [*117 P]*
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JARVENPAA, SIRKKA L.

JARZOMBEK, SUSAN M.
Interest rate swaps can reduce borrowing costs. (Financial resources) Financial manager, v. 2, May/June 1989, p. 70, 72, 74.

JASPERSOHN, CATHERINE.

JASTER, FRANK.

JASTER, THOMAS S.

JAUDES, AUGUST W.

JAYAID, MASOOD.

JAYALGI, RAJ SHEKHAR G.

JAWORSKI, BERNARD J.

JAYAWARDENA, N. U.

JAYAWARDENA, N. U.

JAYSON, SUSAN.


JEAKLE, JOHN G.

JEAN, WILLIAM H.

JEANS, MIKE.

JEFFCOAT, CLYDE E.

JEFFERSON, VIVIAN V.

JEFFREY, CYNTHIA GEISLER.

JEFFREY, GUNDI.

JEFFREY, SHERI.

JEFFREY-COOK, JOHN.

JEFFRIES, JOHN C.

JEFFRIES, WALTER VOSE.
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JENKS, JAMES M.

JENNER, EILEEN.

JENNINGS, KENNETH M.

JENNINGS, MARGARET S.

JENNINGS, MICHAEL N.


JENNINGS, ROBERT M.

JENSEN, DANIEL L.

JENSEN, ERIK M.

JENSEN, JILL.

JENSEN, OSCAR W.

JENSEN, SUSAN R.

JENSTER, PER Y.

JERESKI, LAURA.
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Real estate partnerships are sinking, with no lifeboats in sight, by Laura Jereksi, Larry Light and Kevin Kelly. (Finance) Business week, July 3, 1989, p. 74-5.

RELPs: is it better to bail out or mutate? (Personal business) Business week, Aug. 7, 1989, p. 80.


Yang, Catherine. Credit unions may be tempting fate, by Catherine Yang with Laura Jereksi and David Greising. (Finance) Business week, Dec. 18, 1989, p. 112-13.

JEROME, GARRY P.

Excise tax on excess plan distributions: when to make the grandfather election, by Garry P. Jerome and Michael Dickerman. (Compensation and benefits) Corporate taxation, v. 1, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 36-8, 56.


JEROME, ROBERT T.


JERVEY, HILTON M.


JESPERSEN, FRED F.


Meyers, Gerald C. How to master change (it won’t be painless), an interview with Gerald C. Meyers by Fred F. Jespersen. (Q&A) Business month, v. 134, Sept. 1989, p. 73-5.

Schein, Edgar H. Corporate culture is the real key to creativity, an interview with Edgar H. Schein by Fred F. Jespersen. (Q&A) Business month, v. 133, May 1989, p. 73-5.

JESSEPH, STEVEN A.


JETER, DEBRA C.


JEUCK, JOHN E.


JEVONS, MARCIA.


JEVONS, MARSHALL.


JEWETT, WALTER G.


JHALA, S. P.


JIAMBALVO, JAMES.


JIMISON, RAYMOND L.


JINGLUN, ZHAO.


JINYAN, LI.


JIT

See Just-in-time manufacturing

JIZBA, BARBARA.


JOACHIMSTHALER, ERICH A.


JOB ANALYSIS, EVALUATION AND CLASSIFICATION

See also Performance appraisal


Conference Board. Pay equity, a symposium on the issues... edited by Dana E. Friedman. New York, c1988. 34 p. (Research bulletin, no. 219) *208 F
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India

JOB


JOB RATING
See Job analysis, evaluation and classification


JOB RESUMES
See Resumes

JOB SATISFACTION
See also Accountants — Job satisfaction
Burke, George C. Understanding the dynamic role of the hospital executive: the view is better from the top. Hospital & health services administration, v. 34, Spring 1989, p. 99-112.
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LACK of pension plan does not make pay reasonable. Estate planning, v. 16, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 47.


LACKNER, VINCENT F.
Lawyer as intelligent computer consumer. Law office economics and management, v. 30, no. 2, 1989, p. 149-68.

LACZNIAK, GENE R.

LADD, HELEN F.


LADERMAN, JEFFREY M.


Goodwill is making a lot of people angry, by Jeffrey M. Laderman and others. (Finance) Business week, July 31, 1989, p. 73, 76.

How mutual funds have battled back. (Finance) Business week, Sept. 18, 1989, p. 100-1.

Moneymen may stop deep-sixing proxies, by Jeffrey M. Laderman and Tim Smart. (Finance) Business week, March 20, 1989, p. 142.


LAFER, ARTHUR B.

LAFFERTY, MICHAEL.

LAFFONT, JEAN-JACQUES.

LaFLEUR, SUSAN A.

LaFORGE, MARY C.

LaFORGE, R. LAWRENCE.


LaFORGE, RAYMOND W.

LaFRENIERE, TOM.


LaHAYE, LAURA.

LAMBERT, RICHARD T.

LAI, TSONG-YUE.

LAIKEN, STANLEY N.

LAINHART, JOHN W.

LAITOS, JAN G.

LAKE, PETER S.

LAKHAN, V. C.

LAKSHMANAN, S.

LAL, MOHAN.

LALLI, WILLIAM REA.

LALLY, MARTIN.

LAM, HONG-LEUNG.

LAM, JAMES C.

LaMANTIA, CHARLES.
LaVine, Bob. This is our company now, says new president. Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 2, Jan. 1989, p. 8-9.

LAMARRE, LESLIE.
Very big? Outlook (California Society of CPAs), v. 37, Fall 1989, p. 16-17, 19-20.

LAMB, CHARLES W.

LAMB, HORACE L.

LAMB, INGRID K.

LAMB, MAUREEN PILATO.
Oil and gas leases: play it safe to strike it rich. Propane and property, v. 3, May/June 1989, p. 52-3.

LAMBERSON, MORRIS.

LAMBERT, C.

LAMBERT, CAROLYN U.

LAMBERT, DAVID.

LAMBERT, JEREMIAH D.

LAMBERT, JOSEPH M.

LAMBERT, JOYCE C.

LAMBERT, RICHARD A.
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LAMBKE, JEANNE.

LAMBKIN, MARY.

LAMBLE, P. J.
Accounting for the general insurance industry, by P.J. Lambie and L.P. Minehan. Calfield, Australian Accounting Research Foundation, c1987. 247 p. (Discussion paper, no. 11) [*401 L]*

LAMINGER, LARRY.

LAMKEN, JEFFREY A.

LAMKIN, SELMA H.

LAMM, RICHARD.

LAMONACA, PAUL.

LAMONT, GRAHAM.

LAMORIELLO, FRANCINE C.

LAMoureux, CHRISTOPHER G.


LAMPE, JAMES.

LANAHAN, RICHARD G.

LANASA, JOHN M.

LANCHNER, DAVID.
British investors turn up their noses at junk. (Global financing) *Corporate finance*, v. 3, Oct. 1989, p. 34.

Chevron and four partners create a ruble exchange market. (Global financing) *Corporate finance*, v. 3, July 1989, p. 25.

LANCTOL, THOMAS E.

LAND, DAVID.


LAND, STEPHEN B.

LAND, THOMAS H.

LAND See also Property

Real estate


Law and regulation


978
Barnes, Cynthia J. Just compensation or just damages: the measure of damages for temporary regulatory takings in Wheeler v. City of Pleasant Grove. (Comments) Iowa law review, v. 74, July 1989, p. 1243-60.


Records


Valuation


LAND DEVELOPMENT
See Real estate developers
Real estate subdivisions

LAND resources for crop production.

LANDAU, AUDREY Z.

LANDAU, JEFFREY M.
Successorship doctrine, the courts and arbitrators: common sense or dollars and cents? (Comments) University of Miami law review, v. 44, Nov. 1989, p. 403-41.

LANDEKICH, STEPHEN.
Corporate codes of conduct: an examination and implementation guide. Montvale, N.J., National Association of Accountants, c1989. 130 p. (Report on a research project commissioned by the National Association of Accountants.)[*209.1 L]

LANDEr, DAVID A.


LANDEr, GERALD H.


LANDES, CHARLES E.

LANDFILL OPERATIONS
See Refuse

LANDIS, IRA M.

LANDIS, KEN.


LANDIS, KENNETH M.


LANDLORDS
Burger, Jeff. Yes, Virginia, you can still make money as a landlord. Medical economics, v. 61, April 3, 1989, p. 174-8, 180, 185, 188.
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O'Donohoe, Stephanie. Advertising: have accountants figured it out? By Stephanie O'Donohoe, Adamantios Diamantopoulos and Jacqueline L. (Practice) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 103, April 1989, p. 120, 122-3.

LANE, LINDA.


LANE, MARC J.


LANE, MICHAEL R.


LANE, MICHAEL S.


LANE, NORMAN H.


LANE, RAY.

Yes, there is a way to measure MIS investments, by Ray Lane and Ray Hall. (Managing information) Business month, v. 134, Aug. 1989, p. 73-4.

LANE, WILLIAM R.


LANEN, WILLIAM N.


LANG, LARRY R.


LANG, MICHAEL B.


LANG, WILLIAM W.


LANGAN, MICHAEL J.


LANDLORDS—Liability

Liability

Holtom, Robert B. Landlord liability for hazardous waste. (Underwriting, losses and loss control) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, June 1989, p. 78, 80.

LANDMARK MIT study: management in the 1990s.


LANDON, JOHN H.


LANDON, PETER.


LANDRY, RAYMOND M.


LANDRY, TERRY N.

Audit software applications. (Health care auditing) Internal auditing, v. 5, Summer 1989, p. 90-5.

LANDSKRONER, YORAM.


LANDSMAN, JEFFREY.


LANDSMAN, WAYNE R.


LANE, DAVID M.

You can take these fees to the bank. Veterinary economics, June 1989, p. 72, 76, 78, 80.

LANE, ERIC F.


LANE, GREGORY J.


LANE, JACQUELINE.
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LANGE, GERARD A.

LANGE, PATTIE.

LANGENDERFER, HAROLD Q.

LANGER, DAVID.

LANGER, JOSEPH W.

LANGER, MARSHALL J.
Practical international tax planning. 3rd ed. New York, Practising Law Institute, c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [753 L]

LANGER, STEVEN.

LANGEVOORT, DONALD C.

LANGFORD-BROWN, I.

LANGLEY, ANN.

LANGLEY, WILLIAM A.

LANGOWITZ, NANCY S.

LANGSAM, JOSEPH A.

LANGSTON, MARY SPRAGUE.

LANGSTRAAT, CRAIG J.

LANHAM ACT

LANKFORD, SARA S.

LANNING, J. STEPHEN.
Ten thousand dollar-a-day business opportunities: seminars, newsletters, cassettes, software and more (an overview) – the development and marketing of information profit centers. Gapland, Md., Consultants National Resource Center, c1989. 52 p. (Professional practice development series) [*200.81 L]

LANNON, MICHAEL E.

LANS
See Local area networks

LANSKY, DONALD M.
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LANSLEY, DAVID.

LANTHIER, ALLAN R.

LANTRY, TERRY L.

LANZA, JOHN W.

LAPELOSA, MICHAEL.

LAPENSEE, KENNETH T.

LAPIDUS, MELANIE.

LAPOIN, PERRY.

LAPPA, KAREN.
Hospitals gain efficiency by training managers. (Human resources) Hospitals, v. 63, Aug. 5, 1989, p. 68.

LAPSEY, IRVINE.
Reshaping the NHS: threat or opportunity? Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 93, April 1989, p. 47-9.

LARASON, TIMOTHY M.

LARCKER, DAVID F.

LARGAY, JAMES A.

LARGE, J. A.

LARKIN, HOWARD.

LARKIN, RICHARD F.

LARSEN, RICHARD A.

LARSEN, RICHARD G.

LARSON, ALEXANDER C.

LARSON, DAVID D.

LARSON, PETER E.

LARSON, RHOLAN E.

LaRUE, DAVID.

LaRUE, PAUL H.
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LaRUSSO, ANTHONY C.

LAWOOD, LAURIE.

LASH, LINDA M.

LASH, NICHOLAS A.

LASHBROOKE, E. C.

LASKA, ALAN J.

LASKO, WARREN.

LASLEY, FLOYD A.

LASSER (J.K.) INSTITUTE.

LASSILA, DENNIS R.

LAST-IN, FIRST-OUT METHOD
See Inventories – Last-in, first-out method

LAST known address rule allows IRS reasonable time to process address change. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 22, Aug. 1989, p. 6, 8.

LAST known address rule applied to address incorrectly filed by taxpayer. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 22, May 1989, p. 6.

LAST minute tax planning for 1988.


LATEST in peripherals.

LATEST scoop worldwide: facts and figures on ice cream and related products.

LATHAM, MARK.

LATHAM, W. BRYAN.

LATHEM, WILLIAM C.

LATIN AMERICA.

LATIN AMERICA.

LATORRACA, N.

LATTANZI, JAMES R.

LATIN, THOMAS W.

LAU, AMY HING-LING.

LAU, HON-SHANG.
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LAUER, MICHAEL.


LAUGHLIN, EUGENE J.


LAUGHTON, HAROLD.


LAUN, JOHN L.


LAURICE, DOUGLAS M.


LAUSEN, ERIC.


LAUTERBACH, BENI.


LAUTZENHEISER, BARBARA J.


LAUZEN, LEO G.


LAVELLE, JOHN H.


Golden parachute rules have been eased, but planning is still required to avoid penalties, by John H. Lavelle, James P. Daniels and David A. Pratt. Taxation for lawyers, v. 17, May/June 1989, p. 334-8.


LAVERTY, BRIAN L.


LAVERTY, STEPHEN R.


LAVIN, DAVID.


LAVINE, ALAN.


LAVINE, BOB.


This is our company now, says new president. Management consultant international (Ireland), no. 2, Jan. 1989, p. 8-9.

LAW, VICTOR.


LAW, GLADYS.


LAW

See also Commercial law

Constitutional law


Henderson, Gordon D. Controlling hyperlexia – the most important law and... Tax lawyer, v. 43, Fall 1989, p. 177-99.

Index to legal books. New York, R.R. Bowker, c1988. 6 v. (loose-leaf) [800 I]


California


Canada

China

Florida

Missouri
Barnhart, Timothy V. Revisions made in Missouri’s durable power of attorney law. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 38, Aug 31, 1989, p. 3.

New York City

Unauthorized practice
See also Government agencies and departments - Practice before Lawyers and accountants Tax practice
Simon, Roy D. Fee sharing between lawyers and public interest groups. Yale law journal, v. 98, April 1989, p. 1069-133.

LAW AND ACCOUNTING
Joint practice

LAW, business, and society, by Tony McAdams and others.
2nd ed. Homewood, Ill., Irwin, 1989. 891 p. [200 L]


LAW DEPARTMENTS

LAW firm accounting.

LAW LIBRARY ASSOCIATION OF GREATER NEW YORK.

LAW of 17th July 1975 on accounting and the annual accounts of enterprises and implementing decrees.

LAW of fraudulent transactions.
Ailes, Peter A. Law of fraudulent transactions. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) [861 A]

LAW of professional and amateur sports, edited by Gary A. Ubstein and Richard J. Grad. New York, Clark Boardman, 1988. 1 v. (various pagings) [250 Spo 2]

LAW of title insurance.

LAW OFFICES
See Lawyers

LAW suits are seen as best deterrent to fraud. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, Oct. 17, 1989, p. 450-1.

LaWARE, JOHN.

LAWDER, KEITH E.

LAWES, MURPHY.

LAWLER, EDWARD E.

LAWLER, THOMAS.

LAWLESS, MICHAEL W.

LAWLOR, ANDREW J.
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LAWSOHN, GERALD H.

LAWSON, PETE.

LAWSON, ROBERT.
LBO bustout. (Credit analysis) Business credit, v. 91, July/Aug. 1989, p. 4-6.

LAWSUITS
See also Alternative dispute resolution
Class actions
Court decisions
Damages
Stockholder suits
Structured settlements
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Accountants' Legal Liability Task Force. Alternative dispute resolution. (New York), 1988. 4 p. [*103.1 A]
Civil RICO poses serious threat to small firms and sole practitioners. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 37, June 30, 1989, p. 9-7.
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Kasten, Sandy. Tax aspects of litigation and settlements, by Sandy Kasten and Brad Seligman. Deerfield, Ill., Calaghan, c1989. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [754 K]


Korotkin, Michael I. Damages in wrongful termination cases. ABA journal, v. 75, May 1989, p. 84, 86, 88.


Meyerowitz, Steven A. Credit reports are not always credible. (Legal issues) Business marketing, v. 74, Oct. 1989, p. 22.

Meyerowitz, Steven A. RICO lives! (And how?) (Legal issues) Business marketing, v. 74, July 1989, p. 12, 14.


O’Connell, Jeffrey. Less tortious torts. Best’s review (Life/health), v. 89, April 1989, p. 35-6, 38.


Rothfeder, Jeffrey. Using the law to rein in computer runaway. (Information processing) Business week, April 3, 1989, p. 70, 73, 76.


Wildermuth, Matthew R. Blind man’s bluff: an analysis of the discovery of expert witnesses under Federal rule of civil procedure 26(b)(4) and a proposed amendment. (Notes) Indiana law journal, v. 64, Fall 1989, p. 925-63.

Williams, G. Scott. Litigation management for accountants liability claims. Accountant’s liability newsletter (AICPA), v. 17, Aug./Sept. 1989, p. 1, 4. (*106.1 A)


LAWSUITS and settlements.


LAWTHER, WENDELL C.


LAWYERS
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Accounting


Administration


Advertising


Brent, Philip D. U.S. Supreme Court cases on lawyer advertising and conflicting state interpretations. Attorney-CPA, v. 25, May/June 1989, p. 6-7, 14.


Kanwit, Stephanie W. Attorneys' responsibilities to ensure that professional advertising is truthful and nondeceptive. Law office economics and management, v. 30, no. 3, 1989, p. 315-25.


Billing


Business planning


Chiva


Clients
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James, David L. Yes, you can get a better deal from your lawyer. (Corporate law) *Business month*, v. 134, Sept. 1989, p. 73-8.


Collection of accounts

Compensation
See Wages, fees, salaries — Lawyers

Data processing


Kelley, Donald H. Microcomputers have become an indispensable tool for the estates and trusts practitioner. (Micros in estate planning) *Journal of taxation of trusts & estates*, v. 1, Spring 1989, p. 61-4.


Duties and responsibilities


Employment


Engagements


Fees
See Wages, fees, salaries — Lawyers

Financial management

Foreign operations


Income 

See Wages, fees, salaries – Lawyers

Insurance


Japan


Law and regulation

Brent, Philip D. U.S. Supreme Court cases on lawyer advertising and conflicting state interpretations. Attorney-CPA, v. 25, May/June 1989, p. 6-7, 14.


Legal notes. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 93, Feb. 1989, p. 58.

Great Britain


Liability


Professional liability: common malpractice dilemmas currently confronting attorneys and accountants, part 1, by Steven J. Cohen and others. Massachusetts law review, v. 73, Spring 1988, p. 18-35.


Libraries

See Libraries

Management


Marketing


Feder, Harold A. Successfully marketing the small firm. Legal economics, v. 15, March 1989, p. 49-51.


Mergers


Organization and procedure


Simpson, Lyle L. Legal assistants: even a small office can use them. Legal economics, v. 15, April 1989, p. 20-2, 24, 26, 28.

Partnerships
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Pensions
See Pensions - Self-employed

Personnel


Simpson, Lyle L. Legal assistants: even a small office can use them. Legal economics, v. 15, April 1989, p. 20-2, 24, 26, 28.


Pricing


Professional ethics
See Professional ethics - Lawyers

Public relations

Records


Relation to business and management
See also Law departments


Relation to tax administration

Canada

Reports and statements


Salaries
See Wages, fees, salaries - Lawyers

Selection

Pons, Ted. How to find the lawyer who's just right for you. (Getting down to basics) Medical economics, v. 66, Sept. 4, 1989, p. 65-6, 69.

Services


Stewart, David O. Pro bono, sex and partnership. (Supreme Court report) ABA journal, v. 75, July 1989, p. 44, 46, 48, 50.


Small practitioners
Feder, Harold A. Successfully marketing the small firm. Legal economics, v. 15, March 1989, p. 49-51.

Simpson, Lyle L. Legal assistants: even a small office can use them. Legal economics, v. 15, April 1989, p. 20-2, 24, 26, 28.
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Social responsibility
Stewart, David O. Pro bono, sex and partnership. (Supreme Court report) ABA journal, v. 75, July 1989, p. 44, 46, 48, 50.

Specialization

Statistics

Supervision and review

Surveys

Taxation
See Taxation, United States — Lawyers
Timekeeping

Valuation and goodwill
Orenstein, Theodore P. When a lawyer divorces: how to value a professional practice — how to get extraordinary remedies, by Theodore P. Orenstein and Gary N. Skoloff. Chicago, American Bar Association, c1986. 130 p. (Published jointly by the Section of Economics of Law Practice and the Section of Family Law.) [250 Law 3]

LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS
See also Law and accounting — Joint practice
Litigation support services
International Federation of Accountants. International Auditing Practices Committee. Additional guidance on —

attendance at inventory locations and confirmation of accounts receivable and inquiry regarding litigation and claims. (IFAC) Chartered accountant (India), v. 38, Dec. 1989, p. 501-5.
Williams, G. Scott. Litigation management for accountants liability claims. Accountant’s liability newsletter (AICPA), v. 17, Aug./Sept. 1989, p. 1, 4. ([106.] A)

Australia

Great Britain
Legal notes. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 93, Feb. 1989, p. 58.

LAWYERS’ LETTERS

LAWYERS’ OPINIONS

LAY, PETER M. Q.

LAYFIELD, T. GAYLON.

LAYMAN, BONNIE A.

LAYNE, ABNER A.

LAYNE, SCOTT M.
Timely QEF elections: even after TAMRA, the only way out. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 20, Feb. 1989, p. 100-1.
LEARNING CURVE


LEARY, ED.

LEARY, WILLIAM F.


LEASE OR BORROW

LEASE OR PURCHASE


Gallup study shows conserving cash flow still key reason to lease. *Journal of equipment lease financing*, v. 7, Summer 1989, p. 6-11.


Maturi, Richard J. To lease or to buy may not be the question. (Real estate) *CPA*, v. 5, June 1989, p. 46, 48, 65.
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Romo, Cheryl. To lease or not to lease, a new question for utilities. (Financial news and comment) *Public utilities fortnightly*, v. 123, April 27, 1989, p. 37, 39.


LEASE-PURCHASE AGREEMENTS
See Purchase agreements

LEASEHOLDS


LEASES
See also Net leases
Oil and gas leases
Barnes, Garry D. Lending to municipalities: political subdivision lease purchasing financing. (In *Lending to different industries*, vol. 1, *Philadelphia*, c1989, p. 28-36.) [670 L]

Berwind, Michael W. Equipment leasing. Chicago, Commercial Clearing House, c1988. 1 v. (loose-leaf) *(CCH tax transactions library) [143.3 B]*


Wong, Jeffrey J. It’s time to update your equipment lease. *Journal of equipment lease financing*, v. 7, Fall 1989, p. 4-10, 24.


Accounting
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_____: Australia


_____: Canada


_____: Great Britain


_____: International


_____: New Zealand


_____: Canada

Palmer, Mal. To lease or to buy. CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, July 1989, p. 21-4.

_____: Costs


LESAES—Costs (Continued)


Schroeder, R. Harold. FASB staff clarifies SFAS no. 91; EITF reaches consensus on IO, PO strips. (FASB and the EITF) Bank accounting & finance, v. 2, Spring 1989, p. 39-43.

Finance


La Counte, Max E. Venture leasing: one of the new niche markets in the equipment leasing industry. Journal of equipment lease financing, v. 7, Fall 1989, p. 18-19, 22-4.


Great Britain


Law and regulation


Canada


European Economic Community


Great Britain


Long-term


Reports and statements


Valuation
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LESAES, AIR RIGHTS


LESAES, COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE


Harris, Lynda. Owner-developed leasehold: a practical way to finance a facility. Veterinary economics, May 1989, p. 80, 84-7.

Holtom, Robert B. Landlord liability for hazardous waste. (Underwriting, losses and loss control) Best's review (Property/casualty), v. 90, June 1989, p. 78, 80.


Finance


LESAES, EQUIPMENT

See Machinery and equipment rental

LESAES, REAL ESTATE
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LeBLEU, RONALD E.


LEASING COMPANIES

See also Machinery and equipment rental
American Association of Equipment Lessors. Role of MIS in a leasing organization. Journal of equipment lease financing, v. 7, Spring 1989, p. 44-8. (Summary of results on survey of CEO perceptions of management information systems, conducted by the AAEI Lease Operations Conference planning committee.)


Pulliam, Susan. Leasing. Corporate finance, v. 3, Nov. 1989, p. 85-111, passim. (Special report: Chicken Little was right, by Susan Pulliam; directories edited by Cara M. Tuzzolino.)


Accounting

Finance


Marketing

Valuation

LEATHERS, PARK E.


LEAUBY, BRUCE A.


LEAVE OF ABSENCE

See also Wages, fees, salaries – Leave of absence


LEAVINS, JOHN.

Ensuring that a multiple listing service does not jeopardize a real estate board’s exemption, by John Leavins and Darshan L. Wadhwa. (Business leagues) Journal of taxation of exempt organizations, v. 1, Fall 1989, p. 55-7, 64.

LEAVITT, HAROLD J.


LEAVITT, THOMAS D.


LeBARON, BLAKE.


LeBARON, DEAN.


LeBAUBE, ROBERT.


LeBER, RICHARD W.


LEBHar-FRIEDMAN RESEARCH.


LeBLANC, DANIEL.


LeBLANC, WILLIAM J.


LeBLEU, RONALD E.

How to get I/S to give you the system you need, by Ronald E. LeBlue and Roger T. Sobokwia. Corporate controller, v. 1, March/April 1989, p. 38-41.

LEBOWITZ, JEFF.


LECLERC, DANIEL A.


LEDGETT, WILLIAM B.


LEDERER, ALBERT L.


LEDERMAN, ALAN S.

Foreign plans benefiting some Americans may be subject to ERISA. (Current U.S. international tax scene – practitioner's viewpoint) Tax management international journal, v. 18, Nov. 10, 1989, p. 476, 484.


LEDERMAN, JESS.


LEDERMAN, MARTIN J.


LEDFORD, STEVE.


LEDGERS

See also Books of account Journals Records


Data processing See Accounting – Data processing

LEDWIDGE, BILL.


LEYDARD, JOHN O.


LEE, C.


LEE, CATHERINE.


LEE, CHENG F.


LEE, CHI-WEN JEVONS.


LEE, DIANA.


LEE, DWIGHT R.


LEE, EDWARD C.


LEE, FOOK HONG.


LEE, GEOFFREY A.

Manuscript additions to the Edinburgh University copy of Luca Pacioli's Summa de arithmetica. (In World Congress of Accounting Historians, 5th, University of Sydney, 1988. Collected papers. n.p., c1988. paper no. 309.) [106.8 W]

LEE, HYO-SEOONG.


LEE, JAMES D.

Lee, John.

Lee, Joe W.

Lee, John J.

Lee, John Y.

Lee, Keyin F.

Lee, Linda K.

Lee, Marina.

Lee, Meng Hye.

Lee, Raymond T.

Lee, Robert E.

Lee, Sang-Bum.

Lee, Sang M.

Lee, Sherrie.
Mass storage devices. (Micromation) CGA magazine (Can.), v. 23, June 1989, p. 16-17.

Lee, T. A.

Lee, Tom.
Solomons report: the search for reporting truth continues. Accountant's magazine (Scot.), v. 93, March 1989, p. 44.

Lee, William.

Lee, Winson B.

Lee, Youngho.

Leeman, Gary.

Lempputte, Patrick J.

Leeth, John D.

LeFevre, Pierre.

Lefever, Michael M.

LeFkon, Richard G.
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LEFKOWITH, EDWIN F.

LEFKOWITH, EDWIN F.


LEGAL and business aspects of periodical and electronic publishing.

LEGAL and practical aspects of doing business with the Soviet Union.

LEGAL DEPARTMENTS
See Law departments


LEGAL EDUCATION
See Education, Lawyers

LEGAL ETHICS
See Professional ethics – Lawyers

LEGAL EXPENSES
See also Tax litigation – Costs


LEGAL FEES
See Legal expenses
Wages, fees, salaries – Lawyers

LEGAL handbook for small business.

LEGAL handbook of business transactions: a guide for managers and entrepreneurs.


LEGAL RESEARCH
Crim, Elias. Online information: the competitive edge, edited by Elias Crim. ABA journal, v. 75, June 1989, 10 p. insert following p. 80
Index to legal books. New York, R.R. Bowker, c1988. 6 v. (loose-leaf) [800 I]
Skupsky, Donald S. Recordkeeping requirements. Denver, Colo., Information Requirements Clearinghouse, c1988. 523 p. [202.2 S]

Data processing
Sommers, Frank F. Trials and no tribulations: litigation support is for everyone. Legal economics, v. 15, Nov./Dec. 1989, p. 36-8, 40.

LEGAL services marketing: a planning guide.

LEGAL SERVICES PLANS

Great Britain

LEGETTE, CYNTHIA.

LEGGE, JEROME S.


LEGISLATIVE activity affecting financial planners. Planner (AICPA), v. 4, April/May 1989, p. 7-8. [106.1 A]
Understanding the business environment and operations, by Richard N. Lemieux and Timothy M. Kosiek. (Staff training and development) Internal auditing, v. 4, Spring 1989, p. 89-93.

LEMEKE, THOMAS P.

LEMON, W. M.

LEMONS, BRUCE N.
Maximizing the Section 29 credit in coal seam methane transactions, by Bruce N. Lemons and Larry Nemirow. (Oil & gas) Journal of taxation, v. 70, April 1989, p. 238-42, 244-5.

LEMONS, LLOYD.

LENARD, MARY JANE.

LENAT, DOUGLAS B.

LENDER'S dilemma: national and international automated data complications in perfecting a security interest in accountants.
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Inventing and patenting sourcebook: how to sell and protect your ideas. Detroit, Gale Research, c1990. 922 p. [143.63 L]
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Accounting


Current


Estimated


Fixed

See Liabilities - Long-term

Long-term


Accounting


LIABILITY INSURANCE

See Insurance, Accountants' liability Insurance, Liability

LIABILITY (LEGAL)

Accountants — Liability

See also

Corporations — Liability

Corporations — Officers — Liability

Directors — Liability

Environmental impairment liability

Executives — Liability

Lawyers — Liability

Physicians — Liability

Products liability

Tort


India


Oklahoma


Third party
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LIBERMAN, LEE M.

LIBRARIES

See also Tax libraries

Budgeting

Business planning


Florida

Great Britain
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LIABILITY OF ACCOUNTANTS

See Accountants – Liability

LIABILITY OF TAX RETURN PREPAREES.
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Sieburth, Janice F. Online search services in the academic library: planning, management and operation. Chicago, American Library Association, 1988. 331 p. [250 Lib]


Finance

Internal auditing
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Management


Sieburth, Janice F. Online search services in the academic library: planning, management and operation. Chicago, American Library Association, 1988. 331 p. [250 Lib]

Personnel

Services

Sieburth, Janice F. Online search services in the academic library: planning, management and operation. Chicago, American Library Association, 1988. 331 p. [250 Lib]

Zachert, Martha J. K. Qualitative evaluation of law school library services. Law library journal, v. 81, Spring 1989, p. 269-76.


LIBRARY personnel management.

LIBRARY planning and budgeting.


LICENSES and Permits

Australia

LICENSING
See also Foreign licensing


Levy, Richard C. Inventing and patenting sourcebook: how to sell and protect your ideas. Detroit, Gale Research, c1990. 922 p. [143.63 L]


Strawser, Jerry R. Use of an all-objective CPA examination in the certification and licensure of accountants. Accounting educators' journal, v. 1, Fall 1988, p. 119-25.
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LIE detector use in the workplace.


LIE DETECTORS

See Polygraph tests
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LIFE insurance products, illustrations, and due diligence.
American Bar Association. Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law. Life insurance products, illustrations, and due diligence. Chicago, c1989. 100 p. (Life insurance counselor [*430 A])

LIFE insurance trusts and the use of Crummeys.

LIFE OFFICE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION.


LIFESTYLES of Chinese managers compared with comparable Asian and U.S. managers.

LIFO cases, rulings, and revenue procedures.
Ernst & Whinney. LIFO cases, rulings, and revenue procedures: a digest of decided cases and Internal Revenue Service pronouncements released through October 31, 1987. n.p., c1987. 140 p. [*142.4 E]

LIFO INVENTORIES
See Inventories -- Last-in, first-out method

LIGHT, LARRY.
Corporate America wants out from under its junk pile, by Larry Light and Leah J. Nathans. (Finance) Business week, Aug. 21, 1989, p. 80-1.
From backlight to blockbuster, by Larry Light and David Zigas. (Finance) Business week, Sept. 11, 1989, p. 96-7.
Investors are developing a taste for this poison: takeover-wary bond buyers demand poison put insurance. (Finance) Business week, July 10, 1989, p. 78.
Jeresi, Laura. Real estate partnerships are sinking, with no lifeboats in sight, by Laura Jeresi, Larry Light and Kevin Kelly. (Finance) Business week, July 3, 1989, p. 74-5.
Yesterday's bad deals are today's new business, by Larry Light and others. (Finance) Business week, Dec. 11, 1989, p. 96-7.

LIGHTFOOT, DONALD G.

LIGHTLE, SUSAN.
Burns, David C. Perspective of internal auditors during the tender offer process, by David C. Burns, James W. Greenspan and Susan Lightle. Internal auditing, v. 5, Fall 1989, p. 3-11.
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LIMITED and general partnerships are combined tax free. Taxation for lawyers, v. 18, Nov./Dec. 1989, p. 166.

LIMITED offering exemptions: Regulation D, 1989.

LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS
See Partnerships, Limited
Uniform limited partnership act
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LIN, THOMAS W.
Varashehty, Miklos A. Advanced auditing: fundamentals of EDP and statistical audit technology, Reading, Mass., Addison-Wesley, c1988. 628 p. [170 V]
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LINE OF BUSINESS REPORTING
See Diversified companies – Reports and statements

LINEAR PROGRAMMING
See Mathematical programming
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LINES OF CREDIT
See Credit lines

LINFORD, KIRK M.
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LINN, SCOTT C.

LINNEGAR, G. H.

LINNEN, BETH.
How will Uncle Sam ring up REO sales? Savings institutions, v. 60, June 1989, p. 36-40.

LINS, GERALD T.

LINVILLE, JAMES.

LIPAY, RAYMOND J.
Anticipated additional tax revenue has not been generated by the IRS audit process. (Notes and comments) Corporate taxation, v. 1, Jan./Feb. 1989, p. 63-4.

LIPE, MARLYS GASCHO.

LIPKIN, LAWRENCE.

LIPMANN, FREDERICK D.

LIPPITT, MARY BURNER.

LIPPMAN, DONNA M.
Customer deposits found not to be income. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 59, July 1989, p. 82-3.

LIPSCHITZ, LESLIE.
LIPTON, DAVID A.

LIPTON, RICHARD M.


PALs at three: what we know, what we don’t know and what went wrong. Taxes -- the tax magazine, v. 67, Nov. 1989, p. 715-34.


LIPTON, STUART S.
IRS modifies rules for obtaining classification as partnership; Third Circuit adds nonrecourse debt to basis. (Recent federal cases and rulings) Journal of taxation of investments, v. 6, Summer 1989, p. 320-5.

LIPTON, ZELDA.
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LIQUOR

See also Beverages

Distilled spirits industry


LIQUOR DISTRIBUTORS

Finance


LIQUOR industry scoreboard. (Marketing) Business week, June 12, 1989, p. 55.

LISONBEE, DAN A.


LIST of original issue discount instruments prepared by the Dept. of Treasury (for use in preparing 1988 returns).


LIST of recommended published materials re 150-hour education requirement.


LIST of required modifications: IRS sample provisions for master and prototype defined benefit and defined contribution plans.

United States. Internal Revenue Service. List of required modifications: IRS sample provisions for master and prototype defined benefit and defined contribution plans. n.p., 1989, 1 v. (various pagings) (Pension coordinator special report, Sept. 11, 1989, sect. 2) [*754.4 U]

LIST of statements and standards on accounting & auditing issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, which are mandatory as on October 1, 1989. (Institute news) Chartered accountant (India), v. 38, Oct. 1989, p. 346-7.

LISTER, ROGER J.


LITIGATION

See Lawsuits

Statements, Financial - Disclosure of litigation Tax litigation

LITIGATION costs based on IRS' conduct only after district counsel enters case. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 22, Jan. 1989, p. 8, 10.


LITIGATION SUPPORT SERVICES

See also Forensic accounting


Coopers & Lybrand. Litigation and claims services. New York, c1987. folder (3 p.) [*683 W]


Post, Linda Currey. Litigation support: certified public accountants take their accounting expertise to the stands. Outlook (California Society of CPAs), v. 57, Spring 1989, p. 24-5, 27.
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Credit and collections for the nineties: keeping up with a changing market. Newspaper financial executive journal, v. 42, April 1989, p. 4, 12.
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Supreme Court and commercial speech: new words with an old message. Corporate practice commentator, v. 31, no. 1, 1989, p. 129-52. (Published originally in 72 Minnesota law review 289 [1987].)
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LOAN WORKOUTS

LOAN PARTICIPATION AGREEMENTS

Loan participations may be treated as securities for '40 act purposes. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, Sept. 19, 1989, p. 394-5.


Loan participations may be treated as securities for '40 act purposes. (Recent developments) Tax management financial planning journal, v. 5, Sept. 19, 1989, p. 394-5.

LOAN SALES


Accounting
Schroeder, R. Harold. FASB staff clarifies SFAS no. 91; EITF reaches consensus on IO, PO strips. (FASB and the EITF) Bank accounting & finance, v. 2, Spring 1989, p. 39-43.


Data processing


LOAN WORKOUTS
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LLEWELLYN, DON W.
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LLOYD, TERRY.

LLOYD, WILLIAM P.

LLOYD-JONES, DAVID.

LLOYDS.

LOAN COMPANIES
See also Banks and banking. Loan and credit departments
Factoring
Finance companies
Loans
Savings and loan associations

LOAN DEPARTMENTS
See Banks and banking. Loan and credit departments

LOAN LOSS RESERVES
See Reserves - Loan loss


**LOANS**

See also Credit

Government loans and grants

Loans, Problem

Retirement plan loans


Brands, Henk J. Interplay between Sections 547(b) and 550 of the Bankruptcy code. (Notes) Columbia law review, v. 89, April 1989, p. 530-49.


Coleman, John J. Lending to dealers in art, antiques, and other collectibles. (In Lending to different industries, vol. 1) Philadelphia, c1983. p. 244-50. [670 L]


Get your act together!!! Money, v. 18, Feb. 1989, p. 66-72, 74, 77-8, 86-9. (Special report: Five smart financial moves to make now)


Lending to different industries, vol. 1. Philadelphia, Robert Morris Associates, c1983. 417 p. (Practical articles on making loans to selected industries and businesses... a collection taken from Journal of commercial bank lending.) [670 L]


Smith, Brian P. Questions arise on how to recognize servicing assets. (Current trends) Savings institutions, v. 110, May 1989, p. 84-5.


Accounting


Hill, Norman E. Capital or competition? Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, May 1989, p. 34, 36, 38.


Schroeder, R. Harold. FASB staff clarifies SFAS no. 91; EITF reaches consensus on IO, PO strips. (FASB and the EITF) Bank accounting & finance, v. 2, Spring 1989, p. 39-43.


Canada


China


Costs

See also Interest


Schroeder, R. Harold. FASB staff clarifies SFAS no. 91; EITF reaches consensus on IO, PO strips. (FASB and the EITF) Bank accounting & finance, v. 2, Spring 1989, p. 39-43.
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Valuation

LOANS closed and servicing volume for the mortgage banking industry, 1987.

LOANS, CONSTRUCTION

LOANS, EQUITY PARTICIPATION

LOANS, HOME EQUITY

Law and regulation
Barefoot, Jo Ann S. It’s time for home (equity loan) improvements. (Compliance clinic) ABA banking journal, v. 81, July 1989, p. 25, 27, 29.

Developing countries

Great Britain

India

International

Law and regulation

Malaysia

Management

Prepayment

Pricing
Pricing

LOANS, MARINE

LOANS, PROBLEM
See also Loan workouts


LOBBYING
See also Taxation, United States - Lobbying expenses


Canada

European Communities

European Economic Community

LOBBYING and government relations: a guide for executives.

LOBENHOFER, LOUIS F.

LOBO, GERALD J.
Incremental information in SFAS no. 33 income disclosures over historical cost income and its cash and accrual components, by Gerald J. Lobo and In-Man Song. (Notes) Accounting review, v. 64, April 1989, p. 329-43.


LOCAL area network reference.

LOCAL AREA NETWORKS


Gellman, Harvey S. CIO's role is still important. (Computers) CMA (Can.), v. 63, April 1989, p. 23.


Karkosak, James F. IS and managed care: a dynamic duo. Best's review (Life/health), v. 90, Nov. 1989, p. 36-8, 42, 44.
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LOCAL governmental accounting trends and techniques, 1989. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Local governmental accounting trends and techniques, 1989: annual survey of accounting practices followed by 500 local governmental units, edited by Susan Cornwall; special update and analysis sections by Cornelius E. Tierney, Philip T. Calder and Deborah A. Koebele. 2nd ed. New York, c1989. 1 v. (various pagings) (The reports analyzed were prepared by the governmental units throughout the period July 1, 1986 through June 30, 1987.) [*344.1 A]


LOCATION OF BUSINESS See Office location Plant location
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LOEWY, STEVEN A.
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Is your yellow pages ad working? Veterinary economics, May 1989, p. 34-6, 38-41.
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LOGGING
See Lumber industry Lumber manufacturers
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LONG-TERM CONTRACTS
See Contracts – Long-term
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See Leases – Long-term
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Using operating leverage to increase small business profits. CMA (Can.), v. 63, Nov. 1989, p. 32-4.
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LOSS COMPANIES AND DIVISIONS
See also Taxation, United States - Loss companies
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India

LOSS CONTROL
See Losses
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Accounting

Financial management
Pappe, Isabel M. Getting cash to flow is key to disaster survival. Risk management, v. 36, March 1989, p. 28-30, 34.
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Minimum net worth ruling requirement to be curtailed. (Recent cases and rulings) Journal of partnership taxation, v. 6, Summer 1989, p. 156-7.
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